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Vs a small 
price to pay 

for 
GREATNESS. 
Harrison Systems has always built GREAT CONSOLES. 
Harrison Systems has also had GREAT PRICES. 

We know that what you have always wanted was a GREAT 
CONSOLE, but what you need is a small price. 

Now, you get the price, and 
you get a Harrison 

PE Harrison 
HARRISON SYSTEMS, INC. • P.O. Box 22964. Nashville, Tennessee 37202 • ( 615) 834-1184 • Telex 555133 

SERIES 4 FEATURES: All transformerless design • Thick-film resistor networks • 5532/5534/LF353/5532/5534 amplifiers • Minimum 
audio-path design • Stale-variable equalizer • • 4 dB (or • 8 dB) balanced outputs • Automated fader • Extensive patching • 

DIN (1Lichel) interconnects • DIN Eurocard internal connectors • Center-detent panpots • Center-detent EQ controls • All sends switchable main/ 
monitor • All EQ sections switchable main/ monitor • 4 mono sends, plus 1 stereo send • Automatic PFL • Optional non-interrupting stereo solo • New high 
RF-immunity transformerless mic preamplifiers • Dual switchable mic inputs to each module • 24 tracks, plus direct outs (MR) • 8 stereo groups, plus 4 
stereo programs, plus 4 mono programs (TV) • Extensive internal and external communications • Multitrack interface from stereo groups (TV) • All-
aluminum (lightweight) housing • Internal or external patching • Various meter options • P&G faders. 

•Prices shown are for direct factory sales in USA, FOB Factory, installation not included. Commissioning into a prepared facility is included. Prices 
outside of the USA are higher due to freight, duty, dealer service support, etc. Normal payment terms are 30% with order, 70% prior to shipment. Price, 
specifications, terms, and availability are subject to change and are determined only at the time of sale. 
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Cover: 
Soundworks, in New York City, is located in the 
historic Studio 54 complex. Built six years ago, 
the studio was designed by its staff c be a 
futuristic music video production facility for in-
house and outside producers. 
Photo: Brenden Poh, Art Porta Studios 

Cover Corner: Joe Jackson. The Interview 
begins on page 226. 
Photo: David Gans 
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147 MIX VIDEO 

SUPPLEMENT 
(See contents page : 49) 

This Month, Mr. Bonzai 
lunches with Phil Austin, 
Philip Proctor, and Peter 
Bergman (better known as 
the zany co-conspirators of 
The Firesign Theatre) 
who talk about their past 
work and their new "Nick 
Danger" video album. Page 

136 

In a frank and candid inter-
view, Joe Sample and 
Wilton Felder recall their 
experiences over the years, 
as studio musicians, solo ar-
tists, and as the driving 
force behind The 

Crusaders. Page 210 

In Getting into the In-
dustry: A Guide for 
Women, Rosanne Soifer of-
fers practical advice and 
addresses some of the pro-
blems women encounter in 
the highly competi.dve fields 
of audio, video, and broad-
casting. Page 53 

For an inside look at what's 
happening in the busy field 
of video production, check 
out our special 48 page 
Video Supplement, which 
begins on page 147. 
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The Audio Engineering Society Convention 
New York Hilton. October 9-12 

The Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers Convention 
Los Angeles. October 30-November 4 

1/4 " Two Channel, 
1/2 " Four Channel, 
1/2 " Two Channel, 
and 1/4 " Two Channel 
with StOPTE Time Code 
Center Track Formats, 

Mil 
Otan Corportation 
2 Davis Drive 
Belmont, CA 94002 

TWX 910-376-4890 
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An open letter to audio manufac-
turers from Doug Sax 

RE: COMPACT DISC 

There are many things thi.t I should be 
doing for my company instead of writing this let-
ter, and there are at least twenty valid reasons 
why I shouldn't open up this can of worms, but 
ultimately there is one deciding factor - it must be 
done. 

A few months ago, during a magazine in-
terview, I was asked it I considered the Compact 
Disc a threat to Sheffield Lab. "Only to my integ-
rity," I replied, explaining that Sheffield ran digital 
master tapes on their recordings, but that I had 
serious reservations about their sound qualities. 

The above answer is glib and true as far 
as it goes, but I frankly hadn't expected a storage 
medium that I feel to be far below established 
high fidelity standarffi to garner such outlandish 
praise from the big three magazines: Stereo Re-
view, High Fidelity and Audio. Some of what 
I've read is astounding. Possibly I shouldn't have 
expected anything more from publications that 
have established a reputation for being non-criti-
cal, but the amount of misinformation being writ-
ten could fill a magazine - and does. Any private-
ly-held opinions c.onceming these magazines 
don't count. What does count is the fact that they 
have over 2 million readers and these readers are 
your customers, or used to be your customers. 

I invite you to read the last three issues of 
these magazines, arad if you still have retained 
your lunch, ask yourself honestly: would you buy 
a new phonograph cartridge at this time? Would 
you buy a new preamp boasting a superior RIAA 
section? How about a new CD player? I have two 
myself; well, I borrowed two but I bought the 
discs. If you like the CD system you needn't read 
further - unless perhaps you like it but don't 
manufacture it. 

Glad you're still with me. A quick eval-
uation: clearly the CD does not match the abilities 
of a digital master tape. A handful of chips are not 
doing their job as well as $20,000 worth of pro-
fessional electronics. There appears a constant 
series of aberrations that you don't hear from a 
professional digital master. Reviewers perceive 
these as engineerino faults that have been 
covered up by the shortcomings of analog recor-
ding. Even though I feel a digital master is 
musically disastrous, I respect its ability to store 
energy. It will sound just as bad in one year as it 
did the day it was made. An LP cut from a digital 

master tape will either sound inferior to, or essen-
tially the same as, or in some cases, definitely bet-
ter than the CD version. The differences will lie in 
how well the LP was mastered and processed, 
and how well the CD master tape was made. On 
the other hand, if the CD master was made from a 
good analog tape, then the LP can blow the CD 
out of the water. 

Surprised? That's my opinion, speaking 
for The Mastering Lab, and the opinion of Bernie 
Grundman of A & M Records. Between us we 
have over 35 years of independent disk cutting 
expenence. It is also the opinion of top recording 
engineers when they have compared the $798 
production pressing to the $ 1700 CD. The con-
troversy among professionals concerning digital 
recording wouldn't exist if the digital recorder 
even .approached its claim of accuracy but, as it 
stands now, many engineers not only prefer ana-
log recording to digital but actually feel that the 
aberrations of digital make it unusable. Do you 
think that your customers would be interested in 
these facts or are they and you better served by 
the one-sided view expressed by the "big three"? 

I'm not going to waste your time reciting 
the litany of high fidelity rules that are being 
broken by he Compact Disc. Suffice it to say that 
the CD wiE not fool the ear forever and that its 
maximum potential is far below that which analog 
has achieved; it is a finite, low resolution, synthe-
sized model of its input. The only thing infinite 
about the CD is the bullshit. 

Something doesn't feel right about how 
all this- is developing. The push from the manufac-
turers of CD systems is unprecedented in my 
memory. Sony is spending a fortune transporting 
buyers, representatives and writers to Japan and 
back. The media cannot be immune to the on-
slaugh: of players, PR men and advertising. 
Readers have been exhorted to buy the CD sys-
tem months before its availability but I read no 
words concerning the forthright statement from 
Denon that the CD system has some flaws. I see 
nothing about the dramatic slowdown of sales for 
the CD in Japan where there is a surplus of hard-
ware and software and no advice to the buyer to 
wait a bit - that some of these models are first 
generation, their replacements are forthcoming 
and you might be buying last week's broccoli. 
Where is the reasoned overview that has histori-
cally proven that introducing a new storage 
medium is often prone to failure? How attractive 
will the CD be when Pioneer and Matsushita 

—page 72 
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LEXICON's NEW 224X with LARC 
Its only limit is your imagination 

Only Lexicon's 224X does it all. And now the 224X cornes with 
LARC—the key that gives you easy access to the total capabilities of the mos. 
powerful processor in the world. 

LARC (Lexicon Alphanumeric Remote Console) tells at a glance 
where you're at . . . which fami4/ of programs you're into . . the specific 
program selected . . . plus the variations within the program. They're all spelled 
out on LED displays. And, with LARC, you can now store your setups on audic 
cassettes. 

Unique Split ReverhlEffects 
Achieve two levels of effects simultaneously—either two reverbera-

tions or reverberation combined with effects. 
Each input can be processed independently with different effects, 

and for each input there are stereo outputs. Split reverb puts the processing 
capabilities of *.wo systems into one. Only Lexicon has it. 

Unparalleled Sound Quality 
Unquestionably the best! Lexicon digital reverberation programs are 

the most mature in the industry, repeatedly acclaimed by users and reviewers. 

Full 15-Idlz bandwidth, 84-dB dynamic range, and less than 0.07% distortion. 

Unmatched Versatility 
Hall, Plate, and RoorrVChamber algorithms, 

including a Small Room program for subtle acoustic 
enhancements and film/video work. More than 30 
preprogrammed variations (with more to come). 

Superior controls. Decay time in two frequency bands . .. crossover. 
high-frequency rolloff . . . apparent listener position . predelay. internal 
chorus . . . diffusion. And early reflections provide exceptional control over the 
initial sound. 

Dynamic decay. Special signal processing capabilities can change revert) time 
in response to program dynamics. 

Comprehensive delay effects. The most ex:ensive set of time-delay functions 
available. Put in a vocal track and get out six independent voices. Create phas-
ing, flanging, and, repeats in a single pass. Put in a rhythm track and get out 
syncopated chords. Use up to six separately adjustable delay taps, with up to 
1860-ms delay, each with high-cut and low-cut filters tunable from 170 Hz to 
19 kHz. 

36 nonvolatile memories. All parameters of setups can be stored in memory 
for instant recall—and can be archived on cassette tape. 

An Investment in the Future 
Your investment in a 224X with LARC is an invest-

ment that will pay big dividends today—and tomorrow. 
Your initial purchase price buys you all software 

updates, subject only to a small media charge. 
Look into the Lexicon 224X digital 

reverb/effects system with LARC*. Compare it 
with anythinç else on the meet. You'll find 

this superb system is, by far, the most powerful 
of them all. 

odcon 

*Field conversion is available for owners of existing 
224X systems. Contact Lexicon. 

Lexicon, Inc., 60 Turner Street, Waltham, MA 02154/(617) 891-6790/TELEX 923468 
Export Gotham Export Corporation, New York, NY 10014 
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AES Convention 

Comes to 
New York 

"Exploring the Digital and Analog 
Domains of Today and Tomorrow" is the theme 
for the 74th convention of the Audio Engineering 
Society, to be held October 8-12, 1983 at the 
New York Hilton Hotel. The convention will begin 
on October 8, which is one day earlier than pre-
viously announced. That day has been desig-
nated as 'D-Day" and will specifically focus on 
papers and workshops dealing with digital tech-
nology. The three floors of technical and manu-

notes 

fturers' exhibits will open on Sunday, October 
9, and will continue until Wednesday. 

The convention will also feature special 
sessions on motion picture and video sound, a 
seminar on studio business operations, and 80 
technical papers on a variety of subjects, 
including sound reinforcement, acoustics, studio 
design, test and measurement procedures, psy-
choacoustics, transducers and disk recording. 

An extensive series of workshops is 
scheduled, with programs on time coding, 
film/tape synchronization, tape machine design, 
microphone techniques, and digital editing. An 

audiovisual presentation on the Compact Disc will 
be offered on Saturday and Sunday evenings. 

A splendid time is guaranteed for all. 

Due to the demand for Studer products, the com-
pany has initiated a U.S. dealership program, in-
cluding Audio Engineering Associates of Pasa-
dena, CA; Bridgewater Custom Sound of 
Harvey, IL; Doug Brown Enterprises of Tulsa, 
OK, Cramer Video of Needham, MA; Midcom, 
Inc. of Arlington, TX; Emco, Inc. of Rockville, 
MD; Pro Audio General Store of Atlanta, GA, 
Coral Springs, FL, and Carol Stream, IL; and 
Studio Sonics Corporation of Schaumburg, IL. 
. .. Also at Studer, Hans D. Batschelet an-
nounced the appointment of Nancy M. Byers as 
Eastern Regional Sales Engineer and Nick Bal-
samo as Northeastern Regional Manager. ... 
Crown International has announced the ap-
pointment of two new organizations, Kodo Asso-
ciates and Prom ark Associates, as representa-
tives for the firm's electronic component prod-
ucts. . . Some 2,200 persons participated in the 
recent Audio- Visual America conference and 
trade show in Chicago. The annual event, spon-
sored by NAVA, the International Communi-

cations Industries Association, featured over 
50 workshops and an exhibit of some 200 booths 
from major manufacturers. . . . Randy Kling, 
president of Disc Mastering Inc. of Nashville, 
TN, has been appointed a dealer for Tannoy pro-

ducts in the Nashville area. . . 3M announced it 
is selling the service support capabilities and 
spare pans inventory for its professional analog 

audio recorders to Electro-Technology Cor-
poration, Menlo Park, CA. The sale includes a 
licensing agreement to manufacture spare parts. 
. . "Music For All People," the Los Angeles 
music exposition, will be held November 18-20, 
1983 at the L.A. convention Center. . . Fran 
Dym and Sumner Rider & Associates, Inc., an-
nounces the formation of Dym/SR&A, Inc., (New 
York City), specializing in public relations for 
electronics and high technology companies. . . . 

The Schubert Systems Group has expanded to 
a full service sound reinforcement company by 
acquiring the assets of Innovative Audio Inc. In 
addition, David Morgan has been taken on as a 
new partner of the Gardena, CA, based firm.. . . 
Thomas F Curry has been appointed to the posi-
tion of General Manager of Eureka Teleproduc-
tion Center in San Carlos, CA. . . Bill Van 
Doren, a long-time veteran of the prominent 
Studer organization, has joined Digital Enter-
tainment Corporation (DEC) as regional 
manager for the newly established west coast of-
fice in Hollywood. . . Synergetic Audio Con-
cepts has announced a fall/winter schedule of 
2-day audio engineering seminars on solving 
basic audio and acoustic problems, and will in-
clude the use of the Crown TEF Analyzer. Up-
coming seminars will be held in: New York, Oct. 
6-7; Washington, D.C., Oct. 18-19; Atlanta, Oct. 
26-27; Orlando, Nov. 7-8; Dallas, Nov. 15-16; 
Houston, Nov. 29-30; Las Vegas, Dec. 13-14; 
Anaheim, Jan. 18-19, 1984. For in:ormation, con-
tact Syn-Aud-Con, PO. Box 669, San Juan Cap-
istrano, CA 92693. (714) 496-9599. . . Bruce 
Thorkelson has joined Ampex Corporation's 
Magnetic Tape Division as Southwest regional 
sales manager. . . The Board of Governors of 

the Los Angeles chapter of the National Acade-
my of Recording Arts & Sciences (NARAS1 has 
elected Dave Pell chapter president, Morgan 
Ames first vice president, Marilyn Baker second 

vice president, Alfred Schlesinger treasurer and 
Peter Luboff secretary. . . Music & Interna-
tional Promotion Management is a new publi-
cation from Denmark aiming to create an interna-
tional forum for music managers For information 
contact Pat Zumph, 1100 N. Dearborn Parkway, 
#1004, Chicago, IL 60610. . . The New Music 
America - Washington '83 festival will be held 
October 7-17, in Washington, D.C. The event wili 
include performances by The Philip Glass 

Ensemble, Omette Coleman, Wilhemina Fer-
nandez, the Inuit Indian Throat Singers, and 

many others. Sony Professional Audio 
Products has appointed new MCl/Sony dealers: 
Lake Systems, Newton, MA; Leo's Professional 

Audio, Inc., Oakland, CA; Pro Audio General 
Store, Inc., Coral Springs, FL; Professional 
Products, Bethesda, MD; Studio Supply, Nash-
ville; Westlake Audio, Inc., Los Angeles, and 
Recording Studio Equipment, North Miami 
Beach, FL. . . Also at Sony, recent appointments 
include Jeff Evans and Ernie De Los Santos 
sales managers for the western and central 

regions, respectively. . . William H. Butler has 
resigned as president of Fernseh Inc. and until a 
new president is named, the company will be run 

by a management committee consisting of Mar-
keting Vice President Dietmar Zieger, Opera-
tions Vice President Erich Zipse, and Financial 
Vice President Donald K McCauley. . . Allen 
and Heath Brenell USA, Ltd., has appointed 
Secom Systems of Chamblee, GA, to represent 
their products in Tennessee, North Carolina, Mis-
sissippi, Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina. 
Newly appointed for New Jersey and New York 
(including New York City and Long Island) is 
48th Street Musical Enterprizes of Patterson, 
NJ. . . . Satellite Audio Report, a new monthly 
newsletter covering the distribution of audio pro-
gramming by satellite, will begin publication in 
October. Subscriptions are $ 185. For informa-
tion, contact Satellite Audio Report, Waters St Co. 
Security Mutual Bldg., Suite 322, Binghamton, 
NY 13901. . The 3M Company has desig-

nated Positive Video (Orinda, CA) as an author-
ized Videodisc pre-mastering facility in Northern 
California. . . . Tapette Corp., audio, video and 
flexible disk (diskette) duplicator, has appointed 
Phil Cook as Vice President, Operations. . . . 
Garth Gentilin has been named Vice President 

of sales at Unitel Video, Inc. . Quad/Eight 
Electronics announces the appointment of Joe 
Urbanovitch as Chief Engineer, Manufactured 
Systems. . . . Sales manager promotions at the 
Magnetic Tape Division of Agfa-Gevaert include 

Robert Zamoscianyk (southern region), Mark 
Nevejans (Atlantic region) and Peter Jensen for 
the midwest region. . . The corporate headquar-
ters for Altec has moved :o 1250 Gum Street, 

Anaheim, CA 92806, (714) 632-7717 Their mail-
ing address is Box 3113, Anaheim, CA 92803. 
All Altec manufacturing and customer service/re-
pair has been transferred to 10500 West Reno 
Ave., Oklahoma City, OK, 73126. (405) 
324-5311. . Lexicon's Chief Executive Officer, 
Ron Noonan, has won the coveted Marion (USA 
to Bermuda) cruising race. Noonan's Bristol 40 
sloop Wildflower won overall first place in the 
645 nautical mile race. Corrected time was 3 
days, 17 hours, 47 minutes and 18 seconds. 
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p
robably the most progressive studio 
in the United States (if not the 
world). The fist world class studio to 

( 1é7 LI electronic editing, Lion Share provides top 
artists a sound quality unmatéhed by 

offer full digital audio recooding and edit-
ing capability. Wth 321-track digital 
audio recording, digital stereo mastering and 

S ARE any other studio. Lion Share now main-
R tCORDING tains first generation audio from 

multi track recording through stu-
STUDIOS dio, disk and casset:e mastering, and 

all the way to the amsumer through the 
Compact Disc.. Leading artists and pro-
ducers are demanding total digital audio 
capability Lion Share Recording Studios. 
Los Angeles (2 3 658-599G. 

ÁMITSUBISHI 
O$W 

32-Track After exhausti investigation into the sound quality and 
technical perfofmance of top-of-the-line studio recording 

DIGITAL systems — both alog and digital — Lion Share selec ted 
the Mitsubishi digital system. W y Mitsubishi? A major factor was the 
32-track standard: 24-track is jus rot enough. Mitsubishi is the only 
mannfacturer delivering new tec nology 32-track machines now. Pletsc 
call or write to discuss your futur in digital audio. 

DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION 
A SUBSIDIARY OF MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC SALES AMERICA INC T751=1 

•• \ a...WM MI MI' 

Headquarters: 69 North Street • Danbury, Connecticut 06810. Tel. ( 203) 744-3226 • Telex 703547 
New York City: Suite 1530 • 555 W. 57th Street • New York, NY 10019 • Tel. ( 212) 581-6100 
Los Angeles: 733 N. Fairfax Avenue • Hollywood, CA 90046. Tel. (213) 651-1699 or 468-0817 
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NORTHEAST 
MCI recording artists The Fixx are currently 
working on new material at The Workshoppe 
Recording Studios, Douglaston, NY, with engi-
neer Rob Bengston. Twenty four track live 
recordings of Pete Townshend and Monty 
Python were recently mixed at The Workshoppe 
for the Miramax Films presentation "Secret 
Policeman's Private Parts;" musical director, A. 
Brewer; engineers, Rob Bengston and Kevin 
Kelly. . . . At Bearsville Studios in Bearsville, 
NY, Bebe Buell recorded, with Rich Derringer 
producing and Tom Edmonds engineering. New-
ly signed Bearsville Records recording artists 
The Deal currently recording a 4-song EP, with 
Richard Gottehrer producing, John Jansen 
engineering. . . At Normandy Sound in War-
ren, RI, Journey's drummer Steve Smith has 
recently completed his first solo LP Vital Infor-
mation for CBS Records. The album, produced 
by Steve Smith, was recorded and digitally mix-
ed by engineer Phil Greene and assistant Tom 
Soares and digitally mastered by Bob Ludwig at 
Masterdisc, NY. The record includes such nota-
bles as bassist Tim Landers (The Crusaders, Billy 
Cobham), guitarist Mike Stern (Miles Davis) and 
Dean Brown (Billy Cobham) and saxophonist 
Dave Wilczewski (Al Kooper, Mat "Guitar" Mur-
phy). . Zip Code is recording their soon to be 
released EP at Underground Sound in Farming-
dale, NY, with Michael Smallenoff producing 
and Stu Ruda engineering, and Body Heat is in 
laying down tracks for their new single with 
Michael Smallenoff producing and Stu Ruda 
engineering. . . . At North Lake Sound in North 
White Plaines, NY, recent sessions include: new 
pop artist Rocky laying tracks for his debut album 
on Roulette Records, with Elliott Rothpearl and 
Chris Cassone producing and engineering. Dr 
John laying keyboard tracks for reggae artist 
Louis Blanche's project, with Chris Cassone at 
the board. . . . Recent activity at Wizard Sound 
Studios in Briarcliff Manor, NY, includes Ian 
Hunter recording his new Columbia album with 
Max Norman producing, and Mike Scott engi-
neering. The Armband in recording a new 
album with Mike Scott producing and engineer-
ing, Phil Magnotti assisting. . . . At Syncro 
Sound Studios in Boston, MA, The Cars began 
pre-production for their forthcoming LP for Elek-
tra Records; Thom Moore and Walter Turbitt 
shared the engineering chores and G.S. assisted. 
. . . At Celestial Sounds in NYC, Melba Moore 
is in, Paul Lawrence Jones III, Skip Anderson 
and Steve Williams producing. Carl Beatty 
engineering, Larry DeCarmine assisting. . . . At 
Greene Street Recording, NYC, Pumkin pro-
ducing a 12" dance single by Disco 4 for Profile 
Records. Otis Liggett returns to the studio after 
completing a remake of "Every Breath You Take," 
to start work on another 12" for Emergency Rec-
ords. Roddy Hui engineering with Bart Adams 
assisting. . . . Air Craft Communications in Pitts-
burgh, PA, recently completed the soundtracks 

for the promotion of Pontiac's new car "Fiero." 
Local producer Ron Hankison, who has pro-
duced jingles for Fisher Scientific, Cosmopolitan 
Health Clubs and others, wrote and produced the 
music for the soundtracks. Air Craft engineer 
Gary Hohman did the guitar, synthesizer, and 
vocal tracks, while studio manager Barney Lee 
engineered the session and sang lead vocals. . . 
At Trod Nossel Recording Studios in Walling-

ford, CT, Primm Productions of Santa Ana, CA, 
recorded vocal tracks for a film featuring Ron 
Husmann. Hit songwriter Sarah Nix prepared 
cassette dupes for submission to a major artist. El 
Tren Latino came in from New York led by Ed 
Wilson and produced by Sonny Bravo to cut a 
single for promotional purposes connected to 
their upcoming tour of Costa Rica. ... At 
Unique Recording in NYC Johnny Copeland is 
recording tracks for his upcoming album for 
Rounder Records. Dan Doyle producing and 
Michael Finlayson engineering, Cathy Gazzo 
assisting. . . . Remote Men have been recording 
basics at Soundworks Digital Audio/Video, 
NYC, for a future release. Additional tracks are 

being done at Quadrasonic, NYC, with engi-
neer/producer Steven Remote and high-tech 
synthesist Man Parrish. Final mixing and audio 
sweetening will be done aboard the Aura Sonic 
_mobile audio truck from Flushing, NY. . . . From 
Boston, MA, GBH Productions' mobile audio 
facility, Unit 4, was once again the control center 
for audio recording and post production for the 
PBS series "Evening at Pops." The programs, 
which will be offered as high fidelity stereo simul-
casts, were mixed by veteran audio producer 
John McClure and engineer Steve Colby. Multi-
track and synchronizer duties were managed by 
Frank Cunningham. ... At Quadrasonic in 
NYC, Maurice Starr is busy producing Arista 
recording artist Tom Brown's next single "Rockin' 
Radio." Engineer: Dave Ogrin; asst. engineer: 
Tommy Gonzalez. .. . At Blank Tapes in NYC, 
John Morales and Sergio Munzibai producing a 
mix for The Tubes for Capitol Records. Butch 
Jones engineering. Morales and Munzibia also 
producing a mix for LaToya Jackson for Larc 
Records and the Soul Train theme by O'Brian for 
Don Cornelius. Butch Jones engineering. . . . Re-
cently at The 19th Recording Studios, South 
Glastonbury, CT, include pop gospel artist Scott 
White in with producer Rahni Harris and engin-
ner Ron Scalise. The Riverside Drivers are do-
ing their debut 45, Wes Talbot engineer and pro-
ducer. . . . Recent guests at the Boogie Hotel in 
Port Jefferson, NY, included Immaginos com-
pleting their new album for CBS Records. Sandy 
Pearlman and Albert Bouchard are producing. 
Paul Mandl engineering with Chris Isca 
assisting. .. Recent activity at RBY Recording 
and Video in Southbury, CT, included Eddie's 
Mother in mixdown sessions of two original songs 
for major label consideration. Engineers Jack and 
Evan Jones were assisted by Dave Stern and 
Ralph and Ellen Jackson. A video shoot of one 
tune was also completed. David Quinn pro-
duced. . .. Recent activity at Skyline, NYC, in-

dudes Air Supply recording a new single for 
Arista, produced by Jim Steinman and engi-
neered by John Jansen and Arthur Payson. 
Richard Gottehrer producing EPs by Tim Scott 
for Instant Records and The Bongos for RCA, 
both engineered by John Jansen. ... At 
Chelsea Sound Studios, NYC, recording is in 
progress for the soundtrack to Louis Malle's new 
Universal Pictures film "Crackers," starring 
Donald Sutherland, Jack Warden, and Sean 
Penn. Glen Roven, who wrote and arranged the 
music, is conducting for producer Ed Lewis, with 
Phil Bulla engineering, Michael Main and 
Gene Curtis assisting. ... At Secret Sound 
Studio in NYC, Mike Stern recorded his new 
album for PMC International with tracks being 
put down by such artists as David Sanborn, Vic-
tor Lewis and Tom Barney. Hiram Bullock is pro-
ducing with Scott Noll engineering and Warren 
Bruleigh assisting. . . At Kajem in Gladwynne, 
PA, session activity includes CBS/Portrait 
Records artist George Wallace produced and 
recorded a new single, "A Real Friend," His wife, 
Amy Been, who is with Import Records, accdm-
panied Wallace on vocals. Mitch Goldfarb engi-
neered. 

SOUTHEAST 
At Gizmo Recording in Vienna, VA, Mississippi 
Dan Niblett recording a single for Gizmo 
Records called Toke, Toke, Toke scheduled for 
early fall release. Also Melinda Root is working 
on the single "Justifiable Homicide" for Gizmo 
Records. These are both country music records 
engineered by Dan Niblett and Bob Dunbar, 
produced by the same duo. . . . Current record-
ings at Music City Music Hall in Nashville, TN, 
include RCA artist Dean Dillon working on his 
next single with producer Blake Me vis and engi-
neer Bill Harris. Hawaii's country artist Melveen 
Leed completing a new album with her producer 
Bud Dont. Bill Vandevort is engineering the 
project. . . . At Soundshop Recording Studios 
in Nashville, TN, producer Ron Chancey was in 
working on some McDonalds commercials with 
Les Ladd engineering. The Jimmy Sturr Polka 
Band was in cutting its new album. Tom Pick 
engineered. . . . Stevie Nicks was at Criteria 
Recording Studios in Miami, FL, utilizing their 
post production audio facilities for an upcoming 
TV special. Present at the session was producer 
Jimmy ¡ovine, with engineer Shelley Yakus at 

the board. Richard Achor assisted. . . . At Bullet 
Recording in Nashville, TN, Neal Joseph and 
Keith Thomas begin production of a new Praise 
album for Word Records. Scott Hendricks and 
Danny Mundhenk are engineering. Kyle Lehn-
ing is in working on tracks for a new Bobby 
Caldwell album on Polygram Records. Danny 
Mundhenk is assisting Kyle at the board. . . . Re-
cent activity at Crescendo Recorders, Atlanta, 
GA: in Studio A, producers Larry McBride and 
Milan Bogdan are working with their act Atlan-
ta. Milan Bogdan and Gary Ham engineering. 
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River Studios in Forth Lauderdale, FL, Ross 
Emery Band recording for upcoming album pro-
ject for Bagel Records. Joel Levy producing, 
engineered by Peter Yianilos, assisted by Ted 
Stein. 

SOUTHWEST 
At One World Productions, Taos, NM, Michael 
Hearn (former guitarist with Michael Murphy) 

with Micky Guy mixing down live remote 
recording of the Great American Honky Tonk 

band. Peter Miceli engineering. . . . Ric Tangle 
and the Squares have completed production on 
their fully mastered 7-song demo at ACA 

Studios in Houston, TX. Produced by Rick Poss, 
the project was engineered on 24 tracks by An-

dy Bradley. . . . At Rivendell Recorders in 
Pasadena, TX, the Contemporary Christian rock 
group Petra began recording their sixth album 
release this month. Los Angeles-based engi-

neer/producer Jonathan David Brown is at the 

board. Petras' last album released fall of '82 has 
sold over 120,000 copies thus far on Star Song 
Records. . . . Big Picture Productions has com-
pleted producing a 3-song master demo featuring 
music written by Houston artist Tim Munson. 
Recorded and mixed at Rampart Studios in 
Houston, TX, the project (entitled "A-Pace") 

features Buck McKinney on vocals. Producing 
and engineering for Big Picture Productions was 

Dan Yeaney. . . Recent activity at Sierra 
Recording in Fort Worth, TX, includes overdub 
sessions with Little Joe, Johnny and La Familia 
for their new Warner Brothers release. Basic 
tracks were recorded at Ice's own studio in Tem. 

ple, TX, with mixing supervised by producer Joe 
Cueto in Los Angeles. . . . Little Dog Music, 
Inc., an ASCAP affiliated music publishing com-
pany in Dallas, TX, announces the release of a 
new album by Crow Johnson on Zassafras Rec-
ords, entitled Picture the Thought. The tunes 
were penned by Ms. Johnson for this, her second 
album, which is available for sale via mail order 

as well as at concert and club dates which she 
performs all over the country. The album was 
produced and recorded at Sundance Produc-
tions' 24 track studio in Dallas.. . . At Musician's 

Recording Studios in Houston, TX, Sandy 
Stewart, Houston-based songwriter, has been 
laying overdubs on her project for Modern Rec-
ords. The executive producer of the project is 

Gordon Perry. .. At Sumet-Bernet Sound 
Studios in Dallas, TX, Whitfield/Todd have just 
completed mixing their most recent project for 
Wooden Records with Bobby Dennis engineer. 

NORTH CENTRAL 
The band Chris Lee & Co. have been preparing 
demos for label shopping and also a large demo 
packaging for publishing at Tanglewood Studios 
in Brookfield, IL, with Larry Millas and Rob 
Kingsland behind the board, with production 
assistance by ex-Cryan Shame and Greg Allman 
producer Jim Fairs. . . . Recent recording activi-
ty at Pinebrook Recording Studios, Alexandria, 

IN, includes: The Bill Gaither Trio (vocals for 
new Trio album); Lew Kirby/Shawnee Press (key-
board/vocals for catalogue demo); Larry May-

fie/d/DimenMark Music (orchestra and special ef-
fects tracks for children's musical). . . . At Multi-

Starshower has been working on some live two 
track digital with Will Eggleston engineering 

and the band producing. . From Strawberry 
Jamm, West Columbia, SC: Randy Roddy has 
just released Memories of You on Frontier 
Records. Co-produced by David Spinks and 
John McCollough, the release is being promoted 
by Jack Pride. Rob Crosby has just released 
"Hard to Be a Working Woman" on Guru 
Records with executive producers Larry King 
and Bobby Vinson. The single was produced 
and arranged by Rob and co-engineered by Rob 
and Bob Curlee. . News from Muscle Shoals, 
AL, includes Millie Jackson, at Muscle Shoals 
Sound Studios, with Brad Shapiro producing. 
Producer/songwriter Bud McGuire mixing 
tracks on Eddie Moore at Fame Studios. MCA 
Nashville head Jim Foglesong producing session 
on the Thrasher Brothers at East Avalon 
Recorders. Bob Ferguson producing and Lee 
Daley and Alan Schulman engineering album 
on Gary Jolly at Wishbone, Inc.. . . In Orlan-
do, FL, recent studio activity at Bee Jay Record-

ing Studios includes the mixing of Axe's new 
album for ATCO Records. At the board was An-
dy De Ganahl with Al NaIli producing. Famed 
guitarist Johnny Van Zant recently started his 
new album project for MCA with Bill Vermillion 
at the controls. . . Activity at Disc Mastering, 

Inc. in Nashville, TN, includes a variety of well 
known country acts. Leon Everette, just off a top 
ten country single, was recently in to finish up 
both another single ('The Lady She's Right") and 
an album. Everette and Ronnie Dean co 

produced the recordings, with engineer Randy 
Kling of DMI mastering the projects  At New 
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Trac Recording Studios in Redford, MI, Dale 
Hiks has just completed work on his upcoming 
single "You Never Thought You Could Love Me," 
scheduled for release on Trio 3 Records. Nick 
Canzano and Paul Ruggirello producing and 
Breck Watt behind the board. .. At Solid 
Sound Recording Studio in Hoffman Estates, IL, 
both Barry Manilow's band and Air Supply 
were in laying down tracks. Both groups were in 
town for concerts at neighboring Poplar Creek 
Music Theater. Behind the board on both occa-
sions was engineer and studio owner Judd 
Sager. . . . Recording activity at Studio A, Dear-
born Heights, MI, includes Mel Davis producing 
an EP on singer/songwriter Tim Murray for MIT 
Productions. Dan Gury putting finishing touches 
on Dan Gury & the Dyna-Dukes soon to be re-
leased album. 

NORTHWEST 
Dennis MacKay is completing the final mixes of 
Al DiMeola's new album Scenario, at Caribou 
Studios in Colorado. The LP features Jan Ham-
mer on keyboards, Tony Levin on bass and 
Chapman Stick, and Phil Collins and Bill Bruford 
on drums. A digitally-recorded album featuring 
Simmons electronic drums, the Fairlight/CMI 
digital synthesizer, and various drum machines 
and sequencers; Scenario is quite a departure 
for DiMeola and engineer/co-producer MacKay. 

. . RAM, a British American rock and reggae 
band, is currently recording an album at Zebra-
Underground Studios in Scotts Valley, CA. . . 
At Eureka Teleproductions Center, in San 
Carlos, CA, activity include ,--)rriposer Dave 

Marcus laying Synclavier and LinnDrum tracks 
for E.T.C. industrial videos for Rolm Corp. and 
Amdahl Corp. . . . After receiving interest from a 
major record label, Bay Area band Dial 9 is us-
ing Oakland-based Howe Sound's mobile facility 
for their latest demo tape. ... Action at The 
Automatt in San Francisco, CA, includes Blue 
Oyster Cult working on a new CBS album with 
Bruce Fairbairn producing, Dave Wittman 
engineering the mix and Ken Kessie engineering 
the overdubs with Ray Pyle assisting both. .. 
White Light Productions of Marin County has 
recorded a remake of the Phil Spector hit 'The 
Big Hurt" at T & B Audiolabs in San Francisco, 
CA. Produced by techno-pop master Barry 
Beam and Beatlemania star Richi Ray, the song 
is sung by vocalist Marianna. The project was 
engineered by T (Sr B's own Mark Ellinger. . . . 
At Phil Edwards' Recording in San Francisco, 
CA, current engineering activities include the 
recording and mixing of several new Concord 
Jazz releases, including the mixdown of the last 
recorded live performances of the late jazz 
pianist, Hampton Hawes. Also in the works are 
several 24 track album projects for Eckankar, 
featuring orchestral and small ensemble perfor-
mances recorded live at the June '83 Creative 
Arts Festival in St. Louis with the PER mobile 
recording truck. . . . The internationally ac-
claimed San Francisco Mime Troupe has been 
working in Hyde Street's Studio A in San Fran-
cisco, CA, recording show tunes from recent 
Mime Troupe performances. The LP project, 
which will be released on Chicago-based Flying 
Fish Records, is produced by Mitch Grenhill. 
Engineering is by Michael Cogan with assis-

TechMad data available on request 
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tance from Les Stuck. . . . Currently recording in 
Bear West in San Francisco, CA, Steve Ashman 
of the ZaZu Pitts Memorial Orchestra, Chris 
Sanborn engineering. Paul Rogers (singer/song-
writer for Jimmy Knight & the Daze) working on 
solo project produced by Chris Lockheed. Nat 
Adderly mixing for new Theresa Records 
release/Mark Needham engineering. . Paul 
Parker is working on his upcoming single at In-
dependent Sound in San Francisco, CA, with 
Jeff Mehl. .. . Studio activity at The Plant 
Studios (formerly Sausalito Record Plant) in Sau-
salito, CA, includes Ron Nevison producing and 
engineering Grace Slick's new solo album for 
RCA Records. Rick Sanchez assisting. Full Sail, 
with Phil Groves, Dan Durkin and John Law-
rence, is finishing their new EP to be released in 
October, with producer Craig Sams and engi-
neer Bob Missbach. . .. Luciano Gomez is at 
Tres Virgos Studios in San Rafael, CA, cutting 
basic tracks on four songs with Robin Sylvester 
and Gordon Lyon engineering the sessions. 
Players include guitarist Chris Hayes and bassist 
Mario Cippolina of Huey Lewis and the News, 
Durocs drummer Scott Mathews and veteran 
piano player Nicky Hopkins. . . At Corasound 
in San Rafael, CA, dance rock band Times 
Beach is completing tracks, produced by Adam 
Greifer, formerly with Chrome Dinette. Times 
Beach won 20 hours free studio time at Cora-
sound when they won the monthly City Arts 
Monthly/City Beat Demo Tape competition. . . 
Another session at Oasis in San Francisco, CA: 
songs from the rock opera noir, "Streetbeat," by 
Silhouette are nearing completion, with Greg 
Goodwin engineering. "Streetbeat" is a Faustian-
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themed stage production recently premiered at 
Bill Graham's new Wolfgang's club. It was written 
and stars Silhouette lead guitarist and singer 
Michael Molenda. . . . In Studio A at Patchwork 
Productions in San Rafael, CA, singer/song-
writer Tony Carafe& is currently at work on a 
single for Sausalito-based B.G. Cooks Records. 
Executive producer on the project is Bobbi Sue 
Griffey, with the production/engineering team of 
Gordon Elliott and Ron Saurman at the con-
sole. ... Album action at Starlight Sound 
Studio in Richmond, CA, includes a project by 
ex-Sons of Champlin guitarist Terry Haggerty 
and features such renowned players as saxmen 
Ernie Watt and PeeWee Ellis, drummer John 
Robinson, keyboardist Geoffrey Palmer and 
vocalist Phil Perry. Keyboardist/vocalist Pat 
Craig (Tasmanian Devils, FCC) is handling the 
production chores and Norman Kerner is engi-
neering. Kent Walsh is assisting. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
At Sound City in Van Nuys, producer John Ryan 
just finished the debut Polygram LP by Broken 
English with Chris Minto engineering and Rick 
Polakow assisting. .. At Skip Saylor Record-
ing in Los Angeles, ASIM Records artist G. T. is 
finishing up an album with producer Gary Tay-
lor. Jon Gass is engineering and Tom McCauley 
is assisting. ... At Conway Recording in 
Hollywood, Page One, a San Francisco-based 
band, is recording an LP for Pacific Wave Pro-
ductions with Steve Verroca producing. Warren 
Dewey is engineering the project with Jeff Steb-
bins assisting. . . Recent recording activity at 
Kendun Recorders in Burbank includes Eldra 
DeBarge and Barney Perkins producing the 
second DeBarge Family album for Motown Rec-
ords. The first album went gold. Perkins is engi-
neering, assisted by Kendun staffers Steve Mac-
Millan and Dan Marnien. . . . At Orange Enter-
tainment Center in Orange, Randy Ames, ar-
ranger/producer, is in the studio with Bao 
Hoang, Vietnamese writer/librettist. Eddy Cle-
ment is assisting with the orchestration and play-
ing French horn. The lyrics are Zen-based, back-
ed by very lush contemporary music. . . . At 
Sound Image Studio in North Hollywood, pro-
ducer Ed nee is in with singer/songwriter Mark 
Fosson working on an LP, with Patrick von Wie-
gandt engineering. Producer/engineer Jeff 
Borgeson is working with artist Tim Kruger on 
his upcoming EP .. At Spindletop Studios in 
Hollywood, singer/actor Robert Guilluame cut-
ting tracks for new album with producer Webster 
Lewis, Steve Thume engineering. Enigma Rec-
ords group Code Blue remixing tracks with pro-
ducer Chris Bond. . . . Intersection, a 4-piece 
jazz funk blues ensemble, is currently recording 
their first album, an audiophile release for Golden 
Goose Productions. Produced by D.P. Rose and 
T. Longstreth and engineered by Rose and J. 
Goetz. Recording is being done at Golden 
Goose Recording, Costa Mesa. ... Projects 
recently completed at Piper Recording Studio 
in Carson, include an album by blues-harpist 
William Clarke for Watch Dog Records, Joe 
Lodovici producing, an album entitled Ice Box 
Sunday by gospel singer Johnny Hays with Ron 
Porras producing. Engineering and mixing the 
projects was Allen Kaufman. . . . At The Vil-
lage Recorder in Los Angeles, Earthlings work-

ing on mix for upcoming EP in studio D with pro-
ducer Neil Gerald° and engineer John Har-
rison. ... At Artisan Sound Recorders, 
Hollywood, disk mastering engineer Greg 
Fulginiti recently mastered LPs for Heart and I 
Ten with producer Keith Olsen; Asia produced 
by Mike Stone on Geffen; Rick Springfield with 
producer Bill Drescher on RCA; Elton John 
produced by Chris Thomas on Geffen. .. . At 
Yamaha Research & Development Studio in 
Glendale, Ronnie Foster has completed produc-
ing two of Brazil's major recording artists, Djavan 
and Pepeu for CBS International Records, Brazil 

engineer by Keith Seppanen. . . . Composer 
Mark Snow is at Evergreen Recording Studios 
in Burbank recording his score for the CBS tele-
film "Two Kinds of Love." Engineer is Rick Ric-
cio, assisting is Mike Hatcher 

studio news 
The Peabody Conservatory of Music in Balti-
more, MD, will open its brand new, state-of-the-
art recording studio complex this fall. Acoustical-
ly designed by Dave Klepper and Jerry Mar-
shall of Klepper Marshall King Associates, the 
complex features three control rooms with multi-
track and digital facilities linked to all of the 
studios and performance halls at the Conserva-
tory. The opening of Peabody's new recording 
studio coincides with the start of the school's inno-
vative Bachelor's Degree Program in Recording 
Arts and Sciences. The program, only the third of 
its kind in the country, is designed specifically to 
meet the growing demand for skilled audio pro-
ducer/engineers who are capable of combining 
technical expertise with a thorough knowledge of 

music. . . . Westrax Recording Studios, located 
in New York City, recently upgraded its 8 track 
studio to 16 tracks. The new equipment includes 
a Sound Workshop Series 30 board, Tascam 
85-16B 16 track with dbx noise reduction, Lexi-
con PCM-42 digital delay, and an Orban 622-B 
parametric equalizer. Also recently purchased 
was a Neumann U87 microphone. Proprietor 
Peter Link, head engineer Jesse Plumely and 
managing director Bob Lowe are also just com-
pleting the building of a new iso vocal booth in 
the 16 track facility. . . . Sound Stage Studios in 
Nashville, announces a new division: Stage III 
Productions and Omni Records, under the direc-
tion of Bill Deaton. Stage III can provide a pro-
fessional service for those wanting a quality 
record at an affordable price. ... Donald A. 
Puluse, one of the nation's most respected 
recording engineers, credited with 12 gold and 
platinum records, has been named Chairman of 

the Music Production and Engineering Depart-
ment at Boston's Berklee College of Music, as 
announced by Berklee President Lee Eliot Berk. 
Puluse, who assumed his Berklee position Sept. 1, 
is a leading figure in the recording industry, hav-
ing guided the production of such unparalleled 
hits as Bob Dylan's "New Morning," Sly Stone's 
"Dance to the Music," Janis Joplin's "Joplin in Con-
cert" and the immensely popular "Chicago III." 
. . . Paul Jaeger, Director of Audio Services at 
Du Art Film Labs, NYC, announced the installa-
tion of their new Harrison TV-3 audio mixing con-
sole. Along with the purchase of the new console, 
the newly redecorated room includes new dub-
bers, a 4 track 35mm recorder, JBL 4430 bi-
radial monitors, outboard equipment, new screen 

and footage counter. Equipment was supplied by 
Martin Audio, NYC. . . . Larrabee Sound Re-
cording Studio in Los Angeles, CA, has just 
completed installation of full 56 track capability 
Series E Solid State Logic console. Also included 
is the new updated ultra-sophisticated E 48 Series 
Issue 1 software program. . . . QCA Recording 

Studio in Cincinnati, Ohio, has recently added a 
new Studer A8OVU 24 track machine, an AMS 
Model RMX 16 digital reverberation system and 
four Aphex CX-1 compressor-expanders. ... 
Lansing Sound Studios, Inc., is pleased to an-
nounce the opening of Studio B, a brand new, 
state of the art, 8 track recording studio in Lan-

sing, MI. Owner/operator Bob Baldori and his 
associates have been providing professional 
audio production to the capital city area since 
1968. Lansing Sound Studio A, located in 
Okemos, will continue to provide 24 track re-
cording service in mid-Michigan. . . . Colorado 
Sound Recording, Ltd., announces its 24 track 
recording facility located in the Denver metro-
politan area. They have begun full operation of 
the recently completed Milam Audio designed 
dual-studio facility. The studio is equipped with a 
24 x 24 Trident TSM mixing console, Ampex 
MM1200 tape recorder, UREI 813A time aligned 
monitors, driven by a UREI 6300 power amp. 
The newest addition is the AMS RMX 16 digital 
reverb system. Other outboard gear includes 
UREI compressor-limiters, Prime Time and MXR 
digital delays, an Ursa Major Space Station, and 
an Ecoplate II plate reverb. ... Audio Ar-
chitects of Nashville, TN, recently installed an 
Audioarts console and Studer recorders in 
Warners/Nashville studio. . . . The Center for the 
Media Arts, New York's fast growing high-
technology professional school, announces the 
fulfillment of the dreams of music students, hi-fi 
buffs, and industry professionals alike - the in-
auguration of its Audio and Recording Arts pro-
gram into a fully equipped, working curricula. In 
the past month, 70 students have started the 700 
hour comprehensive hands-on training program, 
featuring state-of-the-art multi-track recording 
studios, mixing labs, editing labs, and electronic 
labs. This year's enrollment is expected to top 

300 students. . . . Bob Yesbek, owner of Omega 
Recordin6 Studios, announces the acquisition of 
a second 24 track music studio located in down-
town Washington, D.C. Formerly "Room 10" the 
new facility is still serving its regular clientele 
while also handling the overflow business from 
Omega's popular suburban studios. The new 
studio features MCI console and tape machines 
and UREI monitors. The original Kensington, MD, 
studio continues to offer complete music and 
media production services using all Studer tape 
machines, and API and Auditronics consoles. 
Omega plans to centralize both operations into 
one large 3-studio complex in the near future. . . . 
Audiograph Productions Inc. is pleased to an-
nounce the opening of their new upgraded 
recording facility in Okemos, MI. The new 
recording equipment acquisitions include: a 
Studer A80 MkIII 24 track, Studer A810 2 track, 
Studer A710 cassette, Neotek Series II 32 in x 24 
out console, UREI 813A Time Align monitors and 
a full complement of compressors, EQ, delay 
systems, Kepex gates and Gain Brains. The new 
facility was designed by chief engineer Glenn 
Brown and features variable acoustics (.7 sec. - 
.45 sec. broadband) with louvered traps. . . . 
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Hold a seashell to your ear and hear nature's pure and 
nalkiral sound. Compare it to the final sound produced by a 
Neve. You'll begin to understand why Neve is far and away 
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The Neve sound is so pure and natural, .3ne might suspect 
that natu:e herself had a hand iin the design. Perhaps. 
Not every engineering achiewrnent can bc explained away. 
There are mysteries in nature, just as there are mysteries 
man-mabe. 

Some suggest that Nev e's unique Eormant'Spectrum Equal-
izers account for its unparalleled sound by taking into 
account the psycho- acoustic properties of voice and music 
while satisfying the critical demands of balance engineers. 
Others claim it's superior technical performance, novel 
circuitry, or high quality components. 
All agree on one thing: To capture sound at its purest, aspire 
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n OWNERS' CONFIDENTIAL: 

Studio Use ge Abuse 
his article is written for studio 
owners. I want the rest of you to 

get lost—do something else—look at 
the advertisement on the opposite 
page and call them for more informa-
tion; if you're not a studio owner, 
don't bother reading this. You just 
wouldn't understand. 

Granted, there is some money 
to be made in letting the band dance 
on the Neve and bounce the Neu-
manns off the floor. Sometimes the 
artiste requires such outlets to again 
stimulate the creative juices. On the 
other hand, I think there's a clear 
distinction between frayed professional 
nerves and a destructive binge. I'm 
not proposing to put your clients in 
strait jackets, although the idea has 
occurred to me. Rather, I'd like to 
argue for a little common sense. 

Of course, if you're the kind 
of guy who enjoys driving through 
supermarket parking lots at fifty miles 
an hour while steering the wheel with 
your knees, and you enjoy visiting the 
body shop every Saturday, then you 
might also enjoy testing gravity with 
ribbon microphones, using a hammer 
on your reverb plate for a good 
thunder sound effect, or turning your 
monitors up full, then pulling 
patchcords (by the cord, not the 
connector). In other words, you might 
enjoy debiting from the column 
marked Profits, and adding to the 

expenditure column marked Spares, 
which, in astronomical terms, is known 
as a Red Hole. 

On the other hand, you might 
want to run a tight ship, and not stand 
for any nonsense (i.e. crap) and make 
your life easier and your expenditures 
more meaningful (i.e. beach house, 
yacht, or at least a new 24 track). The 
simple trick is to understand your 
studio for what it is - a highly sophisti-
cated and vulnerable instrument 
which demands careful attention in 
terms of usage and maintenance. 

Clearly, a studio owner is faced 
with a set of unique problems in his 
simple quest to make an honest living. 
A recording studio is a unique envi-
ronment in which creativity must liber-
ally flourish while technical upkeep 
must be strictly enforced. Nothing will 
help the owner's gnawed fingernails— 
running a studio is like renting out a 
Gutenberg Bible for parties—but some 
common sense and a few studio rules 
might make all the difference. 

The control room, as far as I'm 
concerned, is the engineer's turf. He is 
in control of the situation and the 
equipment. It is his job, and no one 
else's, to oversee the manipulation of 
the equipment and maintain decorum 
in the room. Frankly, many producers 
seem to side with the client, so it's 
even more clearly the engineer's job 
to stick up for the studio's interests. He 

is the keeper of the hardware. If he's a 
good engineer he knows how to dis-
cretely preserve all of the rules con-
cerning proper usage of equipment, 
yet keep the client happy in terms of 
the music. In essence, that's the engi-
neer's only important function. As a 
studio owner, that takes a load off 
your mind. All you have to do is hire 
a good engineer. Of course, he has to 
have ears, and of course he has to get 
along with the clients, but he also has 
to thoroughly understand the use and 
abuse of audio equipment. I think he 
has to know the hardware almost as 
well as your maintenance man - only 
then can the engineer protect the 
tremendous investment embodied in 
your studio. 

It's easy to spot a good engi-
neer. He runs his .essions with real 
finesse, particularly with respect to his 
treatment of the hardware. A good 
skydiver never neglects his parachute; 
a good engineer never kicks the tape 
machine. When a problem develops, 
he can quickly check to determine its 
nature, evaluate its extent, then find 
an alternate method to achieve his 
desired result. He uses the patch bay 
like a fiend—he knows the consoles's 
signal flow like he designed it—he can 
patch around anything, and the client 
never even knows. A good engineer 
is smart; he knows that problems must 
be largely concealed or the client can 

Clearly, a studio owner is faced 
with a set of unique problems 
in his simple quest to make an 

honest living. 



THE HIT SEAT 

This is it The chair where hits are made. Behind a 
state-of-the-art console. Beside racks of the best 
signal processing gear And in front of a full com-
plement of Studer recorders. 

Of course, Studer recorders do cost more. But they 
earn that money back-and then some. For exam-
ple, studios with Studer multi-tracks produce top-10 
hit records at a rate far beyond the average for 
non-Studer facilities. Skeptical? Check the charts, 
look up the studio credits, then find the equipment 
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rosters in magazines or directories. You'll discover 
that Studer-equipped studios are making more than 
their "fair share" of hits. 

It all comes down to hard dollars and common 
sense. Paying business comes to the studios that 
produce paying results. At Studer, we can't take all 
the credit for the hit-making success enjoyed by our 
customers. But we seem to tip the odds in their favor 

Is it your turn to try out the hit seat? Call your Studer 
representative for more details. 
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Studer Rem( America - 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville. TIV 37210,1(615) 254-5651 Offices: Los Angeles (213) 780-4234. New York (212) 255-
4462 Chicago (312) 526-1600. Dallas (214) 943-2239 • San Francisco (415) 930-9866 
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When you hire a 
recording engineer, 
look for the eternal 
patience of a saint, 
:he college education 
of a circuit designer, 
;he benevolent tact of 
a d-_plomat, the steady 
nerves of an assassin, 
and. of course, the 
platinum ears of a 
recording engineer. 

become rattled, lose confidence in the 
engineer, and the session can fall 
apart. A good engineer is gracious 
but firm; he knows the severe conse-
quences of a cup of coffee spilled on 
a tape machine. The eye in the back 
of his head watches for that kind of 
thing. He indulges almost any kind of 
behavior, except when it would 
contradict his own professionalism. 

Studio owners, when you hire a 
recording engineer, look for the eter-
nal patience of a saint, the college 
education of a circuit designer, the 
benevolent tact of a diplomat, the 
steady nerves of an assassin, and of 
course, the platinum ears of a record-
ing engineer. Also look for a guy 
who's responsible for your equipment. 
When it's 3 a.m. and you're at home 
in bed, he's the one who smiles and 
asks the drummer not to put his beer 
bottle on the console. You were asleep 
and dreaming about Tahiti, your 
cosed eyelids never flickered when 
your engineer saved you $ 10,000 in 
I/O module and power supply repairs 
and a week of down time. 

Out in the studio, meanwhile, a 
very curious scene is being enacted. 
People wearing headphones are sing-
ing, blowing, drumming or strumming 
- and dancing around to an inaudible 
beat, doing a kind of repetitive ritual 
again and again, and becoming more 
and more frustrated each time, 
sometimes tearing off the headphones, 
and looking for someone or something 
to punch. Also, there's smoke in the 
air, and pop-tops are flying. In the 
middle of this, suspended on spidery 
arms, are extreme:y delicate 
instruments used to record minute 
changes in sound pressure level. They 
are very sensitive devices, responding 
even to the quiet buffeting of air 
molecules around the sensing element. 
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Meanwhile, all of this shouting, 
singing, hand clapping, trumpeting, 
drumming, bowing, blowing, and 
tensed anger is pushing and pulling 
their capsules around like ships on a 
storm-tossed sea. As studio owner, it 
crosses your mind that maybe a fourth 
of your investment is tied up in those 
transducers. They are each expensive 
to buy; you need many both in terms 
of quantity and variety; they are 
expensive to maintain, and some of 
them are simply irreplaceable. 

Probably for all of those 
reasons, microphones receive much 
more than their fair share of abuse. 
They represent the outer perimeter of 
a studio's defense against its clients 
and someone who would never con-
sider reaching over to turn a knob on 
the console might not hesitate to push 
over a microphone stand if his temper 
dictated it. Perhaps it's something 
psychological: the rest of the studio is 
so big and mysterious while the 
microphone is small and obvious. In 
other words, defenseless. That 
phenomenon seems especially true of 
vocalists. When your part consistently 
turns out flat, surely it's the micro-
phone's fault. I mean, it's there, 
sticking right in your face - how 
annoying. 

At any rate, I've seen plenty of 
abused microphones - bashed-in 
windscreens, dented cases, even 
microphones broken in half. Only a 
tiny percentage of that damage was 
malicious. It's simply that microphones 
are delicate instruments, existing in a 
precarious environment. For any 
chance of survival, they have to be 
treated with the utmost care. 

A sobering consideration is the 
fact that virtually all microphone 
repairs have to be handled by the fac-
tory. Whereas your maintenance man 
can do overnight miracles with a 
faulty DDL, a torn capsule means a 
month at the factory, and that's that. 
Parenthetically, call the Gotham Hotel 
and find out how much a microphone 
vacation costs these days. The point is 
that a tremendous amount of mainte-
nance cost can go toward micro-
phones and, moreover, it's something 
that can't be overlooked; the sound 
out of those capsules has to be as 
good as can be. Your studio's survival 
depends on it. I know, I know; you're 
saying, "Shucks, we take care of our 
mikes here at Pearls Before Swine 
Studios; what's the big deal?" Well, the 
big deal is this - take one of your 
perfectly good microphones, and A/B 
it against a new microphone of the 
same model. Gee, your perfectly 
good microphone sounds like it's 
wrapped in Pampers. Take scrupulous 
care of your microphones, or send 
them all back to the factory for 
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MACHINE ALIGNMENT 

22 Sleeps lo Good Recordin s 

A Studer technician checks machine performance. 

by Tom Lubin 

Whether your studio has 4 or 48 
tracks, regular maintenance is the most 
critical aspect of its continued opera-
tion. The multi-track recorder is the 
heart of any studio, and like an auto-
mobile, it operates better when prop-
erly maintained. This article explains 
the process of machine alignment for 
three-head recorders. In a subsequent 
issue we will discuss alignment pro-
cedures for high performance two-head 
recorders. 

1. Clean the machine with cotton 
swabs and some kind of cleaning fluid 
or 100% denatured alcohol. If you use 
a cleaning fluid, be sure the fluid does 
not contain any chemical that will attack 
rubber parts. You should also make 
sure the swabs are the paper variety. 
The plastic ones tend to soften in the 
cleaning solution and the tips will get 
gummy as the plastic softens. The wood 
type never seem to have enough cotton 
at the tip so are prone to stratching. 

The dirt usually accumulates in the 
corners of the fixed guides and in the 
slots between the individual tracks, par-
ticularly if you are a heavy handed 
editor who likes to use a lot of grease 
pencil. 

2. Demagnetizing is always done 

before putting the chief engineer's 
private alignment tape on the machine. 
Some studios demagnetize their ma-
chines every day, some only do it when 
it seems necessary. (Fairly inexpensive 
meters that measure magnetic field 
strength are available). A good way to 
tell if the machine needs to be demag-
netized is to put it into record with no 
signal feed to the machine. Turn the 
playback up loud and if you hear a lot 
of little clicks and pops in a random 
fashion which some engineers call pop-
corn, then the machine probably needs 
to be demagnetized. After demagnetiz-
ing, the pops should be substantially 
reduced. (Misalignment of the erase 
and record bias will also give a similar 
sound, i.e. clicks and pops.) 

Be sure all important tapes are clear 
of the general area you are using or 
demagnetizing. Turn off the tape ma-
chine's power, or the amplifiers will go 
crazy when the demagnetizer comes 
near the heads. All movements of the 
demagnetizer should be done in slow 
motion. Reason: the demagnetizer cre-
ates an extending and collapsing 60 cy-
cle magnetic field. This field weakens as 
you get farther from the tip. The thing 
you are demagnetizing will be influ-
enced by this field, mirroring the mag-
netic field created. If the demagnetizer 
were to be turned off while in close con-

tact with one of the heads, the head 
would become positively or negatively 
magnetized depending on the phase of 
the demagnetizer when it was turned 
off. 

If you turn the demagnetizer on 
while it is close to the heads, a consider-
able magnetic surge will force the head 
to magnetically saturate. This saturation 
is very difficult to get rid of, so at arm's 
length from the machine, turn on the 
demagnetizer, and slowly bring it into 
close proximity with the machine. The 
field will increase. When the demagne-
tizer is slowly withdrawn, the field dissi-
pates gradually until the field is out of 
the range of the object being de-
gaussed. The heads are now complete-
ly demagnetized. All of the metal 
guides and rollers should also be done, 
as they too can become magnetized. 
(For this reason, non-magnetic materi-
als are used for capstans and guides on 
many machines.) 

3. Turn on the machine and let it 
heat up for at least an hour. Most 
machines will tend to drift from their 
alignment if they are checked out cold. 
The amount of electronic drift depends 
on the machine. Head alignment drift 
due to the expansion and contraction of 
the head block occurs to varying 
degrees, depending on the amount of 
heat that the electronics and motor gen-
erate. To reduce the warmup time, find 
out how the machine automatically 
shuts off and defeat it, so that you are 
able to put the machine into record 
without any tape on the transport. Be 
sure to remove the reels before attemp-
ting this. The three motors running, as 
well as the heat generated by the vari-
ous amplifiers, will reduce the warmup 
time. 

If you have to do any patching of 
outboards, Dolby's, or dbx's, patch 
them into the circuit, but with the noise 
reduction out. Any termination varia-
tions between the normal connections 
and the outboard equipment will be 
taken into account when the machine is 
checked out. If you need to do any 
patching to check azimuth, do it now. 
The azimuth is always checked while 
monitoring the output of the tape 
machine. 

When patching in any outboerd 
equipment, be sure you have not load-
ed or double terminated the output, 
and the azimuth metering device does 
not affect the output level. Most newer 
equipment has non-loading high impe-
dance bridging inputs and very low 
impedance internally terminated out-
puts. Proper termination becomes a 
problem when you are using an older 
recording device. What is best for your 
machine can usually be determined 
from the equipment manual. 
A tape machine is a complicated 

piece of machinery, and occasionally 
something goes wrong. There are times 
when a machine will have a dirty switch 
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product line. And the line is growing quickly indeed. 
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KCS 3/4 " U-matics. Additional Beta and VHS 
cassettes in critical new lengths. New instant-start 
audio cassettes. And if that weren't enough, we've 
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HGX Pro 1/2" Videocassette in Beta and VHS. 
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multi-track (three or more tracks) this 
error will make it impossible to have 
every other track perfectly in phase 
with every other track, so a com-
promise is usually reached. The 
azimuth is set for the best possible align-
ment for any combination of the tracks. 
Some of the tracks may not be perfectly 
in phase, but none are completely out. 
For checking tape dropouts the 
diagonal straight trace will pivot from 
the 45° angle when either of its inputs 
drop out. At low frequency the 45° line 

Correct Azimuth: 
Head reads peak 
at same time 

on many machines turns into an oval 
due to slight phase shift in the playback 
heads and amplifier chain. 

How do you adjust for proper azi-
muth alignment? First, the heads have 
several critical adjustments, i.e. height, 
tilt, wrap, tangency, all of which are 
available at the block. The accidental 
tampering of these adjustments can af-
fect all other settings including azimuth 
and can have the dire consequences of 
non-standard alignment recordings. 
Facing the front of the machine, looking 

at the top of the head block, the azimuth 
adjust is always on the left side of the 
head mount. There will always be a 
number of other possibilities. The other 
head block adjustments are for the 
height, wrap, and tilt of the heads. 
Needless to say, if you turn the wrong 
thing, the maintenance man is going to 
be upset. On most machines the height 
adjustment looks like the azimuth adjust, 
but is on the right side of the head. The 
tool required for adjustment depends 
on the machine. The tool should be 
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non-magnetic. A very ight, careful 
touch is necessary. While looking at the 
sum and difference meter, or the scope, 
gently turn the azimuth clockwise and 
then counter clockwise, until you find 
the point where you have the maximum 
summed output and a 6 dB difference 
at all frequencies, or the diagonal trace 
maintains its quandrants at all frequen-
cies. 

9. Recheck the PB (playback) 
tones. A severe misalignment of the 
azimuth will affect level. The record 

alignment and the test record tape must 
be the same type as that used on the 
session. Feed a common tone into all 
tracks of the machine. Start with 1 kHz 
or 750 kHz The tone should be at zero 
output as referenced to the board out-
put. All record level adjustments are 
performed with the machine meters 
monitoring the output of the machine. 
Turn up the record level until you have 
0 dB at 1 kHz. 

10. Change the tone to 10 kHz. If 
necessary, readjust the output level on 

the board to maintain zero level. This 
adjustmerr is almost always a screw-
driver adjustment and is usually located 
on the record amplifier card. 

11. Bias. You could fill a book on 
the whys and wherefores of bias in tape 
recording. I'll take the liberty of quoting 
John Worarn's Recording Studio Hand-
book: "There have been many explana-
tions of AC bias, most of which seem to 
add more confusion than enlightenment 
to the subject. AC bias seems, at times, 
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to be in a class with the aerodynamical-
ly-impossible bumble bee; everyone 
knows it works, but no one is quite sure 
why! Reduced to its simplest terms, it 
would seem that rapid alternation of the 
bias frequency overcomes the magnet-
ic medium's inertia to change in applied 
force." " 

12. Bias is adjusted while the ma-
chine is recording and its meters are 
monitoring the output. There is a bias 
adjustment for each channel. Usually it 
is a screwdriver adjustment. There may 
also be an erase peak adjustment. If the 
machine does have one, you should ad-
just the erase peak before the record 
bias. Generally the erase peak needs 
infrequent attention. The erase peak is 
adjusted with the machine meter moni-
toring the bias level. The erase level 
control is turned clockwise until a peak 
is reached. Further increase of the 
erase peak will result in the meter level 
dropping. This peak is rather ill-de-
fined. Find out how far you can turn it 
either way until the level starts to drop 
from the peak and make the setting 
somewhere between the extremes. It is 
possible that the erase peak adj' istment 
is in fact not set for the peak. As in other 
cases where a variation exists, the 
manual should be referred to for proper 
procedure. 

13. Bias adjustment. Feed a 10 kHz 
tone into the machine, with the machine 
meter on playback. While looking at the 
output meter, find the maximum 10 kHz 
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Hollywood, California, U.S.A. 90027 

(213) 666-3003 
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output which may occur with either an 
increase or decrease of the bias, 
depending on what tape was previously 
used on the machine. You have peaked 
the bias. If you continue to increase the 
bias, this will drop the audio output by a 
certain amount, hence the term over-
bias. The amount of overbias is defined 
by the number of dB the program out-
put drops from the peak. How many dB 
you overbias depends on the type of 
tape, frequency of the audio tone used 
to set the bias, and the opinion of the 
chief engineer. Changing the bias will 
affect record levels. If the peak is off 
scale, turn the oscillator output down. 

14. The bias adjustment completed, 
set the board oscillator for 1 kHz, 0 dB, 
and adjust the record level for a PB out-
put of 0 dB. 

15. While continuing to record, go 
to 10 kHz oscillator. Zero oscillator, ad-
just the high frequency record adjust 
for 0 dB, PB. The high frequency 
record is usually a screwdriver slot on 
the record amp. 

16. Record azimuth. While moni-
toring the playback head, adjust the 
record head until its azimuth aligns 
perfectly with the now calibrated PB 
head. Use the same procedure and 
tones as were used for PB azimuth 
alignment; however, now the tones are 
being recorded and referenced to the 
PB. It is possible, though not common 
practice, to align record azimuth by 
putting the machine in sel-sync. If the 
azimuth requires much adjustment, 1 
kHz and 10 kHz record levels should 
be readjusted. 

17. The machine checks out for 
playback, azimuth and bias. Recheck 
the record drive for 1 kHz and 10 kHz. 

18. Now feed a low frequency zero 
level tone into the machine. The low fre-
quency to be used varies from machine 
to machine. Put the machine into 
record and observe the output. Take the 
oscillator and start at 100 kHz, sweep 
the frequency downward, making sure 
the input level does not vary. The out-
put will dip a couple of dB and then 
return to a peak. This peak will occur 
somewhere around 40 to 60 Hz. As the 
frequency decreases, so will the output 
after this peak occurs. The low frequen-
cy to be used is determined by where 
the dip occurs, which puts the output 
somewhere between the lowest and 
highest point of the bump. While moni-
toring the PB, adjust the low frequency 
playback for zero. 

19. Most machines have other con-
trols whose sole purpose is calibrating 
the meter functions. These trimmers do 
not affect the internal settings. Put the 
machine in input and adjust the record 
calibration, with a 0 VU at the input. 
Trim the REC CAL for zero. The next 
adjustment is done with the machine in 
record and meter select switch at BIAS. 
The bias calibrate should be adjusted 
until the meter reads zero. This control 

does not affect the bias level. Having 
these two functions calibrated will im-
prove the speed of operation. 

The REC CAL will give you an ac-
curate meter reading of input or output. 
The bias CAL will allow you to change 
the bias level for different tape without 
having to actually record on that tape. 
Once you know what bias change is re-
quired to go from what you normally 
use to some other type of tape, you put 
the machine into record and increase or 
decrease the bias level by that amount. 
When you return to your usual tape, 
return the bias to zero. 

20. Go to the head of the tape you 
are going to use and record a series of 
tones. If everything looks right, then 
you are ready to use the machine. Re-
lease the tension on the machine so the 
capstan is not running. Many machines' 
capstans ride against the back coating 
of the tape. It is possible for this friction 
to create enough heat to seize the motor 
bearings. Many servo machines put 
tension on the tape when it is at rest. It 
does not hurt the tape, but can heat up 
the motor bearings and the internal 
workings. Multi-track machines also 
have a cue or sel-sync gain adjustment. 
This can be checked during PB ad-
justments for 1 kHz for reference. Put 
the machine in sel-sync, play 1 kHz and 
then adjust the sel-sync PB frequency 
response. This is very useful when com-
bining tracks or explaining to clients 
why sel-sync sounds funny. Some new 
machines have identical responses in 
sel-sync and play. A few have sel-sync 
PB EQ. Most multi-tracks will also have 
a sel-sync bias trap, and of all the ad-
justments on the machine, this adjust-
ment requires the most equipment to 
properly set. It keeps the high level bias 
current out of the audio amps. This is a 
fine adjustment a novice should not at-
tempt. 

21. If you need to check a machine 
out at 71/2 ips the procedure is a bit dif-
ferent. Ampex recommends a playback 
tape that has a level of — 10 dB. Set the 
— 10 dB level to read zero VU on the 
machine. Then follow normal proce-
dure. The record drive should be turn-
ed down so the meter reads 0 level. At 
71/2 ips a steady state high frequency 
zero level cannot be maintained without 
severe overdriving. Hence, the fre-
quency response alignment is done 10 
dB below zero level. Once the response 
is checked, play the 0 dB, 1 kHz 71/2 ips 
tone. When it is played after the pre-
ceding frequency check out, the meter 
will pin like crazy. Turn the tone to 0, 
feed a 0 dB tone into the machine. The 
meter output will indicate — 10 dB. Turn 
the record level until the output meter 
reads zero. 

22. You are now ready to record. • 

• Woram, John M.; The Recording Studio 
Handbook, pp. 258-259; Sagamore Publishing 
Company, Plainview, NY, 1977 
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The essentials. 
111B Dual Spring Reyerb 
The most cost-effective spriig reverb on the market 

245F Stereo Synthesizer 
Convincing pseudo-stereo from any mono source 

418A Stereo Compressor/Limiter 
Smooth, undetectable level and high frequency control 
in recording and broadcast 

422A/424A Gated Compressor/LimiterlDeEsser 
A complete level control system with de-esser which 
provides natural, transparent processing at a highly-
competitive price (mono or dual-channel) 

536A Dynamic Sibilance Controller 
Clean. inaudible de-essing cf vocals with consistent ac-
tion regardless of levels 

622B P a ra metric Equalizer 
An exceptionally versatile EQ which has become the 
standard in studios, broadcast, and road shows 

672A/674A Equalizers 
A Parametric EQ with graphic controls, including 
variable high and low-pass filters usable as an elec-
tronic crossover (mono or sereo) 

Orban Pro Audio Products are sold through a worldwide 
dealer network. Call or write for the name of the dealer 
nearest you. 

orb« 
Orbar Associates Inc. 
645 Bryant Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 957-1067 
Telex: 17-1480 
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In the hands of a professional, an 
equalizer can work wonders. For the 
person who owns a UREI equalizer, 
miracles are 

In the studio, The uni often made. 

ound rein-
forcementsys- Equalizers in s 

terns, in broadcast radio and 
television product ion, a good 
engineer relies upon his talent and 
expertise. And, the UREI reputation 
for unparalleled professional 
performance and quality. 
Whether to correct or create, UREI 

offers a complete line of the most 
effective audio frequency shaping 
instruments available: 
The Model 535 Dual Graphic 
Equalizer 
Two channels of ten calibrated, step 
less, vertical adjustment controls 
with ± 12dBlx)ost or at tenuat ion. Also 
available in a single channel 
version-Model 533. 
The Model 537 One-Third Octave 
Graphic Equalizer 
A single channel device, it provides 
±12dB of boost or cut in 27 ISO 
1/3 octave increments from 40Hz 
to 16kIlz. 
The Model 539 Room Equalization 
Filter Set 
Specifically designed for room 
equalization, it offers 27 ISO 1/3 
octave calibrated adjustments from 0 
to — 15 dB attenuation plus band-end 
tunable high and low-pass filters. 
The Model 546 Dual Parametric 
Equalizer 
Two independent channels. Each has 
fot:r sections of continuously variable 
bandwidth, frequency, boost or cut; 
bypass for each filter section and 
channel; tunable end-cut filters; and 
:30dB gain. Also available in a single 
channel version-Model 545. 
From One Pro To Another-trust all 

your toughest signal processing 
needs to UREI. 

0111111‘1111Wee llie4‘1 Jr-

n n ,7,10 
From One Pro To Another 

United Recording Electronics Industries 
8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley, California 91352 (213) 767-1000 Telex: 65-1389 UREI SNVY 
Worldwide: Gotham Export Corporation, New York. Canada: E.S. Gould Marketing, Montreal 

See your professional audio products 
dealer for full technical information. 



II by Larry Blakely 

made the decision to leave 
Chicago, where I was a big frog in a 
small pond, and move to Los Ange:es. I 
looked forward :o this new challenge in 
the recording capital of the world. And 
though many of my Chicago dents 
had promised to support me in this 
move by recording at my new facility in 
Los Angeles, I realized that going 'head 
to head' against the legendary }facto 
Recorders, the giant of the independent 
recording studios, was serious business. 

"I moved to Hollywood in 
1957 and sold my interest in Universal 
Recording. The late Bernie Clapper 
became President of Universal after I 
left. Two key individuals who had 
worked with me in Chicago joined me 
on my trek westward. They were Tony 
Parri, the Controller of Universal, and 
Jerry Ferree, wno became our Chief 
Engineer. Later, Bob Bushnell, Malcolm 
Chisholm and Bob Golden also left 
Chicago and joined us in the west. 

"Since 1948 I had been in reg-
ular communication with Les Paul, and 
we had become close friends. I met Les 
through the legendary Gene Austin of 
'My Blue Heaven' fame. Les and Gene 
had made about 30 sides together, and 
I had arranged to release them on my 
Universal label. Moving to Hollywood 
kept me in touch with Les on a regular 
basis, and for me, this was a ball! I hold 
Les Paul in high esteem, and I stand in 
awe of what he contributed to the re-
cording industry. The NARAS award to 
him last year was a nice accolade, but I 
don't know why they waited so long. 

"The new parent company was 
to be named United Recording Corp., 
and by mid- 1958 much planning had 
already taken place. We were making a 
valiant attempt to incorporate as many 
technological innovations in this facility 
as possible. (This all came at a great 
time, since stereo was busting the indus-
try wide open.) 

"I located a building at 6050 
Sunset Boulevard, near 'Gower Gulch' 
(CBS Radio studios and Columbia Pic-
tures lot). This facility was formerly the 

Scully Lathe in the mono mastering 
suite at United. 

Jerry Fairbanks movie soundstage, and 
was a decrepit shell, but the space was 
adequate and the location good. I 
brought Mr. Curt Esser out from 
Chicago, who had worked with me at 
Universal as the architect. The financ-
ing for United came from the proceeds 
from the sale of my majority interest in 
Universal of Chicago. I used notes from 
this sale to collateralize additional bor-
rowing. As part of the plan to raise ad-
ditional capital, many of our clients, 
musicians and arrangers acquired 
minority interests and even brought in 
other investors. 

"The pressure to get 'on the air' 
in Hollywood led me to purchase Mas-
ter Recorders on Fairfax Avenue from 
Bunny and Rose Robyn. This decision 
was prompted by Randy Wood, presi-
dent/founder of Dot Records and prob-
ably the most singularly important 

Three famous faces from United's 
halcyon days: L to R Frank Sinatra, 
Bing Crosby, Dean Martin. 
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Early tube console 
in Studio One. 
(circa 1962) 

person in my decision to move -.0 Holly-
wood. Actually, at one point we had 
entered into serious negotiations to pur-
chase Radio Recorders (7000 Melrose 
Avenue), but for a number of reasons 
the deal was never consummated. 

uring the time that United 
Recording was being built, I was re-
cording a lot of dates at Maser Record-
ers for Dot, Imperial, Liberty, Mercury 
and some twenty other labels. I re-
corded all the 'hot' Dot acts, as well as 

Ricky Nelson's sides for Imperial (Ozzie. 
his father, was the producer). Bunny 
Robyn had made most of the Fats 
Domino hits at Master Recorders and 
also at Universal Recorders of Califor-
nia (no connection with Universal in 
Chicago), where he was previously a 
mixer. 

"In 1958 we completed Studio 
B at Uni:ed, along with Iwo reverb 
chambers. I think Johnny Mann record-
ed the first date there. The rest of the 
plant was still under construction and, 

during this time, I was doing dates at 
both United and Master Recorders. We 
actuali_y kept Master Recorders going 
for a year after the United facilities were 
completed in early 1959. All of us who 
did engineering were mixing dates 
around the clock. Bunny Robyn had 
joined us and stayed with United as its 

—page 38 

Penny&Giles launches 
the id the future 

A New Standard in Fader 
Technology 
Penny & Giles totally new 3000 
series sets a new standard in 
fader technology. 
The 3000 combines the world 
famous Penny & Giles smooth-
as-glass feel and total reliability 
with a break through in cost 
effective mechanical design. 

Nothing Comes Near 
Our Faders 
Technically, nothing approaches 
Penny & Giles faders. Our 3000 
series have full environmental 
shielding. They provide stroke 
lengths from 2.5 inches to 4.094 
inches in the smallest body size 
ever, integral switches, linear, 
audio taper or VCA outputs, a 
smoothly positive linear action— 
in fact all you'd expect from the 
world's leading fader company. 

Get the full details about the fader 
of the future, now. Call or write. 

PenneGiles 
Penny& Giles Conductive Plastics Ltd. --

1640 Fifth Street, Santa Monica. California 90401 
Tel 121 -3'19A-0014 • Telex 652317 
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At United/Western Studios 
It's One Pro After Another 
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From One Pro To Another 
United/Western Studios 
6000 Sunset Blvd. 
Hollywood, California 90028 
(213) 469-3983 
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The Ventures in session at United Studios in the early 60s. 

—from page 36, Putnam 

first vice president for three years. Bud 
Morris carne to United from Universal 
(in Hollywood) where he was chiei mix-
er. Eddie Brackett and Ben Jordan came 
over from Radio Recorders, and Mal-
colm Chisholm also joined us. United 
grew and grew - with 3 studios, a mix-
down room, 3 mastering rooms (includ-
ing one with stereo!) and a small manu-
facturing plant, all in 15,000 square feet 
of building. 

"We had Studio A (approx. 
60,000 Cu. ft.), Studio B (approx. 
35,000 Cu. ft.) and Studio C, a small 
dialogue studio where we did many of 
the early Hanna Barbera shows such as 
'The Flintstones.' Studios F and D were 
mono mastering rooms which were 
equipped with Scully lathes and 
Westrex or Grampian cutter heads. 
Most clients insisted on the Grampian 
head for hot singles. The Westrex was 
more widely accepted for LPs where 
level was not the prime consideration. 
(Remember, in those days we were still 
making masters in both mono and 
stereo for the same release. It was done 
this way up to the mid-sixties.) Studio G 
was our stereo mastering room which 
used the Fairchild 'vertical/lateral' 
system, which was electronically ma-
trixed for 45/45 stereo. 

"We built our first mixdown 
room, Studio E, though there was not 
much to do when mixing down 3 
tracks. (Four track came a little later.) 
Studio A had its own unique and per-
manently assigned 3,000 cubic foot 
stereo echo chamber, which became 
quite famous over the years. There 
were four other good-sized chambers 
and a small one over B control room. 
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We also had a maintenance shop, tape 
libraries and not enough air condition-
ing. 

In the early 1960s we began 
negotiations to acquire Western Re-
corders at 6000 Sunset from Don 
Blake, Bill Kirkpatrick and Ted Robin-
son. This was ideal as it was just one 
block away from United. We made the 
deal and quickly began to completely 
remodel Western. Part of this facility 
was the 6000 Radio Center Theater, 
which had been the origin of many net-

work radio shows during the heyday of 
network radio. This was now to be re-
modeled and become the new S:udio 1 
of Western Recorders. 

"Many alumni from Radio Re-
corders joined our ranks: Artie Becker 
(who was tops in the ad agency field), 
Bones Howe (who was the best iazz 
music mixer in the business), Jim 
Economides, Walt Payne and others 
who departed the legendary Radio 
Recorders for United. One day Stan 
Kenton was telling me about a guy in 
Oregon who did big band remotes for 
kicks. He wanted a job in Hollywood in 
the worst way. His name was Wally 
Heider. He came aboard, and (needless 
to say!) has gone on to make a great 
name for himself. He is, in my opinion, 

The first assembly line at the 6050 Sunset address. 



the best big band mixer that ever hap-
pened. His 'remotes' had no equal. 

"After the acquisition of West-
ern Recorders in 1961 and our exten-
sive remodeling program, our total 
facility consisted of two plants. one at 
6050 and the other at 6000 Sunset. 
Our corporate offices and accounting 
were located in United at 6050 Sunset. 
At Western, we had the traffic office for 
both plants, headed by Dick Sexty and 
Lela Greenstone who was Dick's girl 
Friday. Western's volume grew 400% in 
two short years. 

"At Western, Studio 1 was the 
old Radio Center, which had over 300 
seats. We removed them, poured in a 
flat floor and ended up with a nice large 
studio of approx. 65,000 cubic feet. 
Studio 2 originally had a 10 foot ceil-
ing, which we raised to 17 feet. Studio 
3 was made from the space that we had 
left over. As fate would have it, this was 
the studio which became legendary, to 
the extent that its reputation warranted 
its being copied by Wally Heider. (He 
even named the copy Studio 3 when he 
started his first recording company. This 
was very flattering. This was not the on-
ly copy. There was also one in Canada 
and in Maryland, each publicizing the 
fact that it was a replica of the famous 
United Western Studio 3 in Hollywood.) 
This was the famous studio that was 
home for The Beach Boys, Glen Camp-
bell, The Mamas and the Papas, Johnny 
Rivers, Jan 61 Dean, Sonny St Cher, 
Herb Albert, Mike Post, Linda Ron-
stadt, Rick Nelson, Three Dog Night, 
Grass Roots, Baja Marimba Band, Con-
nie Francis, The Everly Brothers, The 
Association, Kenny Rogers, The Let-
termen, and on and on.. . 

"We had a bronze plaque 
listing all these million-selling artists who 
had started their careers in Studio 3. 
The guys who made that studio work 
were Bones Howe, Hal 'Lanky' Lind-
strot, Phil Kaye, Chuck Britz and many 
others. 

"The other facilities at Western 
included another mastering room with a 
Scully lathe and a Westrex cutter. We 
also had a disk dubbing room with four 
Arcturus lathes, a maintenance shop, 
two production rooms for tape copies; 
we added another stereo mastering 
room, stereo echo chambers and sever-
al EMTs. We also had ten tie lines that 
ran the 1/2 block between United and 
Western, which were flat to 15 kHz. 

nited continued to grow in 
combination with the new facilities at 
Western. Business was great and we 
were on a real roll. We purchased 
Sound Recorders in San Francisco and 
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AND SONY- PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
A Division of Sony Corporation of America 
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then changed its name to Coast Re-
corders. Don Geis, from our Holly-
wood staff (another Universal Record-
ers of California alumnus) moved to 
San Francisco and became the first 
manager. 

"Winston Wong, one of Sound 
Recorders' original partners, became a 
top mastering engineer at United. Bob 
Doherty was managing the studio oper-
ations at United and Western, in addi-
tion to mixing a lot of dates. We had a 
closed shop (all IBEW engineers) until 
the mid-sixties. There was a staff of 12 
top notch mixers, 6 to 8 recordists, 4 or 
5 guys doing mastering, 2 to 3 appren-
tices doing setup, 4 or 5 people in 
maintenance and a chief engineer. To 
my knowledge, no other independent 

custom studio has ever reached the size 
in total facilities, staff, breadth of serv-
ice, and revenue production of the 
combined United, Western and Coast 
Recorders. 

hen Decca closed its Holly-
wood studios in the early '60s, Andy 
Richardson, Al Butow and Lee Hirsch-
berg (now recording manager at War-
ner Brothers Records), all joined 
United. Rudy Hill, another United alum-
nus, still works for Lee at Warners. 

There are many ways 
to split a mic, 
but only one way 
is best 
Jensen MB-series Mic Splitter Transformers 

When you need to split a mic, you should use a trans-
former because it provides a balanced, isolated signal to 
the input of each mixer; none of the mixers' grounds 
need be connected to each other (via the mic cable) so 
ground- loop induced noise is easily avoided. There 
must be a Faraday shield on each winding so that the 
transformer will not provide a path for capacitive 
coupling of common mode noise. 

JENSEN TRANSFORMERS are best because, in 
addition to meeting these requirements, they 
minimize degradation of the mic signal's fre-
quency response, phase response, and distortion 
characteristics. To prevent common mode noise 
from being converted to a differential signal, 
each end of every winding in a JENSEN 
TRANSFORMER has its capacitance 
precision- matched to that 
winding's Faraday shield. These 
are just a few of the reasons why 
most engineers end up using 
JENSEN splitter transformers. 

The JENSEN JE-MB-C, JE-MB-D 
and JE-MB-E microphone bridg-
ing transformers will split a mic 
signal to 2, 3 or 4 mixers. 

Insist on the best... 
insist on a JENSEN. 

.•" •••'4, 
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Jensen transformers 
REM:HEM/1CH ENGINEERING 

10735 BURBANK BLVD./N. HOLLYVVOOD, CA 91601 
(213) 876-0059 

Visitors by appointment only. 
Closed fridays. 
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Rudy worked more dates with me than 
any other person, first as a setup man 
and later as second engineer. Al 
McPherson, now head of maintenance 
for Warner Brothers, was active in the 
same role at United for many years. 
Bob Doherty was recruited from MGM 
Records in New York in the early '60s. 
He put in a lot of hours as a super mixer 
and later became vice president and 
general manager of all studio opera-
tions, a position he held for many years. 
Bill Perkins, a famous jazz tenor sax 
player with Stan Kenton, became a 
most sought after mastering engineer at 
United. Bill is now playing tenor sax on 
the Carson show. 

"With the large volume of 
studio dates and the expanding staff of 
mixers, we established a procedure 
which required each mixer or second 
engineer to prepare a studio setup 
sheet. For convenience we printed a 
form with a scale drawing of each 
studio, with numbered and lettered 
grids. These setup sheets served several 
useful purposes. They are a historic 
record of the recording date showing 
the types of mikes used on each section 
of the orchestra, their respective input 
position, location of risers, isolation 
screens, parallel or series boxes and 
any other special inboard or outboard 
equipment needed for the date. If we 
were doing an album, it was particu-
larly useful for future dates. 

úr typical microphone ar-
rangement would be: strings: AKG 
C-60; reeds: RCA 77DX; brass: Neu-
mann U47 and RCA77DX; drum: Neu-
mann KM56; piano: RCA 44BX; bass: 
RCA 77DX; percussion: Sony C21; 
guitar: Electro-Voice 666; Celeste: E-V 
666; and vocal: AKG C-60. 

"During this exciting period of 
the '60s and into the '70s, the studios 
were jumping 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week, and Warner Brothers was our 
largest account. 

"The growth of the recording 
studios peaked between the late '60s 
and early '70s, at which point the very 
nature and essence of the recoording 
business began to change. And, for me, 
so ended much of the personal satisfac-
tion and enjoyment that had always 
been a motivating force to me. From 
1967 to 1970 my personal activity was 
rich in every area connected with 
sound recording, from studio design, 
acoustics, product design and their 
related fields. The many dreams of my 
childhood and the early years of my 
business career had, for all intents and 
purposes, been realized. I can hardly 
think of anyone who was contemporary 
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A tfp, cal -el, Ira" date at Uniteci in the early 60's 

to that period, wbom I have not record-
ed. Those whose talents I had idolized 
had become my friends, and to have 
gained their professional respect was a 
great reward. 

'Nelson Riddle in:roduced me 
to Frank Sinatra, and our first meeting 

was on the occasion of a TV special, 
which was prerecorded. Frank was in 
the process of winding up his contract 
with Capitol and owed :hem some 
sides, which we finished at United. Then 
we became active in the inception of 
Franks new record 'label, Reprrse 

Records (which later was acquired by 
Warner Brothers). 

"One of the early dates we did 
for Reprise was Bing Crosby and Frank 
Sinatra together. This was a momentous 
occasion. I first met Bing on a TV pre-
record late in the '50s, and I kept on 
recording him after that. On this same 
Reprise date were Dean Martin, Sam-
my Davis and Johnny Mercer. To say 
the least, this was the living end for me. 

he Ray Charles country 
album which Sid Feller produced was 
the Grammy Record of the Year in the 
year it was released. I received a nomi-
nation for Best Engineered Record for 
that one, but lost out to The Chipmunks. 
However, Ray's 'I Can't Stop Loving 
You' (which I recorded) has become a 
classic in the country/western blues 
field. 

"It might be of interest to ex-
plain how the record companies oper-
ated then as compared to now. There is 
a significant difference in the relation-
ship between the record company and 
the recording studio (when comparing 
the period of the 1950s and early 

Congr tulations 
DILL 

Thanks Fi Starting The 
DUSIliESSI 

Murray Allen/President 

Foote Kirkpatrick/Studio Manager 

UNIVERSAL RECORDING CORPORATION 
46 EAST WALTON CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611, 1-(312) 642/6465 
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At the Test Department 
of Universal Audio in 1962. 

—from page 41 
1960s) to the style of operation that ex-
ists today. The major record companies 
—Columbia, RCA, Decca and Capitol 
—operated their own studios and at the 
head of the creative department was a 
Director of Artist and Repertoire or 
'A&R' head. He was an artistic adminis-
trator, guiding the contractual negoti-
ations with artists, finding new talent, 
picking material, and in most instances 
producing dates with some of the labels' 
top artists as well as supervising other 
producers in the A&R department. In 
most instances an A&R man worked 
with the same artist over and over, par-

High Power 

3" Voice Coll 

See them. Write for your nearest dealer. 

Circle . 025 on Reader Service Card 

muir 

Super Power 
4" Voice Coll 

eCetec Gauss 

9130 Glenooks Blvd. 
Sun Valley, CA 91352 

ticularly when he had made a few hits 
with that artist. 

"The same era also produced a 
growing number of independent labels: 
Mercury, Dot, MGM, Chess, Liberty, 
Kapp, Warner Bros., Atlantic, King, 
Imperial, ABC, Paramount, A & M, 
Colpix, United Artists, Reprise, Time 
and a rapidly growing list. 

"Independent record compa-
nies had a different style of manage-
ment for the creative sides of the busi-
ness. There was hands-on supervision 
of record dates by the owner or owners 
of the label. This also applied to the 
selection of material for the artists. The 
artist cooperatively took directions and 
accepted the material selected by the 
boss. This was done with few excep-
tions. 

"Making records in those days 
was a heck of a lot of fun. In the 2 or 3 
track era, when you walked out of the 
control room after a date, what you 
heard was what you got! Sometimes, if 
it was a rush release, we would master 
the same day and distributors would 
have product in four days! 

11 of this was encapsulecl in a 
time frame which was also a transition 
period, when the independent pro-
ducer became dominant and the old 
guard A<Stli department saw its demise. 
Then came the artist/producer-owned 
studio, the small single studio-style 
operation, and the evolution of new 
technology which brought the whiz kids 
out of the woodwork. Not just in Holly-
wood, but everywhere in the world. It 
became more and more difficult to 
compete in a fragmented market. We 
shifted gears many times, and it is 
remarkable that we were able to 
weather the storm time and time again. 
Many others were not so fortunate. 

"In 1971 we leased the United 
Studios to Jerry and Joan Barnes, who 
operated Studios A and B for several 
years. We later combined all of the 
operations under the banner of United/ 
Western Studios with the total operation 
managed by Jerry Barnes. The opera-
tion became more diversified and, out 
of necessity, Studio 1 was converted to 
a scoring stage with projection, and we 
expanded the facilities more in the 
direction of TV and motion picture 
scoring. 

"To this point, I have failed to 
mention Universal Audio, the UREI 
forerunner. In 1958 we installed Uni-
versal Audio, the fledgling manufactur-
ing company that I had brought with 
me from Chicago. We moved this into 
the upstairs area of United at 6050 Sun-

-page 224 
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by John Alexander 

For some reason the little guy 
is always getting lost in the technologi-
cal shuffle as new methods of produc-
tion continuaily attempt to outdate old 
reliable methods. Eight track recording 
studios are just such a "little guy," often 
being passed over in favor of :6 and 24 
track recording. But, in many cases, 
bigger is not necessarily better. Eight 
track recording is still a viable means of 
producing quality work at economical 
prices, and furthermore, it allows truly 
creative producers and engineers the 
opportunity to indulge themselves to 
the maximum. Eight track is also the 
most recommended approach for be-
ginners, as it can offer novices a basic 
educational foundation from which to 
learn. In short, 8 track is far from the 

ettin.g 
the Most 
from 

dinosaur that state-of-the-art 
followers consider it to be. 

To begin with, the cost savings 
for uninitiated artists using 8 track is 
substantial indeed. Whereas they may 
enter a 16 or 24 track studio and be 
charged for tracks they are not capable 
ôf filling, 8 track offers more than 
enough leeway for producing demos, 
as well as commercial product. 

Bill Goodwin, Grammy Award 
winning jazz drummer, member of the 
famed Phil Woods Quartet, President of 
OmniSound Records, and highly ac-
claimed producer, explains how he has 
opted to record many of his prestigious 
acts in 8 track, at Mountain Sound in 
Stroudsburg, PA, and stands firmly by 
the results he has achieved. Acknowl-
edging the creative input of chief engi-
neer Chris Fichera, Goodwin states, 
"Producing such acts as David Frish-
berg, Eric Kloss, Gil Goldstein, Hall 
Crock, Bill Dobbins, Red Mitchell, Phil 
Woods, the Quartet, and my own band 
Soar Energy all these artists have 
recorded 1-.ere on 8 track and only in 
special instances have we had to take 

Above: Engineer Chris Fichera in the Mountain 
Sound control room 

ack 
the tapes to a 16 or 24 track studio 

in New York for added musical 
embellishment." 

Chris Fichera adds, "One of 
the things that makes 8 track recording 
appea to me is it's a definite challenge, 
as opposed to 16 or 24 track recording. 
You often have to get a lot of the in-
struments onto one track, and one track 
only. You have to economize your out-
put to leave other tracks open for expe-
rimentation. Artists can come into an 8 
track studio and get quality product for 
a great deal less expenditure as well. It 
all adds up to the same thing and I think 
that's very important these days." 

—Page 46 
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Enthusiasts are quick to point 
out that one of the most appealing 
things about 8 track recording is that 
when utilized correctly it becomes 
almost indistinguishable from 16 and 24 
track. In fact, when you listen to an 
album professionally recorded in 8 
track and one recorded in 16 or 24 
track, they should compare equally. 
The creativity behind the work should 
be all that is apparent. 

Fichera explains that 8 track 
engineers must be prepared to make 
decisions very quickly at all times, and 
believes no other method of recording 
quite matches the intensity of 8 track. 
"For example, drum kits have to be pre-
mixed onto two tracks. You have to get 
relative levels and equalization for the 
snare, toms, etc., right away. Once a 
couple of instruments have been com-
mitted to one track you can no longer 
change the balance, so you must 
always remain alert and certain of the 
choices you make. The thing that makes 
this all so fascinating for me is you only 
have one chance to get it right. Another 
important thing to remember is having 
good mikes and positioning them cor-
rectly is half the battle in getting a good 
sound." 

The trick to 8 track recording, 
if there is one, seems to be developing 
the foresight to discern exactly what a 
completed arrangement will sound like 
as soon as you have finished laying 
down the first track. The producer and 
engineer are forced to develop an add-
ed understanding of the product they 
are working on. In this way, the record-
ing engineer in an 8 track recording 
studio must be able to completely 
understand the sound desired by a pro-
ducer or client in order to do their work 
justice. Hence, this extra measure of 
total involvement may prove just as 
beneficial for the beginning musician as 
it will for a veteran producer in achiev-
ing the precise sound he is striving for 
on a commercial product. 

Chris Fichera admits, "We are 
here to give our clients the best product 
possible. It's to our advantage to work 
closely with them and help them to 
sound as good as possible because it 
can only reflect well on us. We help 
teach beginners how to function cor-
rectly in a studio setting while showing 
them how they can have a good time at 
the same time. Beginners are usually 
scared to death of the process and, at 
that level, our chief function becomes to 
relieve them of their apprehensiveness. 
That's the only way they can let loose 
and work to their fullest potential." 

There are many factors which 
attract established acts to choose to 
record in 8 track studios. "The key 
word here is convenience," explains 
Mountain Sound owner and studio 
manager Larry Cardino. "Our studio is 
right here in the area and artists know 

Studio guitarist John Cannova in the 
MS. playing room 

that they can get professional quality 
product here instead of traveling to 
New York or even Los Angeles to do 
the same things we are capable of do-
ing." Picking up the same train of 
thought, Fichera adds, "The thing is, 
they come here; they're getting a good 
price and a good sound. . . and most 
importantly, it feels right to them. They 
feel comfortable playing here and that's 
what counts in the :ong run, because 
music is based on a feeling and the end 
result will reflect all of this." 

Bill Goodwin is certainly not in 
a minority by opting to record on .8 
track. He states, "It's my own particular 
preference, but I find more and more 
producers are utilizing 8 track record-
ing for even their most viable products. 
For example, many notable producers 
in jazz and rock work here and produce 
commercial recordings. Scott Jarrett's 
demo was recorded here; the same one 
that resulted in his ultimately signing a 
contract with Arista records and being 
produced by Dave Grusin and Larry 
Rosen. And needless to say, Phil 
[Woods] has recorded many projects 
out here and just this past year we were 
nominated for a Grammy for a David 
Frishberg album recorded at Mountain 
Sound." 

As Goodwin explains, 8 track 
is not geared only towards jazz record-
ings. Mountain Sound has seen substan-
tial recent activity in the recording of 
rock, pop and country oriented prod-
uct, both as demos and commercial 
recordings. Also, 8 track is extensively 
utilized by the advertising market as the 
perfect vehicle for radio and television 
jingle and music bed recording, on na-
tional or regional levels. 

If the experience of Mountain 
Sound is any indication, it is easy to see 
why 8 track recording is so attractive to 
producers, recording engineers, and 
artists. It can be utilized by various dif-
ferent branches of the media and is a 
viable format for recording all different 
kinds of music. Overall, it's economic, 
educational, professional, convenient 
and obviously not the dinosaur many 
erroneously believe it to be. 
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SIERRA AUDIO CORPORATION 

announces the completion of 

ATLANTIC RECORDS STUDIO A, MANHATTAN 

Designed by Tom Hidley Built by Kent Duncan 

Many thanks to: 

AHMET ERTEGUN SHELDON VOGEL MEL LEWINTER 

PAUL SLOMAN RON SARNER MIKE YAMMA 

JIM FALCONER J.B. RIVERA 

and the entire ATLANTIC STUDIOS staff. . . 
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SIERRA HIDLEY DESIGN 
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Burbank, California 91506 USA 

Telephone (213) 843-8200 
Telex 662745 (K DUNCAN BUBK) 

Worldwide exclusive agents of Tom Hidley and Kent Duncan Design 
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a look inside Guy's garage 

by Q. Bryce 

When you hear that a record-
ing studio is located "at home in my 
garage," it usually conjures up visions 
of tangled cords, a card table console 
and four track demos. When the studio 
is located in a small town near nowhere, 
the vision can become a nightmare. 

But concealed amongst a 
bunch of casual-looking tract homes in 
the college town (Brigham Young Uni-
versity) of Provo, Utah, lies Rosewood 
Recording Company, one of Utah's 
premier recording facilities. Combining 
just the right amounts of management 
and recording techniques, along with 
loads of personality, Guy and Kristen 
Randle have turned the "home audio 
nightmare" into a musician's and pro-
ducer's dream. 

What started in 1977, as a 
means for Guy to produce his own 
demos, has become a full-fledged 24 
track studio. Rosewood now boasts 
works appearing on major labels, net-
work and PBS telvision, motion picture 
soundtracks, HBO, Showtime and 
MTV, along with numerous indepen-
dently released regional albums - and 
all at the ridiculously low rate of $35 an 
hour. Guy and Kristen have discovered 
that a small town studio is not destined 
to do jingles for Fred's bank for all eter-
nity. 

Starting out with a modest in-
vestment and shooting for a market you 
think you can fill is the smart way to go, 
Guy says. "You can either grow as the 
market grows or not advance at all." 

Guy explains that because 
"over the years our equipment hasn't 
been anything to write home about, the 
most important goal has been giving 
the client the best possible sound at the 
lowest possible prices." 

lust recently this philosophy 
rang true when a single recorded at 
Rosewood appeared on Billboard 
magazine's "Pick of the Week" list. Re-
cording time for the single, including 
mixdown: less than $500. 

Stan Bronson, producer of the 
tune, titled "Without You," says the 
Nashville firm that ended up distribut-
ing it "commented on it being a great 
sound and I told him that we had 
recorded it at a studio in Provo. He just 
chuckled and said, 'I'm glad to hear 
things like this coming out of places be-
sides Nashville. These guys sit back 
here and think they're the only ones 
who can do it.' " 

What enables Rosewood to 
"do it," and do it at a low cost, can pret-

( 

reccrdiro 

ty much be summed up in one word: 
Guy. "You pretty much get me," he says 
with one hand at the board and oppo-
site arm filled with Cammon, his 16 
month old son. One thing that turns 
Guy off is when he hears people talk 
about other studios' "razzle dazzle 
equipment. 'Cause it's not the equip-
ment, but how you use it. Someone can 
be a nerd with a Studer just as well as 
he could with a TEAC. TEAC equip-
ment had been the mainstay of our 
studio until we graduated to MCI, but 
the sound quality is still basically the 
same." 

One reason for Rosewood's 
high quality sound is that Guy feels it's 
important to grow with your studio. 
"I've heard an awful lot of junk come 
out of expensive studios from engineers 
who didn't seem to know what they 
were doing." 

With an initial investment of 
$7,000 for a TEAC setup, Guy's ability 
as an enginger has increased along with 
Rosewood's list of inboard and out-
board equipment. So at any one point 
in time, the studio and Guy were old 
friends. 

First it was buying the baby 
grand piano instead of renting it, then a 
few more microphones. After some 
time, Rosewood invested in a TEAC 16 
channel board, and as time went on 
better microphones and more outboard 
effects were added. Months later, a 16 
track machine ÇTEAC again) was pur-
chased as Rosewood moved from 
downtown to the garage. In late 1981 
they bought a 24 channel Tangent 
board, and in early 1983 moved up to 
a 24 track MCI recorder. 

What's so amazing about this 
gradual buildup is it was pretty much 
bought with cash up front. The only 
loans Rosewood has taken out have 
been to finance the purchase of the 9' 
Baldwin grand and a loan for part of the 
MCI track machine, which has since 
been paid off. Wise money manage-
ment like this has kept Rosewood afloat 
when other studios, up to their necks in 
debt, would have gone under. 

Guy feels the "sound of the fin-
ished product" at Rosewood would cost 
two to three times as much in a city such 
as Los Angeles. "I've heard stuff come 
out of a $ 125 per hour studio that 
sounded like grit." 

Although Rosewood has never 
advertised out-of-state, it has a few 
word-of-mouth people who come in 
from the West Coast to record. "You 
have to be realistic." Guy emphasizes, 
"In Smalltown, USA, you either have to 
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offer something you can't get in the city, 
or something you can get for a lot less 
money." Rosewood offers a bit of both. 

"We just have a few people 
who like us well enough to come from 
out-of-state," he admits modestly. 

One such out-of-stater is Sam 
Harrison, a producer/director for Sam-
Film of Carmel, California. Harrison 
came to Rosewood in September of last 
year because, "I knew we could get the 
music done the way I wanted it done - 
get it done right. Guy's setup is good, 
his sound is good, he's very talented, 
trustworthy." The project was a theme 
song for a television show but SamFilm 
has since turned it into a rock video, 
now scheduled for airplay on HBO, 
Showtime and MTV. The cost of record-
ing the song, including musicians, was 
well under a thousand dollars. 

Harrison admits the cost is 
lower in the long run but cites "reliabil-
ity" as his reason for returning to Rose-
wood time after time. 

Rosewood has made high 
quality at low prices its specialty, and 
the studio being in the garage plays an 
important role in keeping the prices 
down and the customers happy. After 
three years downtown, Guy and Kris-
ten decided to move "in-house" be-
cause of the appealing low cost. "It 
would cost a couple hundred dollars a 
month to add on to the garage whereas 
outside rent would be a minimum of 
$500 a month," Kristen explains. 

"At our last place in town," 
Guys continues, "we were paying a 
receptionist who didn't know much 
more about the business than booking 
time." Moving home has allowed Kris-
ten to become a more active part of the 
business. 

Although some clients think 
Kristen is just "the voice on the phone," 
she is much more than that. She han-
dles all the accounting and is basically 
Guy's business partner. It works well for 
the Randles. 

But having the studio in the 
garage isn't all bright and beamy. Guy 
says the biggest problem with the studio 
being connected to the house is that the 

distinction between work and home life 
becomes blurred. People calling at 
7:30 a.m. on a Saturday morning to get 
a cassette dub isn't exactly Guy's idea of 
being on the cutting edge of the record-
ing industry. At the top of Kristen's list of 
annoyances is noise leakage into the 
house, with people walking through the 
back door and peering through the 
windows running a close second. 

Noise leakage to the outside, 
Kristen assures, "is definitely not a prob-
lem. One kid on a Big Wheel makes 
more noise in the neighborhood than 
an entire rhythm section." 

Because Rosewood is basically 
a one-man studio, located in a residen-
tial area, Guy and Kristen have im-
posed a 10 p.m. session curfew, which 
seems to have worked fairly well since 
moving into the garage 21/2 years ago. 
"It's not so much a problem with noise 
leakage as it is with people coming and 
going, and Guy getting a decent 
amount of sleep," Kristen states. 

She goes on to explain one 
other pain cf having the studio con-
nected to the house. "People tend to be 
rude and kind of stupid in the business 
world. When you move your business 
home you transfer some of that rude-
ness and stupidity into your home." 

Running a 24 track recording 
facility in your garage and maintaining 
a professional, creative atmosphere is a 
difficult chal:enge, but Guy and Kristen 
seem to be doing well, rolling with the 
punches, taking the good with the bad. 

So it's a hot summer day, 
you're in a Hawaiian shirt, shorts and 
sandals. You're sitting in the producer's 
chair next to Guy mixing down some 
tracks when you suddenly feel some-
thing warm and moist at your feet. You 
look down and to your amazement see 
Emerson, the studio dog, giving your 
feet a thorough ticking. At this point 
you can either run straight out the back 
door, over the fence and into the Provo 
River, or you can, as most do, accept 
this as Emerson's official gesture signal-
ling your adoption into the Rosewood 
family. 

• 
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Producers... Engineers... Performers... 

ROCSHIRE Rec 
progressive record coi 

CONTROL ROOM: 
The Lakeside/Rocshire acoustic 

design is exhaustively equipped and appointed 
around a NEVE 8128 32x24 (capable of 64 lines in) control desk; 

a unique, instantly interchangeable from the console, system of monitors giving the 
engineer/producer the choice of TAD/JBL, UREI 813 Time AJignTM. Tannoy SRM12 
monitors; the most complete outboard complement including a Publison with keyboard, 
and Lexicon 224X. 

SYNTHESIZERS & KEYBOARDS: 
Studio Manager, Lester Claypool with dual 
Roland Jupiter 6s, E-mu Emulator, Oberheim 
OBX-A, OBX-8, DMX Drum Simulator, and 
DSX Drum Sequencer, Fender/Rhodes among 
other keyboards, all of which are accompanied 
by Rocshire's two on-staff 
programmers. 

TAPE MACHINES: 
Include the incomparable Studer A-80 
MkIll 2-inch, 24-track, half-inch and 
quarter-inch machines, as well as the 
Ampex ATR-100 half-inch and quarter-
inch mastering recorder. 

ROCSHIRE is a 
no compromise, P 

Marketing, 
Promotio 

Yes. You ought 
ROCSHII 

Call me: Leste 
ROCSHIRI 

(71 4) I 
1240 Nor 
Anaheiry 
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E is listening 

V.P. 

;ECORDS 

32-5046 
Van Buren 
:A 92807 

RECORD 
PRODUCTION, MARKETING & PROMOTION: 

Exemplified by Tony Carey's premier album ... carefully nurtured by Rocshire's 
in-house marketing and promotion staff, his first single rose to # 1 AOR airplay 
(Radio & Records). The second single is currently at 70 with a bullet on the 
Billboard chart. 

THE RECORDING ENVIRONMENT: 
Rocshire's warm, multi-acoustic, carpet and walnut 
floored studio is fully equipped with a performer famous 1910 B Steinway grand; custom 
made studio-compatible Charvel/Jackson Guitars and Bass; full Simmons synthesizer 
drum kit, in addition to Ludwig and Tama kits. The microphone complement includes a large 
variety of classic tube types, including the Telefunken 251, Neumann U47s, M155s, 
M269, KM86, U67s, and stereo SM69s. Circle #034 on Reader Service Card 



—from page 5Z Women's Guide 
video engineer. She started her career 
as an audio engineer and cameraper-
son for the Long Island Public televi-
sion network. She was the only 
woman employed in that capacity 
during the two years she worked 
there. When she went to Metromedia 
(Channel 5) in New York City, she 
was one of 11 female engineers in a 
group totalling 96. Her advice is to 
be up front in your dealings with peo-
ple, know your stuff, and don't play 
head games with male counterparts. 

• • • 

CONCLUSIONS 

• Join your professional organiza-
tions. This may be NABET (National 
Association of Broadcast Employees 
and Technicians), IBEW (International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers), or 
any other comparable group in your 
area. This will enable you to keep in 
touch with what's happening in the in-
dustry, possible job leads, and most 
important, it shows you know how the 
game is played. 
• Don't rule out road work. This is 
actually one of the best ways a 
woman can learn music, sound, how 
to work under pressure, and how to 

cope in a predominately male envi-
ronment. Admittedly, the road is one 
of the last strongholds of unadulter-
ated male chauvisism, and many 
bands, sound companies, and shows 
won't hire women in this capacity. A 
lot of them are also monetarily unwill-
ing to pay for the extra hotel room 
they feel a woman would require. 
Both Holly Peterson and Judy Elliott-
Brown felt that a woman should be 
willing to share a room (though not 
necessarily anything else) and take 
the job. 
• Get involved with a band. Go 
into the clubs with them and do their 
sound, and get it on tape as an exam-
ple of your work. This can now be 
used to get yourself a job as a house 
sound person in a club. Gail Knopfler, 
a public relations consultant and 
former floor manager for The Other 
End in New York City, says that this is 
the best way to document your expe-
rience if you are just starting out. She 
also makes the point that there is very 
little sex prejudice in an informal small 
club atmosphere. 
• Look the part. If you're interview-
ing for a studio or sound company 
that gets a lot of work recording cor-
porate meetings and industrial shows, 
showing up for the interview in leather 
pantihose and a mohawk hairdo prob-

ably won't get you the job. Knopfler, 
Joanne Georgie, and Howard Stein, 
who are all in the position to hire, 
stress that one should dress comfor-
tably and suitably. 
• Get the credentials you need. No 
one is going to hire you just because 
you're a woman. Morris Brownstein, 
president of Announcers Training 
School, says that while a lot of compa-
nies and networks have a quota to fill, 
a woman still must possess the creden-
tials the job requires. He feels that a 
woman starting out should take any 
job that's offered her, become a cog in 
that particular wheel, and learn all she 
can before moving on. 
• Learn how to network effectively 
with your male colleagues. Shelley 
Newman, an independent TV pro-
ducer in Boston points out that who 
you know in your field can be just as 
important as what you know, since so 
many job leads are learned by word 
of mouth. Hanging out with the few 
other women in the business might be 
great for moral support and compan-
ionship, but it doesn't seem at this 
point in time to spawn jobs. Find out 
who the local movers and shakers are 
and get to know them. Yes, they're 
probably all men. And yes, you might 
have to act like one of the boys. . 
but do it like a lady! 
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Manufactured by Klark-Tnnik Research Limited 
Coppice Trading Estate, Kidderminster DY11 7H.1, 

England. Telephone: 105621 741515 Telex: 339821 

Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc. 
262a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale, 
NY 11735, LISA. Tekvhone: 15161249-3660 
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Every sound engineer le 
needs a little magic 
The Ursa Major 8X32 digital reverberator puts pure 
magic at your fingertips. Touch a button and you're trans-
ported to a concert hall stage. Touch another and hear 
sound roll through vast, empty canyons. And another, to 
conjure up a bright, tight plate that adds body to brass and 
drums. And then another: a larger plate, warm and beauti-
fully balanced for voices. 

In fact, the 8X32 lets you create and explore an almost 
infinite universe of acoustic environments. Four pre-set 
programs establish basic spatial qualities; then, the 
microprocessor-based controls allow you to separately 
fine tune all seven key reverberation parameters. For more 
control, there's a full remote console, LEDs that con-
stantly display all the panel settings, and 64 registers of 

Box 18, Belmont, MA 02178 USA • Telephone (617) 489-0303 URSA MAJOR, Inc. 

non-volatile memory to preserve and recall useful set-ups. 
And the 8X32's acoustic spaces sound real. Rich, 

uncolored and clean—even with difficult material and 
decay times as long as 20 seconds. 

If you'd like to add a little magic to your sound, spend 
some time with an 8X32. We invite you to write us for 
detailed system specifications, prices (surprisingly low), 
and the name of a local Ursa Major dealer. See for yourself 
what it's like to acquire powers you once thought existed 
only in your imagination. 

The 8X32 DIGITAL REVERBERATOR 

Telex: 921405 URSAMAJORBELM 
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A STEP ABOVE RECORDING 
281 5th Ave., New York City 
(212) 686-2487, 684-9238 

MCI 24 Track Recording 

Fully Equipped Studio 

Multi-Purpose Iso Booths 

Full Line of Outboard Equipment 

Yamaha 7'4" Grand 

Welcomes the 
74th AES Convention 

to New York City 

State of the Art Recording at Sensible Prices! 

Circle #047 on Reader Service Card 

DEAR 
AUDIO 
PROFESSIONAL 

As you can see from the 
issue you're reading, Mix 
Magazine is bigger and better 
than ever. 1983 was the year 
that saw Mix become the No. 1 
professional audio magazine. In 
1984 we hope to be even bet-
ter—with more features and 
regular columns covering the 
subjects of interest to you. 

We'll be at AES in New 
York, so if you have any com-
ments or suggestions, look us up. 
We look forward to meeting you. 

MIX MAGAZINE 

111115TER01« 

FINE OIS11( NOUTERING  FOR 

--rig MILL Çonnç 

JOORNE11 

00001« CORP• 

161051 blOREET 
te.IN Ogg , N.q.10013 

OISTERNING CLIENTS' 

TOE Mfg 

THE ROLUNG S'TONES' 

THE KINK 
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Digital Audio/Video Studios, Ltd. 

WHERE THE FUTURE OF CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY BEGINS. 

254 West 54th Street, New York City 10019 F 
Circle #050 

information, contact Charles Benanty at 2r2-247-3691   
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Let us prove it to 
you, mention this ad and 

get one hour complimentary 
studio time with your first 4 hour 

booking. Manhattan chauffer service. 
Custom pressing packages also available. 

TRY US...THE COUNTRY'S 
NEVER SOUNDED SETTER! 

Trutone Records Disc Mastering Labs, 

163 Terrace Street,Haworth, N.J. 07641 201-385-0940 

CREPffeitACIR 

278 Flavers(raw Road • Suffern, New York 10901 • ( 914) 362-0447 

A UNIQUE STATE-OF-THE-ART 
RECORDING COMPLEX 

CONTROL ROOM: Solid State Logic SL4000E 
Automated Console 

2 Studer A80 MK III 24 Track 
Recorders with Audio Kinetics 
Q-Lock Synchronization 

1/2" and 1/4" Studer A80 
MK III Mastering Decks 

Full Complement of microphones 
and outboard equipment 

STUDIO: 14' to 27' Acoustically Adjustable 
Cathedral Ceilings with 2 Level 
Studio Area and Iso Booth 

3 Live Echo Chambers 
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NORTE LAKE 
SOUND STUDIOS 

A COMPLETE 24 TRK. 
RECORDING FACILITY 
in Country Surroundings 

• MCI Fully Automated 
• 35 Mins. from Midtown 

Manhattan 
• Live-in Accomodations 

And all the Same Goodies 
Everyone Else has— 
at Affordable Prices 

CALL "CRAZY JOE" at 
(914) 682-0842 
3 Lakeview Drive 
North White Plains 
New York 10603 
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Where talented and 
original independent 
producers can be 

their own business-
men yet achieve inti-
macy and truth in 

their music. 

1368 Fulton St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11216 
(212) 636-1401, 2, 3 

RECORDING STUDIO 

LAYiJ4, 7 _ItiE 

FACTraleV 

OMEGA STUDIOS 
proudly announces 

the opening of a second 

24-TRACK MUSIC STUDIO 
in Downtown Washington D.C. 

Omega Studios' original location in Kensington, 
Maryland, just minutes from downtown Wash-
ington D.C. and the Capital Beltway, offers 
spacious and comfortable studios featuring all 
Studer Tape Machines, API and Auditronics 
Consoles, plus all the latest Bells and Whistles. 
Our completely equipped 24-track Music 
Studio can accommodate up to 40 musicians, 
and has been in operation for over 12 years. A 
modern and efficient 2 and 4 track Studio is the 
choice in D.C. for slide/film, voice-overs, and 
audio productions of any type. 

Our newest facility in the heart of Washington 
D.C. is well equipped with MCI Console and 
Tape Machines, UREI Monitors, and all the 
most popular electronic goodies. It offers the 
musician and producer an intimate and relaxed 
setting in which to pursue their creative endeav-
ors, while still maintaining the convenience of a 
downtown recording studio in the Nation's 
Capital. 
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"Big City" Facilities and Service 
At Reasonable Prices 

10518 Connecticut Avenue, 
Kensington, Maryland 20895 

1420 " K" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 

301-946-4686 
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BOWIE TOUR 

by Bruce NIxon 

et's Dance heo just reached 
be stores. David Bowie arrived in 

Dallas in early May :o begin three 
weeks of rehearsals beloue embarking 
cam a tour scheduled to last eight 
rnontns and cross at least three con-
tinents. 

By the time Bow e actually ap-
peared in Dallas, tour preproduction 
had already been underway for 
aLmost six weeks. For Ehowco, the 
Dallas-based sound company doing 
the tour, Bowie presentec some 
unusual problems, bu: -he advance 
work required to put David Bowie on 
the road proved to be fairly typical in 
oriner respects, a pretty- good case 
study in pre-production for a major 
rock :our: Bowie was easier than some 
and harder than others Bowie and his 
current band rehearsed in a 15-
month-old, state-of-the-art spundstage 
or. the sprawling Las CoLnas complex 
irnmediately northwes: of the city; 
when he turned up at Las Colinas, ap-
proximately 60% of the equipment 
he'd be using throughout :he tcur was 
se: up and waiting for him. 

"If a band tours oftE-n, it's easy 
because you know what they want 
and need," explained Showco sound 
department manager Donny Kretzsch-
mar. 'Bowie hasn't toured in years. 
Tl:en, too, it's Bowie, and :he band is 
built around him, a new band every 
time he goes out. It's Deal hard, 'cause 
they don't know everything they want 

in advance. Things change almost 
daily during the rehearsals. 

"The things that made prepara-
tions difficult were Bowie doesn't have 
a regular band, he doesn't tour often, 
and he doesn't have his own produc-
tion man," Kretzschmar added. 'These 
are the unknowns that have to be 
worked out. You take bands like 
Genesis or The Beach Boys, or any 
other act that totes every year with 
the same people. These three things 
are known. Certainly, there are 
changes that have to be made from 
tour to tour, when the technology is 
updated or the band requests some-
thing new, but it's a lot easier." 

re-production begins as soon 
as a tour is announced and sound 

companies are able to bid for it. 
Showco has done the last four Bowie 
tours, so the company did have an in-
side track on things. The steps that 
must be completed prior to rehearsal 
go, rather simply, like this: 

The basic cost of the tour is 
determined from a tentative itinerary, 
figured from the size of the venues, 
how much gear and how much per-
sonnel will be required, methods of 
transport, mileage, customs fees, etc. 
Showco maintains detailed files on 
venues all over the world and some-
times makes suggestions regarding the 

Ate foli nab 

bane; itinerary. A performer such as 
Bowie also relies on the sound com-
pany to dc the job a personal produc-
tion person would do, and to supply 
sounc engineers for the tour. 

Rehearsal time and space is 
booked. 

The stage is set up at the 
Showco warehouse and given a test 
run before it's moved to the rehearsal 
hall. 

The Las Colinas soundstage was 
loaded wrh 26 pairs of Showco 
"arena system" gear, a total of 52 
cabinets tlhat handled about 39,000 
watts of PA, along with the monitor 
system and the basic collection of ef-
fects that are used on most tours - an 
AMS digital reverb, Harmonizer, 
Roland echo, a pair of dbx 900 racks, 
a Lexicon Super Prime Time. Also, 
this was the first time Showco had 
used any of 10 recently purchased 
Harrison mixing boards; the two 
which would be empk>yed for the PA 
and monitor systems arrived four days 
after rehearsals began and were in-
stalled overnight. 

Rehearsals required a sizable 
staff as well. There was a five-member 
sound. crew, and one or two of Show-
co's top mxers came around almost 
daily to act as helpers and consultants. 
Light.ng required another five or six 
peop;e, and four more looked after 
the set. In a provisional operations 
office set up at Las Colmas three more 
people were working out the tour 
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SOUND SYSTEM 

BUZZ 
ITS TOO BAD YOU 
CANT ALWAYS KEEP IT CLEAN 

BUT NOW 
ITS ONLY TEMPORARY 
INTERFERENCE WITH 

A 

MODEL PS-1 

In addition to reducing RFI the PS I can also 
protect your sound reinforcement equipment 

from: 
HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSIENTS 

UNEXPECTED POWER UP TRANSIENTS 
IMPROPER LINE POLARITY 

II linear & digital 
systems, inc. 

V' II 46 marco lane 
centerville, oh.45459 
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BOSTON'S BEST 
IN PRO AUDIO 
PRODUCT 

AND 
SERVICE 

SOUND LABS,. INC,, 
145 Ipswich Street, Boston, mass. 02215 
617-262-2470 

SALES 
DESIGN 
RENTALS 

INSTALLATION 
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An exterior 
view of the 
Las Colinas 
soundstage 

facility in the 
Dallas Corn-
munications 

Complex 

logistics. Add to that Bowie's choreog-
rapher, stage manager, five band 
roadies, and the Las Colinas kitchen 
staff. 

"Bowie is such a perfectionist," 
Kretzschmar said. "He kept trying dif-
ferent things and sending out for more 
effects. He'd bring in his studio pro-
ducers and they'd listen to our person 
mix, and that proved to be a lot of 
help. But it was a hard show to mix. 
There are lots of cues and a lot of 
people on stage, a lot of solos and a 
lot of effects." 

c ° he band rehearsed each day l by section, generally at a relaxed 
pace. The horn section arrived in the 
morning, followed by the backup 
vocalists and the rhythm section. 
When the separate rehearsals were 
completed, the sections rehearsed 
together before Bowie himself ap-
peared in the late afternoon or early 
evening to work with the band. Refer-
ence tapes were made at each rehear-
sal and the following day, after listen-
ing to the tapes, Bowie or other band 
members would request changes in 
the mix. Paul McCartney, Kretzschmar 
recalled, rehearsed the same way for 
his last several American tours. 

"They'd hear something from 
the night before that needed chang-
ing," said Showco operations director 
Gary Carnes. "They might come back 
and say, 'Well, everything sounded 
good last night but . . . It could be 
the sound of a high hat or something 
in the keyboards." 

Kretzschmar added: "The drum-
mer has to hear what he wants to 
hear, and the keyboard player has to 
hear the drummer and vice versa. It 
goes back and forth between every-
body in the band, and certain musi-
cians absolutley have to hear particu-
lar things, and that can vary from 
song to song. So you really have to 
figure out your cue sheets. You can't 

go into a tour and just do it. It'd take 
eight shows or more to get it 
together." 

At the beginning of the rehear-
sals, about 80% of the tour itinerary 
was complete. As information came 
in, new gear was added as it was re-
quired. When the band left, the PA 
had grown from 52 to 72 cabinets, 
and had increased in wattage from 
38,000 to 54,000. Other small details 
had been taken care of, as well, from 
changeovers in several of the monitor 
cabinets to new paint jobs on the mike 
stands so they'd match the color 
scheme of the set. 

Showco personnel definitely 
benefitted from the company's proxim-
ity to the Las Colinas soundstage. This 
is a new facility—it opened in late 
spring, '82—with three soundstages of 
varying size, built for film and video 
work. However, after Stevie Wonder 
used the soundstage to rehearse 
before a Dallas stadium show in June 
1982, word got around that it was a 
good rock rehearsal room; Kiss used 
it, as well, followed by Bowie and 
then Robert Plant in August. "If it 
hadn't been down the street, all the 
work for the Bowie tour would have 
been a pain in the butt," Kretzschmar 
remarked. "Anything you can do to 
make things go smoother and easier is 
a big plus." Kretzschmar compared 
Las Colinas to a pair of English facili-
ties that have been used by Led Zep-
pelin, Thin Lizzy, Pink Floyd and 
other bands - Shepperton Studios, 
outside London, and the Bray studios, 
near Windsor, both designed for film 
work, and both considerably older 
and less well-equipped than the Dallas 
soundstage. 

"When we left Las Colinas," 
Kretzschmar added, "we were as close 
as we thought we could get to what 
the show should be. But even ac-
counts we know well, like Z.Z. Top, 
can change something in the middle 
of a tour. Musicians are always asking, 
'What if we do this? What if we do 
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that? They call us, and unless the re-
quest is really outrageous, we try to 
comply with it. We have it down to a 
science, yes, but it's still rock and roll. 
A lot of stuff comes up." 

And yet, these long daily 
rehearsals are only part of the entire 
tour pre-production. 

In the operations office set up at 
Las Colinas for the duration of the 
rehearsals, a small staff manned 
telephones as they arranged all of the 
necessary logistics for moving the tour 
from place to place. 

'The phones go crazy," 
Kretzschmar said. "You can't get more 
immediate than that. Bowie takes a 
oreak, his road manager runs up to 
okay some stuff and ask questions, 
and then he's back making plans." 

Operations makes all of the air-
line and hotel reservations, and all of 
the arrangements for transportation of 
band members, full crew and equip-
ment; one person does nothing but 
airline and hotel reservations, while 
another prepares rooming lists. They 
also make arrangements to purchase 
materials—plywood, for instance, or 
electrical equipment, from site to 
site—while accountants back in the 
Showco offices figure all the costs and 
pay advance bills. In the case of the 
Bowie tour, this process was compli-
cated by the fact that the band would 
be crossing a number of borders dur-
ing the European leg and currency 
exchanges would have to be made 
from country -to country. Meanwhile, 
blueprinters at Showco prepare 
schematics of the stage setup which 
would be sent to all of the halls and 
promoters along the tour. An accoun-
tant also travels with the band, collec-
ting money and paying bills along the 
way. 

few, changes appeared after 
Bowie left for Europe. One of the big-

gest came after the singer returned 
briefly to the United States to appear 
at the US Festival in California. He lik-
ed the delay towers at the huge out-
door festival so much that he re-
quested some for his own tour and 
they were quickly shipped from Dallas 
to Europe. 

"The details are just endless," 
Kretzschmar said. "And while we were 
doing all of these things with David 
Bowie, we also were doing nine other 
tours. You can't just drop everything 
and concentrate on one person. But 
once we're out of Las Colinas and on 
the road, whheeeeew, we can relax a 
little in the office." 

"Now the tour's just like a morn-
ing lake," Carnes added. "Very, very 
smooth." 

• 

Big, Tough Cable Drums 
From Keith Monks 
With five sturdy models to choose from yoLi can wind 300, 1300 or 
more feet of cable onto these unique cable drums 

Built of strong reinforced steel, Keith Monks cable drums are nylon 
dipped for a long- wearing, rust resistant f nish Each frame has a 
removabre center reel Use one frame and several reels to save time, 
cost and space Rubber feet add stability and allow stacking of same 
model 
Keith Monks cable drums are modestly pricml and built for years of 
service Call or write for details and prices, today' 

111111 MU, = 

P.O. Box 1069 Call Toll Free Telex In: IL, AK, HI, CAN. 
Palatine. IL 60078 1-800-562-5872 Z80 502 Call: 312-359-9240 
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QUIET... PROGRAM EQUALIZATION 

2 Channel Octave Band Graphic Equalizer 

L-C ACTIVE 4100A 
The model 4100A features Active, Inductor-Capacitor 
(L-C) Tuned Filters. The resonant frequency of each 
filter is derived PASSIVELY by a Tuned L-C Pair. This 
drastically reduces the number of active devices nec-
essary to build a Ten Band Graphic Equalizer. Only 
seven operational amplifiers are in each channel's sig-
nal path: THREE in the differential amplifier input; 
TWO for filter summation; ONE for input level control; 
ONE for the output buffer. The result . . . the LOWEST 
"Worst Case" NOISE of any graphic equalizer in the 
industry . . . — 90dBv, or better. 

\ORcdç, 
instruments, inc. 

P.O. Box 698 Austin, Texas 78767 
512/892-0752 
TELEX 776-409 WHITE INST AUS 
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Making the Best Even Better 

New England Digital Announces 
Exciting New Synclavier ffOptions 

New England Digital Corporation is pleased to announce 
exciting new options to be available as additions to all 
Synclavier II's. 

Roland GR Guitar 

Once again, with the release of these options, New 
England Digital honors its commitment to steadily up-
grade the Synclavier II. 

This consistency could only be possible from a company 
whose product incorporates tremendous hardware/soft-
ware flexibility and power. The Synclavier II has them 
both! 

S DIGITAL GUITAR OPTION 
Guitar Players - welcome to the world of computer 
music! The synthesis power, creativity and flexibility of 
the Synclavier Il can now be offered to guitarists using 
New England Digital's revolutionary new digital conver-
sion process. Complete access to all of Synclavier II's 
capabilities, such as digital synthesis, automated music 
printing and Sample-to- Disk"' are now yours. A unique 
16-button LED panel attaches simply to all Roland GR" 
guitars to allow convenient access to important 
Synclavier II real-time features. (Available August 1983) 

OptIonal Ebony Model Synclavier II Keyboard 

Roland GR is a registered trademark of Roland Corporation, Japan Synclavier® II is a registered trademark of New England Digital Corporation 
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e STEREO OPTION 

Now any Synclavier II can be simply upgraded to pro-
duce fantastic live stereo results. Many elaborate stereo 
control modes never before possible from any system or 
recording environment come standard with Synclavier 
II's new Stereo Option. Increase your Synclavier Ils 
sonic capabilities, plus save valuable production time 
and expense by going direct from Synclavier II's 16-track 
digital recorder to 2-track tape! 

e  MUSIC PRINTING "Enhanced" 

In March of 1983, New England Digital released a new, 
enhanced version of software for Synclavier II's Music 
Printing Option. Now, important aspects of western 
music notation such as random changes in time signa-
tures and key areas are available, along with tuplets of 
any kind. Plus, you will have instantly accessible editing 
capabilities along with dynamic markings to enhance 
your finished complete score or individual parts (see ex-
ample below). Yes, there is an automated commercial 
music printing system which is available today . . . and 
works. 

Actual Music Printing Sample, Reduced new england digital 
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• SAMPLE-TO-DISK "Polyphony" 
The company which offered the only high fidelity sampl-
ing system worldwide with a sample rate of 50kHz, 16-bit 
data conversion, and extended sampling time to Win-
chester Disk (pictured below) is planning an exciting new 
enhancement for the Synclavier II's Sample-to-Disk op-
tion... POLYPHONY. New England Digital engineers are 
now working to expand the sampling capability to be 
completely polyphonic. The same high-fidelity sonic 
capability and high resolution presently offered will be in-
corporated. The new polyphony option promises to add 
one more amazing capability to the Synclavier II. 

e Z-80IC.P.M. OPTION "Personal Computing" 
Available for all Synclavier II systems is the convenient 
Z-80/C.P.M. option. This simple retrofit option allows all 
users to purchase computer industry standard C.P.M. 
software programs to aiC their personal or company 
computing needs. Whether it is accounting, word pro-
cessing, or computer games, New England Digital's 
Z-80/C.P.M. adds another dimension to the remarkable 
Synclavier II. 

To New England Digital these additional options are just 
steps along the path to the ultimate instrument. Some 
day we believe the Syrcla\iier II will be a complete music 
production facility. We also know that it takes a series of 
developments to achieve this goal, especially in this 
highly technical field. Using New England Digital's ad-
vanced hardware and software, along with creative input 
from customers, wi.I ensure the longevity of the 
Synclavier II. We invite you to start with the best and 
grow from there, as hundreds of others have! If you 
haven't heard a Synclavier II lately, you haven't heard it 
at all! 

Synclavier II Instruction Manual 
A complete and descriptive Instruction Manual is available 
for $85 ( USA & Canada) and $ 100 US (elsewhere). 

For more information 
please call or write: New England Digital Corporation 

Box 546 Attn: M 
White River Junction, VT 05001 
802/295-5800 

or one of N.E.D.'s only 
authorized distributors: New York: Digital Sound Inc 

212/977-4510 

Los Angeles: DJCS 
213/274-8512 

London: Turnkey 
202-4366 

Brussels: Trans European Music 
569-1823 

Montreal: Sound Box 
514/489-6851 

Joh burg: Sunshine Records 
793-2913 
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DUr•h*AN 50( REPLACES P & G '100/1500 

SOLVES FADBc'e 
BLUES IN A HURRY. 

LI AVAILABLE FAST, HERE IN U.S. 
El COMPLETELY 

INTERCHANGEABLE 
EJ LOW COST 

You won't have to 
wat Single or Dual 
Channel, with cable/ 
plug interface connec-
tor or wires ready for 
hook-up. 

Quality. Reliability. 
Call for the specs or 
the replacement itself. 

SYSTRON DUNCAN ELECTRONICS 
DONNER DIVISION 
A THORN EMI capper-1y 

2865 Fairview Rd., Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714) 545-8261 TWX 910-595-1128 
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OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 

It's been said that the Hafler DH-500 is every 
thing an audiophile power amplifier should 
be ... Musical, Dependable, Affordable. 
Now there is a Hailer amplifier designed fo• 
the professional. It's called the P-500, and 
like the DH-500, it's destined to become the 
industry standard. 
The P-500 is a full-featured, high-power am-
plifier that can best be described as "bullet-
proof". It represents a careful synthesis o' 
the sound qua ity that pleases tne audio-
phile with the features and rugged reliability 
that professiorals demand. In addition to 

MOSFET ou:put devices, the a-500 offers fan 
cooling; barrier strip, phone plug and XLR 
connectors; balanced or unbalanced inputs; 
left and right gain controls; signal present 
LED's; clipping indicators, and more! 
With all this, it must be expensive right? 
Wrong! At $949.95' fully assembled, or 
$799.95' partially assembled, the P-500 
could only be described as a truly outstand-
ing performer. 
For a complete list of features and specifica-
tions, write to: 

'Suggested list prices. 

The David Hafler Company 
Dept. MO, 5910 Crescent Boulevard 
Pennsauken, New Jersey 08109 

—from page 5I. Feedback 

reach production of their new compact digital 
cassette recorders that not only offer pre-record-
ed product with economy and digital silence but 
also will be able to record? Is this forseeable com-
petition the underlying reason for such speed? 

Sheffield Lab has been accused of hav-
ing a vested interest in the phonograph record. 
You're damn right we do. We have an even big-
ger vested interest in the truth and our lifelong 
commitment to music. Many of you are in this 
industry for the same reason. All manufacturers 
have a vested interest in their products and the 
magazines have a vested interest in their adver-
tisers, in preserving the credibility of their writers 
and, one would hope, in the objectivity of their 
reporting. Certainly the manufacturers of the CD 
have an enormous vested interest - a fact not un-
noticed in the Wall Street Journal. 

A strong motivating force to this large 
push is the widespread feeling that the CD is the 
needed new tool to spur on our flagging industry 
- to bring new customers into our retail stores 
and to increase business. There is merit to this 
argument but there is a greater need for the high 
fidelity industry to maintain faith with its cus-
tomers by accurately reflecting the pros and cons 
of a new technology so that when the consumer 
does buy the device of his choice he will find its 
performance will agree, both initially and with 
time, with his expectations. 

And what are his expectations? Phillips' 
slogan is"Perfect Sound, Forever." I defy you to 
make a more grandiose statement. What is the in-
tegrity of a company that resorts to such hype? Is 
this ultimately good for the credibility of our in-
dustry? And if it is good for business, is it good for 
your business? Will your carefully conceived 
amplifier really sound better than some mass pro-
duced version on a CD player? Will your high 
resolution, precise imaging loudspeaker please 
you from a CD source and justify the years of 
work and research invested? If you make some-
thing related to the playback of a phonograph 
record, well. . . there are no words. 

The CD will initially be good for retail 
business. But whose retail business? Many are be-
ing introduced in department stores and, since 
they all sound the same (thank you, reviewers), 
expect to see them discounted at the high 
volume, boxes-to-the-ceiling merchandiser. High 
fidelity stores that offer service and good listening 
environments, and that have traditionally present-
ed your products to the public, will be eaten 
alive. 

This letter is being sent to the presidents 
of companies that have established a reputation 
for producing the finest audio components in the 
world. Realistically, the CD system is in its infancy 
with only a few thousand devices available in the 
United States in contrast to over 100 million 
devices for disk playback and over 60 million 
cassette recorders. The CD will appeal to the man 
who has to have the newest of everything and less 
so to the audiophile who is already skeptical of 
the merits of digital recording. As the price 
drops, it is supposed to appeal to everyone. 
Eventually the unsatisfying reality of CD will be 
perceived by the user of high fidelity equipment, 
but this will be a long process. I don't believe you 
can afford to let exaggerated claims saturate the 
media with no counter view being expressed. 
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The British press is known to be of a criti-
cal nature, with a history of comparing the sonic 
merits of similar components. In their magazines 
you will find critical evaluation that shows real 
disappointment with the CD as compared to the 
LP even when the master tape was digital. Most 
importantly, a dialogue has been initiated and 
data has been presented that has caused them to 
question much about the present day digital tech-
nology. 

As president of your company you are 
interviewable, quotable and command great re-
spect and credibility. Although your company 
possesses a wealth of technical talent and equip-
ment that could certainly pinpoint the poor per-
formance areas of the CD, it might be ultimately 
more meaningful to merely state that you find the 
CD to have poor sonic characteristics. The ear 
has always been the final judge in audio. Many of 
your companies have spent substantial dollars in 
the audio magazines, and you would be wel-
comed with open arms should you desire to pre-
sent opinions divergent with those being printed. 

For me, personally, all digital attempts 
thus far have been a failure. I simply cannot enjoy 
music that has been digitally processed, and the 
enjoyment of music in the home is the sole reason 
we have a high fidelity industry. I support analog 
recording because it' works. It is a time-proven 
process that contains musical information which is 

accessible to all and which has a resolution that 
allows the listener to continually discover hidden 
nuances as he improves the abilities of his home 
playback system. 

The silence on the CD is not golden. A 
high musical price is being paid for that one vir-
tue, but not as high a price as you might pay by 
your silence. It's been said that, -A journey of 
thousand miles starts with a single step." I've 
taken mine. 

Sincerely, 
Douglas Sax 
President 
Sheffield Lab Inc. 

Dear Mix, 
I read with interest your article on 

recording education in the July 1983 issue. Edu-
cation in the recording arts has finally found a 
place in learning institutions and the industry will 
certainly benefit from it. 

I would like to inform the readers of Mix 
of the fine facilities here at Los Angeles City Col-
lege. We have a well-equipped communications 
center located in the heart of Hollywood. Courses 
are offered in audio recording and maintenance 
in our 8 track Tascam and 24 track MCI studios. 

There is a wide curriculum in radio pro-
duction supported with a broadcast studio and 18 
radio production rooms. There are two television 
studios plus videotape editing suites. We also 
have a complete film production program 
teaching super-8 and 16mm cinematography. 
For film post production, there are 25 editing 
rooms, a Quad Eight/Magnatech dubbing stage 
and two screening rooms. The animation section 
includes an Oxberry crane, Moviola editing 
equipment, and, of course, animation drawing 

UnmeAsurab 
The SPECTRA SOUND Model 1500 
is the only graphic equalizer available 

with unmeasurable distortion The 
1500 is also the quietest of all equal-

ization devices The result a measur-
able improvement in audio system 
performance when varied equaliza-
tion requirements exist 

tables. 
Recently, the advanced recording class 

completed the first in-house recording, mixing 
and production of our LACC Jazz Big Band, 
under the direction of Dr. Woody James of our 
music department, in our 24 track studio. 

Los Angeles City College is one of the 
ten Los Angeles Community Colleges and is a 
public, tuition- free college. Non-California resi-
dents must pay a non-resident fee and some 
courses require a lab fee. 

Sincerely, 
Fred Piegonski 
Public Information Officer 
los Angeles City College, CA 

Dear Fred, 
Sorry about the oversight. We would 

like to encourage any other recording schools 
who were omitted to contact us, so they can be 
included in our next listing. 

Correction: 

In our July forum on "Recording 
Arts Education", the article incorrectly 

referred to Richard R. Rants as Dean of 
the Institute of Audio Research in New 
York City. Dean Ranta actually heads up 
the College of Communication and Fine 
Arts at Memphis State University. Our 
apologies for the confusion. 

Performance 
DISTORTION 
1 M and T.H.D.below 0018%, 20Hz 
to 20kHz, + 18dBv, test equipment 
residual 

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 
104dB. + 4dBv input unweighted. 
20Hz to 20kHz 

MODEL 1500 

3750 Alrport ROAd 

Ogden Utah 84403 

(801) 392-7531 

Speedo., Sound is A «holly 
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by Jeffrey L. Graubart 
Reprirred by permission of the author from the 

NARAS Institute Journal, Vol 2, No. 2 

hould I be my own 
music publisher? The 
talented songwriter, 
fearing that he will be 
making a mistake in 
failing to utilize an 

established music publisher to adminis-
trate his musical creations, often asks 
this question. Of course, there is no 
easy answer. Certainly, using the serv-
ice of a professional has its advantages, 
but do the disadvantages outweigh the 
advantages? This must be decided by 
individuals on their own, by weighing 
various factors unique to their own 
goals and desires. 

A songwriter-performer, with-
out any desire to delve into the business 
part of the music business, may choose 
another person or firm to administer his 
musical works. This gives the creator 
more time to devote to creation and 

Music 

ublishing 

performing. Even if this choice is easily 
made, should the chosen administrator 
be an "established" music publisher 
(who will customarily charge the crea-
tor 50% or more for his services) or 
should the creator choose another 
(such as his manager, attorney, accoun-
tant, or other professional administra-
tor) to undertake the task, for a charge 
to the creator usually no greater than 
15% and often less than that? It should 
be noted that many of the established 
companies do accept catalogues solely 
for administration for fees ranging from 
15 to 25%. However, among the unini-
tiated, the "pros" demand (and receive) 
ownership shares equal to 50% and 
more of individual songs and cata-
logues. 

Why does the publisher poten-
tially receive even more than 50% of 
the gross income from the composer's 
composition when the songwriter has 
been advised by the publisher, tradi-
tionally, that they are entering into an 
arrangement calling for an equal in-
come split? The primary reason is that 

-̀ 1111111111111111% 

the discussion between them is usually 
in terms of equality, but the written 
agreement submitted thereafter almost 
invariably provides equality with 
respect to the split of income from 
mechanical royalties and synchroniza-
tion royalties, but not with respect to 
printed music. 

A 
'though the typical 
publisher receives 
35c from its sheet 
music licensee (20% 
of $ 1.75, the retail 
price of sheet music), 

it usually agrees to pay the creator only 
5c or 6c. The payment of 7c to 10c by 
the publisher to the writer is a major vic-
tory to the creator. When questioned 
with respect to this practice, various 
legitimate publishers have defended it 
on the logically inadequate grounds 
that: ( 1) they never said they would be 
the writer's partner, or (2) it is tradi-
tionally part of the publishers' "built-in 
profit structure." (It should be noted that 
the agreements presented to songwrit-
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ers in the 1940s provided for a pay-
ment of 5e to the writer for piano 
copies, and the same rate was con-
tained in the majority of songwriters' 
agreements presented to writers during 
the 1970s, although the retail price of 
sheet music since the 1940s has multi-
plied several times.) 

There are many factors to be 
considered by the creator in making his 
choice. The creator has to decide 
whether he wants the services cus-
tomarily provided by the music publish-
er or, in the alternative, the services of 
the other administrator. The other ad-
ministrator chosen by the creator 
almost always provides his or her serv-
ices for a period as long or as short as 
requested by the creator, while the 
established" music publisher invaria-
bly insists on controlling the composi-
tions for as long as permissible under 
the U.S. copyright law. Potentially this 
control can last the life of the creator 
plus fifty years. 

Utilizing the services of an ad-
ministrator, the creator usually contracts 
pnly on a year-to-year basis and does 
not, therefore, face the loss of control of 
his or her compositions. Why then 
should the creator choose the music 
publisher to administrate? 

The publishers have been ac-
cused of no longer providing the crea-

tive, promotional, and marketing func-
tions for which they were once famous. 
They have also been charged with 
maintaining a function that has become 
heavily administrative and clerical only: 
the same functions now performed by 
others for a fraction of the charge and a 
fraction of the required contractual 
time. It has been said that the publishers 
have become largely service entities, 
conduits for the procession of income 
and paper transactions and that they do 
not promote as they used to, do not ad-
vertise as they used to, and do not 
employ field representatives as they 
used to, because these promotional 
functions have been taken over by the 
record companies. If all of this is true, 
the creator's choice is clear: to employ 
his manager, attorney, accountant, or 
other agent to process the income and 
paper transactions and, in so doing, 
become his own publishing company. 

W 
hat do the music 
publishers say in their 
own defense? They, 
of course, paint a 
dissimilar picture. 
They argue that they 

provide an important and creative role 
in discovering and encouraging new 
talent. This encouragement can take the 
form of advances, annual guarantees or 

living allowances to the composer or 
lyricist to permit him to develop his art. 
An astute publisher also offers the avail-
ability of creative directors, producers, 
editors, and experts on the publisher's 
staff and the conducting of workshops 
for new writers. Further, the publishers 
point out that they have an important 
promotional role in making demonstra-
tion records to showcase the creator's 
songs. In doing so, they work to get not 
only the initial recording but the the 
maximum number of additional record-
ings of each song (which, for example, 
may turn out to be impossible for cer-
tain "hard rock" songs but much more 
likely with MOR tunes like Yesterday 
or Bridge Over Troubled Waters). 

The offer of a substantial cash 
advance may be the major factor caus-
ing some new songwriters to contract 
with an established publisher. Another 
reason may be the possibility of the 
publisher obtaining an additional prize 
unavailable from the mere administra-
tor: a recording contract. 

Once established as a record-
ing artist, the songwriter finds less 
reason to maintain his relationship with 
the publisher in that the creator no 
longer needs the publisher to find a 
vehicle to bring the creator's songs to 
the public, as the artist-performer has 
his own vehicle. This factor, more than 
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The control electronics behind the 833 
Studio Reference Monitor System 
Meyer Sound's 833 Studio Reference 

Monitor System is standardised for consistent 
response — giving a growing number of pro-
fessional engineers and producers more 
creative control. The C833 controller shown 
regulates frequency and phase response, 
and has Meyer's exclusive Speaker Sense" 
circuitry to prevent driver overload. The 833 
handles up to 400W, with power and head-
room that lets you feel the full effect of the 
music — and performs consistently for longer 

t than previ us speaker designs. Effectively 
linear tir e response and improved 
'coherence* ensure clear and controllable 
stereo imaging. 

*See our new brochure on the 833. 

To see the difference in our 
speakers, or hear the difference in our 
system — see us at AES in New York — or 
contact Meyer Sound. 
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Meyer 
Sound 

Meyer Sound Laboratories Inc. 
2194 Edison Avenue, San Leandro, 
California 94577, USA. 
Telephone . (415) 569-2866 
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When you work hard to make the very best original tape possible you deserve the 
very best duplicate. The trouble with most duplicators is that the copies are never as 
good as the original. With the Sony CCP-13B Duplicating system you get copies vir-
tually indistinguishable from the original — whether your masters are mono or 
stereo, open reel or cassette. 

Only Sony Duplicators offer the unique ferrite and ferrite heads. These remarkable 
heads not only produce crisper, cleaner, more precise sound. but are guaranteed 
against wear for two years. Equally unique, only Sony Duplicators are expandable to 
43 positions. 

But then, with Sony's years of experience in the field of audio, these features are 
hardly surprising. Contact us for the name of your local authorized dealer 

SON Y: AV PRODUCTS 
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR 

educational electronics ccrporation 
213 NORTH CEDAR • INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90301 • ( 213) 671-2636 
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anything else, is the reason publishers 
have been willing in recent years to 
modify the portion of the income they 
traditionally split with the creator. They 
have been offering to slice the pie in 
such a way that the writer or composer 
ends up with more than the so-called 
"writer's share" (traditionally described 
as 50% of the pie but actually substan-
tially less because of the disadvan-
tageous provisions uniformly inserted in 
the agreement between the parties by 
the publisher, as discussed above, 
which give the writer only a small frac-
tion of the monies received from the 
sale of the printed music, and, in addi-
tion, exact substantial additional 
amounts "off the top" for collection 
agents and "general overhead"). The 
remainder or "publisher's share" can to-
day be split between the publisher and 
the writer, but this is usually done only 
upon the writer's strong insistence for 
such a split. This arrangement for split-
ting of the publisher's share has become 
known as a "co-publishing" or "split-
publishing" deal. 

From time to time, the estab-
lished music publishers are charged 
with being nothing more than agents 
for a stable of writers. If so, the tailoring 
of the publishers' compensation by way 
of the split-publishing deal does cause 
them to be compensated more closely 
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The MIX 16, now mote 
than ever the unbeatable 
•'ital reverberator and 
• system. Full 18kHz 
bandwidth with an ever 
increasing number of 
free programs. Optional 
intelligent remote with 
up to 99 user 
pn:ogranmlable memories 
and bar axle reader for 
easy program update 

You can spend less or 
you can spend more, but 
you can't bùy better. 
Take the first step to 
success yourself by 
booking a demonstration 
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to an agent's commission than was done 
previously. However, the agent's term 
hardly ever exceeds a period of seven 
years, while the publishers continue to 
demand terms of 35 years or more. 

W 
hat about the fairness 
in permitting music 
publishers to retain 
creators' songs for 
long periods of time, 
without an obligation 

to achieve some level of success with 
respect to each composition? One 
remedy, permitted by some (but cer-
tainly not all) of the major publishers, is 
to insert, in their agreements with 
writers, a clause stating that unless a 
composition is recorded and commer-
cially released (through customary in-
dustry channels), or used in a motion 
picture or TV show, or some variation 
thereof, the publisher must return the 
composition, and all rights granted by 
the writer, within a certain period of 
time (usually two years). Other major 
publishers refuse to allow such right of 
reversion, saying that they will never be 
sure when the right time will come to 
exploit the particular song. 

Although United States courts 
have not generally delved into the issue 
of fairness of agreements between the 
music publisher and the songwriter (pri-
marily on the basis that it would be un-
warranted interference with freedom of 
contract if they were to relieve an adult 
party from a bad bargain), the English 
courts have done so in the landmark 
case of A. Schroeder Music Publish-
ing Company Limited v. Tony 
Macaulay (1974) 3 All E.R. 616. 
There, the young songwriter plaintiff 
(Macaulay) sought to repudiate the con-
tract he had with the defendant music 
publisher and was successful in doing 
so in the trial court, in the Court of Ap-
peal, and again in the House of Lords 
(equivalent to the U.S. Supreme Court). 

Macaulay had signed a con-
tract with the defendant, a worldwide 
organization of music publishers, by 
which the composer agreed to assign to 
the publisher all of the copyrights in his 
existing work and in future works com-
posed during the subsequent 5 year 
period. For that, defendant publishers 
agreed to pay the plaintiff an advance 
equivalent of about $ 100. Subsequent 
advances of the same amount were due 
each time the previous advance was 
recouped by defendant publishers from 
the royalties due plaintiff. As is quite 
common in these agreements, there 
was no express obligation by the defen-
dants to exploit any composition of the 
plaintiff. 

The plaintiff contended that the 
agreement was oppressive, an unrea-
sonable restraint of trade (because of 
his inability to deal with his composi-
tions for a 5 year period except with the 

defendant) and therefore void as being 
against public policy. At each level, the 
court agreed. The House of Lords, in 
affirming the judgment of the trial court 
which had declared the agreement to 
be void, made the following observa-
tions: 

1. If the publisher is not bound 
with a "positive undertaking" to exploit 
a composer's works, it would be an un-
reasonable restraint of trade to tie the 
composer " . . for this period of years 
so that his work will be sterilized and he 
can earn nothing from his abilities as a 
composer if the publisher chooses not 
to publish." 

2. Had the composer had the 
right to recover his compositions after a 
reasonable time of inactivity by the 
publisher, the agreement would not be 
against public policy. 

3. Because the contract was 
not negotiated between the parties, but 
instead the plaintiff was offered a "take it 
or leave it" agreement by a party with 
superior bargaining power, the agree-
ment was oppressive and did not satisfy 
the test of fairness, i.e. whether the 
restrictions are both reasonably neces-
sary for the protection of the legitimate 
interests of the publisher and commen-
surate with the benefits secured to the 
songwriter. 

A week later, another English 
court, hearing a case involving Fleet-
wood Mac's original manager, who also 
had a publishing agreement with mem-
bers of the group (Clifford Davis 
Management Ltd. v. WEA Records, 
Ltd. (1975) All E.R. 237), refused to 
grant the manager an injunction against 
distribution of Fleetwood Mac records 
in England that embodied compositions 
apparently subject to his prior publish-
ing agreement. The court, referring to 
"standard" clauses in the agreement, 
called them "amazing provisions" and 
cited the precedent of the Macaulay 
case as the authority for its refusal. 

American law has its deep 
roots in English law. Whether American 
courts will adopt the logic of Schroeder 
v. Macaulay, and create the revolution 
in the U.S. music publishing industry 
which is already underway in that in-
dustry in England, remains to be seen. 
It is clear, however, that today's creators 
have more choices open to them than 
their counterparts of twenty years ago 
and before. It is therefore incumbent 
upon the creator to weigh intelligently 
his choice of publisher versus adminis-
trator before making a hasty, unin-
formed and irrevocable decision he 
may later regret. • 

Jeffrey L. Graubart is a member of the 
State Bars of California and New 
York and is a founding member of the 
San Francisco chapter of the Nation-
al Academy of Recording Arts and 
Sciences. 
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▪ ° The telegraphic repeater was 
pone of Thomas Edison's early inven-
tions. It used a paraffin-coated paper 
tape to store and repeat high speed 

:telegraphic. giessages. An incoming 
message was recordedoby a stylus at-
tached to the telegraphic arm by 
embossing the Morse code dots and 

o dashes into the tape drawn past the 
:stylus. To repeat the message, the tape 
was drawn through a transmitting 
device where another stylus responded 
to the coded indentations and activated 

oa. sending telegraph. 
One day, while attempting to 

improve the devices' operation, Edison 
pulled a coded tape through the trans-
mitter at a much higher speed, and he 
oobserved "a light, musical, rhythmical 
sound, resembling human talk heard 
indistinctly." He wondered if the 
repeater could be modified to store 
sound, instead of the electrical code. 
He connected a carbon teMphone dia-
phragm in place of the ° input tele-
graphic arm and spoke into the mouth-
piece. Upon playback, he discovered 
that the tape had indeed preserved the 
vibrations of his voice. The year was 
1877. The 30 year old inventor had 
fathered the science of audio recording. 
After the first public demonstration of 
the phonograph he was praised for be-
ing a "wizard" and a "magician"; news-
papers called his cylindrical phono-
graph "the greatest invention of the 
age," in an age of great inventions. 
o o a But that was just the beginning. 
Edison soon designed improved ma-
chines using grooved cylinders of wax, 
chalk, and tinfoil. In 1893 Emile 
Berliner invented a disk format, the heat 
of competition was on, and in 1928 Edi-
son conceded defeat for his cylinder. 
The process of technical invention, 
modification, and obsolescence was 
under way. Succeeding years saw the 
development of 78, 45 and 331/2 rpm 
disks, LPs and singles, wire and 
magnetic tape recorders, reel, car-
tridge and cassette formats, the change 
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KEN POHLMANN is an Assistant 
Professor of Music and Program 
Director of Music Engineering at the 
University of Miami in Coral Gables, 

o Florida. He holds Bachelor and 
Master degrees in Electrical Engi-
neering from the University of Illi-
nois. He has designed and construct-
ed several real-time computer music 

systems, aural laboratory testing 
devices, and microprocessor systems. 
He works independently as an elec-
tronics and acoustics consultant, re-
cording engineer, and technical 
writer However, his greatest interest 
is in obtaining large-displacement 
motorcycles and driving them too 
fast for complete control. 
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linnDrum — used on more hit records t han 
any other programmable digital drum machine. 

Call or write for a free demo record, color: 
brochure, and t he name of your twanst dealer. 
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DELTALAB'S NEW 
SUPER TIME LINE 

DIGITAL DELAY Ims1   
512 : is 

Mai 
OCLIFLi ECHO 4FINITE 

F PEAT DELAY FACT 

SIMPLE 
The Super TIME LINE offers basic 
simplicity without compromising 
performance. Each control on the front 
panel is easily understandable and 
readily accessible. 

ri 

PROGRAMABLE 
Now you can store your favorite settings 
via the "simple-to-use" program bank. 
Each program is easily addressable by 
either the front panel or the optional 
accessory remote control. 

il«.116111mffl> 
TIME LINE 

 ME KIM WM 

41 MaiMr. 

, I r '71 117 

BEST OF ALL...AFFORDABLE• 
The ADM 2048 is a full bandwidth ( 16kHz), wide dynamic range (90dB), fully programmable special effects processor that 
features flanging, doubling, chorusing and echo effects with up to 2048 milliseconds (2 seconds) of high performance digital 
delay all for only $999.00.* The Super TIME LINE,® born in the tradition of DELTALAB's reputation for value, quality and 
performance, establishes a new standard of affordable excellence. 

Visit your dealer and check it out ... You will be simply amazed!! 

Also available is the ADM-512 providing 512 milliseconds (1/2 second) of full bandwidth digital delay for only $799.00.* 

'Manufacturer s Suggested Retail 

Deltalab 



AMPLIFIERS 
Power amplifiers and preamplifiers 84 

grratesillar 
co\  is 

AUTOMATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
90 Console automation, SMPTE synchronizers, remote controllers, 

locators, editing and time code systems. 

94 
MICROPHONES AND PICKUPS 
Microphones, pickups, transducers, 
and wireless mikes. 

MIXING CONSOLES 
99 Powered mixers, consoles for recording, monitoring 

and sound reinforcement. 

MUSIC PRODUCTS 
106 Instruments, pedals, drum machines, 

music software, and accessories. 

SIGNAL PROCESSING DEVICES 
110 Delay lines, reverberators, echo units, limiters, equalizers, 

outboard gear and audio effects devices. 

SPEAKERS 
118 Studio and stage monitors, main speakers, horns, 

drivers, and fixed installation loudspeakers. 

TAPE AND RECORDING DEVICES 
124 Multitrack and mastering recorders, cassette decks, blank tape, 

digital processors, and duplication systems. 

OTHER EQUIPMENT 
128 Crossovers, maintenance equipment, test gear, intercoms, 

cables, stands, tape heads, transformers, and other products. 

ALL NEW PRODUCTS INFORMATION LISTED HAS BEEN SUPPLIED TO THE MIX BY MANUFACTURERS 
RESPONDING TO QUESTIONNAIRES MAILED EARLIER THIS YEAR SPECIFICATIONS CHANGE SO VEF.:FY 
CRITICAL INFORMATION WITH MANUFACIURERS DIRECTLY THE MIX DOES NOT TAKE RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR THE ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION SUPPLIED TO US BY THESE MANUFACTURERS 
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POWER JUMBO 1000 
Alagatronics Inc. 

ALAGATRONICS INC. 
141 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010 
(212) 473-0515 
Product Name: POWER JUMBO 1000 
Contact: Frank [tinges. President 
Product Description & Applications: The Jumbo 1000 is an ex-
tremely powerful stereo amplifier which can deliver I kw continu-
ous power in its mono bridging mode This high power amp offers 
both high reliability and rugged construction with 2 large 1 kwa 
power supply, 2 toroidal transformers. 2 heavy duty papst fans for 
forced cooling. double active and passive protection systems 
built in active sensing circuit for analysis of the safe operation area 
and protection of the output transistors; passive fast fuses for 
speaker protection Finally the tremendous Jumbo's power output 
will teed 90 volt lines without the need of a transformer 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response: ( ( t, f dB) 20 Hz/20 kHz Rated output: 500w/4 ohms 
RMS per channel. 300w/8 ohms Mono bridge power 1 kw/8 

ohms Total THD 0 09% Signal(noise ratio 100 ciBA Input sen-
sitivity 0 cairn Dimensions. 483 x 178 x 420 mm Shipping 
weight: 39 kg list price- $ 1,885 

ASHLY AUDIO 
100 Fernwood Ave., Rochester, NY 14621 
(800) 828-6308, (716) 544.5191 
Product Name: FET-500 POWER AMPLIFIER 
Contact: Gregory A Green, Sales/Marketing Manager 
Date Product Introduced:. June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Ashly has announced the 
release of a new amplifier, the FET-500 The new amplifier shares 
most characteristics and features with the FET 200 introduced a 
year ago As with the FET 200, superb audio quality and extreme 
ruggedness were primary design goals MOS FET devices in the 
output stage provide a tinique combination of sonic excellence 
and extreme reliability by eliminating second breakdown, thermal 
runaway, and storage time 
Basic Specifications dr Suggested List Price: 250 watts per 
channel rito 8 ohms, 4(8) watts/ch at 4 ohms, 800 watts 8 ohms 
bridged Slew rate. 50V/microsecond IM distortion SMPTE 
007%, CCU' 002%, IHF 05% Bandwidth 100 kHz Risetime 2 
micro seconds Inputs are bridging active balanced with both ' 
inch and XLR type connectors Power levels are indicated by a 
two column, three color 1.ED display List price $995 

AUDIO + DESIGN 
(Audio + Design Recording, Inc.) 
P.O. Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310 
(206) 275-5009, 275-5010 
Product Name: AMPAK 8 
Contact: Kathleen Mallory 
Date Product Introduced: May 1983 

AMPLIFIERS 

• 

Product Description & Applications: A cc, ma robust 
professional amplifier designed to take a line and drive 
any 8 ohm speaker Ideal for use on remote • • i:ngs/broad-
casts where monitoring by speaker and equ(1 ii.• ,.• space is of 
prime concern. Small enough to be fastened to tnt, rear of most 
speaker cabinets. The Ampak 8 can also be used as a talkback 
amplifier, or to drive several headphones Other applications in-
clude monitoring in audiovisual, theatre control rooms, broadcast 
transmitters/sites, and maintenance areas 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Input: Max + 26 
dBm Input impedance 10k ohm (balancing transformers op-
tional) Sensitivity 5 watts output for U dBm input Output. 8 watts 
RMS into 8 ohms (output protected against open circuit, short cir-
cuit and overload) Frequency response + O dB — 1 dB 20 Hz to 
30 kHz Noise Better than 100 dB below 8 watts, 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
bandpass Distortion Better than 0 05% at I kHz at all levels 
Dimensions, 205mm x 105mm x 45mm Power consumption at 
max drive: I 5vA Price $ 140 

BANNER 
P.O. Drawer 1803, Shelby, NC 21850 
(704) 487-7012 
Product Name: BANNER MOSFET 900 AUDIO POWER 
AMPLIFIER 
Contact: John Dellinger, President 
Date Product Introduced: Prototype shown in late '82 — Pro-
duction March 1983 
Product Description and Applications: The Banner MOSFET 
900 is a high power dual channel amplifier which can deliver 900 
watts into an 8 ohm load mono-bridged It has unique metering 
and limiter circuits which can be user adjusted over a wide range. 
The limiters can be vaned from soft to hard limiting and may be 
tied together ( stereo tracking) to prevent image shift All controls 
including circuit breakers are front panel located MOSFET cir-
cuitry assures high reliability and immunity from thermal instabili-
ty 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: 300 watts per 
side into 8 ohms, 450 watts per side into 4 ohms, 900 watts mono-
bridged into 8 ohms. Balanced inputs Meters User adjustable 
limiters Suggested list price $ 1.250 

BGW 
13130 S. Yukon Ave., Hawthorne, CA 90250 
(213) 973-8090 
Product Name: MODEL 8000 
Contact: Irwin Laskey, Director of Sales. Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: August I 983 
Product Description & Applications: First professional amplifier 
to employ ultra case output transistors, tremendous transistor safe 
operating area available Fail safe DC electronics speaker protec-
tion New circuit design with removable heat sink modules for 
each channel. Front panel status display for each channel 2 ohm 
operation with power output of more than one kilowatt 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Provisions for new 
BGW input circuit module module to include electronic cross-
over. Subsonic filter, balanced input circuit and transformer 
isolated inputs also available, new styling, featuring selective 
anodized front panel with handles 225 watts per channel At 8 
ohm load. 350 watts/ch. At 4 ohms load 600 watts single channel 
At 2 ohms. THD 10% at rated output Intermodulahon distortion 
less than 05% at rated output 8 ohms Hum & noise 110 dB 
below rated output 8 ohms Slew rate 20v per microsecond 
Damping factor 500.1. Input impedance: greater than 15k ohm. 

BRYSTON 
57 Weetmore Drive, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V3Y6 
BRYSTON VERMONT LTD. 
RFD .4 Berlin, Montpelier, VT 05602 
Product Name: BRYSTON MODEL 2B 
Contact: Bnan Russell (Canada), John Russell ( LISA) 
Date Product Introduced: May 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The new 2B is our 50 watt 
amplifier in one rack space I.eft or nght channels can be removed 
for easy replacement in the unlikely ec/ent of failure. The new 28 
has increased cooling and the same excellent specifications as the 
previous 28 Can be used for cue foldback monitoring and 

other applications 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 50 watts. 0 01% 
IM and THD Dual power supplies Overload indicators Front 
gain controls Headphone jack option 

BRYSTON LTD. 
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6 
(416) 746-1800 
Product Name: BRYSTON AMPLIFIERS 
Contact: Brian W Russell 
Date Product Introduced: April 83 
Product Description dr Applications: 270, 370, 470 - all ampli-
fiers are monaural power distribution amplifiers with a 70 volt line 
transformer built in They are 50 100 and 200 watts respective-
ly Built to Bryston's very high standards of sound quality and reli-
ability. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: All amplifiers are 
covered with the following specs IM aistortion less than 0 01`"n 
trow 10 mw to rated output Output regulation is less than 1 dB 
from no load to full load Will deliver full output to any phase 
angle Regulated power supplies to all voltage gain stages 

PM-1.5 MAGNETIC FIELD POWER AMP 
Carver Corporation 

CARVER CORPORATION 
14304 N.E. 193rd Place (P.O. Box 664), 
Woodinville, WA 98072 
(206) 483-1202 
Product Name: CARVER PM- 1.5 MAGNETIC FIELD 
POWER AMPLIFIER 
Contact: 1, Ft Carver, Executive Vice i•resident 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description 6r Applications: Low feedback high head-
room • power amplifier has audiophile quality sound combined 
with the ruggedness, reliability and design features required by 
the most demanding sound reinforcement professionals. Very 
powerful, yet lightweight, compact. and cool running Designed 
for very high power audio applications such as recording studios. 
tounng systems and engineered sound 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Power: 8 ohms, 
450 watts/channel. 20 Hz 20 kHz both channels driven with no 
more than 0 I% total harmonic distortion 4 ohms. 600 watts/ 
channel RMS, 20 Hz • 20 kHz both channels driven with no more 
than 0 1% total harmonic Distortion. 
Dimensions 19" wide. 3' 2" high, 10-13( 16" deep, Weight. 21 lbs 

CM LABS 
8000 Madison Pike, Madison, AL 35758 
(2051 772.9626 
Product Name: CM 915 POWER AMPLIFIER 
Contact: Cohn Evans. Vice President, CM Labs 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
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20 reasons why 
the QSC Mode11400 
should cost more. 
And why it doesn't. 

Until now, designing a premium professional amplifier 
was seemingly a set procedure. All that was needed to intro-
duce a new product was a new feature, a hot new component, 
more power, or perhaps some complicated circuit gimmickry 
designed to impress others with "technical superiority." 
The results were almost always the same: very little improve-

ment in real-world performance or reliability accompanied by 
a hefty increase in price. 
But we at QSC decided that you deserved more than that. 
So we went back to square one, taking a hard look at pro-

fessional amplifier design and construction basics. We found 
a lot of room for improvement. Time and technology had 
changed things. Approaches that had been taken for granted 

L Power 
A hefty 200 watts per channel @ 
8 ohms, 300 watts per channel @ 
4 ohms, 20- 20kHz, both channels 
driven. 

2. Lightweight, Compact Size 
Advanced design reduces weight 
to a mere 27 lbs. 

3. Flow-Through Cooling 
High-turbulence heatsink thermally 
coupled to faceplate dramatically 
reduces weight.Two-speed fan with 
back-to-front airflow also helps 
keep rock cool. 

4. Case-Grounded Output 
Transistors 
Provide a 25% improvement in 
thermal transfer increasing reliabil-
ity through reduction of thermal 
cycling fatigue and insulation 
breakdown 

PREMIUM COMPONENTS 
5. Large SOA, High Speed, 

Mesa Output Transistors 
Renowned for their ruggedness 
and audiophile sound. 

6.5532 Op-Amp Front End 
High speed, low-noise, and low-
distortion op-amp designed 
explici4 for high-performance 
audio 

7. High-Density, 
Low ESR Filter Capacitors 
The very latest in advanced toil 
technology, reduces size and 
weight while improving 
performance. 

8. FR-4 Fiberglass PCB's 
High quality circuit boards 

9. Single Piece 14-Gauge Steel 
Chassis with Integral 
Rack Mounts 
Thicker than normal for extra 
strength, no welds to crack or 
screws to loosen. 

10. Full Complementary Output 
Circuit 
For optimum performance and 
power 

11. Independent DC 
and Sub-Audio Speaker 
Protection 
Circuit design inherently protects 
speaker from DC or sub-audio 

for years were out of date. They needed re-evaluation ... and 
a breath of fresh air. 
With that in mind, we designed Series One. A line of amps 

that include a host of features ( including many advancements 
gained from our revolutionary Series Three amplifiers) and 
the finest in high quality/high performance components. We 
examined existing construction and assembly methods and 
re-engineered them to be much more efficient. 
The result is almost unbelievable. Take the Model 1400 for 

example. It's equal to or better than any premium power amp 
on the market in terms of features, performance, reliability, or 
quality of components. In terms of price, it could command 
a comparable price tag. But the same rethinking that made 
the Model 1400 technologically superior also made it less 
expensive. How much less? Like we said, it's almost unbeliev-
able: only $698.0(r 

In all modesty, we feel that we've created a whole new price-
class of premium power amplifiers. A look at the features we've 
outlined here will give you some indication of the technology 
that makes the QSC Model 1400 uniquely superior. Ironically, 
many are the same features that make it so affordable. 
To find out more about the 1400, see your QSC Audio Prod-

ucts dealer. After all, can you afford not to? 

surges due to output failure. Acts 
independently on each channel. 

12. Dual Power Supplies 
Split power transformer with 
separate rectifiers and filters. Pro-
vides better channel separation 
and improved reliability 

13. Patented Output Averaging' 
Short-Circuit Protection 
Provides superior short circuit 
protection without the audio degra-
dation found in VI limiting 

14. ThumplesslUrn-On,TUrn-Off 
Input muting relay provides turn-on 
delay and instant turn-otf to pro-
tect sensitive drivers and speakers. 

15. Active Balanced Inputs 
For superior audio performance 
while reducing cable- induced hum 

COMPREHENSIVE INTERFACE PANEL 
16. Octal Input Socket 

Accepts active and passive input 
modules such as comp/limiters, 
crossovers, and transformers. 

17. % RTS, XLR, and Barrier Inputs 
No need for adapters. 

18. Mono-Bridging 
and Input Programming 
Switches 
Maximum flexibility without 
jumpers or patch cords 

19. Optional 70-Volt Output 
lansformers 
Mount right on the back for use in 
distributed systems 

20. 2 Years Parts and 
Labor Warranty 
A quality product backed by an 
extended warranty. 

'Manufacturer's suggested rein,' once 

QSC Audio Products 
1926 Placentia Avenue 
Costa Mesa, CA 92627 
date tar *eat and speaficatIons on these and alter products 

GANADA: SF M.ARKET1NG. INC., 312 Bereannn Salon. Montreal Quebec. Canada HAN1J4 
INTERNATIONAL E AND E INSTRUMENTS INTERNATIONAL. INC.. 23011 Moulton Parleffly. Bulchng F7 Laguna Rile CA 92653 
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Product Description & Applications: The CM915 Professional 
Power Amplifier features lull complementary direct coupled out. 
put circuitry, flowthrough convection cooling system 11- position 
detent volume controls, bridged mono switching, five color-coded 
LED indicators for power output levels, and speaker protection via 
front-mounted professional circuit breakers. An additional set of 
LEDs signal possible overtemp conditions before sonic degrada-
tion or amplifier damage can take place A multi.tap mains trans-
former is standard. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Power output 150 
watts RMS into 8 ohms, 450 watts RMS into 8 ohms bridged IM 
distortion less than 0 1% up to rated power Frequency response: 
± . 1 dB 20 Hz to 20 kHz at lull power, ± 0.25 dB 5 Hz to 130 
kHz at I 0 watts Slew rate greater than 40\7/micro sec Damping 
better than 500 at 8 ohms Price $750 

CM LABS 
8000 Madison Pike, Madison, AL 35758 
(205) 772.9626 
Product Name: CM 925 POWER AMPLIFIER 
Contact: Colin Evans Vice President, CM Labs 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description 6t Applications: The CM 925 Power 
Amplifier d designed for the most demanding professional appli-
cations Features include a full complementary direct coupled out-
put circuitry, 11- position detent volume controls, DC offset pro-
tection, silent switch-on, LED indicators for protection/operate 
modes, 10 color-coded LEDs for power output level display, and 
speaker protection via front-mounted professional circuit 
breakers An additional set of LEDs signals possible overtemp con-
ditions before sonic degradation or amplifier damage can take 
place 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Power output 250 
watts RMS into 8 ohms, 80C) watts RMS into 8 ohms bridged 1M 
distortion less than 0.1% up to rated power Frequency response 
± 0 1 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz at full power, + 0 25 dB 5 Hz to 
130 kHz at 10 watts Slew rate greater than 40Vbnicro sec 
Damping better than 500 at 8 ohms Price, $995 

CREST AUDIO 
150 Florence Ave , Hawthorne, NI 07506 
(201) 423-1300 
Product Name. CREST AUDIO PROFESSIONAL POWER 
AMPLIFIER MODEL 4000/4001 
Contact: John V Lee, President 
Date Product Introduced: June 198.i 

NEW PRODUCTS 

Product Description & Applications: Crest Audio professional 
power amplifiers are designed for the most critical sonic applica-
tions with the highest levels of roadability. They feature very large, 
safe operating area output stages with the ability to drive very 
reactive speaker loads to extremely high power levels They also 
incorporate dual power supplies to minimize crosstalk, back-to-
front tunnel forced air cooling for maximum space efficiency per 
watt output and sophisticated protection circuitry to ensure long-
term reliability 

e 

+ - " 

MODEL 4000/4001 PROFESSIONAL POWER AMPLIFIER 
Crest Allots 

The Dallas Recording Scene has 
been turning professional's 
heads nationwide. We're proud 
to be a new component in the 
advancing "Third Coast" 
industry. 

1-35 at Beltline Road 
Suite 200 
Carrollton, Texas 75006 

(214) 242-4283 

Dallas has alot to offer 

So does 

CASTLE 
AUDIO 

We're Setting The 
New Standard 

-k I 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Power output (per 
channel), 8 ohms Stereo 300 watts, THD .06%, 330 watts, I kHz 
at clip. 4 ohms stereo: 500 watts, THD . 1%; 560 watts, I kHz at 
clip 2 ohms stereo: 700 watts, THD . 1%; 900 watts, 1 kHz at clip. 
Frequency response, 0 dB 30 Hz to 10 kHz, — .2 dB 20 Hz to 20 
kHz; — 3 dB 100 kHz balanced input bypass. Crosstalk: — 55 dB 
at 20 kHz; — 85 dB at 1 kHz. Intermodulation distortion: less than 
.04%. Damping factor: 800:1 20 Hz to I kHz Rise time: 2 micro-
seconds. Slew rate: 60 volts per microsecond. Input sensitivity: 
1.25 volts for 300 watts. Voltage gain: 40 ± 1% at 32 dB j I % 
dB Suggested list: Model 4000 (with VU meters) $ 1,439 Model 
4001 $ 1,299. 

MODEL 3000/3001 PROFESSIONAL POWER AMPLIFIER 
Crest Audio 

CREST AUDIO 
150 Florence Ave., Hawthorne, NI 07506 
(201) 423.1300 
Product Name: CREST AUDIO PROFESSIONAL POWER 
AMPLIFIER MODEL 3000/3001 
Contact: John V Lee. President 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Crest Audio professional 
power amplifiers are designed for the most critical sonic applica-
tions with the highest levels of roadability. They feature very large, 
safe operating area output stages with the ability to drive very 
reactive speaker loads to extremely high power levels They also 
incorporate dual power supplies to minimize crosstalk, back.to-
front tunnel forced air cooling for maximum space efficiency per 
watt output, and sophisticated protection circuitry to ensure long-
term reliability. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Power output (per 
channel) 8 ohms stereo: 200 watts, THD 06%; 250 watts, I kHz 
at clip 4 ohms stereo- 350 watts, THD 1%; 430 watts, 1 kHz at 
clip 2 ohms stereo 550 watts, THD . 1%; 650 watts, I kHz at clip. 
Frequency response, 0 dB 30 Hz to 10 kHz; — .2 dB 20 Hz to 20 
kHz; — 3 dB 100 kHz balanced input bypass Crosstalk: — 55 dB 
at 20 kHz; — 85 dB at I kHz. Intermodulation distortion less than 
04%. Damping factor: 800 I 20 Hz to 1 kHz. Rise time: 2 micro-
seconde Slew rate 55 volts per microsecond. Input sensitivity: I 
volt for 200 watts. Voltage gain. 40 ± 1% at 32 dB ± . 1% dB 
Suggested list: model 3000 (with VU meters). $999; model 3001: 
$859. 

EDCOR 
DIVISION OF PRODUCT ASSURANCE CORPORATION 
16782 Hale Ave., Irvine, CA 92714 
(714) 556.2740, (800) 854.0259 
Product Name: MIXER AMPLIFIERS AND POWER 
AMPLIFIERS 
Contact: Larry Weston. President 
Date Product Introduced: Models January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Industrial sound installa-
tions using mixer or power amplifiers Three models of meter 
amplifiers 35. 65, 125 watts with 6 modular inputs. Three models 
of power amplifiers 50, 100, 150 watts with one modular input 
Both models have 4, 8, and 16 ohm and 25 & 70 volt line outputs. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Heavy duty 
power applications Frequency response. 1 dB 40-12,000 Hz 
THD less than I % Power ratings conservative and will operate 
down to 85 volts input voltage, with low distortion. MA 35T 8270. 
MA 651 $393, MA 1251 $480, PA 50T $315, PA 100T 
$382 50. PA 150T $457.50 

EDCOR 
DIVISION OF PRODUCT ASSURANCE CORPORATION 
16782 Hale Ave., Irvine, CA 92714 
(714) 556-2740, (800) 854-0259 
Product Name: HA 100 & HA 400 HEADPHONE 
AMPLIFIERS 
Contact: Larry Weston, President 
Date Product Introduced: HA 400 May 1983; HA 100 
December 1982 
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Product Description & Applications. HA 100 - eight channel 
headphone amplifier with individual stereo amps. For each chan-
nel. Unbalanced and balanced line inputs. HA 400 • four channel 
headphone amplifier with individual stereo amps For each chan-
nel unbalanced line inputs and magnetic stereo cartridge input 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 20-20,00 Hz 1/4 dB. Distortion less than 0.1% TFID 
Units have stereo balance control and individual volume on each 
channel. Stereo/mono switch and input sensitivity control Pnce 
HA 100 $322.50; HA 400 $215 

FENDER POWER AMPLIFIERS 
Fender Musical Instruments 

FENDER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, PROFESSIONAL 
SOUND PRODUCTS DIVISION 
1300 E. Valencia Drive, Fullerton, CA 92631 
(714) 879-8080 
Product Name: FENDER POWER AMPLIFIERS 
Contact: Steve Woolley. Marketing Director 
Date Product Introduced: October 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Two dual-channel units. 
the 2244 with 440w/channel (0 05% THD). and the 2224 with 
240w/channel (both at 4 ohms). Breh feature forced air cooling 
with extremely efficient air flow heat exchangers These amps 
deliver maximum power even into 2 ohm loads in musical applica-
tions. Electronically balanced transforrnless bridging inputs exhibit 
low noise and high speed A mode switch selects stereo, mono or 
bridging mono which allows the 2244 to develop 84 volts RMS 
(880 watts) into 8 ohms Inputs have parallel in/out XLR-type con-
nectors A 12 dB/octave high-pass filter may be switched in at 20 
or 40 Hz Front panel offers a multi-segment LED display with 
level in dB, clip, thermal and standby indicators. Suggested retails 
are $ 1,150 for the 2244 and $795 for the 2224 

MODULAR AUDIO PRODUCTS 
50 Orville Drive, Bohemia, NY 11716 
(516) 567-9620 
Product Name: EUROPAC AUDIO SYSTEMS 
Contact: John Visser, Audio Product Manager 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: A new senes of profes-
sional audio products utilizing the standard European DIN frame 
All printed circuit boards are of uniform size 100 mm x 160 mm 
and pin assignments make all units interchangeable without 
failures. Products are of professional quality and specifications 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frame. 51/4 " high 
#4950; Audio Distribution Amplifier #4824; Line/Summing 
Amplifier #4046; Monitor Module #4061; VU Meter Module 
04062; Power Supply ± 25 volt, 2A 02100; Door, hinged 
04950.01; Single card mounting bracket #4951 

NORTHAM MARKETING CORP. 
303 Williams St., Suite 113, Huntsville, AL 35801 
USA: 1-800-428-4022; International: 212-564-4207; 
Telex: 237078 BERNS UR 
Product Name: TIMES ONE 
Contact: Sam Riveman, Promotion & Technical; Brahm Segal. 
Design & Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Times One uses video 
amplifier technology to deliver super fast, super reliable, super 
clean sound, Class A amplifier cinves a Class AB1 output stage us-
ing radio frequency methods Stable into all capacitive and induc-
tive loads 20 Hz to 100 kHz. Extremely small storage time "un. 
masks" sound. Many gold and silver records produced with it in 
monitoring since 1981. Designed for night club, portable indoor 
and outdoor, broadcast, studio, and aviation environments 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Precise stereo im-
aging and depth; drastic improvement in clarity. Slew rate: 130 
volts per microsecond. Damping: 1000, 20 Hz to 5 kHz. Phase 
shift 6° at 20 kHz. Dual mono construction. 

(continued on next page) 
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STEREO 

The avey CS- Series power amplifiers are well-known for their power and 
depend bility. but not everyone realizes that each amp has a full complement of 
"intellig nt" circuitry designed to meet the rigorous demands of today's sound 
reinforc ment applications. 

Both he CS-400I" and CS-800'" feature our crossover network configuration 
that pr vides totally modular crossover selection. With our optional PL 
crossov r modules, the musician/spundman can pre-select optimized 
crossov r points with built-in equalization. Bi-amping. even tri-amping, 
become as easy as plugging into the system. 

Ther 's also our exclusive DDT's' compression circuit that senses" the onset 
of clipp rbg and engages another special circuit that virtually eliminates the 
possibil ty of driving the amplifier into clipping. 

Whe the smart circuits end, the heavy-duty construction begins. Both the 
CS-400I and CS-800I" feature massive cast front panels in fully rack-mountable 
packag s built to give years of rugged, 'dependable service. 

One ok at the CS`" Series stereo power amps will convince any "thinking 
person.' A glance at the price tag reveals the best part of all... the CSI" Series 
are aff t dable. 

Get mart and check out the "intelligent" wattage your authorized Peavey 
Dealer as to offer. 

i„.4. 1 PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 711 A Street / Meridian. MS 39301 / USA 
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-from page 87 

Studio It ohm watts 4 ohm watts 2 ohm watts 
models per channel per channel per channel 
RF400 200 4(X) 40(1 
RF200 I 0() 200 200 
RF100 50 100 - 

Touring models 
RF60 I 400 600 600 
RF401 200 400 400 
RF20 I 100 200 200 
F1F101 50 10(! - 

Musician's models 
RF402 200 360 
RF202 1(X) 150 

Price 

I 599 

999 
499 

1600 
1325 
899 
499 

999 

TIMES ONE AMPLIFIER 
Northam Marketing Corp. 

OBERHEIM ELECTRONICS, INC. 

2250 S. Barrington Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90064 
(213) 4716574 
Product Name: MODEL 700 PROFESSIONAL STEREO 

POWER AMPLIFIER 
Contact: Russ Jones, VP Marketing 

Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Oberham Electronics, 
Inc , announces the addition of the Model 700 stereo power 
amplifier to its line of professional electronic musical instruments 
and peripherals Designed to provide accurate reproduction of all 
musical sources. the Model 700 is the perfect choice for the 

demanding role of live keyboard and PA amplification The Model 
700 has been extensively tested (or reliability under exceedingly 
adverse conditions The lull output of ore channel was fed directly 
into the other channel's input without damage to !he input cir-
cuitry Both channels were driven to ,:lippino in other tests, with all 
sorts of loads from shorts to open circuits with no damage to the 
unit 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: USA. retail price 

.• .. 5.. wuttsiihannel tito 8 ohms, ISO wat)s- channel 
22.5. 4 ohm: : HMS both channels driven, THI) It» 20 Hz to 2)) 

kHz at full rated output Power bandwidth: 10 Hz. to 40 kHz Hum 
and noise 1(14 dB below rated output 

PEAK AUDIO INCORPORATED 

3107 Bedlington Place, Holland, PA 18966 

(215) 860-0303 
Product Name: PERFECTIONIST TURNTABLE 

PREAMPLIFIER 
Contact: Michael 1. Sirkis, President 
Date Product Introduced: April 
Product Description Sr Applications . 
taKe i r.: ielr.gned r 7. •. , K. 7 

applications It incorporates a low noise instrumentation inpi2 
amplifier allowing the cartridge to operate as a balanced source 
in addition passive equalization is used to eliminate cartridge-
equalizer interaction and to reduce distortion A current boosted 

output stage provides + dBm into 600 ohms and an external 
power supply keeps noise producing transformers and line cords 

away from low noise circuitry 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Frequency 

response 30 Hz to 20 kHz + 25 dB Distortion ( 06% THI) 
Hz to 20 kHz at + 27 dBm into 600 ohms Distortion (X6%1M 
ISMPTE) at + 27 dBm into 600 ohms Noise: 86 db reference 10 
mv at 1 kHz with 600 ohm input termination. CMFI Ft 100 dB at 60 
Hz Max Input level 320 mv at 1 kHz I 7 volts at 20 kHz Sug-

gested list price $429 

RANE CORPORATION 
6510-D 216th SW, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 

(206) 774-7309 
Product Name: MA 6 MULTICHANNEL AMPLIFIER 
Contact : u-ry Winter VP Marketing 

Date Product Introduced: February I 983 
Product Description & Applications: The MA 6 contains six 

1111111111111111111111111111111 

MA 6 MULTICHANNEL AMPLIFIER 
Rene Corporation 

separate channels, each delivering ( 0() WRMS into H ohms, 1560 
WRMS into 4 ohms. with all six channels driven simultaneously 
built-in auto bridging yields 300 WRMS into 8 ohms :rom each 
pair of channels, and built in limiters provide an additional 15 dB 

headroom before clipping tor dnver protection and a 4 dB iri. 
crease in continuous SPI. The MA 6 is designed as a monitor 
amplifier stereo biamplifier stereo tri-amplifier or zone amplifier 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: The MA 6 is 
housed in a 5 ."H x 19W n I I' 3" deep all-steel EIA rack mount 
chassis, fan-cooled, output relay protected, electronii 'ally V-I pro-
tected 3 3 kW power supply Suggested list price $ 1.199 

SESCOM INC. 
1111 Las Vegas Blvd. North, Las Vegas, NV 89101-1197 

(702) 384-0993 
Product Name: SESCOM AMPLIFIER 

Contact: Franklin I Miller 
Date Product Introduced: (sly 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Sescom has introduced its 
model ADA. I four channel audio distribution amplifier It is 
packaged in un attractive IN" rack mount enclosure The ADA I 
is designed as a lour channel line level distribution amplifier, or as 
four .7.• -ifFir)ifiers The common input feed is bal 

inhalanced inputs are also provided by 
way • 3 :2 . ) a 'us which interrupt the corresix-mding lcnc 
amplifier and all higher number amplifiers from the common feed 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Suggested list 
price- 5195 Maximum input level . + 8 &iv Gain 0 to + 30 oH 
Noise 101 :ifs below rated output F requency response ± fib 
20-20,000 Hz Distortion less than 2.`ço at 20 Hz, maximum rated 
output, output 600 ohms transformerbalanced Output level 
+ IR dBm 

SESCOM, INC. 
1111 Las Vegas Blvd. North, Las Vegas, NV 89101-1197 

(702) 384-0993 
Product Name: SESCOM AMPLIFIER 
Contact. Franklin I Miller 

Date Product Introduced: Isly 1983 
Product Description & Applications: SeSCOM has introduced its 
model SH- I stereo power amplifier It is packaged in a convenient 
I rack mount enclosure and is designed to provide an 
economical means to power small control room monitors. Usai in 
coniunction with Sescom's SHI3-1 headphone )unction box. the 
SH 1 may also be useci for powering multiple headphones The 
unit teatures a power output capability at 8 ohms of 2.(i watts per 
channel (both channels driven) with less than 0.1% at 1 kHz for 

maximum rated output 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Suggested list 
price $ 160 Input sensitivity 25V for rated output Noise 9)5 
dB below rated output Bandwidth. 100 kHz at - dB Rise time 
3 0 microseconds ( 10%-90%) Frequency response ± 
20 20,000 Hz 

SOLID STATE MICRO TECHNOLOGY FOR MUSIC, INC. 
2076B Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95050 
(408) 727-0917; Telex 171189 

Product Name: SSM 2013 VCA 
Contact: Sales Dept 

Date Product Introduced: February 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The SSM 2013 is a low 

high performance antiloo voltage controlled amplifier with 
'lass A performance. The integrated circuit has a 97 difi signal 

to noise figure at 0 0 I THD The current inputs and outputs make 
possible wide banciwidth, easy signal summing, and minimum 

external .component count Inherently low control feedthrough 
and 2nd harmonic distortion make trimming unnecessary for most 
applications. In addition, the 2013 has more than 12 dB of head. 

room eit the rated specifications and can he configured to give up 
!o 40 dB of gain Finally, the 2013 contains a mute circuit which 
allows one to override the dB volume control and to turn the 
device off or on at a controlled rate The device is in a I 4 pin DIP 
package 

SOLID STATE MICRO TECHNOLOGY FOR MUSIC, INC. 
2076 B Walsh Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95050 
(408) 727-0917; telex 171189 
Product Name: SSM 2015 MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER 
Contact: Sales Dept 

Date Product Introduced: February 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The SSM 201Sisan ultra 
low noise audio preamplifier particularly suited to microphone 

preamplification Gains from 10 to 2000 can be selected with ex• 
temal resistors and external compensation ensures that bandwidth 
is not degraded at high gains True differential inputs with high 
common mode refection provide easy interfacing to floatation 
transducers such as balanced microphone outputs as well as 
single ended devices The very low voltage noise performance 
I I 3nV/Hz) is enhanced by a programmable input stage which 
allows overall noise to he optimized for source impedances up to 
4k ohms The integrated circi.nt is in a 14 pin DIP package 

SUNDHOLM ELECTRONICS 
P.O. Box 1471, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
(5031 635-9373 
Product Name: MODEL 6000/3000 POWER AMPLIFIER 
Contact: Conrad Sundholm. President 

Product Description & Applications: The Sundholm 60(X) is a 
compact dual channel amplifier designed for monitoring and PA 

applications where high quality and stable high power output are 
required The 6000 features discrete differential design with a low-

noise PET dual differential cascade input stage complete digitally 
controlled amplifier and speaker protection without relays, silent 
turn orrturn off, 5'.0 rack space with forced air cooling, complete 

stability at 850 watts into 2 ohm loads, peak limiter allows hill out-
put without clipping identical features and performance available 
wIth lower power in '17 2- rack space - model 3000 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Power output 
both c:hannels driven 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 850w12 ohm. 700w/4 

ohm, (50w/8 ohm Mono-bridge mode, 750w/I6 ohm. 1250w43 
ohm 190(cw 4 ohm ! limited by 20 A (tle current) Frequency 

resporre + Dali - (i 5 dB 2(/ Fiz to 40 kHz THD at hill power 
20 Hz to 20 kHz, less than 01 4 at 8 ohm. 02% at 4 ohm IMD 
less than 01% KIM and noise 100 dB below full output fur, 
weighted: 10 segment true rx,wer indicator. themal and shor» 

status inciicators Si 395 

SUNN MUSICAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
19350 S.W. 89th Ave., Tualatin, OR 97062 
(503) 692-4650 
Product Name: SPL 6800 
Contact: Terry Fi White, Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The new Sunn SPI. 6800 
.Aual F)ower amplifier features modern digital control 
bleni1«si with exceptional reliability and performance in a high 
power', i commercial amplifier The SPI. 6811) is designed to en• 
oir, the most demanding Ind! istnal and portable applications 
whue mamtaining speaker safety and sonic clarity In addition. 

Sunn has included extensive F',Itching and accessory features that 
allow easy acne, and versatility in hooking lip the system Each 

•,nrie,tor allows the user to reconfigure 
• inst,:riner inputs or to select passive 

t: t.er-s or IX.* coupling as needed 
tor • • 

Basic Specifications 5ir Suggested List Price: Dual H ohms 
Fins 600w RMS 

f.".. iow BMS. 4 ohms 

rogram Frequency response ± 25 dB 20 Hz to 20 
,113 5 Hz to )10 kHz 1,3.11 harmonF• distortion less than 
' •I •• •:53ri less than 05% 

5 dB from 400w 
ir •i e Price $ 1.299 
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POWER 

IS SERIOUS BUSINESS 

Crest provides power without compromise. Our 

measurements meet FTC regulations which subject 
power amplifiers to enormous stress test conditions. 
The Crest Model 5000 amplifier FTC rates into 2 
ohms at 800 watts a side, both channels driven, but 
has a total of 5600 watts of output transistor 

capability. Conservative use of power transistors and 
massive heatsinkinc delivers.. . power without 
compromise. 

Independent dual power supplies with oversized 
semi-toroidal transformers and high rated capacitors 
provide that extra current to minimize channel 

It's easy for manufacturers to talk about impressive 

power ratings. But if power is ach eyed by sacrificing 
reliapility and distortion levels, what use is it? 

crosstalk, and handle a-ge transients and quick level 
changes. 

With balanced inputs. external circuit breakers, 

speaker Protection, and 'turn-on thump" de ay 
standard, Crest provides all of the necessary 
features for the real wor d. 

The result ... sonic superiority, reliab lity, rugged 

construction, and power output levels well within the 
safe, cool operating area of the amplifier. 

With a range of seven models, from the 35 watt Model 

1001 to the 350 watt Model 5001 ( FTC 8 ohm specs), 

Crest will fill ycur amp,ification requirements. 

For complete technica specifications, see your Crest 
Audio professional dealer or write to us. 

Power is serious business. 

88 CREST AUDIO 
150 9orence Ave., Hawthorne. NJ 07506, USA 201-423-1300 — Tekex 136571 
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SYSTEM 2600 REMOTE CONTROL PANELS 
Adams•Smith 

ADAMS*SMITH 
34 Tower St., Hudson, MA 01749 
(617) 562-3801 
Product Name: SYSTEM 2600 REMOTE CONTROL 
PANELS FOR TV AUDIO EDITING 
Contact: H E Adams, Vice President 
Date Product Introduced: Summer 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Four new remote contn-.. 
panels—master, slave, event/edit and data entry—and two new 
companion modules can be used with existing system 2600 tape 
synchronizer and tune code reader modules tc form a variety of 
TV sound editing systems. The systems are used to produce a 
master audio track from the original recording, with the addition 
of effects, music and dialogue. Operations such as cueing, loop-
ing, replaying, offset trimming and precision record in/out control 
are possible 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: All panels 
available individually. Size remote control panels 51/4 " high x 
41/4 " wide x 3" deep. Remote display panels I 1/4 " high x 81/4 " wide 
x 3" deep. Features: communication with tape synchronizers over 
coax cable, dynamic tape phase adjustment, six 0.3 ms accuracy 
event outputs for record or other control, 100-address scratch 
pad memory, data preservation through power down, single 
keystroke commands, extensive visual morutonng. 

AUDIO + DESIGN 
(Audio + Design Recording Inc.) 
P.O. Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310 
(206) 275-5009; 275-5010 
Product Name: PORTABLE SMPTE TIME CODE READER 
AND REGENERATOR 
Contact: Kathleen Mallory 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Reads SMPTE or EBU 
time codes over speed variation of ± 25% of nominal running 
speed. Facilities include drop frame indicator, hold display 
switch, display user bit switch. 8-digit LCD display (illuminated) 
The unit may be powered via internal battenes or via an AC adap-
tor 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: AC or battery (4 
internal AA size) powered Input: RCA phono; sensitivity — 20 
dBm to + 20 dBm. Output: RCA phono; reconstituted time code 
at 3v p.p. Construction: molded plastic case. Dimensions: 137 x 
45 mm with 190 mm depth excluding rear connectors. Price: 
$395. 

AUDIO KINETICS 
4721 Laurel Canyon Blvd., N. Hollywood, CA 91607 
(213) 980-5717 or 
TOLL FREE outside California (800) 423-3666 
Product Name: o.sorr OPTION 64 

Contact: Rodney Pearson, Director of Sales 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: This new operating soft-
ware may be installed in any (-,) Lock 3 10 Synchronizer to allow 
users to customize operating procedures for specific applications 
Option 64 more than doubles the memory capacity of the 0.Lock, 
making possible the combination of both ADR (Automatic Dia-
logue Replacement) and SFX (Sound Effects Assembly) programs 
The operator may now select either of these special operating pro-
cedures or a standard program directly from the Q.Lock con-
troller. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 0 Soft Option 
Software has eight "Menu Pages," each allowing eight options, 
thereby allowing the user to select or de-select up to 64 optional 
operating routines. 

SHADOW II 
The BTX Corporation 

THE BTX CORPORATION 
75 Wiggins Ave., Bedford, MA 01730 
(617) 275-1420 
Product Name: SHADOW II 
Contact: Michael L Sipsey, VP, Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Shadow II is a fully in-
telligent SMPTE/EBU Edit Code Synchronizer System for audio, 
video and film transports The system provides production and 
post-production facilities with complete control and synchroniza-
tion of multiple transports simultaneously in all modes of operation. 
The Shadow II Command Console permits remote control of all 
transport functions while displaying master or slave time code, in-
dicating the presence of drop frame code or displaying stored 
locations and offsets to 1/100th frames. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: ± SO microsec-
ond synchronization accuracy. ± 0.5 microsecond synchroniza-
tion resolution. Lock-up time typically 2 - 5 seconds from stop. 
Time code read speed range of 1/50 to 25x speed. Normal lock-
up rate of + 30 frames/sec. or — 15 frames/sec., selectable Slow 
lock at 18 subframes/sec. or 15 frames/sec selectable; capstan 
override range; 1/4 play speed to twice play speed. Command 
console 34 function keys and 10-digit LED display. Time code, 
video sync, and 60 Hz tone utilized interchangeably in "Sync" 
mode. 24 hour offset in 1/100th frame increments provided in 
play modes. Interfaces available to over 50 audio and/or video 
transports. An RS-232 interface standard Prices range from 
$6,000 to $9.500, depending on configuration. 

THE BTX CORPORATION 
75 Wiggins Ave., Bedford, MA 01730 
(617) 275.1420 
Product Name: CYPHER • TIME CODE SYSTEM 
Contact: Michael L. Sipsey, VP, Marketing 

Date Product Introduced: Latest family member introduced 
April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The BTX Cypher family of 
intelligent, modular time code systems can simultaneously read, 
generate and character insert SMPTE, EBU and film code, both 
longitudinal and vertical interval. The base unit, Model 6000, is in-
tended for applications that call for economical control of time 
code from an external device such as a mixing console or com-
puter system. The Model 6100 features a full operator control 
panel with dual display. The modular design of both units allows 
easy upgrading of component boards such as VITC or a frame 
accurate event controller. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Reads longitudi-
nal time code from 1/50th to 70 times play speed Reads VITC 
from still frame to wind speeds. Built-in time-of-day clock. Ad• 
iustable time code display of status, character size and position. 
Two 8-digit LED displays VITC to longitudinal conversion. Ten 
time code memories available. Time code synthesis from tachom-
eter pulse facilitated. Reclocked time code output available in jam 
mode Forced jam feature as well as reverse jam sync ability. 
Reader to generator transfer of time code and/or user bits. Three 
time code/user bit video displays with window and field identifi-
cation Prices range from $ 1,950 to $8,200, depending on con-
figuration. 

CYPHER - TIME CODE SYSTEM 
The BTX Corporation 

SOFTOUCH 
The BTX Corporation 
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The 6120 is an original — not just 
a warmed-over copy of some other 
duplicator. It's brand new, and offers 
you more time-saving, quality 
features in one compact package 
than any other duplicator on the 
market today. 

FAST 
16-to-1 copying speeds from reel or 
cassette. Reel modules run at either 
60 or 120 ips and cassettes run at 
30 ips, which means you can copy 
up to eleven one hour programs in 
less than two minutes! 

EFFICIENT 
The 6120 accepts either 7" ( 178 mm) or 
101/2 " (267 mm) reels, so you don't 
waste time rethreading from one reel 
format to another. All key setups and 
adjustments are made easily from the 
front of the system, so you don't have 
to waste time moving or disassembling 
the 6120. Accurate monitoring and 
precise adjustments of audio and bias 
levels are made possible even at high 
speeds, because of quick response 
LED level indicators. All cassette slaves 
are independent, so a jammed tape 
won't shut down the entire system, and 
a LED indicator warns you of an 
Incomplete copy in case a cassette tape 
jams or ends before the master. 

• 1 
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a great original 
The new 

Telex 6120 

You can produce eleven C-60 cassette tapes 
in less than two minutes! 

Ifou want • The 6120 practically runs itself. The 

EASY AUTOMATED 
OPERATION 

goocr u orates masattoepr, aanndd aauctohnreicceuenfornnathneuarienerl 
system features automatic end of-tape 

auto rewind on the cassette master, 

start with operation. Changes in equalization are 

providing virtually uninterrupted 

made automatically when you change 
speeds on the reel master, thereby 

reducing setup time and avoiding 
errors. 

EXPANDABLE 
The modular, building block concept 

lets you buy just what you need 
today and expand the system to 

meet your growing needs tomorrow. 
Modules simply plug together. 

There's no need to add people or 
space as the system grows, 

because the 6120 is so compact 
that even a full system can be 

operated by one person. 

QUALITY TRADITION 
For over 20 years now, Telex has been the 

choice of those who are fussy about the 
quality of their duplicate tapes. The brand 

new 6120 is made in the U.S.A. in the 
Telex tradition of quality, so parts and 

service are always available. To learn more 
about the 6120, write today for complete 
specifications and production capabilities. 

While you're at it, make an appointment to 
see our special 6120 video tape 

presentation entitled "Beating Real Time". 

TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
9600 AJdnch Ave. So., Minneapolis. MN 55420 U.S.A. 

Europe Le Bonaparte—Office 711 
Centre Affaires Pans-Nord. 93153 Le Blanc-Mesnil, France. 

Call Toll Free in U.S. 800-828-6107 
In Minnesota Call (612) 884-7367 

E Send me literature 

E I want an appointment to see the special 
6120 video tape presentation. 

Mail coupon to: 
Telex Sales Information Center 
P. O. Box 480 Cathedral Station 
Boston, MA 02118 

Name 

Title 

Company/Organization 

Address 

City State Zip 

Best time to contact 

Phone No. MIX 10-83 
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TUBE 
ELECTRONICS 

There is a growing body of professionals who 
appreciate the significant difference between 
tube and transistor circuits. The renaissance 
of tube mikes and their unique tonality is an 
example of the benefits that tube circuits of-
fers. For the last three years we have worked 
to create a tube amplifier that has no output 
transformer. The OIL AMPLIFIER, and 
output transformerless tube amplifier, has 
some unique virtues. Once you remove the 
output transformer you remove the significant 
limitation on the performance of the amplifier 
circuit. The OTL AMPLIFIER' has a band-
width of 200,000hz and slew rate of 33 volts 
per microsecond. Here for the first time is an 
amplifier that has the unique tonal qualities 
only possible with tubes and the speed, tran-
sistent response, and power of a transistor 
amplifier. There are 5 models of OIL 
AMPLIFIERS , from 25 watt to 250 watt per 
channel mono amplifier including one model 
that has two 5000 watt regulated power sup-
plies. If we have piqued your curiosity, then 
we will satisfy it by sending you a 72 page 
book entitled, " Understanding Tube Elec-
tronics", which is not only a complete de-
scription of all our products, but a compen-
dium of technical papers on tube circuits and 
a primer which explains their operation. The 
book is free as long as you pay the $1.25 
postage. Write Harvey Rosenberg, President, 
New York Audio Laboratories, Inc., 33 North 
Riverside Avenue, Croton-on-Hudson, New 
York 10520. 
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Ask for our 

44 PAGE CATALOG 

of 

PROFESSIONAL 
SOUND RECORDING 

& DUPLICATING SUPPLIES 

Recording Supply Div. of Polyline Corp 

1233 Rand Road, Des Plaines IL 60016 

(312) 298 - 5300 

THE BTX CORPORATION 
75 Wiggins Ave., Bedford, MA 01730 
(617) 275-1420 
Product Name: SOFTOUCH 
Contact: Michael L. Sipsey. VP. Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Soltouch is a multi. 
transport editing system which provides a truly cost-effective solu-
tion for applications such as audio sweetening, sound effects 
assembly. effects edits, and automatic dialog replacement Sol-
touch is a total system based on the latest advances in micro. 
processor technology, incorporating the company's Shadow II 
Synchronizer and Cypher Time Code products Softouch directly 
controls up to four audio/video transports, plus additional 
transports in chase mode as well as other specialty equipment re-
quiring triggering via time rode controlled contact closures. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Direct control of 
up to four audiovideo transports Control of additional transports 
in chase mode Sixteen Sol tkeys with 500 instruction memory 
reduce repetitive routines to a single keystroke Separate record 
assigns for each transport, plus master record enable Full wild 
machine control including Autolocation One hundred loop 
memory Two 8-digit time code displays Alpha-numeric display 
for command entry and response Battery backup standard 
Prices range from $6,500 to $31,000, depending on configura• 
tion 

EECO INCORPORATED 
1601 E. Chestnut Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92801 
(714) 835-6000 
Product Name: PTG-560 PORTABLE TIME CODE 
GENERATOR 
Contact: George Swetland. Manager Video Products 
Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: February 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Precision miniature longi 
banal time code generator designed specifically for portable use 

in Electronic Field Production EFT') and Electronic News Gather-
ing (ENO) The unit is compact, weighing only one pound and 
mounts easily to popular video tape recorders Its rugged design 
is capable of withstanding tough field production conditions while 

power consumption is so low that a single standard 9- volt alkaline 
battery provides over 1000 hours of typical operation Synchro-
nized to either an internal crystal oscillator or incoming composite 
video, the PTG 560 supplies continuous serial time code in hours, 
minutes. seconds and frames. and SMPTUEB1.1 numerical user bit 
,iate tram panel switches 

Suggested List Price: Suggested end user price. $ 1,895 

EECO INCORPORATED 
1601 E. Chestnut Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92801 
(714) 835-6000 
Product Name: INTELLIGENT VIDEO EDITING SYSTEM 
(1VESTM) 
Contact: George Swetland. Manager Video Products 
Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: February 1983 
Product Description & Applications: A complete SMPTE time 
code video tape editing system designed as a self-contained 
package to provide turnkey post-production capabilities Per-
forms precision single-source/single-record SMPTE time code or 
control track editing as well as all the necessary pre- and post- edit 
functions Offers a number of standard features • single rotary con-
trol knob controls seven different functions. a one-button com 
mand that performs a direct dub from the play VTR to the record 
VTR or vice versa. a one-button command that automatically 
stripes the record tape with continous SMPTE time code, control 
track pulses and video black Broadcast. ENO and corporate 
video applications 

Suggested List Price: Suggested end user price $6,950 each 

GEORGE MASSENBURG LABS - GML, INC. 
2323 Corinth Ave., West Los Angeles, CA 90064 
(213) 479-7471 
Product Name: GML AUTOMATION SYSTEM 
Contact: C I Flynn 
Date Product Introduced: 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Ultra high accuracy mov-
ing fader automation system controlled by recording engineer by 
standard movements of the tape recorder Fader movements are 
first stored completely in RAM rather than mechanical storage 
medium to vastly improve speed and accuracy System is able to 

control 128 channels by 16 functions including faders switches. 
EQ and aux sends 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Clock rate 4 
times frame rate (8 33 ms for 30 frame) ( I 0 ms for 25 frame). Total 
accuracy 2% linear ( 25 dB between 0 and — 40 dB) Locate 
time less than 2 secs with nominal list sizes 20 Megabyte hard 
disk storage, 500 kilobytes RAM 14 vertical inches of rack space 

OTAR1 CORPORATION 
2 Davis St., Belmont, CA 94002 
(415) 592-8311 
Product Name: CB- 116 AUTOLOCATOR 
Contact: lohn Carey, Marketing Manager 
Date Product Introduced: Apnl 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The CS. IS is a powerful 
microprocessor-based auto- locator which is designed to be used 
with the following Otan recorders Mark 111/2. Mark 111/4, and 
Mark I11/8 The auto- locator will work with all new recorders by 
Otan ( 5050 Mark III Series) and most existing machines in the 
held 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: The new Auto 
locator features 6 -one-button-storage'' cue location memories. 

''one- button" search to any cue locations; repeat mode for continu-
ous rehearsal between any two cue locations Play and Park plays 
to any selected cue location and stops, head and tail guard points 
stop tape from winding past selected points at head and tail selec-

tion, automatic cue offset recalculates all cue locations when local 
time display is reset, time settings may be entered in Cue or 

Guard point memories, foot switch punch- in provision Price 
$695 

QUAD/EIGHT ELECTRONICS 
11929 Vose St., North Hollywood, CA 91605 
(213) 764-1516 
Product Name: COMPUMIX IV 
Contact: William E Windsor Senior VP 
Date Product Introduced: October 1983 

Product Description & Applications: Compurmx IV is a new 
automation system for film re-recording consoles and other large 
mixing systems Using 16 bit processing with an 80M byte Win-
chester hard disk, 1024 real time automated functions can be ac-
commodated Preset histories permit cursor editing, trimming 
previously entered values Entry ana display is via software con-
trolled plasma switch/display panels 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 16 bit 68000 
based computer system Price depends upon interface complexi-
ty Custom software and interface for each console 

QUAD. EIGHT ELECTRONICS 
11929 Voss. St., North Hollywood, CA 91605 
(213) 764-1516 
Product Name: 248 CONSOLE SYSTEM VCA FADER 
MODULES 
Contact: William E Windsor, Senior Vice President 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The new 248 console 
system VCA fader modules provide grouping of fader controls, 
and also positional solo and group muting functions Eight group 
masters can be assigned through thumbwheel switches on each 
fader Faders can be programmed to become the master of other 
faders to the left of the master Also available are provisions for 
remote control DC lines in addition to group control for interfacing 
to remote controllers or switching/editorial systems 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 32017 mono in-
put fader/VCA: $300. 32018 stereo input lader/VCA. $400 
32019 dual subgroup module $250 

SOUND WORKSHOP PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
PRODUCTS, INC. 
1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788 
(516) 582-6210 
Product Name: ARMS AUTOMATION RETRO-FIT 
PACKAGE 
Contact: Emil Handke, Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: August 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The ARMS Retro - fit pack-
age takes Sound Workshops' proven console control/automation 
system and adapts it for retro-f it into all consoles with removable 
fader areas. Fader modules are available to match existing con-
sole size and graphics Features include in place Solo. "Super-
Group- Input Subgrouping, Grand Master, Solo-Dim, and ARMS 
Automation with independent Mute-Write 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: System records 
automation data on 2 tracks of multi- track tape. DISKMIX may he 
added for full disk based automation Basic pricing • 40 channel 
system $ 19,500 DISKMIX Disk Storage: $ 19900 NOTE ARMS 
pricing may vary. depending on installation requirements 
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We tried and tried to come up with 
the MOST IMPORTANT reason you 
should come to Sound Genesis for your 
audio equipment needs. So we made 
a list. A long list.Then we realized we 
couldn't select just one—they're all 
too important. 

It's a package deal. You can't get our 
expertise without the best equipment 
in the industry, the technical support, 
the service and the bottom line— 
competitive prices. 

Oh yes, maybe there is that ONE 
important reason—we listen to you. 
Please call or write Sound Genesis— 
for all the right reasons. 

BEFORE YOU MAKE A SOUND, LISTEN TO US. 

2001 BRYANT STREET • SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110 
415 285-8900 • 213 622-0212 • TWX 910372-7393 

Featuring the best in professional audio equipment, including: 
Auditronics, Harrison Systems. Otan, Sound Workshop 
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!.kt 
MICROPHONES 
AND PICKUPS 

AKG ACOUSTICS 
77 SeBeck St., Stamford, CT 06902 
(203) 348-2121 
Product Name: "THE TUBE" 
Contact: Peter Welhkoff, National Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description and Applications: 'The Tube," a large 
diaphragm condenser microphone, utilizes hand-selected 6072 
tubes and includes a remote power unit ("N-Tube") containing 
operating voltages, nine position polar pattern selector and a 
three-position bass roll-off switch. Also included is an (on the 
microphone) three- position attenuator. H- 15T shock mount, 
W-421 windscreen, MK-TUBE cable, all packed in a professional 
flight case 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: The frequency 
response of -THE TUBE" microphone is 20 Hz 20 kHz ± 2 dB. 
with an electrical impedance of 200 ohms, sensitivity of - 60 dB 
(sensitivity may be increased by 10 dB with a switch on the PC 
board), maximum SPL of 128 dB, and THD of 1%. Pro User Net is 
$1,700. 

HI-ENERGY HIKING SYSTEM 
Aquarian Accessories 

AQUARIAN ACCESSORIES 
1140 N. Tustin Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 
(714) 632-0230 
Product Name: HI-ENERGY MIXING SYSTEM 
Contact: Roy Bums, Vice President of Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 (NAMM Show) 
Product Description & Applications: The ultimate in sound rein-
forcement for drums and percussion. Designed to handle the ex-
tremely high sound pressure levels of percussion without over-
loading. Shock-proof clamps eliminate the need for clumsy, noisy 
and expensive boom stands Dynamic range extender and power 
supply guarantees a hot, clean signal at the board. No need to drill 
holes or re-make the drum set. Perfect mike position every tirne. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: AMS 160 con-
denser mike allows for closeup milting with no distortion New 
technology dynamic range extender increases the amount of 
sound pressure level each mike can handle without overloading. 
No padding of the mike is needed. The dynamic range extender 
and mikes have been matched and balanced to junction as a single 
system for optimum results 

AUDIO ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES 
1029 N. Allen Ave., Pasadena, CA 91104 
(213) 798-9127 
Product Name: COLES 4038 
Contact: Richard Knoppow, Technical Sales 
Date Product Introduced: October 1983 - introduction into 
the USA 

Product Description & Applications: We are the exclusive 
distributor of the Coles 4038, a large bidirectional ribbon 
microphone which produces warm sound without loss of highs 
Designed by the BBC for use throughout its radio and television 
studios the 4038 features high output, low self-noise, excellent 
hum shielding and immunity to response changes caused by 
loading. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Smooth frequen-
cy response: 300o 15,000 Hz. Very uniform polar response High 
output ( - 55 dBm/10 dynes/cm') Low self noise ( - 22 dBA) Low 
hum pickup ( - 145 dBm/.001 gauss for 50 Hz). Low distortion: 
less than I% for 125 dB SPL at 100 Hz. Price $495. 

COLES 4038 RIBBON MICROPHONE 
Audio Engineering Associates 

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC. 
1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 
(216) 686-2600 
Product Name: ATM63 
Contact: Bob Herrold. Product Manager 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The ATM63 was created 
for discnminating vocal instrument applications. The ATM63 
features extended high end response, excellent shock mounting 
against mechanical noise and all metal construction The 250 ohm 
output impedance is compatible with all low impedance inputs. A 
multiple layer windscreen is surprisingly effective against breath 
and wind noise but a foam windscreen is provided for use when 
necessary. The unit is also supplied with professional stand clamp 
and protective vinyl carrying case. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Element: dynam-
ic Pattern: super-cardioid. Sensitivity: - 56 dBm. Impedance: 
250 ohms. Weight: 9 os The ATM63 is competitively priced. 

BEYER DYNAMIC, INC. 
5-05 Burns Ave., Hicksville, NY 11801 
(516) 935-8000 
Product Name: MC 734 VOCAL CONDENSER 
MICROPHONE 
Contact: Paul Murphy, General Manager 
Date Product Introduced: July 1983 
Product Description & Applications: A vocal condenser mike 
designed specifically for use on stage and in the studio The carch-
oid charactenstic eliminates feedback noises without tightening up 
the angle of speech. Pop and hiss noises are supressed and it is in-
sensitive to handling noises The MC 734 is equipped with a 
3-step filter with cutoff frequency of 200 Hz and 80 Hz. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: The frequency 
response of this microphone is extremely flat ( 20 Hz 18 kHz). 
The MC 734 is capable of handling very high sound pressure 
level, 138 dB ( 1 kHz distortion less than or equal to 0.5%), open 

• 

circuit voltage o  I kHz, 5 mV/Pa. Signal to noise ratio: 69 dB. 
Nominal impedance: 150 ohms Rated-load impedance: equal to 
or greater than 1000 ohms. Suggested professional net price: 
$829.95 

BEYER DYNAMIC, INC. 
5-05 Burns Ave., Hicksville, NY 11801 
(516) 935-8000 
Product Name: MC 736/MC 737 SHOTGUN CONDENSER 
MICROPHONE 
Contact: Paul Murphy, General Manager 
Date Product Introduced: July 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The MC 736/MC 737 are 
shotgun condenser mikes especially suited for commentary pur-
poses and speech and music recordings where the microphone 
cannot be located close to the source (e.g. theatres). These mikes 
are suitable lor use on stage and for TV and film. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: The MC 736 is a 
carchoid lobe and the MC 737 is a cardioid condenser mike Fre-
quency response: 40 Hz • 20 kHz, open circuit voltage at I kHz. 
30 mV/Pa, nominal impedance: 150 ohms. Rated load imped-
ance greater than or equal to 1000 ohms. Maximum SPL at I 
kHz and distortion: equal to or less than 0.5% 123 dB, with pre-
attenuation 135 dB. Signal to noise ratio: 74 dB. Suggested pro-
fessional net prices- MC 736: $774.95; MC n7: $899.95 

BRUEL & KIAER INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
185 Forest St., Marlborough, MA 01752 
(617) 481-7000 
Product Name: STUDIO MICROPHONES 
Contact: John Bareham, Application Engineer 
Date Product Introduced: February 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Bruel & Kjaer has devel-
oped a range of four omnidirectional condenser microphones 
specifically intended for professional studio use, sound reinforce-
ment and broadcasting. Two basic designs are offered: 4003 and 
4006 are acoustically identical, low noise ( 15 dBA) microphones 
which differ only in method of powering. 4004 and 4007 are also 
acoustically identical and are intended for applications requiring a 
very high level handling capability and extended frequency and 
phase response. 4006 and 4007 are powered from standard P48 
Phantom system; 4003 and 4004 via the B & K power supply 
2812. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Extremely low 
distortion and self- noise; very high dynamic range. All micro-
phones delivered with individual calibration chart showing 
frequency response, self- noise, distortion and other important 
data Prices, 4003 & 4004 - $608; 4006 di 4007 $663; 2812 
power supply: $945. 

CROWN INTERNATIONAL 
1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN 46517 
(219) 294-5571 
Product Name: PZM 180 
Contact: D. McLaughlin, Marketing Services Manager 
Date Product Introduced: October AES 
Product Description & Applications: General purpose pressure 
zone microphone for the senous amateur and for semipro use. 
Self contained electronics operate on 12-48 volt phantom power 
or 1.5 volt battery. Applications: conferences, interviews, group 
discussion, home video productions, broadcast news and sports 
and music recordings. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response: 50 Hz - 16 kHz; hemephencal. Sensitivity: - 70 dBV. 
Output: «150 ohms, balanced, 3-pin audio connector Suggested 
retail price: $ 169. 

CROWN INTERNATIONAL 
1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN 46517 
(219) 294-5571 
Product Name: PZM-12SP 
Contact: D McLaughlin, Markehr g Services Manager 
Date Product Introduced: October AES 
Product Description & Applications: Studio-quality pressure 
zone microphone for recording, sound reinforcement, and broad-
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Balanced or single ended output. Lime Level. 
No-compromise design. Powering via Type 
2612. Two Channel Microphone Power Supply 

Ask for our 16-page colour brochure for a thorough description of these new Brüel & Kjœr studio products. 



cast Self -contained electronics operate on I z 40 volt pnantorr. 
power 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 30 Hz . 20 kHz Polar pattern hemispherical Sensitiv 
ity — 70dBV Output: 150 ohms. balanced, 3- pin audio connec. 
tor Sell noise 20 dBA. Maximum SPL: 150 dB. Suggested retail 
price $249 

EDCOR, DIVISION OF PRODUCT ASSURANCE 
CORPORATION 
16782 Hale Ave., Irvine, CA 92714 
(714) 556-2740, (800) 854-0259 
Product Name: WIRELESS MICROPHONE SYSTEMS, 
E-COM SERIES 
Contact: Larry Weston, President 
Date Product Introduced: May 1983 , 
Product Description & Applications: High VHF wireless micro-
phone system Lavalier transmitter and hand held transmitter with 
a choice of a single channel or a switchable 3 channel receiver. 
Transmitters use 9V alkaline batteries Receiver is 115 VAC or 12 
volt DC operation 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Less than 2% 
THD. typical range 500 feet, frequency band 150.174MHz Pro-
fessional net pnce — lavalier transmitter: $442 50; hand held 
transmitter $459, single channel receiver $515; multiple channel 
receiver $550 

FENDER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, PROFESSIONAL 
SOUND PRODUCTS DIVISION 
1300 E. Valencia Drive, Fullerton, CA 92631 
(714) 879-8080 
Product Name: FENDER MICROPHONES 
Contact: Steve Woolley. Marketing Director 
Date Product Introduced: September 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Fender introduces three 
series of microphones which boast an ability to withstand extreme-
ly high sound pressure levels without distorting The D.Senes 
mikes, dynamic carder:I mikes with characteristics carefully 
tailored to enhance vocals, comes in three models, offering un-
precedented performance for $70 to $ 149 The P- Series mikes 
deliver wide, flat response and the accurate neutral sound of 
studio-quality condenser mikes with the ruggedness of a dynamic. 
The P.1 mike features switch-selectable response tailoring and 
undistorted 150 + dB capability at $229 The P-2 offers excellent 
performance using a long-lile internal battery ($99). The M- I 
miniature condenser mike features a I 50 + dB SPL capability and 
solves the difficult problem of nuking acoustic instruments 

FENDER MICROPHONES 
Fender Musical Instruments 

FOSTEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 
ELECTRO ACOUSTIC DIVISION 
15431 Blackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA 90650 
(213) 921-1112 
Product Name: M505 VOCAL DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 
Contact: Ted B Telesky, National Sales Manager, Electro 
Acoustic Division 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The M505 vocal micro-
phone is the first of a new series of dynamic microphones from 

try this on your 
PZIVI: 
For more ideas on how to use PZM 
microphones, write for your free copy 
of PZM APPLICATION NOTES. 
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Fostex. The M505 features a very smooth response, yet offers the 
presence to cut through noisy environments. The controlled cardi-
oid pattern helps reduce feedback and gets more usable output 
Special attention has been paid to reduce handling and cord 
noise. The M505 is available in gray or black A special 3-layer 
wind screen reduces pop and, together with an internal water-
proof screen, prevents moisture buildup during prolonged use 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Pattem-cardioid 
(VNI-directional) response: 80 Hz - 15 kHz. Impedance: 250 
ohms. Output level: — 56 dB, output balanced XLR. Suggested 
of price: $ 139. 

M505 VOCAL DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 
Foster Corporation of America 

GOTHAM AUDIO CORPORATION 
741 Washington St., New York, NY 10014 
(212) 741-7411 
Product Name: NEUMANN Um 170 MICROPHONE 
Contact: Richard 0 Hamm, Vice President 
Date Product Introduced: May 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The TLM 1700 a switcha. 
ble pattern microphone with a large, double membrane capsule 
and active output stage which eliminates the usual transformer 
The microphone will operate from both P-48 and P-24 phantom 
powering systems. The highly linear amplifier achieves a dynamic 
range greater than 120 dB relative to the A-weighted self-noise 
level of 14 dB. This is an increase of over 6 dB when compared to 
present day microphones. The complete elimination of the audio 
output transformer results in a totally distortion-free impulse 
response of the amplifier with correct phase over the entire audio 
range. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Five directional 
patterns Source impedance 150 ohms; equivalent loudness level 
due to inherent noise. 14 d13-.A: maximum SPL for less than 0 5% 
THD, 140 dB (without pre-attenuation) Total dynamic range of 
the microphone amplifier 126 dB Price is $ 1,198. 

H.M. ELECTRONICS, INC. 
6151 Fairmount Ave., San Diego, CA 92120 
(619) 280-6050 
Product Name: SYSTEM 58 
Contact: IF. Kenyon, Asst. Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: October 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The System 58 is a wire-
less handheld microphone. It is an expansion of our successful 
System 85, introduced in the fall of 1982. This new system incor-
porates a Shure SM58 (or optional Beyer M-500) head with our 
new Dynamic Expansion II compander circuitry. This is the 
smallest SM-58 wireless microphone in the world using a standard 
9 volt battery. This system sounds identical to a hard-wired SM58 
microphone 
Basic Specifications di Suggested List Price: Dynamic range. 
115 dB. Frequency response. 50 Hz . 15 kHz. Handheld size: 
9.35 inches x 1.2 inches. Weight: 15 or incl. battery. Max. SPL: 
I 34 dB with SM58 element. 

KEITH MONKS AUDIO (USA) INC. 
P.O. Box 1069, Palatine, IL 60078 
1 -800-ICMALUSA 
Product Name: C-DUCER 
Contact: Glenn Mullis, Executive Vice President 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: C.Ducer e a flexible tape 
microphone, less than I mm thick, which solves many of the com-
mon problems facing users of conventional microphones with 
acoustic instruments C-Durer boasts a frequency response far 
surpassing human hearing Other advantages include a complete-
ly natural acoustic sound, excellent separation between in-
struments, high immunity to feedback, exceptionally fast transient 
response and ultra low noise The flexible tape can be used on 
acoustic- instruments from guitar to piano, especially including 
drums. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 10 Hz . 100 kHz ± 3 dB Output impedance 5k ohms 
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and 600 ohms balanced Power 24,28 VDC,  
adaptor Size 0 9 mm thick, i 6 mm wide: length dependent upon 
instrument Rejection ratio vibration signal with respect to air-
borne acoustic level typically 38 dB Pnces: vary with instrument, 
e g quitar • $ 198 incl electronics 

NADY SYSTEMS INC 
1145 65th St, Oakland, CA 94608 
(415) 652-2411 
Product Name NADY 49 HT HANDHELD WIRELESS MIKE 
SYSTEM 
Contact. Steve Caraway, Advertising Director 
Date Product Introduced: July 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Nady 49 HT hand 
held microphone system offers pro audio quality in the most ad-
vanced 49 mHz hand held microphone system available today 
The Nady 49 HT features an Audio Technica PR60 mike element 
and no unsightly dangling antenna wire All transmitting elements 
are contained within the actual microphone itself 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Nady's 49 HT 
boasts 3 channel capabilities and is the only 49 mHz system on the 
market that can make that claim Suggested list $275 

SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION (NY) 
10 West 37th St , New York, NY 10018 
(212) 239-0190 
Product Name. MKE 212-3 BOUNDARY MICROPHONE 
Contact Tony Tudis,,, National Sales Manager 
Product Description & Applications: In response to consumer 
demand, Sennheiser has produced a boundary microphone, the 
MKE 212-3, as an addition to its modular electret-condenser 
system Configured as a sturdy I 85rnm x 165mm x 1 Omm (Pa" 
x (D' I" X 5'.) black anodized aluminum plate, the MKE 212 has a 
number of unique features, among thern flush- mounted, upward, 
facing capsule with 0 5mm aperture and 4 5mm diameter 
diaphragm to ensure flat frequency response regardless of angle 
31 incidence. high mass'hese plate plus compliant rubber feet 
.-reate an effective shock mount tc reduce low-frequency 
structure-borne noise (rumble, foot falls, etc 1 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: The MKE 212,3 
provides high sensitivity and low ( 21 dB-A) self noise When used 
with the K3u powering module from the Sennheiser electret 
system. the MKE L12-3 has a sensitivity of 3 mV'Pa - 495 dlirn' 
and operates from either an internal 5 6V mercury battery or from 
phantom powenng Output is balanced, low impedance, and uses 
a standard 3- pin X1.13- type professional audio connector List 
$499 

SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION (NY) 
10 West 37th St., New York, NY 10018 
(212) 239-0190 
Product Name: MKE-2 MINIATURE ELECTRET LAVALIER 
Contact: Tony Tudiscc Na,onal Sales Manager 
Product Description & Applications: The MK1-1•2 is the answer 
to the increasing demand for a smaller and less conspicuous 
Cavalier microphone Its exceedingly small size, (approx 0 23" in 
diameter and approx 0 43" in length). matte- black finish and 
multitude of options provide the video. motion picture and theatn-
-al professions with a choice of inconspicuous or concealed place, 
ment possibilities The MKE -2 is provided with a miniature he clip 
to secure it onto ties, lapels. etc, a dual mike- tie clip for those 
needing double miking, and in the case cf the costumes, a clothing 
ittachment can be used or the MKE-2 can be sewn into place 
placed in a buttonhole or taped to the wearer's skin 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: The MKE-2 is 
available in several versions, all employing stranded-steel cable 
:or extended durability The MKE-2 PT (52021, with cable ending 

stripped-and-tinned leads for connections to vanous wireless 
microphone transmitters The MKE-2-3 ($242: with connector 
:or attachment to the K3u powering module (part of SennheiserS 
modular electret system). The MKE-2-6 ($ 168) - with in- line bat• 
tery supply with on/of f switch and cable terminating in a 3 5mm 
• Earneter mini • p1:10 

SHADOW OF AMERICA ELECTRONICS INC 
22.42 Jackson Ave , Long Island City, NY 11101 
(212) 392-2114 
Product Name SHADOW PICKUPS 
Contact Herbert N Hagei, Marketing Direct:r 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Shadow 930: Recording 
bridge pickup system for 5 string bent(' mounted in wood bridge 
with volume control vano-impedance frequency response con 
trol. 12 foot cable and strain relief for natural barco sound 
($89 951 Shadow 940 Recording bridge pickup system for violin 
mounted in wood bridge with volume control, vano-impeciance 
frequency response control, 12 foot cable and strain relief Wood 
k:ridge can be replaced without damage 5:95) 
Shadow 950 Recording bridge pickup sys, " . • 

mounted in wood bridge with volume controc v.ino impedanc-e 
Frequency response control, 12 foot cable and strain relief 
Wood bridge can be replaced without damage to pickup 
($99 95) 

SRO 
P.O. Box 1250, Gallatin, TN 37066 
(615) 452-0083 

NEW PRODUCTS 

MIC 
AN 

()PHONES 
PICKUPS 

Product Name SRO MICROPHONES 
Contact . ,•ment 
Date Product Introduced: June , 9/-- - 
Product Description & Applications: Five dynamic micro-
phones and a line cir matching transformers that combine Hcil 
quality with an affordable price Some designed primar.. 
vocal use others as el instrument mike All COMP corr.; 
wired and equipped with -able holder and case 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Prices range f ron 
$84 to $ I 36 

TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
9600 Aldrich Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55420 
(612) 884.4051 
Product Name: TELEX WIRELESS MICROPHONE 
SYSTEMS 

Contact: Don Mereen 
Product Description & Applications Wireless microphones 
system VHF bang 150 176 mHz Diversity reception receiver 
belt-pack and hand held transmitter microphones 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Wireless mike 
systems from $ 1.310 

If you Eke the interviews 
in Mix Magazine, you'll 
love them in Mix Video! 
See page 173. 

TRULY WIRELESS 
NADY SYSTEMS, the Wireless Innovators, 
leaves the competition dangling with the intro-
duction of the new 49-HT Handheld Microphone. 
With all transmitting elements self-cortained, the 
49-HT eliminates the unsightly wire antenna found 
on other 49mHz 'wireless' mics, white featuring 
Nady's exclusive 3-channel capabilities and an 
Audio-Technica PR60 mic element. The truly wireless 
49-HT offers the discriminating musician, vocalist or 
speaker proven Nady technology and ext-a features at 
a price so low, you'll look twice. Go with the choice 

of the pros. GET NADY NOW. 

Nady 49 Systems 
also available 
with lavaher 
microphone 

and for musical 
instruments. 
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THESE ARE THE DEALERS: The challenge to console manufacturers of the 
eighties is to design new mixing systems that match 
the dynamic range, distortion specs, and frequency 
response now possible on digital magnetic tape. 
AUDIOARTS/WHEATSTONE has taken this chal-
lenge and designed the 8X Recording and Production 
Console. Today, through careful engineering, the 
technical performance of the 8X is approaching all 
possible theoretical limits, resulting in.the smoothest, 
most transparent console we have ever built. 

Today, studio clients are demanding greater 
complexity in audio processing for their work; fea-
tures like three-band sweepable EQ, 24-track moni-
toring, mixdown subgrouping and stereo monitoring 
enable the creative engineer to meet those demands. 

So if you're choosing a mixing system to upgrade 
your studio, expand your track format, or add a Studio 
B, take a good look at the 8X. 

AUDIOTECHNIQUES, INC 
Stamford, CT   (203) 359-2312 

MILAM AUDIO COMPANY 
Pekin, IL   (309) 346-3161 

LAKE SYSTEMS 
Newton, MA   (617) 244-6881 

AUDIO ARCHITECTS 
Nashville, TN   (615) 320-0463 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
Burbank, CA   (213) 843-6320 

CONN AUDIO/VIDEO 
Satellite Beach, FL   (305) 773-2433 

SOUND GENESIS 
San Francisco, CA   (415) 285-8900 

AUDIO ASSOCIATES 
Oklahoma City, OK   (405) 840-3636 

PEIRCE-PHELPS, INC. 
Philadelphia, PA   (215) 879-7236 

Call or Write: 

(Prices starting at $9800) 

AUDIOARTS ° ENGINEERING 
  A DIVISION OF WHEATSTONE CORPORATION 

5 COLLINS ROAD, BETHANY, CT 06525 (203)393-0887 

Circle #083 on Reader Service Card 
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MIXING CONSOLES 

POWER MPA-801 STEREO MIXER 
Alagatronics, Inc. 

ALAGATRONICS, INC. 
141 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10010 
(212) 473-0515 
Product Name: POWER MPA-801 STEREO MIXER 
Contact: Frank Dinges. President 
Product Description & Applications: The MPA-801 is in a class 
of its own with a distinguished design Features include 3 stereo 
phono/microphone inputs Four selectable stereo line inputs Two 
balanced r» mike inputs, with dedicated bass/treble EC,) and 
talkover system Stereo master group features 3-band equaliza-
tion Recorder output is less DI microphones allowing for Uninter-
rupted tapes Full inserts are standard Unique level display 
monitors mix point, not the output, to prevent overmodulation and 
loss of feedback at critical summing points 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Mic 3 MV 
200/600 ohms Phono 2 5 MV 47k Line 300 MV 22k Insert 0 
dBm 600/47k Bee Out - () dBm 22k Main out 0 dBm 6(1) 
ohms Program equalizer 15 dB boost or cut a: I (X He 1 kHz 10 
kHz Microphone equalizer 15 dB boost or cut at 100 Hz 10 kHz 
Note record out and insert out are post EQ pre-talkover) Neither 
of these outputs will contain any information from mike 1 or mike 
2 full mix information may be summed from the wipers of the 
balance control List pnce $875 

POWER MPK-601 STEREO MIXER 
Alagatronics Inc. 

ALAGATRONICS INC. 
141 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10010 
(212) 473-0515 
Product Name: POWER MPK-601 STEREO MIXER 
Contact: Frank Dinges, President 
Product Description & Applications: The MPA-6(J I designed 
to be used with FEP.204 to provide full 4-band control for experi-
enced music Dis Features include 3 stereo phonognicrophone in-
puts, 4 selectable stereo line inputs Two balanced DI mike inputs 
Full inserts are standard Unique level display monitors mix point. 
not the output, to prevent overmodulation and loss of feedback at 
cntical summing points The MPA 601 is an ideal muter where 
space is a prime consideration 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price, Phono input sensi-
tivity 2 6 MV 47k ohms Dynamic headroom 30 dli Aux in-
puts sensitivity 30(1 MV, 20k ohms Frequency response 1- 0, 5 
dB) 20 Hz 20 kHz (aux input) at nominal output level Typical 
harmonic distortion 0 05% at normal output Output level + 4 
dBm ( 1 22 volts) 8 5 volts max List price $685 

ALLEN AND HEATH BRENELL 
5 Connair Rd., Orange, CT 06477 
(203) 795.3594 
Product Name: SYSTEM 8 
Contact: Charles Augustowski, National Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: January I 983 
Product Description & Applications: System 8 comprises four 
main mixers and an 8 input expander module Model 164 is of 
16.4.2 format, ideal for four- track studio or PA applications 
Where the requirement is for 8 outputs, Models 128 and 168 offer 
twelve and sixteen inputs respectively, while the top of the range 
1616 includes full 16 track monitoring as standard, and is one of 
the most economical genuine 16 track mixers currently available 
One important feature of the System 8 is the ability to cascade two 
or more mixers without sacrificing any inputs or outputs- rear 
panel sockets allow direct access to and from the monitor and 
remit groups, auxiliary sends. PR. system and the main output 
groups This same facility enables the add-on 8- input expander 
module (EX8) to be used for increased input capacity 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Normal operating 
level + 4 dBv or - 8 dBv selectable Internal headroom + 18 dB 
Maximum output level + 21 dBv into 5k ohms or more, + 18 dB 
into 600 ohms Peak indicator warning S dB before clipping 
overload Frequency response 20 Hz to 20k Hz ± 1 dB ref lk 
Hz Equalization HE shelving ± 16 dB at 12k Hz or 8k Hz, LE 
shelving ± 12 dB at 120 Hz or 80k Hz, Mid Peak Dip ± 12 dB, 
400 Hz sweepable to 6k Hz Distortion Mic input to output at 
+ 4dBv. 45 dB gain, less than 0 05% THD 20 Hz to 20k Hz Line 
input to output, unity gain. maximum level Less than 0 I % THD 
20 Hz to 20 kHz Retail prices $ 1.990 to $6,000. depending on 
the model 

AMEX SYSTEMS & CONTROLS LTD. 
11540 Ventura Blvd., Studio City, CA 91604 
(213) 508-9788 
Product Name: AMEK-TAC 28 X 24 X 2 
Product Description & Applications: Amek-Tac 28x24x2 
Revolutionary desk starts out as 16x8x2 fully modular with expan. 
sion to 16 or 24 buss/monitoring If larger main frame is pur 
chased, a maximum 32x24x24x2 is achievable 8 sends and one 
stereo send is standard on PA model 8 sends on recording ver-
sion Various recording, PA. FB and broadcast modules are 
available 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Price specs are 
16x8x2 - suggested at $9,000, 28x24x24x2 $ 18,000, 32x8x2 
PA $ 14,000 

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING 
A Division of Wheatstone Corporation 
5 Collins Rd., Bethany CT 06525 
(203) 393-0887 
Product Name: 8X/24X AUDIO RECORDING CONSOLES 
Contact: Gary C Snow, Consoles 
Date Product Introduced: 1983 
Product Description & Applications: This new console series 
from Audioarts Engineering offers features and performance 

• 

prevlously avail .ble oaiy no larger tra,,k formats 3- band sweep-
able EQ, mixdown subgrouping, stereo monitor sends, flexible 
send and return !unctions, pre and post fader, tape and group solo 
access, balanced inputs and outputs, built-in calibration oscillator, 
switchable phantom power, phase reverse, pad. HPF, peak clip 
LEDs Construction is tully modular The consoles are available in 
8 and 24 buss versions, with 16, 24 or 32 input configurations 
Basic Specifications dr Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 20 Hz 50 kHz, ± 1 dB ( line), 20 Hz - 20 kHz. ± I dB 
(mike) THD 0()5% ( line). 05% (mike). 20 kHz BW Noise less 
than - 90 dBm - 129 EIN (mike), 20 kHz BW Dynamic 
range 110 dB ( line), 100 dB (mike. typ I Prices range from 
$13.500 (8X) and $ 17,500 (24X) 

AUDIO PROCLSSING SYSTEMS INC. 
90 Oak St., PO Box 8, Newton Upper Falls, MA 02164 
(617) 965-1200 
Product Name: MODEL 3000 
Contact: Steve Crump, President 
Product Description & Applications: The Model 3000 is a 
multi- track recp ding console Its modular design permits future 
expansion and =tonal variations as the studio's needs grow Each 
module is equipped with a four frequency band semi parametric 
equalizer Stereo. output is available simultaneously while using the 
console in multi track mode Individual modules can be muted 
and muting can be programmed for grouping from the master 
module All mcziules are automation and VCA ready Output 
meters are multi colored LEDs, time constants are selectable for 
VU or PPM balle .tics All signal switching is via solid state logic cir-
cuitry 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: The equivalent 
pre-amp noise input s - 128 dBv min Mix buss noise output is 
- 90 dB or better Overall frequency response is + 0, - ig dB 16 
Hz to 20 kHz Crosstalk at I kHz is at least - 90 dB Total system 
distortion is 01.. at rated output All inputs and outputs are trans. 
formerless and ikalanced to ground Basic 24 x 24 List pnce is 
$34,340 FOB iactory 

AUDIOTRONŒ CORP. 
7552C St. Clair Ave., Mentor, OH 44060 
(216) 942-7879 
Product Name: 200 & 400 SERIES CONSOLES 
Contact: Lloyd Ross, Ir 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications, Audiotronix 200 and 400 
Series eight and twelve channel powered mixing consoles for '84 
offer graphic assign power assign dual integral plug-in power 
modules, slide pot design for graphic representation and ease of 
operation Other features are three section EQ, mid-frequency 
select, reverb, channel patching, aux/pre-post, effects, monitor, 
pan PFL, headpnones select. LED metering, submaster grouping, 
dual seven and 'sine band equalizers 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response - I 5 dB, 20 Hz 20 kHz THD less than 35% Power 
output 200 Series (dual I (X) watt) 4 ohms. 400 Senes (dual 200 
watt) • 4 ohms 3uggested list $999 to $ 1,599 

AUDIOTRONLX CORP. 
7552C St. Clan Ave., Mentor, OH 44060 
(216) 942-7875 
Product Name: 800 & 900 SERIES CONSOLES 
Contact: Lloyd Ross, Jr 
Date Product Introduced: lune 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Audiotronix 800 and 900 
Series twelve and sixteen channel mixing consoles for '84 high-
light outstanding features such as highly accessible rear-panel 
connections, baanced inputs and outputs, high quality slide pot 
design for grapkic representation and ease of operation, overload 
LEDs. lo- noise circuit design, channel patching, three-section 
EQ/mid frequency selector. reverb, aux/pre-post. effects. 
monitor, pan. P.-L, headphones select, LED metenng, submaster 
grouping, mono and monitor out 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response - 1 5 dB. 20 Hz 20 kHz Distortion less than 1% 
THD and I % IMD 30 Hz to 30 kHz Signal to noise - 70 dB 20 
Hz 20 kHz fader at 10, - 85 dB 20 Hz - 20 kHz fader at 0 
Crosstalk greakr than - 55 dB ( 1 kHz) Suggested list pnce 
$899 to $ 1,499 
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AUDITRONICS 
3750 Old Getwell, Memphis, TN 38118 

(901) 362.1350 

Product Name: 300 SERIES AUDIO PRODUCTION 
CONSOLE 
Contact, Larry lornoray Marketing Manager 
Date Product Introduced: At r:: 1q8 , 

Product Description & Applications : • • . • 

,,t•r, is avaparue .0 stabgarg glair it rattle confidu 

.•.; :its and with 4 or H multi channel outputs 
• ; each available with or without 

wpahility sub.mastering to 
ots foldbark rue. and 

• pi:lade a compre. 
A .t rrr'I ,rr 1,11 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price . 
,tuaiization 1,1,1z:es on all inputs 532 91,5 4 x - 
ization fa:laces on all inputs 535 7135 

BIAMP SYSTEMS INC. 
1100 S.W. 11th St., P.O. Box 728, Beaverton, OR 97075 

(503) 641-6767 
Product Name: BI/MIX 80 SERIES 
Contact. ; ;.. f31,12: Marketz, : 
Date Product Introduced .y •>- - 
Product Description St Applications :•. : 

...zzotrzza, . 12 atO 4/ , -ratine, versions : 
rtr,r1r1 and , orrunere:al teature, 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: I.rt-tquency 
response - 025 oh. 2.0 Hz to 20 kHz THD less than 0 (,2% a 
(• .-dirn 21 , Hz to 20 kHz i It rms; Slew rate greater th .e. 
Hv mi.•roseconds rise time:unite:1: PIN - 129 rilim 

CAR VIN MFG. 
1155 Industrial Ave., Escondido, CA 92025 

(619) 747-1710 
Product Name: CARVIN MX- I688 
Contact: Neal 1 ay:or Surs 1.1,: 

Date Product Introduced • • •-- - 
Product Description and Applicabons . 

tra.-k mastering output agiustable gain mike iine switching. phan 
torn power H track return buss interconnect w selectable levels 
and pre post sub master switching. and 2 eftects return channels 
fully selectable The board is + 4 and - compatible w:loal. 
abed inputs and outputs better than 72 ah S N Fario un-weighted 

at nominal level 
Basic Specifications 61 Suggested List Price: The console is 
slated, for : Ise In protessufroi recording applications It will be 
rittrilictbre iri a lb arid 24 ...flannel main trame Mair, frame is semp 
modular Garvin 's consumer price is $2,995 

CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION 
652 Glenbrook Rd., Stamford, CT 06906 
(203) 324-2889 
Product Name SECK PRODUCER 
Contact: Hirrre, :hilvers Vz.e President 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Designed to use in disco. 

; . • • •• o Seek Producer has six input channels or 

• pgthrow faders which can be switched 

Basic Specifications 6r Suggested List Price: 1-o, oJtputs are 
provided on two separate taaers Two n stereo and two in mono 
Pretade cueing to a 10 watt headphone amp is produced via illu-

minated logic controlled switching Remote switching is stanciard 
both via large illurninateci switches and on micro switches on the 
fader Retail price $ 1.595 

THE CONSOLE CORP. 
147 West 24th St., New York, NY 10011 
(212) 741-0919 
Product Name: 8 X 2 LOCATION MIXER 
Contact... Zane, 
Product Description & Applications. A two- track studio with a 
handle 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 52 495 

EDCOR 

DIVISION OF PRODUCT ASSURANCE CORPORATION 

NEW PRODUCTS 

16782 Hale Ave., Irvine, CA 92714 
(714) 556-2740 or (800) 854-0259 
Product Name: INDUSTRIAL MIXERS 

Contact: Larry Weston. Presigoo 
Date Product Introduced: - 

Product Description & Applications .. 

p standard lacks and mike or line level outputs 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: MY.-
• ,ntende.ci applications How r"."' 

:MPS ruourt logic Prices vary t• n. 

FENDER MIXING CONSOLES 
Fender Musical Instruments 

FENDER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, PROFESSIONAL 
SOUND PRODUCTS DIVISION 
1300 E. Valencia Drive, Fullerion, CA 92631 
(714) 879-8080 
Product Name- FENDER MIXING CONSOLES 
Contact Woolley Marketirer : .••• .r 
Date Product Introduced . • 
Product Description & Applications •.•  • onsoles 
are rltes, sr, permuto:.' c.:ps usina 

separate power amplifiers They 3 • • r ›hantom 
powering, balanced ditferennal oo r- c..1 signal 
present" and -peak" LED indicators or: every Input channel 
Models 4208 4212 and 421 b are 8- 12- . and I 6.channel stereo 
mixers with features such as a signal insertion patch point on each 
input, four auxiliary inputs two with panning,. dual monitor mix 
mg busses. a 2 watt/channel headphone amp. and professional 
+ 24 dbrn transformer- Isolated line outputs The top.of The- line 
4216 adds a cue.solo capability and switchable high-pass filters on 

each channel Suggested retail prices are $995. Si . 195 and 
$ I . H95 

FENDER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, PROFESSIONAL 
SOUND PRODUCTS DIVISION 

1300 E. Valencia Drive, Fullerton, CA 92631 
(714) 879-8080 
Product Name: FENDER POWER MIXERS 
Contact: Steve Woolley, Marketing Director 
Date Product Introduced: October 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Fender offers five models 
incorporating built-in amplifiers All mixers include 48 volt phan-
tom powering to allow the use of studio-quality condenser micro-
phones, balanced differential input circuitry, and ' signal present" 
and peak'. LED indicators on every input channel to quickly pin• 
point problems such as defective mike cables or improper gain 
settings The leader model 3106 ($895) is a 6-channel mono unit 
with watt output separate monitor and effects Pusses and a 
patch, . • band grapt.. •.: oslizer The rernaz..r. • .r models 
are .rots tw . or. power SP,rrr 17..fabIe for 
stere, Int h . • - • cas 

parchare graphic t,o..zer.3 1,1.3pels 328 .2.2 at, 1216 
incorporate four graphics and 8 12 and 16 inputs respectively 
and range from $ 1 495 to 52 095 

FENDER POWER MIXERS 
Fender Musical Instruments 

FUFIMAN SOUND, INC. 
30 Rich St., Greenbrae, CA 94904 

(415) 927-1225 
Product Name: MM•SERIES LOW•PROFILE RACKMOUNT 

MIXERS 
Contact :. •• Mrtre, 

Date Product Introduced 
Product Description & Applications 

I',need; M. 

mixers have 
3. 93ornerfts of 

Ttrol groand 
.rnaltaneously 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Preliminary' 
Hein Z inputs i 5k Orlin impedance - 1.4 ob.: ertaivaient input 
noise + &Iv max input Aux Inputs 15k ohm impedance. 
- . 14 dliv equivalent input noise. + 30 &Iv mas input Low Z in 

r . 7, ti.X.) ohm balanced. - I 22 dbv equivalent input noise + 
.r c. Tix inputs to output 1iff dB max Gain 
.•• .• Obr dB max Gain from low Z inputs to 

.• 11 cut = 100 ohms 17 4v HMS 
c • , Distortion less than 05%. 2/ , 

HILL AUDIO, INC. 
231 Marquis Crt, Lilburn, GA 30247 

(404) 923-3193 
Product Name: 1 SERIES 3 
Contact: Dave Ash. Presiaerz 
Date Product Introduced. - 
Product Description 6r Applications A mod oar 13 buss console 
at t. r...• •,..- : .... T. • . 4f-iv phantom 

statas : 2 way iTr.:fs ot, ,p1 .• T. ezi : roster, :.••-

on inputs, monitor section. direct cri subs, 1,1. 
inputs subs and masters, indeperiTopl . 1ve return :3. • :•:. 
band EC.2 and bra mm faders. built in communicatiot. . tally 
o,i 0" remote ower supply P + G i 04 mn. e ctive 

Basic Specifications 6t Suggested List Price, Lew-. e . 4 ohm 
tie: p •-• :r to,: Gain - 30 to 

--':"'','.."." 'r r: - dB Mid 

band 1 HD better • .-er than 

0 01% IMD SMPT1. i•.••••, 
± 0 2 dB 5532 op amps': Sr' 402 to 
516.479 

HILL AUDIO, INC. 
231 Marquis Crt., Lilburn, GA 30247 
(404) 923-3193 
Product Name: B SERIES 3 
Contact: Dave Ash, President 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Fully comprehensive live 
or studio console available in a 4 or 8 buss format Phase reversal, 
phantom power, 3 aux sends. 4 band EP VU meters aluminum 
extrusion mainframe. direct outs on inputs and subs. patch on in. 
puts subs and master outs stereo monitor completely modular 
100 mm smooth aciton faders independent line return semon with 
3 band FP and 60 mm faders 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Level max + 24 
dBrn Gain - 20 dB to + 60 dB Noise - 126 dB Crosstalk bet-

tern than - 70 dB Midband THD better than C)2% Wicieband 
THD better than 0 04% ¡MD SMPTE ,32% 5532 
op amps throughout Suggested -* . to 55 480 
124 8 2', 
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ANGE 
NOT JUST ANOTH 

When we created ANGELA 
we knew she had to have 
more than just good 

looks. We insisted she be the 
finest low-cost 24 track console 
in the world. For her to achieve 
this, we had to maintain total 
integrity in all aspects of her 
design and construction. We 
refused to give her inferior 
components like PC board patch 
bays, ribbon connectors or an 
inexpensive chassis that flexes. 
Instead, we built her with the 
same superior design and 
manufacturing techniques found 
in our M2500 and M3000 Super 
Consoles...and is ANGELA 
built! She has Mil-Spec Patch 
Bays, a Hard-Buss Mother 

ER PRE 

Board, Gold P 
Connectors, a 
are 5532-4s an 
has a Perfectly 
Steel Chassis. 
To find out m 
ANGELA or t 
personal dem 
us at (213) 508 
of your neares 

AMEK CONS 
11540 Ventura B 
Studio City, Cal 
(213) 508-9788 

AMEK SYSTE 
Islington Mill Ja 
Salford M3, 5H 
061-834-6747 

TY FACE 

n Edge 
d her amplifiers 
TLO 74s and she 
Rigid Carbon 
ound appealing? 
re about 
arrange a 
nstration, contact 
788 for the name 
AMEK dealer. 

LES, Inc. U.S.A. 
uleva rd 
fornia 91604 

S 8c CONTROLS 
es Street 
, England 

Dallas's newest state-of-the-art 
24 track studio — 
'Castle Audio (214) 242-4283 

STANDARD FEATURES: 

• 28 Inputs, 24 Buss, 24 Monitoring 
• 6 Sends, 6 Returns 
• Advanced transformerless mic 
preamp very low noise, typically 
—130 dB 
• Phantom power 
• 4 Stereo Sub-groups 
• Switchable PPM VU light meters 
• 4 band EQ with 2 position 'Q' in 2 
mids 
• Separate control room and studio 
monitoring facilities 
• Extra heavy duty torroidal power 
supply 
• In place solo 
• Fader neverse 
• Monitor section can be used for 28 
additional returns to stereo mix 
buss giving total of 62 returns in 
mixdown mode 
• A one year parts and 6 month labor 
warranty 

OPTIONAL FEATURES: 

• Full VCA Automation 
• Frame sizes up to 56 inputs 
• Additonal VU and Phase Meters 
• Available in one piece "in line" or 
two piece "L" shaped chassis 
• Separate 24 Track Monitor Mixer 
mounted in producer's desk 
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HILL AUDIO, INC. 
231 Marquis Court, Li'burn, CA 30247 
(404) 923-3193 
Product Name: MONITOR SERIES 3 
Contact: Dave Ash, President 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Live sound reinforcement. 
monitor mixer, video production mixer. The Hill Monitor Senes 3 
utilizes 60 mm smooth action faders on each input stnp as sends. It 
is available as a 4, 6, 8 or 10 bum format 4 band EQ on the in-
puts, 8 band EQ on the outpus, 12 way LED displays, modular. 

communications system, fully regulated remote power sup. 
ply Transformer balanced outs, transformer isolated zero loes in. 
put stage 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 5532 op amps 
throughout, modular using ribbon cable. Gain: - 30 to + 70 dB. 
Noise: - 132 dB. Crosstalk: - 70 dB. Midband THD: better than 
0.008% Wideband THD: better than 0.01%. IMD SMPTE: better 
than 001% Level: max. + 24 dBm. Headroom • 38 dB Sug. 
gested list: $4,445 to $9,884. 

INTERFACE ELECTRONICS 
6710 Adler, Houston, TX 77081 
(713) 660-0100 
Product Name: STAGE MONITOR MIXER MODEL 310 
Contact I /tuts Stevenson 
Date Product Introduced: May 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Sertes 310 e modular 
and plug-in and is built in frame sections of 6 modules, can be 
assembled for 12 to 48 inputs Makes 8 output mixes plus a side. 
fill pair with send and panpot Transformerless input, four 
equalizers (2 tuneable, with wide/narrow switch), high and low 
cutoffs, five level LED indicators on each input and 10 level LED 
indicators on masters, solo to operator's monitor, master solo. 
return solo to listen to signal after processing, slider masters, panic 
buttons, splitters everything needed for professional stage 
monitoring 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: List pnce: $5,350 
for 12 input version 

/E-IL ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Seoul, Korea 
U.S. Distributor Charles Lane Studios 
7 Charles Lane, New York, NY 10014 
(212) 242-1479 
Product Name: STRAMP 
Contact: Michael Lynch, Manager 

Date Product Introduced: February 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Model MA8200B: 8 chan-
nel powered mixer features 8 microphone inputs with a stereo 
program output as well as a monitor output and effect send. Three 
band EQ per channel and graphic EQ on the stereo and monitor 
outputs are also provided The built-in amplifier is fan cooled, 
relay protected, and delivers 150 watts RMS at 4 ohms per chan-
nel The unit is rack mountable or an optional console kit is 
available 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 20 Hz to 20 kHz. - 2 dB THD less than 0 3% Signal 
to noise ratio (input to output): - 60 dB Total available gain 
greater than 82 dB. Size 19"W x 14 9"D x 4 5"H Weight 364 
lbs Suggested retail pnce $995. 

NEI 
934 NE 25th Ave., Portland, OR 97232 
(503) 232-4445 
Product Name: 611P POWERED MIXER 
Contact: Bud Garnson, President 
Date Product Introduced: lune 1983 
Product Description Ett Applications: 611P contains one FTC 
rated 80 watt HMS (at 8 ohms) amplifier. switchable to mains or 
monitor sends Each of differentially balanced input channels 
features monitor, reverb/effects sends, high and low EQ and chan-
nel gain control 61IP features a full octave, 10.band graphic 
equalizer on standard ISO centers connected to the main output 
but is externally patchable to the monitor send or any other exter-
nal device 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Suggested let 
price $749 Contains one FTC rated 80 WRMS (at 8 ohm) power 
amplifier Overall THD typically less than 05% Slew rate better 
than 32V per microsecond Damping factor 100 or better S/N 90 
dB down from rated output Preamp specs THD .018% at lk at 
maximum output S/N 78 dB down from 7.5 V HMS output, or 
- dB at 65 mv mike input Crosstalk 64 dB 

ATTENTION MCI 500CID OWNERS: 
Your mic-inputs will sound much better with 
the MPC-500CIMPC-500D mic-preamp cards! 

• 990 OP-AMP offers higher slew rate and output current, lower 
noise and distortion, and better sound than stock 5534. 

• JE-1613 MIC-INPUT TRANSFORMER provides one-third the 
distortion, '15 dB higher input levels and better sound than 
stock JE-115-KE. 

• SERVOIDÇ COUPLING eliminates coupling and gain-pot 
capacitors resulting in much better sound without DC offset 
problems. 

• ON-CARD REGULATION eliminates the need for the MCI 
"swinging transistors." Reduces crosstalk and improves sound 
quality. And more! 

THE HARDY CO. BOX AA63l EVANSTON, IL 60204 (312)864-8060 

DM 16501IM MIXING CONSOLE 
Nurnark Electronics Corp. 

NUMARK ELECTRONICS CORP. 
503 Raritan Center, Edison, NI 08837 
(201) 225-3222 
Product Name: DM 165ORM 
Contact: Robert Kotovsky, Vice President. Sales 
Date Product Introduced: March 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Preamp/Muter with built. 
in 6-band equalizer Fits EIA standard 19" rack. Multicolor LED 
displays with automatic peak hold and reset. Four stereo 
phone/line Inputs (Two switchable to mike inputs with low cut 
filters ) All line, master, EQ, fade, cue and headphone level con-
trols are slide type - 14 dB talkover switch 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Rated output 
master and tape 0 775v HD at 3v output less than 0 5%, 0.25% 
at rated output Input sensitivity mike 0 5 mv phone 1 20 mv . 
line 70 my.; frequency response mike, phone, line 20 Hz to 20 
kHz Let $279 95 

DM 550 MIXING CONSOLE 
Nurnark Electronics Corp. 

NUMARK ELECTRONICS CORP. 
503 Raritan Center, Edison, NI 08837 
(201) 225-3222 
Product Name: DM 550 
Contact: Robert Kotovsky, Vice President. Sales 
Date Product Introduced: March 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Preamp/Mixer with two 
stereo phono/line inputs, one microphone input. All hne, master, 
fade and cue controls are fast acting slide type. - 14 dB talkover 
switch. Two LED output indicators insure optimum output without 
overload. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Master and tape 
rated output is 0 775e. HD at rated output 0 25%. At 4v output 
less than 0.5% Input sensitivity: mike 0.5 mv., phono 2.5 mv., 
line 150 mv. Frequency response mike, phono and line 20 Hz to 
20 kHz List: $ 119.95 

PULSAR LABORATORIES, INC. 
3200 Gilchrist Rd., Mogadore, OH 44260 
(216) 784-8022 
Product Name: SERIES 80 & SERIES 40 MIXING 
CONSOLES 
Contact: Gregory Carr 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Pulsar Labs is proud to In-
troduce the 80 Senes and 40 Sertes console line All Pulsar con-
soles are totally modular and come in several mainframe sizes. 
Modular 4 ch comp/limiters. EQs. reverb and other signal pro. 
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causing devices can be inserted into any input All consoles come 
standard with: 4x4 or 8x8 matrix. LM394 input chips, 4 sends per 
ch. Access in and out on all modules, 5 band graphic or para-
metric EO, stereo balanced line in, direct out, mute, high pass 
filter, phase switch, 48 volt phantom. talkback, pnonty cue 
system, 100 mm faders, solid oak frame with steel sub-frame. A 
complete line of 8 out and 12 out monitor consoles are also 

available. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response ± .5 dB Crosstalk (odd-even pairs): — 74 dB THD: 
± .05%. External power supply (51/4 x19), 110 volt or 220 volt 
E.1.N. equivalent input noise. — 129 dBv. Mike input to matrix out 
noise — 86 dBv. Maximum mike gain: 101 dBv. Max. line gain: 
86 dbv. Output (balanced 600 ohm). + 20 dBm; (unbalanced 
10k): + 18 dBm. Pricing: 1 6x4 $5,263 retail, 28x8 - $ 10,134 
retail; 32x8 monitor - $ 13,052 retail. 

SERIES 80 MIXING CONSOLE 
Pulsar Laboratories, Inc 

F1ANE CORPORATION 
6510.D 216th SW, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 

(206) 774-7309 
Product Name: MM 12 MONITOR MIXER 
Contact: Larry Winter, Vice President, Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: lanuary 1983 

NEW PRODUCTS 

MIXING CONSOLES 

Product Description & Applications: The MM 12 is an ultra 
compact rack-mountable monitur mixing console with 12 inputs 
and 6 separaate outputs, to r rp,de six custom mixes for on-stage 
monitonng or other applications. The MM 12 includes built-in 
mike splitter, three.way input rc), two-stage parametric output 
EQ. send/receive loops and s Lilly expandable. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Measuring 19"W 
x 21"H x 21/2 " deep. the MM 12 provides auto-balanced/unbal-
anced inputs, auto.unbalanced floating outputs. — 120 dBm 
equiv input noise. RH filters. o'er/nad LEDs and powerful head-
phone cue system Suggested lot price: $ 1.299. 

MM 12 MOi•ilTOR MIXER 
liane Cirporation 

SELA FILM PRODUCTS INC. 
Stockholm, Sweden 
Audio Services Corporation - U.S. Representative 
4210 Lankershim Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91602 
(213) 980-9891 
Product Name: SELA 2880-6F 
Contact: Richard Topham Ir , Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: lanuary 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Sela 2880-6F Mixer 
is a portable mixer designed for high quality mono or stereo 
recording This mixer s ideal for film or video post production 
sound. Its lightweight and battery powering also make it useful for 
location sound. Seta has long been associated with fine location 

mixers and the new 2880.6E represents sonic excellence in a por, 
table package. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: (6) mike inputs, 
(4) line inputs; ( 3) outputs plus foldback Powered by 12 "D" cells 
The mike inputs feature variable high pass. bass. sweepable mid 
range, with dynamic, Phantom .r. and audio phase reverse 
There is also a solo/PFL button on each input. Three line outputs 
have venable threshhold limiters as well as input and output patch 
points Extensive communication sends are also included List 
price: $7,900. 

SOUNDTRACS INC. 
262a Eastern Pkwy., Farmingdale, NY 11735 
(516) 249-3669 
Product Name: 80 SERIES MODULAR MIXER 
Contact. bob Low,r, Nanonal Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: lune 1983 
Product Description dt Applications: The Soundtracs 80 Senes 
is a unique modular mixer with microprocessed routing, designed 
to fill markets that include pro sound, broadcast, film and video 
By clever implementation of the microprocessor all input channels 
ran be routed to as many sub groups as there are in the mixer as 
well as the master Modular in design, the mixer can be expanded 

to 36. I 2.2 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Mike inputs: elec-
tronically balanced, input impedance 7000 ohms. max input 
before clipping + 30 dBm. gain range + 20 to + 60 dB slew rate 
10v per microsecond. Line inputs: electronically balanced, input 

impedance 10.000 ohms Max. input + 30 dB before clipping. 
Lowpass filter; Butterworth — 12 dB/octave. Frequency out 10 Hz 
in 500 or 200 Hz ± 5% EO four band, HE 12 kHz, MI 500 Hz to 
10 kHz. M2 50 Hz to I kHz, LF 50 Hz. Outputs; line and inject 
sends 50 ohms impedance. max. output + 20 dBm. Iniect returns. 
Impedance 10k ohms make input + 22 dBm. Fader range + 10 to 
00. attn 90 dB IM distortion less than 0.015% Mix noise: 28 in-
puts + 16 tape returns unity gain , 74 dBm REF 20 kHz band-

width. 

TELEX 

For Communications Behind The Scene 
AUDIOCOM. The closed circuit intercom for small, large, portable or fixed 
installations a* concerts, stage productions, film or TV studios, stadiums or race 

tracks, indJstrial or public safety applications. AUDIOCOM belt packs or 
wall mount stations can be "daisy-chained" by the dozens over five miles 

without degradation in signal quality or strength. 
AUDIOCOM interfaces with other sound systems 

and telephone circuits. AUDIOCOM includes 
headsets, mics, cables, switchboards, signalling 

kits, even battery packs for remote locations; 
the complete intercom system for 

communications behind the scene. 

Quality products for the audio professional. 

TELEX 
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS. INC 

9600 Aldnch Ave So. Minneapolis MN 55420 U S A 
Europe: Le Bonaparte—Office 711. Centre Affaires Pans-Nord. 93153 Le Blanc-Mesnil, France. 
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SOUNDTRACS INC. 
262e Eastern Pkwy., Farmingdale, NY 11735 

(516) 249-3669 
Product Name: THE SOUNDTRACS SYSTEM 
Contact: Bob Lovng. National Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: July 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Soundtracs System is 
a unique way to interface our house and stage monitor mixers via 
our multi-core snakes and stage box With 3 simple connections 
the stage box stage monitor miser, and house mixer are linked 
together to make an unbeatable sound reinforcement team, elimi-

nating mike splitters on stage, and up to 48 XL.R connectors 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 16-4-2 inputs, 
i-lectronically balanced level. mis-- 20 to 60 dBm. tape/line + 10 
to dBm Inserts + 4 dBm, aux returns. + 10 dBm Output 

max + 18 dBm, IMP 150 ohm EC) hi 10k Shelling mid. 
sweepable 350 Hz to Bk ± 15 riB Distortion less than 0.02%. 
noise- I25 dBm crosstalk below 60 dB at I kHz $3,236 
I b h Inputs same as I6-4-2s Outputs same as above Noise 122 

ditm Mix noise 16-ch at unity gain-78 dBm Distortion less than 
01)2% gain + 76 dB balanced output + 22 dBm balanced line 

Interlink IOC 56 way multi-core cable fitted with 90° 56 way 
male connectors Stage box and boards fitted with female 56 way 
-,,nnector $4,692 

SOUND WORKSHOP PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
PRODUCTS, INC. 
1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788 
(516) 582-6210 
Product Name: SERIES 34 RECORDING/MIXING CONSOLE 
Contact: Emil Handke. Sales Manager 

Date Product Introduced: August 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The series 34 merges 
proven Sound Workshop designs with the latest in console tech-
nology The functional design of the Series 34 allows its use in 
music recording and broadcast video production and post pro 

duct= The ARMS" voltage control computer system adds com 
puter convenience and flexibility as well as automated mixing 
facilities 

Basic Specifications di Suggested List Price: Standard features 
include full transforinerless design with both balanced inputs and 
outputs. clip level of + 27 dBv on main outputs, 4-band EQs, new 

design low-noise high-performance Mic-Pre, 3-color high resols. 
tion metering with peak and average modes. 24 discrete mw 

busses, 32 input ngid design mainframe. 6 aux send busses. full 
input channel metering in addition to main hi-res metering, op-
tional stereo modules, optional video interface module for MV 
editor control Tentative pricing 28x24 $29,000 With ARMS, 
VC:A option $36,900 

SUNN MUSICAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
19350 SM. 89th Ave., Tualatin, OR 97062 

(503) 692-4650 
Product Name: 1220S 
Contact: Terry R White 
Date Product Introduced: lune 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The 1220S integrate,: 
mixeramplifier contains two independent 200 watt • 

amplifiers each of which has a 10-step LED output indicator 
peak LED to indicate clipping The unit also features two 10 ban 
fully combining graphic- equalizers with individual + 10 dBv and 
- 20 dBv level indicating LEDs Under normal conditions the 

signals fed to the graphics and power amplifiers are controlled by 
the Mode switch In the left stereo position the EQs and power 
amplifiers are driven from the submaster 1 and 2 faders which 
become the stereo output controls In the right mono position the 
EQs and amplifiers are driven by the main and monitor faders as 
in a normal mono system In addition both the graphic equalizers 
and the power amplifiers can be separately re-patched to any 

other part of the system using the inpuCoutput tacks on the rear 
panel 

Suggested List Price: Price $ 1,999 

TASCAM (TEAC CORP.) 
7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello, CA 90640 
(213) 726-0303 
Product Name: TASCAM M-50 
Contact: Bill Mohrholf or Tay Hotta 
Date Product Introduced: Apnl 198:i 
Product Description & Applications: The Tascam M-50 is an 

advanced 12x8 console with multiple inputs per channel re-
assignable submixes and complete monitoring capability Two 

auxiliary stereo mixing systems can be used for performer cues, 
effects sends, remote feeds, or stage monitor mixes Stereo solo, 
pre-fader listen. and A178 tack rear panel patch bay further ex-

pand the systems flexibility Three band sweep-type parametric 
EQ is included on each input channel The M.50 is designed for 

MO» 
a SOUND way to manage 

your SOUND business 

SYSTEMS IN PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS. SOUND. VIDEO, & AUD 

• Pro Media represents the finest names in professional sound equipment 

with an extensive product line of amplifiers, mixing consoles, a wide 

range of signal processing products, microphones, tape recorders, 

loudspeakers, audiovisual products and accessories. 

• Many of your equipment needs will be permanent, some for special 

projects only. 

• NOW, Pro Media offers you the flexibility to manage your equipment 

needs along with your budget! 

• 

• For your professional sound equipment requirements, BUYING or 

RENTING, call Pro Media today. 

You can BUY your equipment for permanent use, OR you can RENT 

equipment for those special projects. 

185 Berry St., Suite $an Francisco, CA94107 • 415 957-1383 

rapid 4 or 8 track mixing in ad agencies, video post rooms, broad 
,'act mixing. film assembly. and small audio studios or remote 
units 

Suggested List Price: 53,509 

TASCAM M-50 MIXING CONSOLE 
Toecom (TEAC Corp.) 

44 
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SERIES 70 V.FM. MIXING CONSOLE 

Trident (USA) Inc. 

TRIDENT (USA) INC. 
652 Glenbrook Rd., Stamford, CN 06906 
(203) 357-8337 

Product Name: SERIES 70, & V.F.M. MIXING CONSOLES 
Contact: Ken Bray. Vice President 

Date Product Introduced: Series 70 • May 1%3, VFM Mark 
II March 198:i 

Product Description & Applications: Series 70 - fully modular 
..onsole based on tri-mix senes but in true sixteen buss studio ver 
sion The only 16- buss on the market in its price range 308 pc.. 
patch field Producer's desk 24 track monitoring 

VEM Mark II - newly improved version of budget range mixers 
designed for PA, home studio, state monitor Fully modular 
design, flexible input/output configurations New modules 
available August Eight-way monitor input and full sweep EC.) op 
lion on input Full 16 track monitoring also available 
Suggested List Price: Series 70 28/ I 6.24 - $21.7(X1, 20/16/ 1 

$17.784 VFM Mark 11: 16/4/2 $33)00, 16/8/2 - I c.i 
$4.250 

YORK VILLE SOUND LIMITED 

80 Midwest Rd., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1P 4R2 
(416) 751-8481 
Product Name, AUDIOPRO I6-S 
Contact, L1i Mike Holman, Sales Manager 

Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: A 16x2x1 stereo console 
with dual in, 'nit, and effects channels features include • tour 

band EC) with semi- parametric tracts ( I 50 Hz to 3 kHz) on all in 
put and both monitor channels, input, effects and monitor channel 
solos with -ON" LEDs, presido input channel mutes with activity 

LEDs, total clip indication Ichan post EO. effects send and return 
monitor buss input and post-EQ signal and mains), monitor buss 
level ( input gain) controls, dual elfectechannel monitor sends 
Applications Sifi and 2-track mixdown 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price, Frequency 
response 20 Hz to 30 kHz + I uh Harmonic distortion less than 

0 /2 `5, at + I 2 dB output Maximum output level + 18 dBm all 
EQ flat) Equivalent input noise - 125 dBv ref 150 ohms input 
load Channel crossta)k: - 60 ciFi at I kHz Input headroom 60 
dit $2,450 suggested retail 
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TRIDENT 
(USA.) INC. 
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Dealers: 

 SEPIES 70 
•/,44 4 1 NolOrdinary Console! 

- 

' 

44* 

. 

. • 
4 

r 

True 1 Buss 
Cónsole/F ders 

24 Monitoring/ 
Meters 

Starring for 
under $20,000 

Four Band E.Q. 

SouthwestPTO Audio 512/443-4567— 
C lamer Audio-Video 800/343-5800 For othér dealer r 
B idgewater Custom Sound 312/596-0309 information, contact: 

Po. Medi_ScxI_n_d___ 415/957-1383 TRIDENT_OLS.A.) INC-
e4irvey P o-Audio 212/921-5920 , 
Southern Coastal Mariceting 704/889-4508 

203/357-8337 
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MUSICAL PRODUCTS 
AND ACCESSORIES 

CARRA WAY CONGAS 
Carraway Congas 

EXR PROJECTOR MODEL SP!!! 
EXR Corporation 

CARRA WAY CONGAS 
P.O. Box 4163, San Rafael, CA 94903 
(415) 479-3668 
Product Name: CARRAWAY CONGAS 
Contact: I L Carraway, President 
Date Product Introduced: Apnl 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Carraway congas are 
completely handmade, hardwood drums that refine the traditional 
Cuban style. Usually built to customer specifications, these drums 

are available in African zebrawood, black walnut, vermillion, 
narra, oak, cherry, bird's-eye maple, etc. The hand fitted hard-
ware is triple-chrome plated, cold- rolled steel, heharc welded for 
maximum strength. The drum shell is epoxy-fiberglass reinforced 
on the inside bottom for durability, and is acoustically isolated 
from the floor to enhance tone quality 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Suggested list 
price is $ 1295 per drum. 

De ARMOND, INC. 
350 Holland, Suite M, Maumee, OH 43537 
(800) 537-3375 
Product Name: 1604 PRE-AMP PEDAL, 1622 STEREO 
VOLUME PEDAL 
Contact: Bob Knight, Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: July 1983 
Product Description & Applications: 1604 pre-amp pedal: cast 
aluminum volume pedal with variable gain from unity to + 20 dB. 
Designed for transducers, pickups, electric pianos, or electric 
guitars No high frequency loss 
1622 stereo volume pedal impedance balanced for electric key-
boards. Two inputs and two outputs with complete separation, no 
bleed through. No high frequency loss. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 1604 pre-amp 
pedal: $99.95. 1622 stereo volume pedal: $9995. 

DRUM WORKSHOP 
2697 Lavery Ct. # 16, Newbury Park, CA 91320 
(805) 499-6853 
Product Name: DW 5002 DOUBLE BASS DRUM PEDAL 
Contact: Dave Levine, Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The DW 5002 double 
bass drum pedal incorporates Drum Workshop's highly successful 
chain and sprccket design with a unique linkage system to allow 
drummers to play double bass drum effects with one bass drum 
The 5002 is easily attached and removed from the bass drum, is 
separate from the drummer's regular pedal, and has been proven 
on the road and in the studio by the world's top drummers 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: $238 (primary 
pedal sold separately) 

• • • 

MIR CORPORATION 
3373 Oak Knoll Dr., Brighton, MI 48116 
(313) 227-6122 
Product Name: EXR PROJECTOR MODEL SPIII 
Contact: James Cassily. CEO; Melanie Rogers, President 
Date Product Introduced: lune 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The SPIII is the world's 
first psychoacoustic footpedal giving the performing guitarist or 
keyboard player three state-of-the-art functions: I The EXR Ex-
citer psychoacoustic enhancement: 2. A high tech volume pedal 
with EXR preset; 3. A full frequency direct box with continuously 
variable input control up to 40 dB gain. The SPIII will project a 
solo into the foreground without increasing volume or EQ by 
adding the vibrant, crystalline clanty EXR has become renowned 
for by the world's leading audio pros. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Input- 100 k 
ohms, instrument level, unbalanced. 1/4 " phono lack, output: dual 
600 ohms I XLR balanced line level. 2. 1/4 " phono tack, un-
balanced unit gain. Input gain control: variable to 40 dB gain. 
+ 20 dBm maximum output capability. Frequency response: V. 
dB from DC to 50 kHz. Power requirements: AC operation 105 to 
125 VAC, 50 60 Hz (internally selectable between 110 and 220 
volts). Suggested list price: $299 

FRETTED INDUSTRIES 
1415 Waukegan Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062 
(312) 498-3510 
Product Name: WASHBURN ACCELERATOR SERIES 
EFFECTS PEDALS 
Contact: May 1983 
Date Product Introduced: Seven accelerator pedals offering 
the latest technology have been introduced. The group includes 
stereo chorus, stereo Hanger, distortion, analog delay. phaser, 
graphic EC), and the "stack in the box" pm amp. The acceler. 
ator senes is designed for live and studio applications. 
Product Description & Applications: The pedals feature LED 
indicators, light filter printing for easy stage identification, extend-
ed battery life, clean, quiet switching and heavy duty die cast 
metal casing. Suggested list prices are: stereo chorus $ 119, stereo 
Hanger $ 139, distortion $89, graphic EQ $99, phaser $ 109, 
delay $ 199, stack in the box preamp $99. 

GNOME SOUND INC. 
P.O. Box 158, Station A, Flushing, NY 11358 
(212) 358-5768 
Product Name: THE ACTIVATOR 
Contact: Stephen Tomecek 
Date Product Introduced: Fall 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Activator is a retrofit 
preamp for the Fender Rhodes designed to deliver a bright punch 

sound from any Rhodes. Its active EQ and gain controls provide a 
full spectrum of sound and as unique circuit topology using 1-FETs 
eliminates noise The Activator replaces the existing controls in the 
piano with a completely shielded module requiring no soldering 
or dnlling. The Activator comes with dual 9 volt batteries, a 
replacement panel and a two year guarantee. 
Basic Specifications 6r Suggested List Price: The Activator e a 
unity gained preamp offering an EQ of over 55 dB from 100 to 8 
kHz The unit features a noise figure in excess of — 80 dB and 
operates on a dual 9 volt supply. Weighs I pound. I 1/2 " high x 8" 
long x 21/2 " deep. $ 120. 

RM. ELECTRONICS, INC. 
6151 Fairmount Ave., San Diego, CA 92120 
(619) 280-6050 
Product Name: 22E SV112 WIRELESS INSTRUMENT LINK 
Contact: John F Kenyon, Asst Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: Apnl 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The 22E SV 112 is a high 
quahty wireless instrument link for use with a wide variety of 
musical instruments, including guitars and violins The system pro-
vides approximately 100 dB dynamic range with VHF hi-band 
performance Transmitter uses standard 9 volt battery and fits into 
pocket or may be attached to a belt 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: RF frequency: 
VHF Hi-Band Dynamic range: 100 dB Transmitter size: 4" x 2.5" 
x 08" Transmitter weight: 5 oz, without battery Frequency 
response 50 Hz - 15 kHz. Retail price $2,475. 

METRO GNOME 
602 W. Iris Drive, Nashville, TN 37204 
(615) 298-4948 
Product Name: ROYALTY+ (Computer Software) 
Contact: Mark Augelh 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Complete package of soft-
ware functions designed exclusively for music publishers, dealing 
with such areas as catalog management (including song casting 
and pitching), income (and expense) management, staff manage. 
ment (with personnel and contract information), and contact man. 
agement (for mailing list and directories) 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: The Apple ver. 
sion requires an Apple-compatible computer, at least one disk 
dnve, and a pnnter, and sells for $ 1300 for the complete 
package, or $750 for the catalog management section. An IBM. 
compatible version is expected to be released in August 1983. 

MPI PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 530505, Grand Prairie, TX 75053 
(214) 262-1390 
Product Name: MPI PEDAL STEEL, MPI ADJUSTABLE 
ROLLER NUT 
Contact: Bob McCormick; Dianne McCormick 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Pedal steel guitar featur-
ing adjustable roller nut to eliminate string buzz and de-tuning at 
first and second frets. Also features harmonically tunable puller 
housing to eliminate tone wavering on upper frets. Strobe tunable 
split tones. Above features are standard equipment and are 
patented items Ad)ustable roller nut also available as replacement 
part for most other pedal steel guitars 

Basic Specification. & Suggested List Price: Guitar is single 12 
with six floor pedals and six knee levers Equipped with universal 
tuning of buyer's choice. Solid wood body in wide choice of 
domestic and exotic hardwoods. Case included in $2500 price. 
Optional inlays, etc available at extra charge. 

OBERHEIM ELECTRONICS, INC. 
2250 S. Barrington Ave., Les Angeles, CA 90064 
(213) 473-6574 
Product Name: DX PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL DRUM 
MACHINE 
Contact: Russ Jones, Vice President, Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: May 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Oberhem DX is a 

(continued on page 108) 
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C on 
sistant with Fairlight's policy of 

always providing the musician a choice. 
the CM' offers no less than three 
compositional programs: a real-time 

Multitrack Sequencer ( Page 9), a non- real time 
Music ;Composition Language ( Page C) and the 
revolutionary Real-Time Composer ( Page R). 
Each is specifically designed to suit different 
styles and methods of composition. Together. 
they are the most complete compositional 
package available today. 

The Real-Time Multitrack Sequencer records 
performances from the CMI's six octave 
dynamic keyboards together with all expressive 
nuances from either the keys or the six real-
time controllers. The recorder is organized in 
such a way that there is no limit to the number 
of tracks that may be laid down or overdubbed. 
and total storage capacity is in excess of 50,000 
notes. After recording, each track may be easily 
"patched" to any of the CMI's voice channels 
for re-orchestrating - even while the music is 
replaying. 

MCL is a non real-time Music Composition 
Language that allows the non-piano playing 
composer/producer complete access through 
the CM' typewriter keyboard. The MCL's 
powerful editing ability allows the user to locate 
and after any part of a composition quickly and 
easily. It also incorporates an error detection 
program that identifies error in notation. 

The Real-Time Composer is our most recent 
development, and continues to cause 
considerable excitement among CMI users. This 
high-speed function allows rapid development 
of complex phrases, making it particularly 
suitable for rhythmic compositions. All pitch, 
timing and dynamic information is recorded and 
displayed while an automatic quantizing facility 
corrects playing inaccuracies. Editing may be 
performed live or through the typewriter 
keyboard. 

Each of the eight channels of the CM; 
benefit from separate audio outputs, allowing 
independent channel processing. All three 
composition languages may be synchronized for 
multi-track recording. 

Once you've used the Fairlight CMI, you'll 
realize why many of the world's leading music 
professionals now use it as their main 
composition-production tool. For the composer/ 
producer there is simply no production system 
more complete or versatile. Extend your 
compositional creativity, contact the Fairlight 
office nearest you for a demonstration 
appointment. 

NEWS! The new Series It voice card option 
(20K Hz bandwidth, 85 dB dynamic range) 
designed for CD recording, is now available for 
all Fairlights as a retrofit. Price $2,750. 

INSTRUMENTS INC. 
Principal Off'ce: 
2945 Westwood Blvd.. L.A., CA 90064. 
East Coast Office: 
575 Madison Ave., 10 Floor, N.Y., N.Y. 10022. 

Phones: 
West (213) 478-8221, East (212) 605-0296. 
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DX PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE 
Oberheim Electronics, Inc., 

—from page /06 

new low cost addition to Oberheim's line of digital drum machines. 
Using digital recordings of real drums stored in computer memo-
nes. the DX features complete programmability of rhythms, time 
signatures, sequence length, and tempo in both real time and 
"single step" modes Voices include bass and snare drum, ,open 
and closed hi-hat, three tom-toms, long crash cymbal with 
dynamics, shaker, and hand claps. The DX has separate outputs 
for each voice plus a seven channel stereo/mono mixer. The DX 
features 100 sequences, as well as fifty songs which enable pro-
gramming of entire compositions, and has memory capacity for 
2200 notes 
Suggested List Price: USA retail: $ 1395. 

PASSPORT DESIGNS, INC. 
116 N. Cabrillo Hwy., Half Moon Bay, CA 
(415) 726-0280 
Product Name: MIDI NETWORK 
Contact: Chris Albano. V.P Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: October 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Midi Network is a 
hardware and software package for Apple II computer. It allows 
the user to control one or more music synthesizers and drum 
machines from the computer. The Mini Network consists of an 
interface circuit board which plugs into any Apple peripheral slot. 
The board receives and transmits data between the computer and 
keyboard and generates drum machine timing information. The 
software functions like a 4 track tape recorder. The user performs 
music on one of the connected synthesizer, and all data is trans-
mitted concerning the performance. 

PASSPORT DESIGNS, INC. 
116 N. Cabrillo Hwy, Half Moon Bay, CA 
(415) 726-0280 
Product Name: MUSIC BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
Contact: Chris Albano, V.P Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: October 1983 
Product Description Br Applications: Passport Designs Inc. in-
troduces a music business software package. Included are three 
software programs Writers + , a complete software package func-
tions designed exclusively for professional songwriters who earn 
their living through royalties obtained by songs which have been 
published or recorded; Picker +, designed for professional musi-
cians and singers who earn their living through either studio or 
live work; Tour +, designed exclusively for touring musicians 
both amateur and professional, who wish to keep accurate and 
organized records in their busy and hectic surroundings. 

PPG/USA 
9542 Pollack Drive, Huntington Beach, CA 92646 
(714) 964-5044 
Product Name: M & A K2 ELECTRONIC DRUMS 
Contact: Dave Shultz 
Date Product Introduced: Fall 1983 
Product Description and Applications: Electronic drum kit for 
live and studio use. 4 tom tom pads, 2 cymbal pads, base pad, 
snare pad, hi hat foot control. Drum heads are made of a foam 
backed, extra hard plastic, creating more of an acoustic drum 
feel. Complete set needs only one hardware mount for the entire 
kit. Comes with a complete rack mountable control panel. 
Suggested List Price: $2,200. 

PPG/USA 
9542 Pollack Drive, Huntington Beach, CA 92646 
(714) 964-5044 
Product Name: PPG/WAVE 212 SYSTEM DIGITAL 
SYNTHESIZER 
Contact: Dave Shultz 
Date Product Introduced: Spring 83 

Product Description and Applications: Digital synthesizer with 
analog filtering. Dynamic keyboard with user friendly front panel. 
On-board sequencer with split keyboard modes. Nearly 2000 
wave forms. In and out clock interface for syncing to drums and 
sequencers, etc Expandable to a closed computer terminal 
system for sampling and additive synthesis and mass sequence 
storage. 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Sampling capa-
bility opto 50 k. Dynamic 6 octave-wood and weighted keyboard. 
Expander unit to be introduced in 1984 $7950. Terminal $8950. 

SHELTON LEIGH PALMER ¡Sr CO., INC. 
360 East 57th St., New York, NY 10022 
(212) 980-3445 
Product Name: THE MASTER CLICK PROGRAM 
Contact: Shelton Leigh Palmer, president 
Date Product Introduced: September 1983 
Product Description and Applications: The Master Click Pro-
gram e an extensively documented computer program designed 
to help composers work in film and video. You enter your counts, 
indicate the most important hits, input an approximate tempo and 
the program outputs, the best metronome setting in Beats Per 
Minute or Frames per Beat; beat location, duration and note 
values for each hit point in film, video, time and beata The pro-
gram makes post-scoring as easy as pre-scoring. 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: The Master 
Click Program with comprehensive manual is available for the Ap-
ple II, II + and Ile ($299.95) and for New England Digital's Syn-
clavier ll (terminal option required) ($ 1.0(X)). Manual may be pur-
chased separately for $99.95 (refundable with purchase) from 
Palmer Computer Services, 360 East 57th St., NY, NY 10022 
(212) 980-3445. 

SILVER-EAGLE DESIGNS, INC. 
6747 Vahean Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406 
(213) 786-8696 
Product Name: THE "SUPER" STRAP (FOR 
GUITARS/BASSES) 
Contact: Mr. Lawrence Weisberg, President 
Date Product Introduced: The "Super Strap"TM is a unique 
design which features the most popular "Hootenany" fabric pat-
terns backed with genuine leather, and combined with super 
strength, color-coordinated nylon webbing for extra strength. 
durability and safety! There are no metal buckles, metal rivets, 
plastic attachment pieces, or damaging vinyl used in this 
economically priced strap! This new design is 100% safe even 
when used under the most strenuous conditions. Because of the 
unique way the leather portion is attached to the webbing por-
tion, the consumer quickly realizes that he is getting two straps 
for the price of one lay merely reversing the direction that the 
strap is worn. 
Product Description and Applications: I ) Two straps in one; 2) 
made with genuine leather backing (safe for all guitar and bass fin-
ishes!); 3) Special, non-metal, "sure-grip" buckle (eliminates acci-
dental scratching and slippage!): 4) Adjustable up to 55'. m length; 
5) genuine, heavy-duty leather ends for strong, safe attachment; 
6) stitched with heavy strength industrial nylon thread; 7) The 
most popular "Hootenanny" style fabric patterns and colors to 
choose from!; and 8) Absolutely no vinyl used in manufacturing of 
this strap! 

SILVER-EAGLE DESIGNS, INC. 
6747 Voltean Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406 
(213) 786-8696 
Product Name: "MAXIMA" GOLD STRINGSTM (exclusively 
imported from Germany by SED., Inc.) 
Contact: Lawrence Weisberg, President 
Product Description and Applications: "Maxima" Gold Strings 
provide a new dimension in quality and sound! Their newly 
treated metal wire core and wrap have been specially developed 
to provide a non-corrosive surface structure. All strings are coated 
with a layer of pure "gold." The added protection of the "gold 
plating" renders them impervious to corrosion, dirt, rust, changing 
environmental conditions and perspiration. They can be cleaned 
by simply wiping the strings off with a damp cloth! They protect a 
noticeable improvement in intonated sound over other leading 
competitive string brands. Cosmetically speaking, 'Maxima" Gold 
Strings are the Rolls Royce of strings and the unique "sound of 
gold" is quite unforgettable! 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: I ) Coated with 
a layer of pure "gold" making "Maxima" gold strings impervious 
to corrosion; longer string life; noticeable improvement in volume 
and clearness of sound; string sustain lasts much longer and re. 
mains truer in tone; iSt giving them a dynamic cosmetic ap-
pearance on all guitars and basses. 2) Available for all acoustic 
and electric guitars and basses mi roundwound or flatwound styles, 
and in all the most popular string gauges. 

S.D.S.6 ELECTRONIC DRUM SEQUENCER 
Simmons Electronics 

SIMMONS ELECTRONICS 
24833 Jacob Hamblin Rd., Hidden Hills, CA 91302 
(213) 884-2653 
Product Name: S.D.S.6 
Contact: G:yn Thomas, President 
Date Product Introduced: lu'y 1983 
Product Description and Applications: S D S 6 Sequencer for 
the ammons S.D.S 5 electrorrc drum synthesizer is a fully pro-
grammable 8 channe sequencer with a 32x8 LED display panel 
allowing the user to have a display visuaLy of any programmed 
drum pattern. Dynam1c range of nine different values 99 patterns 
of 99 songs and up to 250 sequences o1 songs. Comprehensive 
sync inputs and outputs allow compatibility with a multIbde of 
electronic equipment. 
Suggested List Price: List prior- $2 30(: 

SYE MITCHELL SOUND CO., INC 
22301 Cass Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91364 
(213) 348-4977 
Product Name: "HOT STIX" 
Contact: Sye or Ina Mitchell 
Date Product Introduced: September 1983 
Product Description and Applications. 'Hot Stu( is a cassette 
system of preprogrammed-soft...rare, designed for the drum com-
puter owner who wants his machine to sound like real drums 
played by Marc Evars, thus eliminating the need to hire a pro-
grammer for your recording serinions . "Hs Stix" programs are 
available in rock, country, ME, pop and new wave formats. Pro-
gramming is available for Linn, DMX. Drurnulator and MXR com. 
puters. 

Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Each program 
is recorded on a standard cassette, reedy b load into your drum 
computer. Each cassette holds 36 thematically related programs, 
which come in sanable measure lengttis and can be combined in 
any sequence to fit the song Suggest list: '319 95 

Mix 
Directory of 

Northwest Studios 

Ad Closing: 
Nov. 7, 1983 

Materials Due: 
Nov. 21, 1983 

Call 
(415) 843-7901 
for information 

and/or reservations. 
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processing equipment.. • • 
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SIGNAL PROCESSING k  

DEVICES 
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ADA 
2316 Fourth St., Berkeley, CA 94710 
(415) 548-1311, (800) 241-8888 
Product Name D640 DIGITAL DELAY 
Contact: Lorry Marcus, Sales 
Date Product Introduced: May 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Digital delay with up to 
640 ms of delay at 15 kHz bandwidth. 10:1 sweep range for the 
widest flange available of any digital delay. Phase reversal switch. 
Remote footswitch control of Repeat Hold and Effect Bypass 
Regeneration Hi Cut IF.0) variable between 15 kHz to 1 0 kHz. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Delay range: 0.25 
to 640 ms Bandwidth. delay: 20 Hz to 15 kHz. Dynamic range, 
90 db Maximum input level: + 20 dBV ( ref. 775VRMS) Distor-
tion (TI-ID) • I kHz: dry, 0 dBV, 0.5% max., wet, 0 dBV. 1.0% 
max Suggested list: $499.95 

ADVANCED MUSIC SYSTEMS 
Wallstreams Lane, Worsthorne, Burnley, England 
0282-36943 (England); (800) 637-5000 (USA) 
Product Name: RMX 16 DIGITAL REVERBERATOR 
Contact: Stuart Nevison (UK). Harry Harris (USA) 
Date Product Introduced: September 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The RMX 16 has been 
given 4 new program updates Firstly a completely new program 
called chorus Secondly the delay program now becomes echo 
with control of regeneration and EC) of each output. Finally the 
nonlinear and reverse programs have been reprogrammed with 
a new stereo image. All earlier programs are available in bar code 
form for user programming via the BMX 16 remote terminal. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: RMX 16 main-
frame operates with a full 18 kHz bandwidth and has a 90 dB 
dynamic range 

ADVANCED MUSIC SYSTEMS 
Wallsreams Lane, Worethorne, Burnley, England 
0282 - 36943 (England); (800) 637-5000 (USA) 
Product Name: DE-GLITCH MODULE FOR DMX 15-80S 
STEREO PITCH 
Contact: Stuart Nevison (UK), Harry Harris (USA) 
Date Product Introduced: July 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The AMS DMX 15-80S 
pitch changers have been acknowledged as providing the highest 
quality pitch changing available The new de-glitch module fur-
ther increases the quality of pitch changers in the DMS 15-80S 
and also allows for additional new processing possibilities 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: DMX 15-80S has 
an 18 kHz bandwidth and 90 dB dynamic range. The de-glitched 
pitch changers operate over 2 octaves 

ADVANCING TECHNOLOGY 
27106 46th Ave. So., Kent, WA 98032 
(206) 854-1004 
Product Name: DISCRIMINATE AUDIO PROCESSOR III 
Contact: Brian Hayashi, General Manager 
Date Product Introduced: November 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Discriminate Audio 
Processor Ill is a multi-band leveling device. Audio information is 
split into three bands and leveled independently, thus allowing 
compression- free, controlled audio leveling. Leveling is accom-
plished via a unique VC:A network This allows distortion as low as 
03% in hard compression Uses would include live mixing, studio 
mixing/recording and broadcast applications 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Gain, vanable 
Compression 2.1 - 30 1. Attack time 2 • 20 microseconds. 
Release time: 1 • 2 secs. Crossover points, adjustable with slope 
of 6 dB or 12 dB/octave; output to + 21 dBm. Frequency 
response. ± 0 50 dB 20 Hz - 20 kHz. 

APHEX SYSTEMS LTD. 
13340 Saticoy St., No. Hollywood, CA 91605 
(213) 765-2212 
Product Name: COMPELLORTM 
Contact: Paula Lintz. Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: March 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The CompellorTM is a 

unique, revolutionary audio processing tool that combines the 
functions of an extremely fast, "intelligent" compressor with slow 
gain nding and an overall peak limiter. Two analog computers 
constantly monitor program dynamics and adjust operating 
parameter to suit, giving complete freedom from "breathing," 
pumping and the "choked" sound ass's-iated with deep compres-
sion The result is a smooth, dense sound nch in transient quality 
with increased perceived loudness and bnghtness Leveling main-
tains the audio in the soft knee of the compressor for constant com-
pression as program level changes. The peak limiter catches all 
transients 12 dB over average level 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Controls: input, 
process balance (level/compress), output, silence gate threshold 
(freezes gain reduction if no program) in/out, stereo enhance 
Metering: bicolor LED bar graph(2) showing I ) Process (com-
pression and leveling); 2) input/output (PK JSJ VU). I/O: all elec-
tronic balanced xfrrnrless can do + 27 dBm Size. 1 x 19" x 9". 
Price. $995. 

SCAMP S27 4-BAND CROSSOVER AND SUMMING AMP 
Audio + Design 

AUDIO + DESIGN (Audio + Design Recording, Inc.) 
P:O. Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310 
(206) 275-5009 / 275-5010 
Product Name: STANDARDIZED COMPATIBLE AUDIO 
MODULAR PACKAGE (SCAMP) S27 4 BAND CROSS-
OVER AND SUMMING AMP 
Contact: Kathleen Mallory 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The S27 module band 
splits a mono signal into four bands with crossover points at 220 
Hz. 1.6 kHz, 4 5 kHz (these were chosen as optimum after much 
research and testing) The four signals are then routed for external 
processing or if used as a crossover, to drive amplifiers) • e.g. 
F300 Expander/Gates for super effective noise reduction, SOI 
Compressor- Limiters for multi-band compression or selective 
limiting They are then returned to the S27 and recombined 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Output: electron-
ically balanced. Input: differential Clip level: + 22 dBm. Sends: 4 
band split outputs. Returns: 4 wide band muter inputs Distortion. 
better than .05% at I kHz crossover points at: 220 Hz, 1.6 kHz, 
4 5 kHz, 12 dB/octave, no phase shift. Frequency response 
overall — 5 dB 20 Hz — 20 kHz. Noise better than — 82 dBm. 
Price $340. 

AUDIO + DESIGN (Audio + Design Recording, Inc.) 
P.O. Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310 
(206) 275-5009 / 275-5010 
Product Name: F601-D60 STEREO FEED FORWARD 
DELAY LINE LIMITER 
Contact: Nigel Branwell 
Date Product Introduced: July 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The 060 Feed Forward 
Limiter Delay Line e an option for use with the F60) Superdynam-

ic Limiter and consists of a delay path and master control V C.A. 
The 060 takes the performance of the Superdynamic to the logical 
limit, allowing the limiter to anticipate changes in waveform and 
level The system. was designed to protect 16 bit PCM inputs 
which are very critical to overload and allows maximum modu-
lation of the PCM system It can, of course, be used wherever a 
high quality limiter LS required 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response: + 0 — 0.5 dB 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Distortion : Less than 
03% System dynamic range: 105 dB. Noise: 96 dB. Input/out-
put differential balanced Limit scope: 20.1 Threshold: stepped 
variable + 4 dBm to + 15 dBm. Limiter range: 30 dB. Pnce: 
F601 mono: $990; F601 stereo: $ 1,490; 060 delay line: $560. 

• • 

F601-D60 STEREO FEED FORWARD DELAY LINE LIMITER 
Audio + Design 

AUDITRONICS 
3750 Old Getwell, Memphis, TN 38118 
(901) 362-1350 
Product Name: PPE() PROGRAMMABLE PARAMETRIC 
EQUAITZF•R SYSTEM 
Contact: Larry Lamoray, Marketing Manager 
Date Product Introduced: Apnl 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Designed lor audio pro-
duction use where it is desirable to store equalization setting for in-
stant recall keyed to event changes It includes up to 4 mono or 
stereo tracking 3 band equalizer units, with variable Q, variable 
boost/cut on each band. High and low bands also include 
peak/shell capability and each band has a separate in/out switch. 
Each equalizer unit has 32 oniboard non volatile memories and an 
interface to accept senal or parallel controls from an external 
source All parameters are software controlled and displays are 
provided for each parameter to enable viewing of all settings at a 
glance A remote control is optionally available. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 4 mono equalizer 
system $9446 Dual stereo equalizer system $6098 

BLACET MUSIC RESEARCH 
18405 Old Monte Rio Rd., Guerneville, CA 95446 
Product Name: TIME MACHINE TM DELAY LINE 
Contact: John Blacet 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Time MachineTM 
an ultra compact, professional delay line with the classic analog 
sound All functions can be voltage controlled. This includes: et' 
feet mix level, delay time, LEO rate and level, and regeneration 
In addition, the unit provides an LEO sync input, an external 
modulation input, and an envelope follower output Extra care has 
been taken to engineer a unit that is stable, quiet, and extremely 
versatile It is especially useful for synthesizer applications. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Control voltage 
range 0-10 V. Delay time 10 200 ms/20 - 400 ms Filters anti-
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For years, companies have tried 
to develop a self-contained, 
rack-mount reverb of professional 
quality that would sell for under 
$1,000. All attempts have been 
based on the same basic design, 
some using signal manipulations in 
an attempt to conceal the 
inherent inadequacies of the 
reverberation elements. Not one 
of these designs successfully 
eliminates the unwanted 
side-effects such as boing, twang 
and flutter. 

The new MASTER-ROOMim 
XL- 210, however, incorporates 
revolutionary technology (patent 
pending) which provides smooth, 
natural sounding reverberation 

without unwanted side-effects ... 
even on the most demanding 
percussive material. 

The XL- 210 operates in true 
stereo as well as full mono. This 
unit can be used with the 
echo/effects section of any 
console or can be connected in the 
main signal path. The versatile EQ 
allows the user to effectively 
simulate the reverberant sounds 
of a live chamber, plate or concert 
hall. The XL-210 is ruggedly built for 
road use and is triple-isolated to 
prevent acoustic feedback. 

The MASTER-ROOMTm name has 
long been synonymous with the 
highest in professional quality 
reverberation and can be found in 

the most respected studios and 
on tour throughout the world. 
The XL- 210 provides performance 
that is far superior to what has 
previously been considered the 
best of inexpensive reverbs and 
establishes the new standard for 
excellence in systems priced below 
$1,000. 

Visit your MASTER-ROOMTm 
dealer for a very revealing 
demonstration of reverberation 
at its finest. Listen and compare 
... You'll hear the difference. 

MICMIX 
AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
2995 Ladybird Lane 
Dallas, Texas 75220 12141352-3811 
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ahasing 4th order. clock 6th order 1Cs• Curtis LEO V' 
VC :A 11074 op amps Noise reduction companding. • 
empl-pisis Size ( mini rack: I 0"x6 1X2" Price mini- rack 5.1; 

19 rack $500 

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
33 Cornac Loop, Ronkonkoma, NY 11779 
(516) 588-6565 

Product Name: MODEL SP9510 SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
Contact: Don Richter, Marketing Manager 
Date Product Introduced: April 1984 
Product Description & Applications: The SP 9510 Signal Pro 
cexsor e a rack mountable 83/4 - high sophisticated 10 band graph-
ic equalizer on ISO octave centers It is IX.: controlled permitting 
static and dynamic control of each band It can alter sonic per 

spective and achieve selectable parametric boundina simultane-
ously and safely provides mixers, producers, artists or broadcast 
station management with a creative tool of almost limitless possi• 
billies Subjective loudness can be measured and controlled yet 
pri reusing artifacts are virtually nonexistent 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Threshold levant 
.10.1 slope controls manipulate the aynamics of each band 

LEI; Ls-lays monitor energy within bands and drive the seieota. 

hie boundaries Additional displays monitor the input and output 
whic-h are controlled by rotary potentiometers Linear potentiom. 
eters oontrol the 10 band static graphic equalization Prie mono 

• 84 900, stereo 55 25U 

CARVIN MFG. 

1155 Industrial Ave., Escondido, CA 92025 
(619) 747-1710 
Product Name: EP-2029 
Contact: Neal Taylor Sales Manager 

Product Description Applications: The E02029 equalizer e a 
professional quality • octave equalizer with very accurate sum-
ming .1.1r1 tuned frequency centers Fully balanced inputs and oui. 
puts and 112 dB signal-to-noise ratios only hint at the quality and 
ach.sinced engineering backing the 1.10 2029 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price 17.• • 

response 20 Hz to 10 kHz Boost .cut ± 15 AP. 
12 gb octave below 2(1 Hz Low pass filter gin -..e 

kHz Maximum output + 22 dBv into 600 ohms S/N I 11 ciB 
wer oq 11( VA( 1501,(1Hz Weight 15 lb, Pr:.-,' 5259 

CAR VIN MFG, 
1155 Industrial Ave Escondido, CA 92025 

(619) 747-1710 
Product Name: EQ-2020 
Contact: Neal Taylor, Sales Manager 
Product Description & Applications: The ho-2020 is a stereo 

bars, eagalizer Active bandpass filtering with precision elec• 
trunii• components assure exact filter frequency centers Highulow 
pass filters balanced inputs and outputs and over 112 dFi S/N 
ratios A truly professional stereo graphic equalizer for any 
number of precision filter needs 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 20 Hz to 1.c.' kHz boost rut ± 15 af3 High pass filter 
vanabie from 10 Hz to 500 Hz Low aSS Liter variable tram 2 
kHz to 50 kHz Weight 11 lbs Price $119 

CASTLE INSTRUMENTS 

2 Carteret Court, Madison, NJ 07940 
(201) 377-8185 
Product Name: CHORUS/ECHO I & II 
Contact: ben Cahill, owner 

Date Product Introduced: May 198:1 
Product Description & Applications: High quality analog : inlay 
provides more versatility than most cliental units Delay time..an be 
'snit:nudely centered alit mociuiated over entire available range 

with ti,:- ,niabiting range switches Chorus. Echo 11 creates multi-
layer chorusing ana rmilti-slapback echo with extra delay chip 
Delay bandwidth product is automatih-ally maximized lor any. 

delay time with voltage ••ontrolled antLahasing filters. High quality 
Hencon tase delay chips. the Castle Noise Heidi, 

• • -. •••••. is.11.spec pots BIFETICs Many semi-custom control 
and stereo options available 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Delay range 2 - 
5(X trig • . 10(XL iriser- for Chonis/Ficholll Bandwidth 20 kHz 
it • • II.• Ind less kHz ( 14 kFL: t g c • l• JI. cl Icic' 1r 

. Hz 

LINES FOR THE PROFESSIONAL 

TOLL FREE IN ALL 
50 STATES 

EMS 1 (800) 356-5844 
IN WISCONSIN 

1 (800) 362-5445 

8149 Chorus/Echo 11 Rack. $599 loribsEcho I 1.1,11 1-1.1..k, 
8949 (;horus/Echo II Dual Rack. $ 1159 

CASTLE INSTRUMENTS 
2 Carteret Court, Madison, N1 07940 
(201) 377-8185 
Product Name: FLANGER/CHORUS I & II 
Contact Ben Cahill owner 
Date Product Introduced May 198's 
Product Description & Applications: ()met ultra controllable 

short delay covers ail titular flanging /Ma chorusing effextts in 
one ,'ont-effective device "Multi- layer" flanging and clerusing 

, FILL' ter 'boros Ill is dore by adding a seixind delay producing 
:rising fattening to flanging, ohorusing and doubling ' in 

•riplIng) bandwidth is automatically maximizea for any 
by usina voltage-controlled anti aliasing filters The 

emit ; very bright flanging effect, as well as very broad chorus 
Ina, witheul the encumberance of a "range" switch. Many control 
voltage, 1'0 and stereo options 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price : •• u•.; • c L • 
51' me• - 

KHz at 4 c • 
trols rat,. 
emphasis r. u • ; 
Dynams• L 

• le.a.,• • r langer' i: • 
web 120 VAC 1220 VAC available)' 
: • ra•k ;;;••: fil I ., st prioes Ramier 

• 14 F:langer 

. 0--k. 8949 

CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION 
652 Glenbrook Rd., Stamford, CT 06906 

(203) 324-2889 
Product Name: ACCESSIT 
Contact: Richard 1 ('buyers Vo, bres:dent 

Date Product Introduced: 
Product Description & Applications, Accessit line ot 
signal processors manulactured by bargilv”. Ltd in the 11 K This 
budget line of units is designed on a modular basis and can be 
rack inounteci The line e-ludes compri,sor noise date ',verb 
unit , Lia; sweep EC 1,W, amp 18 w.ty normalize pat . 11 bay 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Al; units in the 
Accessit range are constructed in a unique box measuring 142 x 

x 4 rem with a ' ,let shir-11 mto its design 
-.; .• 'ir iregtilated 

Tr71.11 

DELTALAB RESEARCH, INC. 
19 Alpha Rd., Chelmsford, MA 01824 

(617) 256-9034 
Product Name: SUPER TIME LINE ADM-2048 (ADM-512) 
Date Product Introduced: lune 198 c 
Product Description & Applications: I ueltal.ab is proud to Intro 

.i• •r Time I me series These units are the first t 
- bandwidth ( lb kHz' programmable I • • 

liit• Al Avl 512. with a S11.111,1,1,1 U S only ' ' • 

1.111 bandwidth wide dynamic range, prisirammable special 
.oessor that features flanging, cioublinrichiirusing and i•ct :o •.: 

tects with . ip to 512 nolliseconds of high performan,te 

The ADM 2048 is identical to the ADM Si except that it pro 
Wit, the user with over two seconds ( 2041-1ms) of high perform 

awe, full bandwidth 116 kHz all delay settings) delay The 
ADM 2(48 has a suggested retail price ol $999 
DeltaLik: has established a new stannar:i performanoe. quality 
vim-l:' ity programmability and low ;cost ;We have redefined the 
prioe F-Kxrit for high-end programmable ciantal delay equipment 

DELTALAB RESEARCH, INC. 

19 Alpha Rd., Chelmsford, MA 01824 
(617) 256-9034 
Product Name: ECHOTRON MODEL ADM-4096 

Date Product Introduced: June 198c 
Product Description dr Applications: The Fchotron s aessined 
for DeltaLabs consumers who have requested a solid state digital 

;delay loop with long delay capability The delay range is from 
256ms sec; to 4096 (4 sec), all at full bandwidth ' 16 kHz; 

allowing you to produce short" to extremely 'long' high quality 
echoes The unit also offers Infinite Repeat capabilities for storing 
sound digitally, without any signal degradation Sound on sound 
can be added by using the feedback control, in conjunction with 
the Infinite Repeat, allowing you to produce over four seconds of 
repetitive high quality audio digitally You can sync your favorite 
drum machine to it All for a retail price of $699 

DELTALAB RESEARCH, INC. 
19 Alpha Rd., Chelmsford, MA 01824 

(617) 256-9034 
Product Name: EFFECTRON II (ADM-64/ADM-256/ 

ADM- 1024) 
Date Product Introduced: June 198g 

Product Description & Applications, The Effectron 11 series 
products are an enhanced Effectron series The ADM-64 provides 
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a full three octaves of flanging (8 to 1 flange ratio), making it the 
widest range digital langer manufactured. The ADM.64 also in-
cludes an internal envelope- Iellower that provides incredible 
flanging effects Doubling ,i:. 7.,,r1 echoes are other features of 
the ADM.64 ranging free. . • rns to 64ms, allowing you the 
freedom to create various • • 7 ick effects The ADM-256 offers 
from 0 25ms to 256ms of de, ,:,: and the ADM- I024 offers from 
0.25ms to 1024ms of delay, both with no signal degradation at all 
settings The ADM-256 and ADM I 024 are complete signal chan' 
ne: V, 1:71,1 effects such as flanging, 
d- • : • • : : .: • ling feedback and VCO, 

. in.,:iple echoes are possible. 
• •-: •• •  • eat button, allowing you to put 

mu, • .1.. ,...Inf feedback you can continue to 
add to your ir,,- al digital memory The ADM- 1024 offers a 
"remote" mluste cleat capability Our Effectron II series units 
maintain full audio bandwidth ( 16 kHz) and full dynamic range 
(90 dI3 typ r at all delay settings 

TRI STEREO CHORUS 618 
Dyno My Piano  

DYNO MY PIANO 
P.O. Box 1007, Burbank, CA 91507 
(213) 845-7864 
Product Name: TRI STEREO CHORUS 618 
Contact: 701,'k Monte, Presidest 
Date Product Introduced: filly 1983 
Product Description St Applications Tr: Stereo Chorus incor-

.- Intensities I ( left), II 
i:e any existing chorus 

:.• lias 6 18 automatically vanes 
.,..-irreo LEO Mode selector offers 

i re oi rman,a, at ras• and intensities I, Il, III This feature 
•yetorms and two speeds or chorusing to occur 

simultai -• • . . is- rontrols delayed response allows gradual in. 
crease f speed also triggered via lootswitch 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 116 dB unprece-

• • .• •' . : 7.: ' noise and frequency response 
le".• • . • . '••:•• ' , s state of- the-art the rhorus of 

ti, - . '' i it $ I , 195 available direct ONLY through Dyno 
My i Box 1007, Burbank, CA 91507 (213)845-7864 
STUDS I ill i( >MATS AVAILABLE 

EVENTIDE CLOCKWORKS, INC. 
265 West 54th St., New York, NY 10010 
(212) 581.9290 
Product Name: SP2016 EFFECTS PROCESSOIVREVERB 
Contact: Suzanne bangle, Marketing 
Product Description & Applications: This totally programmable 
signal processor provides a wide vanety of audio effects including 
a whole group of reverb programs Among the features of the 
SP2016 are software plug-in ROMs, an alphanumeric display, 
self-test mode, comb filter effects, Digiplex echo, lull and selective 
band delay, and more. All effects allow for user control of all 
parameters 
New audio effects for the SP2016 will be introduced at the AES 
Convention in October. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Configuration: 
stereo in and out independent of bandwidth. Bandwidth: 16 kHz 
with most programs Some programs are 8 kHz Input characteris-
tics: stereo in, impedance nominal 10k, balanced, maximum input 
level + 24 dBm. Full dynamic range from - 10dBm to + 24dBm 
levels. Output characteristics: stereo out, impedance nominal at 
150 ohms Suitable for driving 600 ohms or greater at + 18dBm 
Electronically balanced. Size. 31/2 " x 19' x 12" Pnce $8995. 

EXR CORPORATION 
3373 Oak Knoll Dr., Brighton, MI 48116 
(313) 227-6122 
Product Name: EXR EXCITER MODEL EXIV 
Contact: lames Cassily 
Date Product Introduced: • -•,:ary 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The new fourth generation 
EXR Exciter has mcorporateo a new process setting ("A") which 

enhances and clarifies the bass and lower mid-frequencies, mak-
ing it the first psychoacoustic processor for bass. Other new 
features include sweepable frequency counterpoint control, pro-
cess noise gate with threshold and release speed controls, ad-
justable process limiter to prevent high frequency splash condense 
program material. 0 dB or - 20 dB switchable XLR input/output 
for line level or mike/direct use, and a peak level switch. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Max. input/out-
put. + 27 dBv (level switch 0 dB); + 7 dBv (level switch 20 dB). 
Input. Balanced input instrumentation amp-type. Output: 
transformerless AC floating circuit impedance 150 ohm. - 20 
+ 6 dBv 12 segment LED level indicator. Noise gate threshold 
range - 40 dBv, - 5 dBv (level switch 0 dB); - 60 dBv - 25 
dBv (level switch 20 dB) Power supply: US I 17 VAC 50/60 Hz. 
IOVA, internally switchable to 230 VAC 50/60 Hz. Signal to 
noise ratio: better than 90 dB XLR connectors 1 = ground, 2 = 
I 3 = ( + 1. 

EXR EXCITER MODEL EXIV 
EXR Corporation 
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INOVONICS, INC. 
503-B Venda11 Way, Campbell, CA 95008 
(408) 374-83130 
Product Name: INOVONICS 250 - DIGITALLY PROGRAM-
MABLE AUDIO PROCESSOR 
Contact: Jim Wood, President 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Inovonics 250 is a 
programmable stereo audio processor which combines slow, 
gain riding A G C, 5-band compression, 5-band graphic EO and 
split-band final peak limiting. Processing parameters may be pre-
programmed and remotely selected with switch closures to 
ground Alternately, an optional computer interface card puts the 
pris.essor under ‘ britinuous. on line control via the EIS•232C 
serial data interface buss 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Response ± 0 5 
db. 10 Hz • I 5 kHz Noise — 70 db re 0 VU. Crosstalk — 60 dB 
re, 0 VU. Distortion: 0 25% THD at 10 dB comp. & I 0 dB limit. 
VGA pulse width modulation; 100 kHz clock. Price $2,645. 

- 

4 
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300 SERIES EQUALIZERS 
Klark.Teknik Electronics Inc. 

KLARK-TEKNIK ELECTRONICS INC. 
262a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale, NY 11735 
(516) 249-3660 
Product Name 300 SERIES EQUALIZERS 
Contact: lack Kelly, President 
Date Product Introduced: July 198 f 
Product Description 61 Applications Klarkleknik 3(X) 
Series Graphic F. ri (dual i octave). 
DN300 (single • save-attenuating), 
and the DN3 f, ). • • .. • • series is based on 
Klark Teknik's irietary micro eit ironic filter circuits and thick 
film technology Applications include live sound reinforcement. 
studio control room equalization, dialog sound equalization, and 
broadcast EC) for maximum on air level 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Input electron, 
rally balanced Output-unbalancisdi + 22 dldrn (transformer 
balancing optional) E I N • — 90 riBm Distortion Ill % at I kHz, 
+ 4 filim All mnnec -lions are 3 pin X Lfi DN360 • $ 15(X); DN301 
$980. DN 300 $900, DN332 $ 1,000 

du.L: 
_18_• 

DN70I DIGITAL DELAY UNE 
Klark-Teknik Electronics, Inc. 

KLARK-TEKNIK ELECTRONICS INC. 
262e Eastern Pkwy., Farmingdale, NY 11735 
(516) 249-3660 
Product Name DN701 DIGITAL DELAY LINE 
Contact: lack Kelly, President 
Date Product Introduced: August 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The DN701 is a digital 

delay line with one input and three independently adiustable out-
puts Delay can be set from (Ito I 2 sec in 265 microsecond in-
crements. The delay settings are stored even when power is oft. 
and the same switch on the front panel acts on an electronic 
security cover The DN701 is designed for installations requiring 
delay to mmbensate for time delay due to speaker placement 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: DN70 I delay 0 
lo I 2 seconds Input ( I), electronically balanced Outputs ( 3), 
+ 10 or + 18 dBm, preset internally Bandwidth • 15 kHz at lull 
delay Dynamic range. 86 dB 

MODEL 200 DIGITAL REVERBERATOR 
Lexicon, Inc. 

LEXICON, INC. 
60 Turner St., Waltham, MA 02154 
(617) 891-6790 
Product Name: MODEL 200 DIGITAL REVERBERATOR 
Contact: Virginia Casale, Marketing Services Manager 
Date Product Introduced: August 1983 
Product Description & Applications: A fully professional digital 
reverberation system which simulates rooms of any size and a 
wide range of plates and chambers of any volume The Model 
200 offers three reverb programs (Concert Hall, Plate, Chamber). 
30 factory presets, and 10 non-volatile memories for user 
generated setups User controls include Variable Reverb Time 
(with frequency contour), Pre-Delay, Size (apparent volume), Pre: 
Echoes, Diffusion, Rolloff, variable level and blend The Model 
200, which will operate in stereo or mono, should become a 
benchmark in affordable pro quality reverberation 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Reverberation 
programs concert hall, plate, chamber. Decay time. 0.2 sec to 
70 sec. Apparent room volume (size): I to 1,000,000 cubic 
meters. THD and noise 0 04% typical Frequency response 20 
Hz to 10 kHz j05 dB Dynamic range- 84 db typical Price 
84.800 

LEXICON ALPHANUMERIC REMOTE CONSOLE (LARC) 
Lexicon, Inc. 

LEXICON, INC. 
60 Turner St., Waltham, MA 02154 
(617) 891-6790 
Product Name: LEXICON ALPHANUMERIC REMOTE 
CONSOLE (LARC) 

Contact: Virginia Casale, Manager of Marketing Services 
Date Product Introduced: July 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The LARC controller is a 
retrohttable option for the Lexicon 224X Digital Reverberator(Ef 
lects unit Extensive alphanumeric prompting assists operators in 
utilization of the X's extensive processing capabilities Off - line 
storage and recall of memory registers is provided via an audio 
tape interlace the LARC uses standard serial type communica 
non, allowing remote operation up to 1.000 ft over lightweight 
flexible cable Simple, high speed access to the total power of the 
Model 224X is now available for all existing and potential users of 
this processor. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Display, LEI) 
alphanumeric, 48 character 7 • 7 • 11,,,Inthin analog slide 
controls Keys. 10 key nur, • .• • .• e, slider 
assignment keys. Tape interfa ). : :.:, • ,r Inter 
face RS422 9600-baud serial. D139 iionno lies 50 ft cable stan-
dard Price 224X w/LARC option) $ 12,500 Retrofit lor existing 
224X - $1-100 (Contact factory ) 

LT SOUND 
2605 Mountain Industrial Blvd., Suite 10, Tucker, GA 30084 
(404) 493-1258 
Product Name ACC WITH MICROPLATE 
Contact: : • -y Thompson. Jr , Owner 
Date Product Introduced: May 1983 
Product Description & Applications: An extremely high quality 
mono reverberation unit with in excess of 18 kHz frequency 
response on the reverb! Outperforms small plate reverb systems 
in sound quality 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response reverb 20 - 19k Hz Dynamic range 80 dB Resonance 
to noise floor 90 dB Distortion less than I 5% at resonance Sug-
gested list tinco $600 

LT SOUND 
2605 Mountain Industrial Blvd. Suite 10, Tucker, GA 30084 
(404) 493-1258 
Product Name: CLX-2 
Contact: Lacy Thompson, Ir, owner 
Date Product Introduced: March 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Two channel compres 
sor limiter-expander incorporates EGC-101 VCA and "ripple 
window" for "distorhonless" compression (patent pending) Duck-
ing, de-essing, stereo tracking (push button), and keyed expansion 
are some leatures. Simultaneous compression and expansion on 
each channel Knee compression switchable in or out. 
Basic Specifications 6r Suggested List Price: Dynamic range 
greater than 110 dB Distortion less than 006%. S/N ratio: 
greater than 90dB (A wtd I Frequency response: ± .5 dB 20 • 30 
kHz. Max in. + 26 dBv. Max. out: + 20 dBv List) $895 

MODUBAR AUDIO PRODUCTS 
50 Orville Drive, Bohemia, NY 11716 
(516) 567-9620 
Product Name: STEREO COMPRESSOR/LIMITER 7102 
Contact: John Visser, Audio Product Manager 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: This unique compressor) 
limiter contains two full VGA units, controlled by a single DC 
source derived from a novel circuit using a true RMS to DC con-
verter. Input threshold control, compression ratio control Slow/ 
last release time switch, output level control LED indicators for 
normal and peak levels Left and nght VU meters for input/output 
levels 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Rack mount. 
19w, 9"d, and 11/4 "h Threshold min: — 5 ern. Compression 
ratio: continuous adjustable 1 1 to 20:1. limit Input/output levels: 
+ 20 dBm max. Frequency response ± 0.5 dB at threshold, 30 
Hz to 20 kHz Distortion: less than 0 5%, 30 Hz to 20 kHz Output 
noise less than — 90 dBm, 30 Hz to 20 kHz Price $815 

NEI 
934 N.E. 25th Ave., Portland, OR 97232 

(503) 232-4445 
Product Name: 2711X DIGITAL EQUALIZER/RTA 
Contact: Bud Garrison, President 
Date Product Introduced: lune 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Computer assisted digital 
equalizer/FITA combines functions of 27 band, is octave equalizer 
with Real Time Analyzer On board microcomputer stores and 
recalls gain settings on each of 27 ISO centered filtering bands 
Storage of EC) settings can be recalled by the push of a button 
Additionally, using the F1TA and internal pink-noise generator, the 
2711X performs computer controlled equalization. Additional 
single LEDs give status information on functions interactively pro-
grammed with 4 switches via the 4-character alpha•numbenc 
display To make servicing less demanding, unit also has a built-in 
set of diagnostic tools 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: List price: 
$1.995 Internal microcomputer. 8 bits CPU, 2K bytes RAM; 4K 
bytes firmware in PROM, expandable to I 2K bytes total with op-
tional expansion interface cards. Switched capacitor filter (SCF) 
circuit driven by stable clock frequency 40 Hz to 16 kHz in 27 
ISO centered bands 27-band equalization with computer 
memory of gain settings Computer-assisted real time analysis of 
audio spectrum in dà octave bands. Automatic equalization by 
computer, using pink-noise generator 
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Everyone Says They're Better 

We Prove It! 
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• Time Delay • Compressor / Limiters 
• Reverberation • Expanders 
• Crossovers • Spectrum Analyzers 
• Tape Noise Reduction • Parametric EQ 
With all the strong claims by advertisers, it's not easy to distinguish between 

the hot air and the hot products. That's exactly why we prepared this 
demonstration album. In it we show you what our products do and how they 
compare with the best of our competition under identical circumstances. 

You will 'war our phenomenal MICROPLATE Reverb with over 18 KHz 
bandwidth In side by side reverb only comparisons with the EMT Plate on 
percussion and vocals. No other spring reverb would dare attempt such a 
comparison! The cost is incredible too, under $600 mono, $.1,200 in stereo! 

We also show our CLX-2 Compressor/Limiter/Expander in side by side 
comparisons with the dbx 165 and illustrate the CLX's audibly superior 
freedom from distortion as well as its'other abilities of De-Essing, Expansion, 
Keyed Expansion, Push button Stereo Tracking, and Ducking. 

Other demos feature our exceptionality versatile parametric equalizers, time 
delays and tape noise reduction. Examples are drawn from the master tapes of 
top 40 Hits and show some of the most sophisticated recording tecniques ever 
devised. Let your ears decide who sounds best before you buy. Only direct sales 
allow us to offer a superior product at prices lower than the competition. 

Writ or call for a free 24 page brochure and demo album. t 

LT Sound, Dept. MX- 1, P.O. Box 338 , 

Stone Mountain, GA 30086 Phone (404) 493-1258 

LT Sound 
We Make A Better Product 



ORBAN ASSOCIATES INC. 
645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 957-1067 
Product Name: MODEL 536A DYNAMIC SIBILANCE 
CONTROLLER 
Contact: Sid Goldstein, Marketing Manager 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Model 536A Dynam-
ic Sibilance Controller is a two-channel unit featuring the same 
proven circuitry as the popular single-channel 526A However, a 
lower pnce results from better packaging economy and elimina. 
tion of the mike- level input found on the 526A The 536A has cir• 
cuitry to provide constant de-essmg with input levels which vary 
as much at 16 dB De-essing is adjusted with a single threshold 
control per channel, which makes the unit easy to set up in time 
pressure situations Dual LEDs provide accurate indication of de-
essing action A click- free in/out switch allows for use during pro-
gram without clicks or pops Active balanced inputs and outputs 
are standard with transformer output option 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Suggested list 
price $539 THD better than 0 025%, 20.20.000 Hz at + 24 
dBm Input level - 10 or + 4 clBm Gain + 20 db or + 6 dB 
(dependent on input strap). Suggested applications subtle de. 
essmg of singers, announcers, actors, Dls, and TV newsroom per. 
sonalities in a wide range of recording, broadcast video/ film, and 
live sound applications 

PHOENIX AUDIO LABORATORY, INC. 
91 Elm St., Manchester, CT 06040 
(203) 649-1199 
Product Name: LOFT MODEL 400 QUAD GATE/LIMITER 
Contact: John H Roberts, President 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Loft Model 400 Quad 
Gate/Limiter contains 4 independent feed-forward limiters with a 
noise gate on each channel, all contained in a single rack space 
package Front panel adjustments include limit threshold. attack/ 
release time, noise gate threshold, and a polarity reversal for each 
channel The protected version (controls are screw dnver accessi-
ble) retails for $599. the studio version with knobs costs $649 
Applications range from ampspeaker protection to multi-track 
signal processing 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Max input + 26 
dBv Limit threshold - 12 dBv to + 12 dBv adjustable Gate 
threshold 0 dBv to off Output 600 ohms electr bal Input: 20 k 
electr bal. 
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GE 27 STATE VARIABLE GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 
Bone Corporation 

RANE CORPORATION 
6510-D 216th SW, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 
(206) 774-7309 
Product Name: GE 27 STATE VARIABLE GRAPHIC 
EQUALTZFR 
Contact: Larry Winter, Vice President Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: March 1983 
Product Description 6r Applications: l'he GE 27 is a 3 octave 
graphic equalizer with 27 state variable filters on ISO centers 
which maintain a constant ' 3- octave bandwidth at all slider posi-
tions 45 mm sliders provide 12 dB boost and 15 dB cut Level 
control provides up to 12 dB gain, hard-wire bypass switch, signal 
and overload LEDs, output relay and stereo RTS auto unbal-
anced/balanced input and auto unbalanced/floating output (com-
patible with balanced systems). 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Signal/noise: 91 
dB below + 4 dBm output. unweighted TI-to less than .006%, 
slew rate greater than I OVtmicrosecond. + 22 dBm maximum in-
put level, + 20 dBm output into 600 ohms, ultra-, sub-sonic and 
RFI filters Suggested list price: $449 

ROLAND CORP. U.S. 
7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles CA 90040 
(213) 685-5141 

NEW PRODUCTS 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 
DEVICES 

Product Name: SDE-3000 DIGITAL DELAY(SDE-1000 
DIGITAL DELAY 
Contact Hay Baragary, Communications 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Two new digital delays, 
featuring lip to 4 5 seconds of programmable delay and utilizing 
up to fi channels, will be shown at AES All the control settings 
with the exception of input attenuation can be stored in memory 
Effect patches can then be changed with a remote foot switch 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Price not estab-
lished at press time 

SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NI 07656 
(201) 930-1000 
Product Name: DRE-2000 DIGITAL REVERBERATOR 
Contact Hirk P... f , ;• • Manager (Compton. CA 
'2, •: 4"e ,c. 
Date Product Introduced: Apni 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The DRE•2000 Digital 
Reverberator now offers expanded software providing greater 
programming capacity and additional acoustic parameters The 
new features are available to upgrade previous systems at no ex-
pense Improvements include wider stereo width of reverberation, 
higher echo density, smoother, more natural decay and the addi-
tion of a second, independently controlled, early reflection In ad 
dition to factory preset memory modes, the new unit now offers 
the user the ability to compose complex programs of acoustic 
rharactenstirs for instant recall 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 16- bit digital 
quantization 4 reverberation spare modes, 2 echo modes. 2 
delay mides built-in AD & DA converters, interfaces directly 
wail either digital or analog systems, rack mountable. hand-held 
remote keyboard. 10-program memory, time displays available 

STUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
6666 N. Lincoln Ave., Lincolnwood, IL 60645 
(312) 676-9400 
Product Name: STEREO SYNTHESIZER 
Contact: lames Cunningham. President 
Date Product Introduced: October 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Creating stereo in a multi 
trark mixdown process has largely been a pan pot function Yet it 
has long been known that the complex and subtle time and intensi-
ty differences between two channels are what make the stereo ef-
fect happen Recent computer models and cross-correlation 
studies have led to the design of a more effective mono to stereo 
synthesizer 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Nominal . 
and output levels' + 4 dBm ( re 775v1 Maximum input and .• 
put levels + 24 dBm (re 775vi Total harmonic distortion 51 
Frequency response 20 to 15 kHz Signal to noise 80 dB Rack 
spa, required 1 

SUNDHOLM ELECTRONICS 
P.O. Box 1471, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
(503) 635-9373 
Product Name: MODEL 302 STEREO ELECTRONIC 
CROSSOVER 
Contact: Conrad Sundholm, President 
Product Description and Applications: The Sundholm 302 is a 

rhannel d way electronic crossover utilizing a Linkwitz•Filley 
filter alignment with 24 dB'octave slopes This alignment offers flat 
summed amplitude response without notches or peaks, and out-
puts whirh are in phase at all frequencies, resulting in a stable on-
axis acoustical radiation pattern at crossover The Sundholm 302 
is one of a family of six quality, low noise, crossovers offering these 
performance advantages. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response. ± 5 dB 20 Hz 20 kHz, THD less than 01%, hum and 
noise less than - 95 dBm (unweighted), maximum input + 26 
dBm, gain ± 9 dB maximum output + 20 dBm. into 600 
ohm floating and balanced 24 dB/octave variable high pass 20 
Hz - 200 Hz Crossover frequency 201. 202 ( 2-way; 100 Hz 
10 kHz 301. 30213-way) 100 Hz • 10 kHz. 800 Hz • 8 kFlz 401. 
402 ( 4-way) 30 Hz 300 Hz, 100 Hz 1 kHz, 800 Hz • 8 kHz 
Price for 302 is $395 

UNICORD 
89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590 
Product Name: KORG PROFESSIONAL MODULAR 
EFFECTS PME-40X 
Contact: Mitch Colby. Product Manager 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: An advanced effects sys. 
tem which combines the convenience and low cost of individual 
effects used In a pedalboard wl!h the oual:ty cf professIonal rack 

mountable signal processors The outstanding dynamic range, Ire 
quency response, and low distortion of the PME-40X system make 
it highly suitable for use with keyboards and guitars in both live 
performance and recording applications. A unique on/off swit-
ching system completely bypasses any effect or the entire system 
This prevents loading and provides a better frequency response 
and an overall punchier sound when the effects are in the on or off 
position 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Modules available 
include low noise stereo flange,- with positive and negative flang, 
Ind low distortion compressor, low noise, accurate control 
graphic equalizer, tube amp sound overdnve with tone control. 
full response distortion with active tone control, external selector 
for looping other effects into the PME system, and a filler box 
which is used if less than tour effects are utilized. 

UNICORD 
89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590 
Product Name KORG SSD-1000 
Contact: Marr it'y Product Manager 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Unicord and Korg are 
pleased to announce the SDD.1000 digital delay line. Designed in 
the tradition of the world renowned SDD-3000, the pnmary 
emphasis of the SDD.100(1 is high quality sound The SOD 1000 
can be used with guitars, synthesizers, or in recording applications 
without glitching, aliasing noise or distortion 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Features include 
5 to 540ms delay time a • , r ' sweep range, continuously 

variable hi cut feedback f. •• --filiation circuit for flanging. 
chorusing. and doubling. , .•'idtrol scheme which allows 
exact matching of the pro, ••• • Ind direct signal, foot switch tacks 
for infinite hold and bypasi . i.j uts and outputs on the front and 
back, and stereo outputs F rialuency response 30 Hz to 10 kHz at 
all delay times. 

430 SERIES DYNAMITE SIGNAL PROCESSING DEVICE 
Valley People, Inc. 

VALLEY PEOPLE, INC. 
2817 Erica Place, P.O. Box 40306, Nashville, TN 37204 
(615) 383-4737 
Product Name: 430 SERIES SIGNAL PROCESSING 
DEVICES 
Contact: Tom Behrens, National Sales, Ray Updike, Interna-
tional Sales 
Date Product Introduced: lune 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The 430 Senes is a new 
version of our popular 400 Senes product line Each model is 
packaged in a I 3/4 - x 19- steel and aluminum enclosure and may 
Fie ordered with the optional front panel patch through lack op 
tion, allowing the user access to any of the rear panel inputs and 
outputs at the front panel The new package improves RI' 
shielding and e extremely road worthy, making this product senes 
applicable to the fields of broadcast, recording, sound reinforce-
ment and stage sound. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: The Model 430 
consists of two Dyna•Mite cards, each capable of performing 
limiting, expansion. noise gating. keying, FM limiting, deessing 
and voiceover The two channels may be coupled for stereo 
operation The Model 432 offers two channels, each with 2 in-
dependent, transformerless preamps with on-board 3 band tone 
control Each of the 2 inputs and a 432 card may be optimized for 
microphone, line or musical instrument impedance and levers 
The single output of each card e switchable to + 4 dBm. - 10 
dBv or - 20 dBv. List $560 with lack option $575. 

Tell them 
you caught it 
in the Mix! 
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A KG acousucs Your Professional Partner 
13X 25 ED 

The new AKG 
- Two-Channel 
Reverberation Unit 

The new AKG reverberation unit has 
been designed as a genuine two-channel I 
device and has been further improved 

— in many design aspects over the well — 
proven and well known BX 20. 

The essential Features: 

• E ither channel can be used and 
controlled separately. 

• Patented circuitry prevents any direct 
— signal at reverb output. 

• Frequency response may be altered 
both, at input and output of reverb 
section. 

• Built-in limiter preverts reverb channel 
overloading. 

• Input and output levels adjustable on 
the connector panel. 

• Complete with remote control unit for 
reverb lime setting 

• Switchable to mono drive of both 
channels. 

• Isolation from structure-borne 
vibrations has been improved. 

• Remote mix control between pure 
reverb signal and reverb plus 
individual reflections. 

• Indivicually adjustable level for each 
of the discrete rellectens. 

• The discrete reflections are available 
both, as reflections only or in 
connection and mixed with the reverb 
content. 

0 

• Ingle' delay for the reverb signal 
available. 

• The two discrete reflections for each 
channel may be adjusted in 6 ms steps 
from 6 ms :o 60 ms. 

• Available with or without Digital 
Control Section (BX 25 ED or 
BX 25 E). 

— • Every BX 25 E may be easily adapted 
with a Digital Control Section M 250. 

N 

AKGR 
CO USC1CS 

C AKG 1983 R AKG Akustische und Kino-Gerate GmbH Austria 

77 Sel'eck Street 
Stamford, CT 06902 
203-348-2121 
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ALTEC LANSING 
P.0 Box 4730, Anaheim, CA 92803 
(714) 774-2900 
Product Name MANTARAY II MID-SIZE CONSTANT 
DIRECTIVITY HORNS 
Contact: Gary Rifling. VP Commercial Sales 
Date Product Introduced: 1983 
Product Description & Applications: For applications in sound 
systems requiring compact, lightweight constant directivity horns. 
The patented geometry of the Mantaray II family provides preci. 
sion directivity to focus high frequency and mid frequency sound 
exactly where its needed Low frequency loading to 500 He 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Coverage pat-
ems include 40/20, 60/40, 90/40 and 120/40 (degrees) Priced 

from $ 156 to $246 

ALTEC LANSING 
P.O. Box 4730, Anaheim, CA 92803 
(714) 774-2900 
Product Name: 8000 SERIES LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS 
Contact: Gary Rang, VP Commercial Sales 
Date Product Introduced: ( 983 
Product Description & Applications: Eight Thiele/Small tuned 
systems For use in a wide range of sound reinforcement and 

monitoring applications 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Pairs one or two 
of Altec's new 3000 Sanes loudspeakers with one of eight Thiele/ 
Small optimally tuned enclosures for unequalled selection among 
low frequency response, efficiency and compact size Priced from 
8318 to $789 

AURATONE CORPORATION 
P 0 Box 698, Coronado, CA 92118 
(619) 297-2820 
Product Name AURATONE MODEL T6 SUB-COMPACT 
TWO-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Contact: Paul Wilson, Sales Coordinator 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Auratore's Quality Sound 
Monitor Model T6 Sub-Compact Two-Way Speaker System is an 
excellent auxiliary monitor for mucdown reference, broadcast 
monitonng, and commercial sound distribution where space is 
limited Produced in mirror-image pairs from new Super-Acoustic-
wood, they feature a sophisticated six element 12 to 18 dB per oc-
tave slope crossover network that contributes to the system's 
unusually smooth blending of drivers and flat response over 
wide range of frequencies 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: T6 utilizes a 61/2 " 
polypropylene cone woofer with foam suspension, I" soft dome 
tweeter with ferrofluid voice coil coolant. 8 ohm impedance. 80 
watts program power handling, anechoic frequency response 60 
Hz to 20 kHz ( ± 3 dB), Sensitivity. 88 dB I W/1M. HWD 14 1/2" x 
91/2 " x 10" shipping weight 36 lbs /pair Pro- net 8325/pair 

AURATONE CORPORATION 
P.0 Box 698, Coronado, CA 92118 
(619) 297-2820 
Product Name AURATONE MODEL T66 COMPACT 
TWO-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Contact: Paul Wilson. Sales Coordinator 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Auratone's Quality Sound 
Monitor Model T66 Compact Two-Way Speaker System for use 
as a near held control room reference and mucdown monitor, 
broadcast monitor, sound reinforcement and sound distribution 
system for small and mid-size auditoriums, churches, classrooms, 
and performer's or musician's monitor Featuring a sophisticated 
close.tolerance crossover network, there is no "hype" or exag-
geration in Auratone quality sound monitors' reproduction, iust 
faithfully accurate sound that gives pure, unadulterated super-star 
performance 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: T66 uses two 61/2 " 
polypropylene cone woofers with foam suspension, 11/4 " soft 
dome midrange tweeter, 8 ohms impedance, ( 00 watts program 
power handling. anechoic frequency response. 55 Hz to 18 kHz 
(± 25 dB) Sensitivity 90 dB 1W/1M, HWD 12" x 18" x 121/2 " 
Shipping weight 33 lbs each. Pro- net. $595/pair 

• 
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CEILING SPEAKER SYSTEM 
B E S Incorporated 

B.E.S. INCORPORATED 
345 Fischer St., Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
(714) 549-3833 
Product Name: CEILING SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Contact: Mr Iry Weisman, National Sales Manager, Commer-
cial Products 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Ceding Speakers feature 
patented polymer diaphragm driven by 13 ounce ferrite magnet, 
one-inch voice coil, hammer assembly. Pnmanly for easy T-bar 
drop-ceiling installations. Dimensions: 23.75"H x 17 75"W x 3"D 
Distortion at 96 dB SPL of C60S. 07% THD at 8,000 Hz, of 
C60D, 0.6% THD at 8.000 Hz. Dispersion, 180° horizontally/ver-
tically: therefore, fewer speakers required per installation Can be 
painted with non-petroleum base paint High moisture environ-
ments do not affect speaker performance 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: C60S. Response, 
50 Hz 10 kHz ± 3 dB Power capacity 100 watts Sensitivity. 

I W 1 meter 86 5 dB SPL Suggested list price: $ 186 each 
C6OD: Response, 40 Hz 19 kHz ± 3 dB. Power capacity. 125 
watts Sensitivity: 1W I meter 92 dB SPL. Suggested list price: 
8230 each 

ALL-WEATHER SOUND REINFORCEMENT SPEAKERS 
BES Incorporated 

B E S INCORPORATED 
345 Fischer St., Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

(714) 549-3833 
Product Name ALL-WEATHER SOUND REINFORCEMENT 
SPEAKERS 
Contact: Mr Iry Weisman, National Sales Manager, Commer• 
mal Products 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description fir Applications: All-Weather Sound Rein. 
forcement Speakers feature a patented polymer diaphragm 
driven by 13 ounce ferrite magnet, one-inch voice coil, hammer 
assembly Dispersion is 360° horizontally and vertically Distortion 
at 96 dB SPL, 07% THD at 8,000 Hz Due to unique materials 
used, speakers are unaffected by environmental conditions, in-
cluding extreme moisture The Hollywood Bowl utilizes 120 B82s 
in their digitally time-delayed sound system "I" designation 

denotes usage of optional indoor grill cloth 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: B81 Response, 
50 Hz 10 kHz ± 3 dB Power capacity 100 watts Sensitivity 
1W 1 meter 86 5 dB SPL Suggested list price. $320 each 
882 Response, 40 Hz • 19 kHz ± 3dB Power capacity ( 25 
watts Sensitivity I W I meter 92 dB SPL Suggested list price. 
$380 each 

CELEST1ON 
Kunniholm Dr., Box 521, Holliston, MA 01746 
(617) 429-6706 
Product Name: CELEST1ON G 5D 25 arid G 12 H•100 CE 
Contact: Mary C Warbasse, Marketing Services Manager 

Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description 6r Applications: G 5D 25 • 5" 25 watt full 
range speaker w/rubber surround Applications : spot monitors/PA 
systems 
G 12 H-100 CE 12" 100 watt cambric edge speaker for low and 
mid bass sound reinforcement Application PAs, dance playback 
and monitors 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: G 5D 25. Full 
range 100 • I 0,000 Hz • $37 G I 2H 100 CE: 45 • 6,0(10 Hz. 99 

dB average sensitivity $ 114. 

DESIGN DIRECT SOUND 
6850 35th NE, Seattle, WA 98115 
(206) 527-4371 
Product Name: DVB 
Contact: Bob Rice 
Date Product Introduced: 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The DVB is a highly porta' 
ble vented bass enclosure. The port is exponentially flared to 

reduce non-linear distortion and allows for smooth coherent phase 
propagation The vent entry port is designed for low air particle 
resistance while creating an environment which dampens any 
possibility of transducer hangover 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 45 Hz • ( 000 Hz Height: 48", width 24.5", depth 25", 
weight: 62 lbs Sensitivity: 97 25 dB. Materials fiberglass, end 
grain balsa core and aluminum trim with 4" casters 

DESKTOP LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS 
P 0 Box 398, Simi Valley, CA 93062 
(805) 583-0540 
Product Name: DLS-1 
Contact: Bill Cara, President, Cara International 
Date Product Introduced: March 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The DLS-1 is an ultra-
miniature (0 54 cu. ft ) monitor loudspeaker system, with 50 Hz to 
20 kHz response, 50 watts power handling, and 100 dB longterm 
(ave ) output capability . It is useful for monitoring si recording 
vans, portable held production systems for ENG, film and broad-
casting The system is excellent for use with wide screen video 
monitors or audio visual presentations 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 50 Hz 20 kHz Power handling 100 watts wideband 
pink noise Sensitivity 87 dB/1 watt/I meter/channel Weight 26 
lbs/system total List price $525/system 

ELECTRO•VOICE, INC. 
600 Cecil St., Buchanan, MI 49107 
(616) 695-6831 
Product Name SENTRY 505 

(continued on page 120) 
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ACCURACY— NOT FLATTERY 
Knowing exactly 'what's on the tape" is of paramount importance 
to the professional recording engineer aml producer. t Jnfortunately, 
many recording, mixing, mastering and listening rooms are less than 
ideal, making truly accurate monitoring difficult. 

For over a decadc , permanently installed Westlake Audio studio moni-
tors have been tl worldwide choice of professionals who demand 
accurate referem m(mitors. Now, t hat. same precisi(m is avaihtble in 
the Westlake Au( io 1 11iSM series of Portable Reference Monitors. 

The I fl1SM's pinp 
rival polar patter 
close as 18 inches, 
over and mount 
in a size t hat inal 
you from si who I 

tint stereo imaging, wide bandwidt It, totally synnnel 
I and coherent wave front, even when monitoring as 
are a result of a unique combiniat ion of drivers, cross 
g confiltural ion. Ies, of all, this has been achieved 
es these Reference Minillors easy h) carry with 
) studio. 

Circle #094 on Reader Service Card 

from awoustk- doign 

down bee - 

Westlake Manutactunng Research 
and Developm.uenrtt Und 18 Audio uLavery C Newbury Park Calornla 91320 
905) 499-3686 
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Contact: Greg Silsby, Market Development Mgr Pro Mkts 
Date Product Introduced: April I 983 
Product Description & Applications: The Model 505 is very ef - 
licient, producing 96 dB ( 1 watt, 1 meter, anechoic) It features 
frequency response that is essentially flat from 40 to 18.000 Hz. 
While it can be powered by modestly-sized amplifiers, it can han-
dle 100 watts average long term, and short term peak loads of 
400 watts. The Sentry 505 is a 2-way speaker system with a 12", 
high excursion woofer and a tweeter capable of handling a full 25 
watts (many tweeters operate in the 5- watt range). The crossover 
frequency is 1500 Hz. A specially designed "director" for the 
tweeter matches the dispersion angles of both transducers at the 
crossover point The result is extremely well controlled vertical 
and horizontal dispersion of sound in the critical 250 Hz to 10,00 
Hz range Electro-Voice calls this controlled dispersion Constant 
Directivity" Frequency response of the system can be extended 
down to 28 Hz with the addition of the SEQ low frequency step-
down kit. The Sentry 505 weighs 60 lbs, is supplied in a matte 
black vinyl-covered enclosure, and includes mounting brackets. 
The front panel provides easy access at all tunes to a 4-position 
tweeter attenuator that allows adiustments from a flat setting to — 9 
dB in 3 dB steps 

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC. 
600 Cecil St., Buchanan, MI 94107 
(616) 693.8817 
Product Name: ELECTRO-VOICE FR15.2 SOUND REIN-
FORCEMENT LOUDSPEAKER 
Contact: Jim Long, Director of Marketing/Pro Sound Reinforce-
ment Products 
Date Product Introduced: September 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The EV FRIS-2 is a two-
way speaker system designed for sound reinforcement applica-
tions demanding a wide, controlled coverage angle and high elf'. 
mency. It incorporates a 15" EVM- I 5L Senes II mounted in a 4.3 
cubic loot optimally vented enclosure, and a compression driver 
on a 90° x 40° constant-directivity horn The system was devel-
oped as an alternative to separate components which are less 
attractive, cost more, and require more complex installation 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response, flat from 50 to 15,000 Hz Sensitivity: 98 dB SPL with a 
1 watt input measured at 1 meter on axis. Long-term power han-
dling capacity 200 watts. 28-3/8 x 31 1/4 x 16-5/8 inches f h/w/d). 
Pro user net pnce $665. 

EMILAR CORP. 
1365 N. McCan St., Anaheim, CA 92806 
(714) 632-8500 
Product Name: EMILAR EC-600 
Contact: Algo Renkus, Vice President 
Date Product Introduced: AES Show 
Product Description & Applications: The EC 600 is a midrange 
compression dnver diameter diaphragm) and matching horn 
Frequency response 150 4000 Hz 

FENDER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, PROFESSIONAL 
SOUND PRODUCTS DIVISION 
1300 East Valencia Dr., Fullerton, CA 92631 
(714) 879-8080 
Product Name: FENDER LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES 
Contact: Steve Woolley, Marketing Director 
Date Product Introduced: November 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Fender designed their 
2800 series loudspeaker systems to achieve a high sensitivity, 
wide bandwidth and remarkably flat frequency response The 
2851, 2841 and 2821 feature Thiele Small bass-reflex enclosure. 
90° x 40° constant- directivity, rapid flare horns that carry com-
pression drivers with diaphragms of titanium for even response 
and low distortion, and include third order Butterworth crossovers 
with a superior slope rate of 18 dB per octave. Power handling of 
models 2851 and 2841 rates 150W sine wave/300W of con-
tinuous music and 75W sine wave/150W for the 2821. Sensi-
tivity/impedance ranges from 100 97 dB SPL ( 1 watt at 1 
meter),8 ohms 

FULTON MUSICAL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
4204 Brunswick Ave. N., Minneapolis, MN 55422 
(612) 537.7076 
Product Name: PREMIERE P-20 

BEFORE YOU 
BUY ANYTHING, 
BUY THIS. 
Audio dealers can only show you what they've 
got, and that's usually just a fraction of what's 
available. We can show you everything. The 1983 

Professional Audio Buyers Guide lists thousands of audio 
products and accessories from over 70 manufacturers of 

PA and recording equipment. All in one easy-to-use book, complete with 
pictures, model numbers, features, specs, and most importantly — 
prices. Everything from amps, speakers, mixers and mikes, to re-
corders, duplicators and lighting. You can't choose the right gear unless 
you know what's available. Order now. Call with your VISA or Master-
Card number, or send your check for $9.95 to: 

mug mu SIE Publishing 
miarg 31121 Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91362 

Ask about our special dealer, bookstore, and educational quantity prices. 

Send me  Professional Audio Buyers Guides at $9.95 each. 

D Enclosed is my check for $  
Charge my VISA or MasterCard (Curcie one) 
Account No  Expiration Date  

Name  

Address 

City Stat,,   Zip  

Contact: Robert W Fulton, President 
Date Product Introduced: May 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Awesome • perhaps even 
a bit f righterung A daring twist of the level control is sure to 
quicken the pulse of the most critical audiophile. Smooth, velvety 
highs to challence the very limits of human heanng. Thundering 
lows you actually feel Exhilarating. All encompassing Unsur-
passed Performance specifications of the new Premieres are une-
qualled in the audio world Accuracy range - purity - a musical 
reproduction of a quality never before achieved. A new standard 
of excellence 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response: 13 Hz to 80 kHz. Crossover frequencies: 39 Hz, 80 Hz, 
195 Hz, 2.4 kHz, 8 kHz, 26 kHz. 42 kHz. Driver complement: 
two I 2" sub-woofers, one 12" mid-woofer. one I 0 upper woofer. 
one mid-range enclosure, one special 5 element, wide range 
tweeter array. Cabinet walnut Cabinet dimensions 25" x 22" x 
59". Pnce per pair $6,500. 

FULTON MUSICAL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
4204 Brunswick Ave., N., Minneapolis, MN 55422 
(612) 537.7076 
Product Name: MIDGET MONITOR AND COMPANION 
WOOFER SYSTEM 
Contact: Robert W Fulton, President 
Date Product Introduced: lune 198:1 
Product Description and Applications: A micro-monitor with 
an unusually large, coherent sound held, and the aliveness that 
only extended HE response can yield Engineering excellence • 
quality construction powerful, clean delivery Small in size 
large in true, musical reproduction Matching companion 
socolor system also available 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 80 Hl kHz, with woofer 40 Hz "i0 kHz 
Crossover frequency 380(..) Hz Speaker complement nne 2'4" 
tweeter one 5" woofer, woofer one 8" Cabinet walnut Cabinet 
dimensions 7" x 6" x 10" Woofer I I' i"9ls"x 16" Warranty 
5 years Price. $350 per pair Woofer $450 per pair 

I.B.L. INC. 
8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA 91329 
(213) 893-8411 
Product Name: 4612 OK 
Contact: Nina Stern (PR) 213-462-3539 
Date Product Introduced: October AES 
Product Description & Applications: The Model 46)201( is the 
fixed installation version of IBI:s successful 4612 Compact Sound 
Reinforcement System Suitable for a variety of applications, such 
as restaurants, churches and lounges Features an oak-grain vinyl 
wrap enclosure for an unobtrusive look which can blend well with 
any environment 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Components 28" 
low frequency speakers for the mid and low frequencies, each 
capable of handling 100 watts continuous sine wave High fre-
quencies are delivered thru a miniature bi-radial horn mounted on 
a nng radiator Dimensions: 171/4 " x 21 1/2 " x 10" deep 

I.B.L. INC. 
8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA 91329 
(213) 893-8411 
Product Name: FLAT-FRONT BI-RADIAL HORN LOUD-
SPEAKER 2386 
Contact: October AES 
Date Product Introduced: loins 1131.'s 2380 and 2385 flat-front 
hi radial horns Ideal for a variety of professional sound appli-
cations such as portable reinforcement systems and motion plc-
ture theatre house designs Can be either flush mounted, or in. 
stalled in compact clusters. 
Product Description & Applications: 2" throat diameter, 11" 
mouth height, 17 5" mouth width, 14" depth, 12 lb weight, 40° x 
20° coverage, uniform on and off axis frequency response 
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KG. LOUDSPEAKER 
Klipsch & Associates 
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For the fast-paced, hurry-up, load- it- up, 
load- it-in kind of abuse found on the road, you 
need a speaker that does more than sound 
good. 

It's gotta be TOUGH. 

KLIPSCH' Professional Series 
Loudspeakers may be the toughest. Cabinets 
are built of stout plyboard panels, fitted 
together with several pounds of glue and 
screws. Then they're sprayed with black 
fiberglass and epoxy to make ern even more 
durable. And finally, every edge and corner is 
custom fitted with die cast aluminum trim to 
take the bite out of the hardest knock. 

Virtually indestructible. Inside and out. 

All this attention to toughness results in a 
loudspeaker that takes it as well as it puts it out-
a loudspeaker that stays together, delivering 
clean sweet sound, for years and years. 

See your KLIPSCH Professional Products 
dealer. He's in the Yellow Pages. 

klîpsch 
A Legend In Sound: 
P.O. BOX 688, HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801 
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KLIPSCH & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
P.O. Box 688, Hope, AR 71801 
(501) 777-6751 
Product Name: KG. LOUDSPEAKER 
Contact: Jim Clemons 
Date Product Introduced: lune 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The improved Klipschkg 
now uses two active drivers and a passive radiator The passive 
radiator is 10- and is mounted on the rear of the cabinet The 
cabinet is of a compact design making the speaker ideal for mini. 
monitor applicatons 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Dispersion is 
1000. horizontally and vertically Frequency response is 35 Hz to 
2.0 kHz ± A dB Sensitivity is 90 dEASPI, one watt, one meter Sug-
gested retail is $47.0 per parr 

KLIPSCH AND ASSOCIATES 
P.O. Box 688, Hope, AR 71801 
(501) 777-6751 
Product Name: MMTM HORNS 
Contact: hm Clem :. 
Date Product Introduced (HA 
Product Description & Applications: The Klipsch MMTM rs a 
high frequency long throw horn system which incorporates two 
horns, each having two H I' drivers (4 drivers total) in each 
cabinet 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Usable frequency 
range 60 to 160 kHz. ± 5 dB ()maxis sensitivity at I meter 
108 dB SPL. at I watt input. 124 dB SPL at 40 watts input 
Crossover is passive 18 dB/octave at 6 kHz Price $408 

MCCAULEY SOUND, INC. 
13608 94th Ave. East, Puyallup, WA 98036 
(206) 848-0363 
Product Name: MODEL 6246 LOW FREQUENCY LOUD-
SPEAKER - 15" 
Contact: Jeffrey Miller, Marketing Director 
Date Product Introduced: Late 1982 
Product Description & Applications: The model 6246 15" low 
frequenoy A eaker , virtually unmatched in power handling, 
low en I 1. A.7.... 1,. •ranstent response due to high tech engi-
neen,1 ( 2..nals and workmanship Today's monitor 

require a powerful blend of lows and a 
. all of which the 6246 produces flaw. 

• ; (-(,( ((, • F.erformance The 6246 Ls one of a family 
ot nve IS low frequency to midrange loudspeakers 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Model 6246 16-
I.F loudspeaker Nominal diameter 15- Impedance 8 ohms 
Voire diam 4" material ecigewound copper Magnet 
assembly 46 oz ferrite Power capacity HMS 400 watts Program 
800 watts I'sable bandwidth 40 Hz 20(10 Hz Suggested list 
MCP 521)2 Lifetime warranty 

MCCAULEY SOUND, INC. 
13608 94th Ave. East, Puyallup, WA 98036 
(206) 848-0363 
Product Name: MODEL 6256 18" LOW FREQUENCY 
LOUDSPEAKER 
Contact: 1.t:ri-y Miller. Marketing Director 
Date Product Introduced: July 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Model 6256 18" low 
frequency loudspeaker was designed to fill the needs of high 
power applications without sacrificing sound quality The 6256 
oompnses the same duality concepts of McCauley 's Series 6(.8)0 
loudspeakers, that is a held replaceable basket assembly. double 
spider (NI' roll compliarre. and a powerful 96 oz magnet The 
6254, is conservatively rated at 8(X) watts program. with over I ( X) 
dB low frequency sensitivity 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Model 6256 18' 
low trequen.(y loudspeaker Nominal diameter 18" Impedance 
Fi ohms Voice coil dram 4- Material edgewound copper 
Magnet assembly 96 oz ferrite Power capacity RMS 4(X) watts 
Program 800 watts Usable bandwidth 30 Hz 1 5 kHz Sug. 
dested list price $A25 Lifetime warranty 

MTX 
One Mitek Plaza, Winslow, IL 61089 
(312) 243-1342 
Product Name: MTX PRO LINE SERIES, PL- 15 
LOUDSPEAKER 
Contact: Hobert Landsberg, National Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Featuring a 15" loud 
speaker with a plashseal surround and molded black paper cone 
driver. the PI. IS is part of MTXS Pro Line Series of six technically 
advanced drivers for oommercial and professional applications 
Features include the manufacturer's exclusive process of voice 
ooli winding .— using a 2- heavy gauge copper wire wound 
around a finh temp aluminium core to increase efficiency and 
lower capacity The PI. 15 has a power range of 150 watts RMS 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: With a mounting 
deptfi of h inohes, the Pl. I 5 features a unique basket design for 
heightened sensitivity and expanded excursion Thiele-Small 
parameters are supplied for driver installation D C resistance 6 
ohms. impedance H ohms nominal. sensitivity 98 dB at I watt in 
put. on axis bandwidth of A5 Hz to 2700 Hz Net weight 12'l 
list price $77 50 

NEW PRODUCTS 

SPEAKERS 

MTX 
One Mitek Plaza, Winslow, IL 61089 
(312) 243-1342 
Product Name: MTX PRO LINE SERIES, PY-15 
LOUDSPEAKER 
Contact: Robert Landsberg. National Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: January I 98A 
Product Description 6r Applications: Featuring a 15 ..(,.; - 
pyle, .. ispeaker with foam surround. the PV 15 is pr• 

: A..• Series of six technically advanced drivers for 
• ( essional applications Features include exo.. 
. A. (oil winding — using a 2" heavy 

.,• wolmu around a high-temp aluminium core to A, A. • . 

.r. -y and power capacity The PY 15 has a power ran,- .; • 
; • watts HMS 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: With a mounting 
depth of 6. 4- the PV 15 features a unique basket design for 
heightened sensitivity and expanded excursion Thiele-Small 
parameters are supplied for driver installation D C resistance 6 
ohms, impedance 8 ohms nominal, sensitivity 97 dB at I watt in-
put on axis bandwidth 25 I 400 Hz Net weight I 2%, lbs list ((rie 
$74 5A) 

GS-3 OMNISPEAKER 
Paramount Sound Systems Corp 

PARAMOUNT SOUND SYSTEMS CORP. 
1651 Gardena Ave., Glendale, CA 91204 
(213) 956-3222 or (800) 423-3205 outside CA 
Product Name: GS-3 OMNISPEAKER 
Contact ' lu roer Seward, Sales Manager 
Product Description & Applications: The GS-3 Omnispeaker is 
a dirs., t rira l outdoor speaker made of a durable weatherproof 
plash,- It houses an H" cone-type driver The GS- 3T comes with 
an optional 70v transformer The cboice of cable entrances are 
oonduit, direct burial cable or rubber lacketed 
For use in backyards by pool or patio. amusement parks, hotels. 
etc where quality sound is needed or music or paging systems 
The GS.A complements outdoor scenery while creating sonic 
quality 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Horizontal disper-
sion ;160° Vertical dispersion '111° Frequency response 150Hz 

to 10 kHz Pressure sensitivity 88 dB at 4' WI watt pink noise 
Power handling capacity 5.10.15 watts70 volt input Color 
shrub green Size 14" x 14" x 13- Weight 8 lbs 
Options 1 Special input terminations. 2) 70 volt transformer 
(order GS 41) 

TURBOSOUND, INC. 
611 Broadway 0841, New York, NY 10012 
(212) 460-9940 
Product Name: TURBOSOUND TMS-1 
Contact: Alan r • Wok. President 
Date Product Introduced: luiy 198-4 
Product Description and Applications: Turbosounds TMS I is 

into (t high fidelity . s way frill range speaker module It 
.•(.(( I kiSSIVe• .r,sover and is phrase and amplitude aligned 
. in employs d I I.F driver loaded into a patented Lebo( 

(eviceun a I MF driver loaded into a patented TurboMid 
•'"/ in( i tweeter- assembly These are oombined into 

...ivy. low distortion line array which is phase coherent 
(A: ,(.: trAguerry mime 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Size 2 ('H x 

¡KT) Weight 511 lbs Frequency response HO • 15 ( XXI 

TURBOSOUND TMS—I 
Turbosound, Inc. 

Hz ± 4 dB Power handling 225 watts HMS 450 watts program 
Sensitivity 1((2 dB 1 watt. meter (average) 105 db 1 watt)) 
meter ¡ peak, Max SPI. 125 dB ( oontinuous 128 dB (peak) 
Dispersion 70°H x 50°V at + 6dB points (average) Suggested 
list $984 

11;11.8111t 

TURBOSOUND TMS-4 
Turbosound, Inc. 

TURBOSOUND, INC. 
611 Broadway 0841, New York, NY 10012 
(212) 460-9940 
Product Name: TURBOSOUND TMS-4 
Contact: Aian ( Wiok. President 
Date Product Introduced: lime 198A 
Product Description and Applications: Turbosounds TMS 4 is 
a ; ,'Ilao• and amplitude aligned full range packaging of Turbo 
sound prin.•iples ano techniques into a 2.way active. Tway line 
array module The design employs an 18- I.F driver loaded into a 
patented TurboliassDevioet.. a Ill- MF driver liar- fed into a 
pAtented TurhoMidDevicet., and a I" HE assembly The array 
proiects ((ontrolled. cohesive wavetront providing acourate 
transient reproduction and high SPI.s. with studio mcnitor detail 
and fidelity 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Syr, 45-H x 
2.(rW x 291) Weight 165 lbs Frequency response 45 8,0(1) 
Liz ± 1db Power handling 450 watts RMS. 900 watts program 
Sensitivity 104 dht I watt; 1 meter ( average), 107 dB I watt( I 
meter ( peak) Max SPI. 140 db continuous). I AA dF1 ( peak) 
Dispersion 70°H x 50°V at + fi dB points (average), Suggested 
list $ 1.690 

WESTLAKE AUDIO INC. 
2696 Lavery Court 08, Newburg Park, CA 
(805) 499-3686 
Product Name: BBSM-8 and BBSM-10s 
Contact: Phoenix 
Date Product Introduced: BBSM 8 September 1984, 
BBSM 10 June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Portable reference moni 
tors 4-way system Dual woofers 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 

BBSM(8 BBSM 10 
Freg response ± 3 dB 70 Hz 60 Hz to 15 kHz 

18 kHz 
Nominal power 90 watts below 120 watts below 

600 Hz 500 Hz 
Dimensions 13x26 x 16'2" 16 x 30 x 20" 

$995 ea (black) $ 1 I 95 ea (black) 
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THE PRICE OF BEING 
A PERFECTIONIST IS HIGH. 

We're not out to sell TAD professional 
loudspeaker components to everyone. 

Only those who can afford to eliminate the 
word "compromise" from their vocabulary 

Obviously, you won't hear that word bandied 
about amongst the engineers at TAD. 

Because our entire existence is dedicated to 
the perfection of audio.To accomplish this you can't 
be willing to skimp, to cut corners, to make sacrifices, 
to settle for less than the best. 

That's why every device we make is assembled 
entirely by hand.With the precision you'd expect of a 
watchmaker. Our diaphragm assembly, for instance, 
is mounted with a gap precision of ± 1 millionth 
inch to ensure high reliability 

We use tremendously expensive evaluation 
and testing techniques with the aid of computers 
and esoteric acoustical equipment like a Doppler 
Laser, a Laser Holograph, an Impulse Generator, and 

an Anechoic Chamber, to mention just a few 
Finally, we feel to make first-rate products you 

can't settle for second-rate materials. So we use the 
finest money can buy. Such as Beryllium diaphragms 
and Alnico magnets. 

Consequently, the sound we produce is totally 
uncolored, uncluttered, and unmatched. 

Which is why our professional loudspeaker 
components are preferred by musicians, audio-system 
designers and recording engineers who are 
perfectionists when it comes to sound. 

And who feel that the price of not bei ng a 
perfectionist is high. 

Technical 
Audio Devices 

Professional Products Division ot Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc. 
4201 Long Beach Blvd., Long Beac h, CA 90807. (213)639-5050. Telex 6564: 

OCTOBER 1983 
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TAPE AND 

RECORDING DEVICES 

• 

AGFA-GEVAERT 
275 North St., Teterboro, NI 07608 
(201) 288-4100 
Product Name PE 612/812/1212 BULK CASSETTE TAPE 
Contact: Andrew Da Puzzo 
Date Product Introduced: 1983 AES 
Product Description & Applications: The 12 Series bulk cas. 
sette tapes have extremely low noise, with super high outputs and 
exceptional high end response The AGFA magnetite formulation 
is designed for quality music recording at IEC Bias I. 120ms 
equalization. 

AIWA AMERICA, INC. 
35 Oxford Dr., Moonachie, NJ 07074 
(201) 440.5220 
Product Name: AD-WX110 DUBBING CASSETTE DECK 
Contact: Vince Wheeler, Sales Promotion Manager 
Data Product Introduced: Late 1982 
Product Description & Applications: Double cassette speed, 4 
channel dubbing cuts recording time to of conventional 
models One•touch synchro dubbing Continous playback func-
tion Dolby C6E3 NR systems I.H bias fine adjust control Auto 
tape selector Timer standby mechanism Music sensor Auto 
replay facility LED peak level meters 
Basic Specifications 1St Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 20 Hz - IS kHz (metal tape) Signal to noise ratio 76 dB 
(metal tape, Dolby Cl Channel separation' 35 dB, Wow El flutter: 
0 05% (WRMS) Suggested list price $395 

AD-F990U STEREO CASSE7TE DECK 
Aiwa Americo, Inc. 

AIWA AMERICA, INC. 
35 Oxford Dr., Moonachie, NJ 07074 
(201) 440-5220 
Product Name: AD-F990U STEREO CASSETTE DECK 
Contact: Vince Wheeler, Sales Promo Manager 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Amorphous alloy combi-
nation 3 head system Dolby HX professional active bias system 
Computer designed keyboard front panel. Dolby CEIB NR 
system D A T.A (Digital Automatic Tape Adaptation) Fluores-
cent multifunction display All mode remaining tape time display 
8 second intro-play Memory rewind and repeat system Micro. 
grain dual capetas A D M.S (Automatic D.Magnenzing System) 
Auto tape select Auto reo-mute facility Switchable MPX filter 
Auto tape source selector Auto noise reduction detector Auto 
noise reduction detector 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 20 Hz I 9 kHz ( ± 3 dB) normal tape, 20 kHz ( ± 3 dB) 
chrome tape. 20 Hz • 21 kHz ( ± 3 dB) metal tape Signal to noise 
ratio 80 dB above 5 kHz (Dolby C, metal tape:. Wow and flutter 
0.025% (WRMS) Suggested list price. $595 

BASF SYSTEMS 
Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730 
(617) 271-4000 
Product Name: LHD CASSETTE DUPLICATING TAPE 
Date Product Introduced: October 1983 
Product Description & Applications: New formulation high out-
put, low noise audio tape for high speed duplication of pre• 
recorded music cassettes Improved high frequency sensitivity 
Available in 8.200, 10,000 C-60 and II 500 C.90 lengths 

dbx INC. 
71 Chapel St., Newton, MA 02195 
(617) 964.3210 
Product Name: MODEL 700 - dbx DIGITAL AUDIO 
PROCESSOR 
Contact: Joel Silverman. National Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: late 1982 
Product Description 6r Applications: Professional stereo (2 
channel) digital-audio processor using proprietary new digital 
technology, Companded Predictive Delta Modulation (CPDM) 
Dynamic range greater than 100 dB unweighted, frequency 
response 10 Hz • 20 kHz ± s d13' THD less than 0,05%, negligi. 
ble wow/flutter Neutral noise floor, gentle antralasing filters 
(minimal phase shifts in audio band), sampling rate 640 kHz, bit 
rate 640 k-bits/sec, less sensitivity to bit errors than PCM systems, 
full correction of dropout errors; graceful overload behavior 
Converts to NTSC video signal (designed for use with VCRs/ 
VIRs( Switchable metering, headphone tack, mike pre amp adds 
less than 1 dB of noise for all microphone impedances from 100 to 

1 k ohm Pro levels and X1.13 connectors, standard rack amen 
sions 51/4 "h x 19"w x 11 1/2 "d Suggested retail price less than 
$5, (X/0 

EDUCATIONAL ELECTRONICS CORP. 
213 N. Cedar Ave., Inglewood, CA 90301 
(213) 671-2636 
Product Name: SONY CCP-13B 
Contact: Richard T. Kehoe, Product Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: February 1983 
Product Description & Applications: 4 track/4 channel high 
speed audio cassette duplicator Cassette master or open reel 
master System is expandable to 43 cassette slave units. 2 year 
head wear guarantee 
We are the exclusive U S distributor of this product 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 50 Hz - I 0 kHz. Signal to noise: 45 dB or better. Cross-
talk 4 track/4 channel, better than 55 dB Speed ratio 8X Wow 
and flutter: 0 2% (WRMS1 

ELECTRO SOUND, INC. 
160 San Gabriel Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 245-6600 
Product Name: ES 8000 HIGH SPEED TAPE DUPLICATOR 
WITH DOLBY MC PROFESSIONAL 
Contact: David Bowman, Vice President Marketing 
Product Description & Applications: The ES 8000 Tape Dupli• 
cator again pioneers the newest technology in cassette duplication 
— the Dolby HX Professional Headroom Extension System The 
system controls the total effective bias applied to the tape during 
recording, thus the usual ' self- erasure" of high frequency signals is 
eliminated Results on tape = increased high frequency energy 
and lower distortion The system does not require special play-
back hardware to get the benefit 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Fully automatic 
and requires no special setup or maintenance. Compatible with all 
tape formulations Duplication ratios 64:1 and 32.1 Price: 
$2,975 per 8000 slave recorder 

FOSTEX CORP. OF AMERICA 
15431 Blackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA 90650 
(213) 921.1112 
Product Name: B-16 TAPE RECORDERS 
Contact: Mark Cohen, Vice President, Sales/Marketing 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: 16 track recorder using 
1/2 " tape. 3 motor motion-sensing transport Search- to-zero Real-

time counter Video Interlock ready bar graph LED meters with 
peak attack and V.0 decay. characteristics Footswitch ack for 

punch in/out Edit mode XLR electronically balanced + 4 inputs 
and outputs optional Built•in Dolby C. dbx optional 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Crosstalk — 55 
dB Frequency response 40 Hz to IR kHz ± 3 dB Signal to noise 
73 dB. Retail: $5,900 • includes Dolby C. dbx $800 • additional 
(in place of Dolby Cl Remote control $500 

11,16 TAPE RECORDER 
Fostex Corp. of Americo 

HAMMOND INDUSTRIES INC. 
8000 Madison Pike, Madison, AL 35758 
(205) 772-9626 
Product Name: AS 6000 OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDER 
Contact: Susan Prudowsky 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The AS 6000 is a 101/2 ", 
multi- head, 3-speed analog recorder for both the professional/ 
studio user and the most discriminating home enthusiast Available 
in either 1/2 track or 1/4 track configurations, at either high ( 15, 71/2 , 
33/4 ips) or low (71/2 , 33/4 . I ips) speed, the AS 600 also features 
opto-electronic tape sensors, an electronic braking system cueing 
capability, built-in mixing facility, full logic tape transport and 
peak level indicators. 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Wow and flutter' 
04% 15 ips. 05% 7,sips 10% 33/4 ips. 20% I'rips Frequen. 
cy response 20 Hz 28 kHz 15 ips. 10 Hz . 28 kHz 71/2 ups, 20 Hz 
.22 kHz 33/4 + 2) — 3 dB S/N ratio: 68 dB 15 ips, 68 dB 71/2 
ips, 67 db 33/4 ips FE/rewind 160 seconds Harmonic distortion 
6% 15 ips. 6% 71/2 ips 8% 31/4 ips Professional user price is 
$1.795 

HAMMOND INDUSTRIES INC. 
8000 Madison Pike, Madison, AL 35758 
(205) 772-9626 
Product Name: AS 3001 CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER 
Contact: Susan Prudowsky 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The AS 3001 combines a 
3-motor drive unit, dual capstan system, Dolby B&C, and special 
infrared cassette operating protection Unique to the 3001 is 
HALF (Response Adjust Level Frequency) which offers user-
controlled bias and equalization of six different oxides. Vanable 
pitch and memory rewind are standard, with optional remote con-
trol via infrared The AS 3001 also features cue function, elec-
tronic counter memory system, record level indicators, and built-
in mixing facility 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Wow and flutter' 
07% WRMS Input sensitivity 1 mV (high mike), 0 I mV (low 
mike) and 70 mV ( line) Bias and erase frequency I 05 kHz Erase 
attenuation better than 70 dB Frequency response 20 Hz • 20 
kHz + 2) — 3 dB S/N ratio unweighted 55 dB, Dolby B = 61 dB, 
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THE ROAD TO PLATINUM IS PAVED 
WITH BASF PURE CHROME. 

The only place to be in the recording 
business is #1. And with cassettes tak-
ing over nearly 50% of the industry's 
pre-recorded sales this year, the best 
way to get to the top is on BASF Pure 
Chrome duplicating tape. 

BASF Pure Chrome helps you climb 
the charts faster because it duplicates your sounds 
more perfectly than any other brand. Technically speaking, 
BASF Pure Chrome offers extended high frequency Maxi-
mum Output Level (MOL), plus the world's lowest back-
ground noise. And our exclusive Pure Chrome formulation is 
extremely clean and stable at even the highest duplicating 
speeds. The payoff? Audio performance that's virtually indis-
tinguishable from a studio master recorded at 15 I.P.S. 

Best of all, just about anyone can 
change over from ferric oxide to BASF 
Pure Chrome with the greatest of ease 
—and without any need for additional 
equipment or expenses. 

Find out why such major names as 
RCA Red Seal Digital, Sine Qua Non, Van-

guard and Inner City all put their trust in us. Switch 
to BASF Pure Chrome duplicating tape. Because when 
you put "CrO," on your label, 
you're not just guaranteeing 
the public the pure music 
they're paying for. You're pav-
ing your way to platinum with 
BASF Pure Chrome. 

=0 BASF 
Chrome Audio & Video Tapes 
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C = 63 dB FE/rewind 36 seconds, C-60 professional user price 
is $ 1.895 

DAS-900 DIGITAL AUDIO MASTERING SYSTEM 
.11/C Cutting Center, Inc. 

NC CUTTING CENTER, INC. 
6363 Sunset Blvd, Suite 500, Hollywood, CA 90028 
(213) 467-1166 
Product Name: DAS-900 DIGITAL AUDIO MASTERING 
SYSTEM 
Contact: Larry Boden, Chief Engineer 
Date Product Introduced: late 1982 

Product Description & Applications: The DAS-900 digital 
audio mastenng system is a professional 2 channel system using 
3/4 " U-format or 1/2" VHS VCRs The main units making up the 
system are the BP-900 Digital Audio Processor and AE-900 Elec-
tronic Editor The processor features are compact and lightweight 
thanks to newly developed LSIs The electronic editor makes 180 
microsecond accuracy of editing possible The system can be syn-
chronized with video production systems 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Number of chan-
nele 2 Quantization 16 bit, linear Sampling rate 44 1/44 056 
kHz (switchable) Dynamic range. more than 90 dB Editing accu-
racy 180 microseconds 

1H-110B-3-LB AUDIO LAYBACK SYSTEM 
MCI 

MCI 

A DIVISION OF SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NI 07656 
(201) 930-1000 

Product Name: IH-11013-3-LB Audio Layback System 
Contact. Jim Guthrie. National Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: Apnl 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Audio Layback 
System is a post production recorder for transfer of audio to one 
inch type C video tape It is used to optimize frequency response, 
S/N. and wow and flutter in the audio portion of the final edited 
video tape The Audio Layback recorder has two audio tracks for 
stereo sound and a SMPTE time code control track The system is 
available for NAB A or B 1" tape reel sizes 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: S/N greater than 
60 dB Frequency response from 30 Hz to 20 kHz Wow and Hut-
ter less than 025% Depth of erasure better than 80 dB at 1 kHz 
Amplifer electronics (3 channels provided) input impedance 10k 

ohms balanced, output impedance 120 ohms balanced, output 
clipping + 24 dam Transport speeds 9 606 ips fixed (NTSC 
Video Recorder standard) Start time 800 mS 

OTAFII CORPORATION 
2 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002 
(415) 592-8311 
Product Name: MTR-12 
Contact: John Carey, National Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The MTR.12 is a micro. 
processor.controlled, constant-tension mastering recorder, 
capable of handling EIA and NAB hub reels up to 121/2 " in 
diameter, available in 3 console-mounted versions of 1/4 " 2 track. 
1/2 " 2 track, and 1/2 " 4 track It is a 30/15/7 5 ips machine with 
separate repro EQ. record EQ. and phase compensation as well 
as 2 preset master bias adjustments for each speed, and is switch-
selectable to IEC or NAB equalization Standard transport func-
tions include return to zero, back timing, cue and shuttle modes. 
library spooling, dump edit mode. and "one hand" microproces-
sor-assisted reel rocking for convenient editing Standard features 
include a monitor speaker, splicing block, a sine/square test oscil-
lator, synchronizer/editor interface connector, ± 20% vanable 
speed, and transformer or electronic balanced input/output 
Accessones include a full function ( 0-memory auto-locator and an 
RS- 232 serial input transport control interface 
Basic Specifications 6r Suggested List Price: 42 Hz • 29 kHz 
+ 5 — 2 dB at 30 ips 0 03% wow and flutter (DIN 45507) 75 dB 
S/N ratio unweighted 30 Hz • 18 kHz filter Prices MTR• I 2 2 (1/4 ") 
$6,900, MTR-12-2 ( 1/2 ") - $8,065, MTR-12-4 ( 1/2 ") $8,800 

SONY CORPORATION 
I Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656 
(201) 930-1000 
Product Name: PCM-701 ES 
Contact: Sony Corp (see above) 
Date Product Introduced: September 1983 
Product Description and Applications: High performance. 
moderately priced digital processor Offers both E(A) 14 bit linear 

quantization or switchable to 16 bit linear quantizaiton format 
Digital copy capability Peak program display includes auto/peak 
hold. VCR tracking, and source level indication Record and P/B 
muting controls Works with any NTSC format videocassette 
recorder 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price Frequency re 
sponse I 0 Hz • 20 kHz ± 0 5 dB Total harmonic distortion less 
than 0 005% Dynamic range more than 90 dB Wow and flutter 
less than measurable Suggested retail price $ I , 200 

SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS INC. 
1517 20th St., Santa Monica, CA 90404 
(213) 453-4591 
Product Name: SERIES 20 TAPE RECORDERS 
Contact: Enka Lopez, Advertising 
Date Product Introduced: Fall AES 
Product Description & Applications: Two track master record-
er Uses include studio and broadcast track mastering Fully 
microprocessor controlled, will align itself to 5 different types of 
tape and 3 EP standards at any one of 3 speeds previously pro 
qrammed in by the operator Once info is stored, the machine will 
realign to required settings by the touch of a button A center 
track is available for time coding 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price Standard features 
include a remote unit, noise reduction switching outputs, 14" reel 
capacity, vanspool, edit and dump modes, headphone jack and 
internal cue speakers Options include and 1/2 inch versions, 2 
types of VU or PPM metering, serial and parallel ports for external 
control and rack mounting 

STUDER RE VOX AMERICA 
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210 
(615) 254-5651 
Product Name: STUDER A710 CASSETTE DECK 
Contact: Tom Mmtner, Director, Studer Products 
Date Product Introduced: March 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The A710 is a fully profes-
sional cassette deck featunng complete microprocessor control. 
three heads, four direct-dnve motors, die-cast aluminum alloy 
chassis, azimuth stable headblock design, quartz servo control for 
the dual capstan motors, constant speed fast wind, electronic brak • 
ing, Dolby Band C. modular electronics, balanced + 4 inputs and 
outputs, calibrated levels, fader start, and remote control (op-
tional) The A7I0 is designed for applications requinng consistent, 
high quality cassette recordings under conditions of hard, continu-
ous use 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Wow and flutter 
0 I % maximum (DIN 45507 weighted) Frequency response 60 
Hz • 14 kHz ( ± 2 dB). 30 Hz 18 kHz ( ± 3 dB), IEC II and IV S/N 
ratio (IEC/A weighted at 3% distortion 55 dB (IEC I. NR off), 69 
dB (IEC I. Dolby C on). 72 dB (IEC IV, Dolby C on) Distortion 
better than 1% at 315 Hz. 0 dB (200 nWb/m) Impedance min 5 
k ohm, 30 Hz 20 kHz Output impedance less than 50 ohm. 30 
Hz 20 kHz Suggested list price- $2.200 

TASCAM 52 TAPE RECORDER 
Tascam 

TASCAM (TEAC CORP.) 
7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello, CA 90640 
(213) 726-0303 
Product Name: TASCAM 52 
Contact: Bill Mohrholt or Tay Hotta 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 

Product Description & Applications: 1/4 " two track recorder 
(01/2 " reel capacity 71/2 ips or 15ips operation Fluorescent real 
time tape counter Rear panel connectors for SMPTE synchronizer 
/controller interfacing Three motor design with microprocessor-
controlled transport functions Van-Pitch mode with fine and 

coarse speed adjustments Zero search feature moves tape to ex-
actly 00 minutes 00 seconds Several optional remote controllers 
are available 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: $3.500 

TASCAM 58 TAPE RECORDER 
Tascam 

TASCAM (TEAC CORP.) 
7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello, CA 90640 
(213) 726-0303 
Product Name: TASCAM 58 
Contact: Bill Mohrholl or Tay Hotta 
Date Product Introduced: Apnl 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The Tascam Model 58 is a 
2", 8 track recorder reproducer which operates at 15 ips and 

accommodates 101/2 " reels Rear panel connectors provide quick 
interlace to SMPTE controller/synchronizers Three motor micro-
processor-controlled transport with zero search and real time 
fluorescent tape counter Van-pitch speed control Several op-
tional remote controllers are available Long life, high density 
permalloy heads for 40 Hz to 22 kHz response in sync or repro 
modes 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price $5.800 

TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
9600 Aldrich Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55420 
(612) 884-4051 
Product Name: TELEX TAPE DUPLICATING SYSTEMS 
Contact: Don Mereen 
Product Description & Applications: Series 6120 high speed 
tape duplicating system Modular construction for expandability 
Half track or quarter track 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: 6120 series from 
$3,570 
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prefer Apollo Master blanks 
for my most critical work!' 

Vladimir Meller 
Custom Mastering Engineer 
Columbia Records Mastering Studios. 
New York City 

"I believe they give as quiet a cut 
as you can get through conven-
tional mastering:' 

"The Apollo has all the pluses 
mastering engineers look for. 
We designed into the Apollo lacquer all the fea-
tures the mastering engineers have been asking 
for: better flatness, less noise, clean cutting, 
longer stylus life, better uniformity and consis-
tency. Ultimately. the Apollo results in better 
records. 

"Absolutely flat." 
All aluminum blanks used for the Apollo are 
micropolished using a process originally devel-
oped for magnetic computer disks. This multi-
step process resurfaces the aluminum blanks and 
creates a fine finish, free from defects and with 
an improved flatness. 

"Free of ticks and pops!' 
Our elaborate lacquer manufacturing process 
insures that all particles and gels which could 
cause cutting problems are removed. Moreover, 
the new formulation resists lacquer buildup on 
the stylus, thus reducing groove wall scoring and 
loose debris in the groove, which contribute to 
ticks and pops. 

"Least abrasion!' 
The unique Apollo formulation reduces the cut-
ting friction when contacted by the heated 
stylus. This results in lower abrasion, thus 
extending the stylus life. And, of course, the for-
mulation does not use any abrasive ingredients in 
the first place. 

"Very consistent from batch to batch!" 
The excellent consistency of the Apollo 
lacquer masters is the result of complete 
control we have over the critical raw 
materials and the blending of the 
formulation. In addition, the 
extensive process and quality 
control methods assure the 
maintenance of tight 
manufacturing toler-
ances. 

We've Mastered the Master. 
64.e.e 

APOLO-
Master Audiodisc. 

1,41 

Capitol Magnetics Product. 5502 Sunset Boulesard. Hon> vonn.1, CA 90028. 

1983 Capitol littaratic Products. A dadolon of Capitol Record. loo All Algala Flaterrod. 
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ah:L‘ iKtiekt. Àt 
OTHER EQUIPMENT 

POWER-FEP 204 ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER 
Alagatronics Inc. 

THIN PROBE HAN-D-MAG 
R.B. Annis Co. 

ALAGATRONICS INC. 
141 Filth Ave., New York, NY 10010 
(212) 473-0515 
Product Name: POWER-FEP 204 ELECTRONIC CROSS-
OVER 
Contact: Frank Dimes. President 
Product Description & Applications: This unique proi• 
ices comelentnc signal processing. a method of freau,7. 
which allows the individual outputs to be perfectly 7- - 

The acoustic result is total sound transparency and si 
ent response Unity summing is not possible in clas, • 
designs due to severe phase and amplitude distort., •,,.. 
crossover points As dramatic proof of the FEP 204ís unity sum-
ming ability a stereo remis of all 4 outputs is provided for full band 
monitoring 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Mid ;bass 
155-190-270-340 Hz ( 1,2) Mid-bassímid-high ti• I 2- I Et 2 7 
kHz Mid-high/high 4-5-7- 10 kHz Operating level 0 to + 6 dBm( 
maximum level + 20 dBm 20,000 Hz ( 11 bass output features 
selectable compalmation for mono sub-bass ( 2) in 3 way mode 
mid bass response from 2(1 Hz to mid- high frequency. bass output 
is identical in 3ét4 way modes ¡Dimensions 10x1 75x5 375 All 
connections via RUA Jacks Note comelentric processing requires 
all drives connected in identical phase Optimum results achieved 
by aligning all acoust, ',titers of radiation List price $625 

ANCHOR SYSTEMS INC. 
5097 Santa Fe St., San Diego, CA 92109 
(619) 272-9770 
Product Name: ANCHOR 206/256 
Contact: Mana E Garcia, Assistant Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: June 1983 
Product Description & Applications( Self-contained PA system 
with 55 watt amplifier, two •••• ••;;;;( and dome tweeter bat 
ancecl mike input with volurr.- phone and RCA line in-
puts with volume control, ; 4 .ne output speech music 
equalization switch Model 206 ha.- •••• ' mot enclosure, model 256 
has vinyl covered plywood enclosure with reinforced corners 

ANCHOR SYSTEMS INC. 
5097 Santa Fe St., San Diego, CA 92109 
(619) 272-9770 
Product Name: ANCHOR SEVILLE POWERED PORTABLE 
LECTERN 
Contact: Mana E Garcia, Assistant Saies Manager 
Date Product Introduced: July 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Table-top oak cabinet 
lectern mike with volume control, aux mike input with volume 
control, '4" phone line input with volume control, 1/4 " phone line 
output tone control, high- of I - low light switch Available as unpow-
ereci lectern Optional 30" high base also available 

R.B. ANNIS CO. 
1101 N. Delaware St., Indianapolis, IN 46202 
(317) 637-9282 
Product Name: THIN PROBE HAN-D-MAG 
Contact: R b Annus 
Date Product Introduced . 
Product Description & Applications: As a result of customer re-

- is a new thin prone model of the powerful Han-D-
• temagnetizer The overall thickness of the vinyl 

mate° steel probe is only 0 315" It is particularly 
. r reaching into narrow or íítight' areas and is the most 

won ma effective audio- video head demagnetizer available 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: This thin probe 
Han D-Maq is designed for practical intermittent duty on 115 
volts, 50-60 Hz, being rated at I 80 volt-amperes Demagnetizing 
field strength at the tip of the 21/4 " probe is over I 200 oersted and 
over 2000 oersteds at the opposite flush pole end Price $33.70, 
now in stock 

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING 
(A Division of Wheatstone Corp.) 
5 Collins Rd., Bethany, CT 06525 
(203) 393-0887 
Product Name: MODELS 3218/2218 TUNEABLE ELEC-
TRONIC CROSSOVERS 
Contact: Andrew Calvanese, Engineering 
Date Product Introduced: 1983 Fall AES 
Product Description & Applications: The Audioarts Engineer. 
wig tuneable electronic crossovers are new designs available in 
two models the 3218, which is a three-way stereo unit, and the 
model 2218, which is a two-way stereo unit Both models have 
- 18 dB/octave crossover points and have the following features 
-lick detente variable frectuency settings, HPF, front panel gain 
i-ontrols, LED overload indicator circuits, phase reverse balanced 
transformer output options 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response 20 Hz 100 kHz, ± 5 dB Dynamic range. 110 dB 
THD 0075%. 20 kHz BW Price model 3218 $585, model 
2218 $365 

AUDIO + DESIGN (Audio + Design Recording, Inc.) 
P.O. Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310 
(206) 275-5009 / 275-5010 
Product Name: PROPAK I & II 
Contact: Kathleen Mallory 
Date Product Introduced: May 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Propak I allows level inter-
face between high quality semi pro equipment and any pro 
operating level Propak II adds to the above an optional "Coinci-
dent Time Corrector CTCTM" for use with EIAJ Digital Recorders 
such as the Sony PCM-F I ) producing a Time Coincident Digital 

Stereo Recording which is, after conversion to a compatible digi-
tal form, directly 1610 or compact disk compatible It is no longer 
necessary to Stunt to the analog domain for transfer to other 
digital formats 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Frequency 
response + 0 - 25 dB 20 Hz • 20 kHz Noise ( ref input); less 
than 92 clEim Dimensions; 210 x 140 x 45 mm Dynamic range 
greater than 125 dB Crosstalk; better than 70 dB at 10 kHz Input 
impedance electronically balanced 45 k ohms each phase 
ground ref (transformer bal 10 k ohms floating) Output im-
pedance electronically balanced 68 ohms (transformer bal 140 
ohms). Distortion: 0.004% THD at + 20 dBm into 600 ohms, 
worst case Price Propak I $240; Propak II $290 

BANNER 
P.O. Drawer 1803, Shelby, NC 28150 
(704) 487-7012 
Product Name: BANNER RTA-1232 1;c3 OCTAVE REAL 
TIME ANALYZER 
Contact: John Dellinger, President 
Date Product Introduced: Prototype shown in late — Pro-
duction February I 983 
Product Description and Applications: The Banner FiTA-I232 
is a 13 octave Real Time Analyzer featuring 31 double-tuned filter 
bands and an SPL meter Double-tuned filters provide high resolu-
tion without loss of inter-band frequencies. The unit has built-in 
pink and white noise generators. It has two balanced phantom 
powered mike inputs and two line level inputs that may be 
summed together Accordingly, it is very useful in the studio for 
detecting stereo cancellations. 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: 31 iso bands 
cover 20 Hz to 20 kHz SPL meter Digital pink and white noise 
generator Two microphone inputs Two line inputs Special 
double-tuned filters Suggested list price $ 1.250 

CASES INC. 
1745 W. 134th St., Gardena, CA 90249 
(213) 770-4444 
Product Name: ROADRUNNER SHIPPING CASES 
Contact: Wayne Nall 
Date Product Introduced: lune 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Cases for all audio and 
video equipment 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Cases are built to 
meet or exceed the Air Transport Assn (ATA) specification 300 
category Prices vary depending on mfg 6i model of equipment to 
be cased 

CLEAR-COM INTERCOM SYSTEMS 
1111 17th St., San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 861-6666 
Product Name: DLC SERIES 
Contact: Peter Giddings, Marketing Director 
Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description & Applications: The DLC (Digital Logic 
Control) Series represents an innovative, modular concept incor-
porating a front panel designed for removable 4 channelhntercom 
and 4 channel/1FR modules. The DLC station operator can 
monitor a channel by pressing one of the monitor select buttons 
assigned to each channel Each DLC station has an internal 10 x 
10 assignment matrix a mike preamplifier, stage announce, 
prionty, ISO call, and permanently attached electret mike on a 
field adjustable length gooseneck extension 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Power on/off; cir-
cuit breaker reset, short circuit LED indicator, speaker on/off. call, 
mike onof hmomentary on, monitor select, push- to- talk, stage an-
nounce, pnorityiall-call, program volume, sidetone adjust, inter-
com volume. 9 intercom connectors, auxiliary input, external 
speaker connector, speaker mute connector, stage announce 
connector Suggested list on MS-8 main frame - $960 

CONCERT MUSIC DESIGN, INC. 
1552 Laurel St., San Carlos, CA 94070 
(415) 592.8055 
Product Name: THE SMART SWITCHER SYSTEM 

(continued on page 132) 
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TOC rm 23 

UMW OFFSET 
CORRECTION 

Introducing TOCrm 23 from Professional Audio 
Systems. Finally, a way to correct time offset. 

Many speakers have impressive response curves 
— but most have time offset error. And, if the 
acoustic sources of the low and high frequencies 
are offset from each other, the accuracy of 
transient sound will be impaired. The new 
TOC TM 23 Time Offset Correction device solves 
this problem — it provides an active delay that 
creates an identical acoustic source for the low, 
mid and high frequency components. 

You will hear the difference 
... in the studio, on stage 

or in the audience. Pin 
Point Accuracy. 

Only the PAS elec-
tronic crossover with 

professional audio systems 

Time Offset Correction gives you such versatility: 
• Single channel, 2 way or 3 way 
• Special filters for flat group delay through the 

crossover points 
• Equal group delay in all outputs in both 2 way 
and 3 way modes 

• Adjustable time offset correction in low and 
midrange outputs 

• Subsonic and supersonic filters 
• Limiter on input 
• Additional limiter on hi-frequency output for 

sensing amplifier output power 
• Hi- frequency EQ for constant coverage horns 

Take your speakers into your nearest Professional 
Audio Systems dealer for a demonstration. Or 
listen to theirs. You will hear like never before... 
Clearly, distinctly, correctly. 

1224 W. 252nd Sr., Harbor City, CA 90710 213/534/3570 
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No doubt about it: the recording industry is changing as 
never before. Digital recording ... Video music ... de-

clining record sales ... computerization in the studio ... home taping of records 
and radio ... new markets. As a serious professional, you're probably changing 
too, and doing your best to keep up with these new devel-
opments. That's where Mix comes in. CI No other publica-
tion offers such a wide variety of informative columns and 
feature articles on today's dynamic audio/video scene. 
Whether you want to learn about the latest hardware and 

innovative production techniques ... tour 
the newest, state-of-the-art studio installa-
tions... read the views and personal 
experiences of leading producers, engi-
neers and performers ... catch up on 
recent sessions and other events. .. or 
simply be entertained by some of the best writing any-
where—Mix has it all! (And only Mix publishes detailed 
directories of studios throughout the U.S., as well as 
other vital facilities and services.) E We want you to 
find out for yourself how you can benefit from read-
ing Mix each month, so we're making a special intro-
ductory offer: 12 months— one whole year of Mix 
—for just $ 18.00! That's 25% off our regular sub-
scription price. D Just return the subscription card 
in this issue. For only $ 1.50 a month, 
you'll begin receiving one of the 

most valuable tools of the trade you'll 
ever use! (Special bonus: Send payment with 
your order and receive two extra issues.) 



/ "HAVE YOU HEARD ANY OF \ 
THAT NEW RANE EQUIPMENT?" 
People are talking about Rane. They should. Suddenly there are a 
number of surprisingly innovative, practical, cost-effective and downright 
exciting products coming from this new Rane Corporation. 

The HC 6 HEADPHONE CONSOLE contar:' stereo headphone amplifiers which can be 

driven individuallythrough separate inputs, or together through a master stereo input In 

Just a single rack space the HC 6 provides all the output and flexibility you could desire 
for personal recording or professional studio headphone monitoring Suggested list 
price: $349. 

!T4 
jjf 

The RE 27 REALTIME EQUALIZER is a precision Vr octave equalizer combined with a 

matching ' 3 octave realtime analyzer, including its own pink noise generator and 

calibrated condenser microphone Incredibly easy to use. the RE 27 can provide 

minimum feedback and a dramatic improvement in the entire system sound in mem 

minutes, wherever you perform Suggested list price for the complete system is just $ 77: 

elm 

4t1tt 
the GE 27 STATE VARIABLE THIRD OCTAVE GRAPHIC EQUALIZER brings a whole new 

standard of precision to the third octave format The State Variable filters maintain a 

constant third octave bandwidth at all slider positions. resulting in greater accuracy. 
reduced filter overlap and minimized adjacent band interaction over any other 

standard designs With Superior performance and specifications the GE 27 is only $ 449 

suggested lis; price 

The MM 12 MONITOR MIXER is an ultroiCcrnboct. rack mountable 12 input 6 output mixer. 
complete with built-in mic splitters, three-way input EQ. sub-fixing two-stage para-

metric output EQ. cue system and c re- designed layout to make it extremely easy to use 

Only 19"W x 21"H x 2Vi'D the MM 12 carries a suggested list price of $ 1299. 

MI11111111111111111111111111 • 

- • - 

The MA6 MULTICHANNEL AMPLIFIER Is a whole new concept in power amp format. The MA 

6 contains SIX separate channels EACH rated at TOOW into 8 ohrns. or 150W into 4 ohms. 

with fully automatic built-in bridgirg for 3011W into 8 ohms from each pair of channels A 

SINGLE MA 6 will drive 6 separate st3ge monitor mixes, or stereo biamped main 

speakers with 100W high end ono 300W low end or three separate biamped monitor 
mr,es. or stereo triomped main or side- fill monitors, and who knows what else--ALL 

protected by built-in limiters to pray de an extra 15dB headroom before clipping and a 

4d8 increase in continuous SPL (the eauivo'ent of six 250W amps without limiters). Only 

5' H x 19-W x11'i'D and44 lbs. he MA6 wil deliver up to 900W six different ways for only 
$1199 suggested list price 

Shown above are five unique products currently in production, with more 
on the way. Stop into any of the fine Rane dealers nationwide, ask for 
a demonstration, and hear for yourself all that these products will 
deliver. 

RTN-OE  
CORPORATION 

6510 D 216th SW, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 (206) 774-7309 
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TONE 
GENERATORS 
for critical slide synchronizers 
and other applications. 

Zero cross detection. 
Automatic repulse and 
many other features. 

Two models to 
choose from. 

Write or • 
call for •••• 

further infor-
mation. 

Rt 4 Box 40 
Lockport, IL 60441 

(815) 838-1285 

—from page 128 

Contact: terry Kurt uy 
Date Product Introduced 
Product Description and Applications: Die Smart Swc, -her 
SySielll is arl automated audio routing swit.dier that will sain as 
well as distribute very high auality .111(11,1 Si, niais The system kit 

I,r,,grammable .E1.1 -ar. be ,-ontrolled by either 

an At ,ple II or an IBM Pt • )ptional time c.Fie,preset software will 
be available soon 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price Frequency re-
sponse + + rab frorn 18 Hz to 46 kHz insstalk + 85 db at 

20 kit, Signal tr r noise r,itu,i + 92 dB Total harmonic distortion . 
(_,15";• 32x matrx ir, "si Suggested list 

DIRECT CONNECTION 
P.O. Box 437, Lanham, MD 20706 
(BOO) 638-8027 
Product Name. MC-2 MICROPHONE CABLES 
Contact bri K.rklan 
Date Product Introduced . 

Product Description & Applicatians 

Baso - Specihr 

' • ne, - lion has 
• ents lite 

interfer 
rot bind 

rle tir, si in bulk r ir 
rerilleri rn rn.irkei t, length 

ris & Suggested List Price ,rance Ill 

DIRECT CONNECTION 
P.0 Box 437, Lanham, MD 20706 

(800) 638-8027 
Product Name MULTIPLE CHANNEL WIRING SYSTEMS 

Date Product Introduced -
Product Description & Applications ; trot ('orinection has 

r video wiring 
, high contrast 

,rreniely rugged 
I -n1(1 
1,IS 

I 'it•'', 1I-IurleS 1,11S0 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price 

DISCWASHER 
A DIVISION OF JENSEN, AN ESMARK CO 
1407 N. Providence Rd, P.0 Box 6021, 

Columbia, MO 65205 

(314) 449-0941 
Product Name DISCWASHER GOLD ENS NEW 
IMPROVED 

Contact: I 
Date Product Introduced .• 
Product Description & Applications r,,. 

Basic Specifications & Suggested Let Pro-e-

'He matte 

and M 
u, 

•••( 

maximum 

' 

1 ui, Iii pleited 

•` I , Ill migrat 

DISCWASHER 
A DIVISION OF JENSEN, AND ESMARK CO. 
1407 N. Providence Rd., P.O. Box 6021, 
Columbia, MO 65205 
(314) 449-0941 
Product Name: DISCWASHER D'MAG. CASSETTE DECK 
DEMAGNETIZER 
Contact: bruP 10,1' It Ft igineer )IS, ' I . Ahr 
Date Product Introduced • - t,01.1,y ( 

Product Description & Applications •• -w cher 1' Maui 

utilizes its lugh energy samanumcoball permanent magnets in a 
unique rotating configuration to safely demagnetize along the en 

tire tape path of a r-assette deck including the capstan's, tape 
heads and other magnetic parts No battenes re power cords are 
needed, so portable or car use is facilitated Crimes in a magnetic 

shield slip oase to t ',vent stray field leakage durum storage 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Proper use of the 
Discwasher IrMag can r(xliire fields rut up to several hundred 
maims found on capstans or other magnetic parts down to entirely 
'rate levels of less than a few (1(illSS usable in most any cassette 

recorder, duplicator, or deck Pnces $ 19.95 

DOVE & NOTE RECORDING CO. 
15415 W. Antone Circle, Houston, TX 77071 

(713) 723-7109 

Product Name TITAN STAND 
Contact: Michael I.arnm, Engineer 
Date Product Introduced: lanuary 198,2 
Product Description & Applications: Microphone stand ex 
tends to 411 tent high, serves as speaker stand to 20 feet high. Intl 
rate height adiustinent 5' 40' Four leg base adlusts to sloped 

floors Lightweight, portable includes carrying case for location 
work 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: All aluminum con 
struction black or gold anodized Weight Si pounds Carrying 
',se , 11,1 x 50- long Price $645 

DOVE & NOTE RECORDING CO. 
15415 W. Antone Circle, Houston, TX 77071 

(713) 723-7109 
Product Name: L. MICARRAY 
Contact: Michael imm, Engineer 
Date Product Introduced: May 198 i 

Product Description & Applications: A device tor physically or 
raritnnu l'ZM microphones in the traditional stereo techniques It 
allows emulation of Blumlem, X-Y. M X. OBTF. NOS, DIN. Faulk 
ner-Blumloni, and binaural head nuking configurations ( 'r 'mimes 
the wide band with flat respinse, and excellent transient resport, 

P7.Ms with the solid stereo imagery of traditional miking tech 
rogues btfe,tively eliminates of 'axis , iloration 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price IMF-Array wor 
l'ZMs- 4,249 IMF -Array wi4 l'ZMs Inquire ( 'arrying car, avail 

FOSTEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 
ELECTRO ACOUSTIC DIVISION 
15431 Blackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA 90650 

(213) 921-1112 
Product Name: EN 3020 ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER 
Contact: Ted R Telesky, National Sales Manager, Electro 
Acoustic 
Date Product Introduced: lime 108.4 

Product Description and Applications: The EN 302(1 is a pro 
feseional use electronic crossover which e switchable for 2- way, 

2 way and mono bass 3 way stereo , ind 4-way mono Ilse Cross 
over slopes are also selectable at 12 or 18 dBroctave and all cross-
over points are adiustable Output levels for each band can bead. 

Fisted in I dB steps and car, he set for normal or reverse phase 
All inputs and outputs are XI.H, balanced. + 4 riBm A 30 Hz low 

frequency filter 112 dB/octave) can be switched in via a rear panel 
-•ontrol to remove infrasonic frequencies and reduce the possibili 
iy of low frequency twercinving 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Hesponse 20 - 50 

kHz + I dB, THD 02%, crossover slopes 12 dB/oct (Q= 0 5)18 
cif-Port Q = 07) Switchable input impedance 40 k ohm balanced 
k ohm unbalanced, maximum input/output + 24 dm, ST\1 - 85 

dB, output level rontrols 21 position, I dB step Suggested list 
price 5649 

FURMAN SOUND, INC 
30 Rich St., Greenbrae, CA 94904 
(415) 927-1225 
Product Name, TX-5 TUNABLE ELECTRONIC 

CROSSOVER 
Contact: Diane Prole, Marketing Director 
Date Product Introduced: lune I 98.1 

Product Description & Applications: The TX 5 is designed for 
-my application requiring a high quality stereo 4- way, 3 way, or 
way crossover Its configuration is such that it offers maximum 

versatility and reliability The lowest crossover point can be tuned 
,ver the range of 20 20(1 Hz and in 2 way and way systems the 
lowest channel can be used as a tunable low . 111 litter The upper 
two cm, !,,,lencies can be tuned over the entire audio 
range ' • , liz) filter type is 2nd order ( 12 dBír,tavei 
Blitterw, .-1 features low out stereo/mono switch combines 

thr .1el.r.vest band of each channel, high slew rate cm 
balanced inputs and outputs level controls 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: Input impedance 
7 k ohms nominal unbalanced, 20 k ohms balanced Output 50 
.,lims unbalanced MOL = ft 7 V HMS ( + 21 dBm) into a mini-
murs terminating impedance of 2 5 k ohms, balanced outputs, 
100 ohms output impedance from pin 2 to pin .i MOI. = 16 4 V 
HMS 1+ 27 dBrni into minimum termination impedance of 5 k 
ohms Gam 6db maximum to unbalanced outputs, 12 dB maxi -

nice to balanced outputs Signal•to noise' 101 riB w/I (1 dB head 
t' rum distortion typical OM% minas: urn before clipping 01% 

.-ed list price $495 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

OTHER EQUIPMENT 

GRM 
P.0 Box 388127, Chicago, IL 60638-8127 
Product Name "MISSING LINK" ACTIVE DIRECT BOX 
Date Product Introduced • 
Product Description St Applications • ••• 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRO-MAGNETICS 
350 N. Eric, Palatine, IL 60067 
(312) 358-4622 
Product Name MAGNETIC HEAD ASSEMBLY 
Contact (,  
Date Product Introduced .. 0, • 
Product Description & Applications A ,11•1' • 1.1 

.•, 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price 

I I, 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRO-MAGNETICS 
350 N. Eric, Palatine, IL 60067 

(312) 358.4622 
Product Name TAPE HEADS 
Contact v ••••• -• 
Date Product Introduced -• 
Product Description St Applications • 

Suggested List Price 

J.B.R. SOUND PRODUCTS 
20950 Brant Ave., Long Beach, CA 90810 
(213) 636.3403/636-6934, (714) 975-0248 
2627 S Lamb Sp. « 54, Las Vegas, NV 89121 

(702) 457.7277 
615 Piikoi St. Suite 104, Honolulu, HI 96814 
Product Name, 1 B.R PROFESSIONAL MICROPHONE 

CORD 
Contact • • • ./‘ . 7.• . 1. • 

Date Product Introduced ..:•• 
Product Description & Applications 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price 

JENSEN TRANSFORMERS 
10735 Burbank Blvd, North Hollywood. CA 91601 

(213) 876-0059 
Product Name TWIN SERVO MICROPHONE PREAMP 
CIRCUIT 
Contact : ,'.'• i 
Date Product Introduced 
Product Description & Applications 

TWIN SERVO MICROPHONE PREAMP 
(20 Hz square wave) Jensen' Transtprmerr 

Basic Specificatiens St Suggested List Price Soo: i o r,:/ , 

1R1 
10: Landing Rd Landing, NP07850 
(201) 398.7426 
Product Name PRO MIX Ii HEADS 
Contact • • 
Date Product Intsoduced •'. 
Product Description di Aoplira 'ions 

Ba ic Specificaticns & Suggssted List P,•ce 

..41111.1111MI 

4. 

a. 

LUDWIG PA HEAD STAIVD 
Ludw.g Industries 

LUDWIG INDUSTRIES 
P.O Box 310, Elkhart, IN 461/15 

(219) 793-4272 
Product Name ILIDWIG P A- HEAD STAND 
Contact /•-: ' cc"? ci , 
Dote PYoduct Introduced o..•- - 
Product Descrip.ion St Applications 

Busic Specula-at-0ns Sr dug jested .t Price 

METRO GNOME 
602 W Iris Dry..., Nashville, TN 37204 
(615) 298.4948 
Product Name SESSIONS r' f Computer Software; 

Contact • 

Date Product Introduced .• - 
Product Description St Applications 

Basic Specifications di Suggested List PIK,. 
•,,(«1111r.`11 it: Apple oompatiblo . • , 

KEITH MONKS AUDIO (USA) INC. 
P.O. Box 1069, Palatine, IL 60078 
(800) - KMALUSA 
Product Name: MIKE STANDS, CABLE DRUMS 
Contact: : 1Iefot (' ne' ,• ,•• • 
Date Product Introduced: .; 
Product Description & Applications • 
. , 

NADY SYSTEMS INC 
1145 65th St, Oakland, CA 94608 
(415) 652-2411 
Product Name NADY 49 VA WIRELESS MIKE RECEIVER 
FOR VIDEO CAMERAS 

Date Product Introduced . •. 
Product Description & Applications • 

. • 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price • 

NEUTRIK PRODUCTS 
77 Selleck St, Stamford, CT 06902 
(203) 348-2121 
Product Name: MODEL 3300 AUDIOGRAPH 
Contact: Andrew liraxi,an Vi-r' Pre, 
Date Product Introduced: September . • 
Product Description St Applications 

1 X. • 

r Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price 

NORTRONICS COMPANY, INC. 
8101 Tenth Ave. N., Minneapolis, MN 55427 
(612) 545-0401 
Product Name- CMP-I45 FLOPPY DISK HEAD CLEANING 
SYSTEM 
Contact: Kay , '•' ,• • 
Date Product Introduced 
Product Description & Applications • 

Basic Specifications Sr Suggested List Price 
• 

NORTRONICS COMPANY, INC 
8101 Tenth Ave N , Minneapolis, MN 55427 
(612) 545-0401 
Product Name. CMP.905 LINE CONDITIONER 
Contact. K iy Bla•-k t 
Date Product Introduced 
Product Description & Application 

(continued on next page) 
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—from page 133 

Basic Specifications 6r Suggested List Price 

i•ated line pert, ir 14 ini j rcivsie, 51mm transient ; air • 
is that nmplies with the IEEE Standard It is oompact, light 
we; dit and dess 11,1 t7,r ,iscc In the home r ff: -cc The suc used 

'rii•ic is S iSO 

OMNIMOUNT SYSTEMS 
10850 Van Owen St., N. Hollywood, CA 91605 

(213) 766-9000 
Product Name OMNIMOUNT SERIES 200, CABLE/ 
MOUNT SYSTEM 
Contact: ',acme,. • . .. 
Date Product Introduced April I 
Product Description & Applications 

PEAK AUDIO INCORPORATED 
3107 Bedlington Place, Holland, PA 18966 

(215) 860-0303 
Product Name PHASEMETER I 

Contact: Michael I. Sirius • 
Date Product Introduced 
Product Description 6r Applications 

and the er-

• cx1,i oive 'lot 
Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: V' rn 1.• 

retinal, 5 Id iz 

PENNY & GILES CONDUCTIVE PLASTICS 
1640 Fifth St., Santa Monica, CA 90401 

(213) 393-0014 
Product Name: ROTARY FADERS 
Contact • •••, 
Date Product Introduced: . 4" c 
Product Description and Applications c•)3 

4 •tl. '71 wt., • mo.,,crie high enitrrioeri,c ' cil 51. 

portormicra e benefits of Penny ch ( Irles linear tad," 

Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: • 
ri 'airy hiders : Ater these performance advantage, .7.. 7 

, I sync itli rotary .1, lion, sis iniintenance. frilly 

I 

R-COLUMBIA PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC. 

2008 St. Johns Ave., Highland Park, IL 60035 
(312) 432-7915 
Product Name: REMOTE POWERED INTERCOM HEAD-

PHONE SYSTEM 

Contact: Iry Bozak President 
Date Product Introduced: January 198 c 
Product Description and Applications: Featuring "instant 

hookup remote powered intercom headphones provide superb 
2-way intercommunication without the nee(' for technical installa 
lion skills Powered by a 120V supply, the H.Columbia Model 
It provides crystal clear 2 way voice inmmunication utilizing 

• similar headphones which can be separated hy distances 

c.) • rz2ic System is compatible with universally available 

ords and acoessones "Instant hookup" head. 
a whisper to transmit loud inid clear long 

Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Starter system 
'had,: 2 'I PIC headphones, 11.:C-10() interconnect cables and 
MS,PW - 1 main station power supply) priced at only $595 

'IP IC dual ear headphone price e $ 135 TI' IC .2 single ear head-
phone price is $ 140 IC 100 interconnect cable 11 00 It) price is 

$54 MS/PW. I main station/power supply price is $250 

R-COLUMBIA PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC. 

2008 St. Johns Ave., Highland Park, IL 60035 
(312) 432-7915 
Product Name: MODULAR "TELEHEADPHONE"TM 

HEADSET 

IN STOCK! 
Saki heads are 
the finest in 
the industry. 
Every head is 
dynamically 
tested and 
unconditionally 

See us 
at AES Booth 105 

Arimmie. 
SP1KI 

e 

8650 Hayden Place 

guaranteed 
to meet or 
exceed 3M 

specifications. 

SAKI MAGNETICS, 
_ A CALIFORNIA CORPORAT ION 

INC. 

, Culver City, CA 90230 213 / 559-6704 (TWX-910-328-6100) 

Circle # 103 on Reader Service Card 

Contact: Iry ('(Soak, President 
Date Product Introduced: January 1983 

Product Description and Applications: A telephone head 
phone, the new Teleheadphone" converts any standard modular 
telephone to hands-free- operation without installation The 
H Columbia Model 52min is plug in compatible with standard 
telerMone handsets and provides superbly comfortable -hands 

tree' telephone use for long hours For operation, unplug the cord 

from any modular type telephone handset and insert it into the 
'Teleheadphone The handset is removed Horn its cradle donna 

phone use arc) huna up at the end of 3onversations 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Model 527M 
single ear mocha price is only $99 75 Model 52/TMM double ear 

wr Is priced at only 5145 

ROSSET CO. 
884 Murray Ave., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 

(805) 543-9543 
Product Name: MEDIA DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 

MODEL 124A 
Contact: Paul floss& Engineer 

Date Product Introduced: June 1483 
Product Description and Applications: Desstned tor applica-
tions where int/tiple isolated outputs are required from single 
balanced audio teed The model I 24A provides 16 tinity•gain 

unbalanced outputs plus H low-level balanced microphone out. 
puts A single balanced output is provided tor cascading adds. 
tional I 24A media distribution amplifiers Ideal for use whenever 

multiple similltaneous reoordings are required concerts, trade 
shows, press ,inferences, town meetings, lectures 

Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Input operating 
love; + 4 ciliv Max + 21 dBv Mike level outputs + 45 dBv 
Any output be shorted to grossir indefinitely with no effect on 

other outputs Steel cabinet is black with walnut sides Size 2-3/8" 

x s" x 12' l'ower re,tiiirements 110 VAC:, CiO Hz Suggested 
list price' 5450 

RTS SYSTEMS, INC. 
1100 West Chestnut St., Burbank, CA 91506 

1213) 843-7022 
Product Name: MODEL 802 MASTER STATION 
Contact: Bob Tourkow Sales Manager 

Date Product Introduced: April 1483 
Product Description and Applications: M,,,i•-14( ,./ Master 
Station is a highly sophisticated inicropr, .1' I 4 '1 '0m 

muni  control center desifined tor . • • . non. 

television brciadcast opera., • 3.)cfalla 

ions, and virtually any other i; a • • •• : enable, high per-
formance communications are i• • : . • • ; ,2 can provide 22 

independent social paths °t'-'" • 2 • izx modes Features 
intercom. squawk IF . •:• • o )...cii and sidnallina The 

802 is completely sell inntainea uni loes roil require sp.+, con 

sliming central electromos 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: As at April 
I ,r8 r pro ,.e. - . 'Master Station is $4,6(0 

SAKI MAGNETICS 
8650 Hayden Place, Culver City, CA 90230 

(213) 559-6704 
Product Name: METAL AND FERRITE MAGNETIC TAPE 
HEADS 
Contact: Trevor 1. Boyer, Director Marketing & Sales 
Product Description and Applications: In our plant in Culver 
City CA. Saki manufactures both metal and ferrite heads for most 

models of Arraex. M(1. Mincom. Otan. fievox. Scsilly. Studer 
and Technics machines Most ol these heads are of hot pressed 

glass bonded ferrite construction with a life expectancy 10 to 20 
times that of standard metal heads flowever in the case of 2 track 
1 . and 16 and 24 track heads. some of these are also of metal 

construction Every Saki head is shipped with an unconditional 
guarantee of oomplete satisfaction 
New lona lite audio pots for Sony and Ampex machines 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Typioal pricing 
Al'!) I 00 '2 track ret'ord or playback head $295 ATH 100 2 

trac k ' 2" remord or playbaok head $475 Ampex 350. 440 type 
) track n.' ri,orci or playback head • $220. MCI 1 track 4" 

ird or playback - $ 145 ea., Minoom 2 track s" $295; Min-

',III 16 and 24 track call tor special pricing Scully. (Stan, Revox 
'su iI ci Studer A h10 $295, IF:AC Ft0+1 • $395 

SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 
Professional Products Division 

10 Sharp Plaza, P.O. Box 588, Paramus, NI 07652 

(201) 265-5548 
Product Name: XC-900D DIODE GUN PLUMBICON 

COLOR CAMERA 
Contact: Bober Garbutt, General Manager 

Date Product Introduced: April 1983 
Product Description and Applications: The Sharp X( :-400D 
a broadcast grade 3-tube prism optics color video camera It fea-
tures Diode Gun Plumbicon tubes for high resolution and signal 

to noise, and low lag It also features linear mains masking for 
precise color matching arid an onboard microcomputer The 
XC 900D is an excellent video 'amero for studio use, as well as 
held production (such as remote location shoots and live concert 
video taping) 

Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: x('-9oor) 
Camera Head $ 18,7.35 XC-90UPP Portable Package- ( includes 
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model numbers, feature' 
dex In addition to the ;-: 
will contain a new eh' • , 
technical articles au 1, • 
views with prommer.• 

Suggested List Price. 

camera head, head, I's" viewfinder A( ' adaptor and heavy-duty carry-
rng case $19,995 X(1-80 )TX Triax System allows remote 
camera operation over a mile Irom lase station (perfect for use in 
large stadiums and concert halls) $9995 XC-8ORPA Remote 
Operation Panel ( for studio and held ¡ roduction use). $2500 xc: 
870VF 7" Studio Viewfinder $8b0 A wide selection of lenses, 
camera cables and other system accessories is also available for 
the XC-9000 

SIE PUBLISHING 
31121 Via Colinas, Suite 1003, 
Westlake Village, CA 91362 

(213) 706-0303 
Product Name: 1984 PROFESSIONAL AUDIO BUYERS 
GUIDE 
Contact dicilia Moskal, Vice Presnlerit 

Date Product Introduced: January ; 984 
Product Description and Applications: The 1984 Professional 
Audio Buyers Guide is a revised and expanded third edition 
listing a complete range of ¡ in »< tin tts from over 100 manufacturers 
of PA and recordrna my ii rt.( c • tr .; resented by product prtures, 

Anil a cross•referenced in. 
•'non next year's txxik 
• rung general interest 

•. -harts and inter 

II Ill MI MI 

111 0 CI 0 II III 

• 
• 

"di 4,4 • ei T:. 

. 

1-t_l_t_ 1.11_d_t_i 
SONY 

PB-36 PORTABLE BASE UNIT 
Sony Corporation of America 

SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NI 07656 
(201) 930-6210 
Product Name: PB-36 PORTABLE BASE UNIT 
Contact: Jim Githrie, National Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: April 148) 

Product Description and Applications: The PB•36 Portable 
Base Unit constitutes a rewerfril et channel diversity tuner system 
when combined with WHH-37 type diversity tuners Includes 
built in antenna divider, AC ; ewer supply Features front panel 

mounted monitor level control and headphone acks Available 
wt optional attachment that permits : 9' rack mounting and is 
capable of supplying power to . in antenna booster 

Basic Specifications: 92 hwx 12 ( Fr-six:0.i 5- H 

SOUND IDEAS SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY 
86 McGill St Toronto, Ontario Canada M5B 1H2 

(416) 977-0512 
Product Name SOUND IDEAS SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY 

Contact: Mr bran Nimens, Pre:. I, 
Date Product Product Introduced: Al ,(.. i 
Product Description and Applications( ()ver 3,000 stereo 

sound effects. on 125 boxed reels 01 tape, over 30 hours of 
recorded sounds available at s or 15 iris, tomes with two ( tom, 
erterized catalogs complets' witliilescriptions and times for every 
effect We feature an Auto Locate system that allows you to find an 
elfect with speed and effriden,ty oned slates for each effect 
Every library dubbed on a one tit ' trip basis at time speed from 

sibx Masters 

Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: 7' 2 1ps library 
$1 500 15 ips library $2 ' Extra ,•ataluds $ 10 each 

SOUND TECHNOLOGY 
1400 Dell Ave., Campbell, CA 95008 

(408) 378-6540 
Product Name: Model 111510A 
Contact: Kent McGuire, National Sales 
Date Product Introduced: 1983 
Product Description & Applications: With the 1510A Tape Re-

A'rgi, Tes' Incn- : ment the anal,' engineer has the capabili-
ty pertorrn,gi, al: •,f the nees,ey.r,!, 

troubleshooting and general .• 7 • , I ,: no 

irevrce. whether it be tape re arid 
reference turntable parau .• • .• ard 
device With the 1510A • -e-

MODEL • 1510 A 
Sound Technology 

puts. the instrument lends itself to system checkouts and remote 

neaten testing such as satellite transmitter or sttidio testing. ' ising 
either the 1510A's microprocesson,ontrolled gs•nerator or an ex• 
terra] generator ' the i 5:CA's inputs are totally auto ranging and 
din, tuning, l'or more informatron or a demonstration. call Kent 
Mc( ;in, or Nob MillIce at the factory (408) 378-6540 

STELLATRON 
4942 Whiteett Ave., N. Hollywood, CA 91607 

(213) 506-0415 
Product Name: AIRFOX 
Contact: Wayne Slater 
Date Product Introduced: September 1983 
Product Description and Applications: The Airtox is designed 
to allow engineers and producers to evaluate their products as 

they sound on FM stereo radio Airfox contains both broadbanci 

and high fres¡uency limiter compressors which process the audio 
in the same manner as broadcast stations A full fidelity FM stereo 
multiplex generator and high quality FM oscillator transmit a 
stereo signal to any FM receivers wittlin the approximate 200' 
range Airfox may also be usec as a wireless headphone transmit , 
ter, rittlIzIng "Walkman" type receivers 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Controls/lea( 
tun, rower switch, stereoimono switch, Lenisi input (virus), Ire-
pride •y . insi modulation adiust A triple bar graph indicates com• 
; mositrlanon broadoand and high 1 requenty gain reduction 

Airfox measures 19 x di 12 - and is rack mountable 

heir ¡ erne! 'FRS a,crio inputs are provided Hei rues I i 7 VAC 
5( Hc $695 

STUDER RE VOX AMERICA 

1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210 

(615) 254-5651 
Product Name: STUDER SFC-16 SAMPLING FREQUENCY 
CONVERTER 
Contact: Tom Minter, Director, Studer Products 
Date Product Introduced: January 198:t 
Product Description and Applications: The SFr (- 16, the first 
digital sampling frequency converter for audio is based on novel 
concepts in digital frItering, clock processing, and digital filter con-

•I li ; errnits the free conversen between arbitrary digital audio 
• c • it- frequencies The amount of signal ciegra-

.•fruficantly lower than that of state,of•the•art 

SOC-16 processes a stereo pair of digital 
audio 'f ' c.' • t in be used to either Tease or de lease the 
sent ilini tie : y a digital audio signal As it adapts itself to 
the Hook sidnais the SFC-16 does not require programming 

Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Signal to- noise 
rani, (up or down mode) 96 dB Phase response linear Attenu 
ation at 20 kHz and 44 1 kHz sampling frequency 2 did Suggest. 
cri list price $22,500 

SWITCHCRAFT, INC. 
5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago, IL 60630 
(312) 792-2700 
Product Name: IMPEDANCE MATCHING 

TRANSFORMERS 
Contact. ( 1, ,,( strt C Klapp, Manager Marketina Siommunicat 

Date Product Introduced: March 1983 
Product Description and Applications: A complete line of in 
line impedance matching transformers with a variety of connec-
tors Send for brochure NPB•365A for details 

Suggested List Price: $30 75 to $37 25 

TENTEL 
1506 Dell Ave., Campbell, CA 95008 

(408) 379-1881 
Product Name: TENTELOMETER 
Contact: Wayne Graham Sales Manager 
Date Product Introduced: 1983 
Product Description & Applications: Tape tension gauge for 
measuring dynamic in•line running hold back ana take-up tension 

on reel to reel recorders and tape widths of ' 4", 2" and I" In. 
valuable for diagnosing sources of wow and flutter ,IllSed by 
bearings, out of round, capstans or pinch rollers 

Basic Specifications & Suggested List Price: T21.20 A 
measures tape tension to 20 ounces or 600 grams, regurres no 
batteries, is hand held and provides accuracies wIthrti j 10% of 
the tension reading list price is $ 198 

IDEAL SOUND RECORD CLEANING KITS 
Timerep Inc. 

TIMEF1EP INC. 
141 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10010 
(212) 473-0515 
Product Name: "IDEAL SOUND" RECORD CLEANING 
KITS 
Contact: Steve Brown 
Product Description and Applications: Used frequently Ideal 
Sound" cruarantees better sound and longer record durability As 
shown from left to right (02031 Velvet pad with fine titters tor 
rernovina dust that accumulates in record grooves :0205, 
bon fiber brush Natural electric conductive filaments eliminate 
electrostatic ttharges to clean records (02071 Anti-static Fluid 
Cleaner lust a few drops of fluid on the pad makes cleaning Esrey 

A brush for cleaning the pad and the pickup complete the kit 
(02011 Record Dry Cleaning Kit. The piezoelectric demagnetizer 
eliminates static electricity on records, allowing for easy cleaning 
Included in the kit is a brush for cleaning the pad and the rintkup 

Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Speeilications 
per case 
(02031 Velvet pad Ititex4tex2ii - 1 lb,) or 12 pcdtase 
'0205: Carbon fiber brush 8• xx4 12x I i" 1 lb.4oz I 5s':-ase 
0207: Anti- static fluid kit 13' 2% I2x9' 4- 8 lb 8oz 24 ¡ x- case 

'0201) Record Dry cleaner kit I lx8 5- 5 lb,8eiz 6 re i-ase 

TRADE WIND SOUND 

P.O. Box 67224, Century City, CA 90067 
(213) 836-8360 or 837-6863 
Product Name: SOUND CONNECTIONS 
Contact: Michael Panish 

Date Product Introduced: mid 1983 
Product Description and Applications: Sound Connection.s are 
the line of professional audio cabling manufactured by Tradewind 

Sound that comes with a lifetime warranty The cable Is custom 
manufactured by Belden. and uses Switchcraft connectors We 

have specially designed a triple step heat shrink pros-em to insure 
Sound Connections every time the cabling is used Persona: house 
labeling is available at no extra charge Available in red green 
blue white, black and brown Special configuration and color 

available by special order High quality instrument cablIng, 
microphone line, speaker and any other audio use 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: Belden 8402 
dual conductor with an 85% braided shielding Cotton cord insu 

latron to Insure proper flexibility at any temperature Hypalon 
acketed SwItchitrall connectors triple heat shrink process, and a 
chemical bonding for dependable connections Suggested list 
price 25. $39 45 

WIRE WORKS CORPORATION 
380 Hillside Ave., Hillside, NI 07205 

(201) 686-7400 
Product Name: WIREWORKS COAX CABLES (BC & UC 
SERIES) 
Contact: Gerald 1 Krulewicz, President 
Product Description and Applications: These are completely 

assembled, precision tested, and individually packaged cable 
assemblies BC Series cables are terminated with a BNC crimp-
type connector on each end, UC Series cables are terminated with 
UHF connectors on each end Both series are stocked in 1. 5, 10, 
25, 50, 75, and 100 loot lengths — available for immediate 
delivery 
Basic Specifications and Suggested List Price: BC Series 
cables are available in 8058(U for RF signals and 805911 for 
video use LK: Series cables are available in three cable types 
RG58'U for RE applications 808 U where lower loss cable s re• 
dinred and 8059U for video equipment use For prices please 
contact Wireworks directly 
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A nursiesi CII ti'l"  

by Mr. Bonsai 

The Firesign Theatre first 
debuted on Los Angeles radio in 
1966. Since then they have written 
and produced 15 record albums. 
They have also written and produced 
short films, written magazine articles, 
and appeared continually on stage, 
television, and in films. The big news 
with Firesign is that they have serious-
ly entered their visual stage of com-
edy. Recently, they completed a video 
album for Mike Nesmith's Pacific Arts 
Video that will be distributed by MCA 
this fall. 

We lunched on pizza and 
beaujolais at Fred Jones Recording 
Services in Hollywood. This session 
was for an upcoming Nick Danger 
audio adventure. 

The creation of a Firesign 
album is the spoken word equivalent 
of a complex multi-track music album. 
They zip back and forth laying down 
short bursts of dialogue. They listen 
and revise. They take a joke and 
spread it mercilessly on the floor. 
They attack it. They graft on a new 
punch line. They debate "funny." 
They have so many ideas that it's easy 
for them to throw the limp ones in the 
trash. The wordplay crisscrosses the 
room and is frantically woven into the 
fabric of weird narrative. 

Each of the members is brilliant 
in his own particular way. Phil Proctor 
has the comforting and friendly air of 
a country doctor and yaks vigorously 
about the new forms their work has 
taken. Peter Bergman is intense and 
volatile; he injects his fantasies into 
our 1984 world and projects them 
into believable spinoffs of the present. 
Phil Austin is reserved and poised; his 
humorous philosophy is revealed 
through a careful choice of words and 
images. 

Bonzai: Where have you guys been? 
Austin: We went underground in '76 
and re-emerged in '78. This is the fifth 
year of the new organization. Two 
years ago, David Ossman became an 
inactive member of the group and 
he's now working with National Public 
Radio. He was the host of the ill-fated 
"Sunday Show." We've been moving 
into video, film, television very strong-
ly. And now I'd like to turn it over to 
Mr. Proctor. 
Proctor: As far as I'm concerned, he's 
said it all. [Snores.] 
Bergman: The past year has been 
spent creating the visual aspect of 
Firesign Theatre Craziness. Our video 
movie is called "Nick Danger and the 
Case of the Missing Yoke." Y-O-K-E. 
Austin: What? Y-O-L-K! 
Proctor: Oh, so that's how it's spelled, 
says mom. 
Bergman: We are now translating all 
of the craziness that we project as 
audio fantasy into visual madness. 
Proctor: Violating the laws of video. 
Austin: Primarily, we're all writers. 
For the 17 years that we've been 
together, our writing has been the 
most important part of what we do. To 
write for the visual medium after all 
those years has been tough, but we're 
lucky that we've had people to work 
with that match our vision. Most 
important is our director, Bill Dear. All 
of a sudden we're finding it very easy 
to translate into the visual world. In 
audio you are able to go anywhere, 
do anything, and make transistions 
very quickly. You don't have to keep 

(Left to right) 
Peter Bergman, 
Phil Proctor, 
Phil Austin, 
engineer Fred 
Jones, still 
crazy after all 
these albums 

the listener constantly in touch with 
where he is, whereas in the visual 
world if you're in a room, you want to 
know what building it's in. 
Proctor: One of the things you've 
seen today is that we take the script as 
a blueprint. In the studio, we've 
always created, at the moment, what 
goes onto tape. That is the perfor-
mance. When people ask if we are an 
improvisational group, we have to say 
"kind of." We write, and out of the 
performance comes the polish. We 
listen and revise. 

We consider the "Nick Danger" 
video as a visual comedy album for 
the home. It will not be released in 
any other form for the first year. If 
people like it they will invite their 
friends over and play their favorite 
cuts, and spread it around by "word 
of eye." 

On film, in order to create that 
performance, we count very much on 
the cooperation of the other people 
who are working with us. For a 
record we count on Fred Jones and 
Peter Cutler, and whoever else hap-
pens to be around the studio becomes 
an audience. Basically, in a recording 
studio we are almost entirely in con-
trol of the finished product. We 
construct it around us. When we are 
working in film, the director is 
extremely important, because he, 
being more skilled in his expertise, 
can often help us by his conception to 
realize the style visually. We know 
exactly what it should sound like and 
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GUESS 
WHO JUST PUT 

450 WATTS-PER-CHANNEL* 
IN A 21-POUND 
PACKAGE? 

Who else but Bob Carver. 
Introducing the Carver PM- 1.5 Profes-

sional Low-Feedback High Headroom 
Magnetic Field Amplifier. 
The most power in the lightest weight 

package ever offered to the hard knocks, 
no-compromise world of pro sound. 
An amplifier that can run heavy metal 

flat-out into any impedance down to 4 
ohms all day long. 
When Bob first began working o 

PM- 1.5, he knew a great deal about a 
fiers but not enough, he believed, about 
the night- in night-out requirements (and wish 
dreams) of the pro sound world. And so he spent 
much time consulting with a large number of 
sound reinforcement professionals, including 
the "pros' pro," Clair Brothers. 

Clair Brothers asked for lower input ac line 
current, greater transformer thermal capacity, 
dual modes of precision balanced inputs with 1% 
resistors, back-to-front cooling with a fully pro-
portional fan system that can just tick over at idle 
or blast 1000 ft/min. to keep output transistor 
temperatures constant. They wanted greater 
noise immunity and unbelievable long-term, 
high-power operation, as well as a 3/16" front 
panel with deep-recessed controls. 

Others wanted rear rack- mounts, adjustable 
protection circuit thresholds, front panel select-
able clipping eliminator, and even a sequential, 
soft- start power-up mode. 
Now that the PM- 1.5 has undergone thousands 

of lab test hours and seven months of hard road 
testing, Clair Brothers, Bob, and you get all that 
and more. 
The PM- 1.5 is designed to run balls- to-the-

wall, even into 4 ohms day and night without 
compromising itself or your drivers. Because 
the PM- 1.5 has three special adjustable speaker 

protection circuits. 
An adjustable Short-Term Speaker Pro-

tection circuit adjusts dynamic headroom 
between 60 and 77 volts with a short term 
burst capability of 
70 volts rms at 8 
ohms, or 60 volts 

rms at 4 ohms. 
The circuit 
locks- in to the 
control setting after 0.5 seconds. 
An adjustable Long-Term Speaker 

Protection circuit matches the time 
constant of the output shutdown cir-
cuit to your PA or monitor system. 

Finally, the Clipping Eliminator 
detects clipping lasting longer than 
30 milliseconds and attenuates 
the input signal just enough to 
pull the PM- 1.5 out of clipping. 
As for sound quality, consider 

this quote from The Audio 
Critic Magazine, -... the equal 

of any power amplifier in transparency, 
focus and smoothness. We especially 
enjoy hearing spatial detail, instrumental 
definition and completely natural 
dynamics. At this level of sonic perform-
ance, the astoundingly small size and 

cool operation become icing on 
the cake..." 
Roy Clair and Ron Borthwick of Clair 

Brothers said it this way, "We are amazed 
that Bob was able to put the same wattage 
into one-fourth the volume of conventional 
amplifiers without sacrificing audio per-
formance. It's hard to believe that an amp 
so small and lightweight can put out so 

much clean power. But it does!" 
Whether you run a megawatt sound company, 

a struggling bar band, or a recording studio gear-
ing up for digital, the PM- 1.5 will pay you. In 
increased portability and reduced freight costs. 
In freedom from expensive blown drivers. In 
sheer sonic excellence. 

Write for a detailed brochure today or give 
your local pro store no peace until they order 
you 21 pounds of pure power. 

Ma.• mum 

j :711: 
".. . . 

law" 

Front-panel- adjustable 
protection circuits. 

* Power: 8 ohms. 450 wausichan 20 Hz- 20 kHz both channels driven with less than 
01 • THD 4 ohms. 600 wausichan rms 20 Hz- 20 kHz both channels driven with 
less Ilan 0 I ••• THD 16 ohms. 300 wattsichan. 20 Hz- 20 kHz both channels driven 
with.less than 01 -• THD 2 ohms. 525 watts: chan at clipping IkHz. with less than 
0 2 • THD Note 2•ohm specification for information purposes only Operation at 2 
ohms is permissible but not recommended IM Distortion: Less than 01',. SMPTE 
Frequency Response: 3 dB at 3 Hz. 3 dB at 80 kHz Damping: 200 at 1 kHz 
Gain: 26 dB Noise: Better than 115 dB below 450W A-weighted Input: Balanced 
to gr,und. XLR or phone Impedance: 15k-ohm each leg. balanced to ground. 
Bridging: 200W into 8 ohms. 1000W into 16 ohms. accessed through rear- panel 
rece,:seif n Dimensions: 19 3./2 in high. in deep. Weight: 21 lbs. 

CARVER 
(206) 483-1202 P.O. Box 664 Woodinville, WA 98072 
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we can create the dramatic rhythms 
for it. The director is responsible for 
focusing it and making it more like the 
way we see it in our heads. It's been 
enormously exciting to translate into 
the visual forms. We have exercised 
this option in theater, but there again, 
we have the ultimate control. We 
design a show a certain way and we 
do it live. Now we have given up a 
certain amount of control for much 
more impact. 
Bergman: We have also made a 
series of short films—"Martian Space 
Party," "Everything You Know Is 
Wrong"—so this move was not entire-
ly foreign to us. We've always wanted 
to go visual, on our own terms, within 
a group of people who could translate 
our type of vision. In the meantime, 
we've turned out a series of records. 
We're doing this new record now for 
Rhino/Firesign, called The Three 
Faces of AI. It's a new Nick Danger 
piece. We also just finished a radio 
special for the Global Satellite Net-
work: one and a half hours, a rock-
oriented comedy music show. And if 
they like it, we would do it live via 
satellite on a weekly basis. We also 
have a couple of other experimental 
projects in the works. One with 
Warner Bros. involves the digital 
Compact Disc. And contracts are 

under negotiation right now to create 
a full-length animated feature. We are 
also having a home computer game 
developed - an adventure game deal-
ing with Nick Danger. 

Back to "The Case of the Missing 
Yolk." We've included in it some 
highly professional commercial paro-
dies; "Rats in a Box," "Booby Chew," 
and "October Blind" (duck-flavored 
coffee). One of the advantages of 
working with Bill Dear, besides his 
having a wonderful sense of humor, is 
that he is a top-notch commercial 
director. He's able to bring to us all 
the techniques and give us a similitude 
that allows us to parody the stuff, so 
you could be tricked for a second into 
believing there was a fast food chain 
called "Rat-in-a-Box," or a hormone 
gum for teenies called "Booby Chew" 
that makes your breasts grow. 
Proctor: We should also mention the 
contribution of our producer, Kevin 
McCormack, who has credits with 
films such as "Saturday Night Fever." 
Bergman: And Mike Nesmith, who 
put together a very good organization 
- Pacific Arts Video. Our video will 
be released through Pacific Arts 
Video/MCA. 
Proctor: Nesmith's studio is up in 
Carmel - lots of talented people up 
there. 

Bergman: Since this is for a magazine 
dedicated to people doing audio 
recording and high-tech studio work, 
we should mention that for 17 years 
we've been record producers and this 
new direction is giving us the oppor-
tunity to put onto this video movie a 
soundtrack the likes of which people 
may never have heard before - the 
selective use of comedy sound effects, 
selective mixing of sound, many 
voices. We feel that you should be 
able to close your eyes and get a 
laugh out of just hearing. 
Proctor: Nick Danger has really 
moved to the forefront of our work 
together. I guess it's because Phil 
Austin, who portrays Nick . . 
Austin: I finally got old enough to 
play Nick. . 
Proctor: And I have become so 
twisted through my nefarious work in 
the industry that I am Rocky 
Rococo. . 
Bergman: And I'm dressing so sharp 
now that I can play Al Bradshaw or 
Nancy, depending on where my mind 
is at the time. 
Proctor: It's most extraordinary how 
the most dramatic music in the Nick 
Danger piece creates intense comedy 
out of the stuff we're doing, because 
everything is done with a tremendous 
feeling of reality. 

Bob Todrank . • • 

not just another pretty face, 

hut i trusted name in professional audio. 

VALLEY 
IUDiD 

ply OF 10011.1( TECNNKAL SYSTEMS 

2821 Erica Place • P 0 Box 40743 
Nashville TN 37204-3111 • 615-383-4732 
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Austin: One of my favorite things 
about Firesign Theater records is how 
American and how real they have 
been over the past 17 years. We're 
different than most comedians in that 
we tend to put reality first and 
comedy second. Being able to do that 
in the visual world is even more satis-
fying. 
Proctor: It's not even tongue in cheek. 
It's creating a dramatic similitude to 
the original forms. It might be like 
what Monty Python has succeeded in 
doing with the English forms. 
Austin: But the English have it a lot 
easier, because they live in a funny 
country. You have to make this coun-
try funny. 
Bergman: Also, English comedians 
have much more access to the BBC. 
Comedians here have little access to 
the tube. In England, they can do 
their original material - they aren't co-
opted into a sitcom. English television 
is sometimes much more naive and 
amateurish, but it does allow the 
Goons, or whoever, to go on the air 
and do precisely what they want. 
Proctor: By extension we can look at 
our recording career and see that 
after this enormous body of material 
that we'd created there was a distinct 
change in the nature of recording 
companies, and the success of the 
business in general, so that we were 
really forced out of the marketplace. 
Our records weren't expensive to 
create, but they became more expen-
sive, and at a certain point the record 
companies couldn't guarantee enough 
of a return. 
Bergman: The reason the Firesign 
Theatre did as well as it did with its 
major sales was not because the 
record companies were behind us, 
but because the audience was behind 
us. We still have the bulk of our old 
audience and we are building a new 
one with the people who have home 
video players. Comedy crosses demo-
graphic lines faster than anything, 
faster than music. 
Proctor: When we investigate the 
revolution in entertainment, we think 
of music video and its effect. When 
you listen to a piece of music now, if 
you've seen the video and it's strong 
enough, you get the distinct playbacks 
in your mind of the visuals. By 
creating visual hooks, as well as 
musical hooks, it's much easier to 
identify what you're listening to. We 
feel that there could be a feedback 
from the video to our records. People 
who see the video will be able to 
relate it to any other Nick Danger 
episodes. 
Austin: And no Firesign Theatre 
record has ever been cut out of the 
label's catalog. Every one is still 
selling, which is remarkable when you 
figure we go back to '68. We still 

have young audiences and the upper 
edge of our audience is now moving 
into their early 50s. We have a big 
demographic spread and we hope the 
video will create the same sort of 
market. 
Proctor: We also hope that some of 
the pieces will be in a format that 
could be played on MTV. We've 
designed the commercials—little com-
edy drop-ins—and if MTV opens into 
a more creative type of programming, 
we could supply them with some 
immediate and very well-produced 
segments, which would help promote 
all of our work. 

Bonzai: If you could be women, who 
would you be? 

Austin: Betsy Ross. 
Bergman: I'd like to be the Goddess 
Diana - The Huntress. That would be 
fun. I'm an outdoor type. 
Proctor: Dustin Hoffman. 

Bonzai: Do you have any fun spots in 
L.A. or the world? 
Bergman: The Huntington Library. 
Austin: And the cactus garden 
outside. 
Bergman: Yes, lying down in the 
cactus garden - a really good spot. 
Proctor: I like Oslo, because you can 
get so many different things to eat - 
horsemeat, elk, moose, and reindeer, 
which is very nice, but you have to 
take the jingle bells off or you can 
hurt your teeth. 
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FEATURES INCLUDE 
* External Power Supply with Phantom Power option 
* 3 Band EQ with Mid sweep and selectable shelving 
* Long travel fader. * Peak LED on all inputs. 
* Insert points on inputs and outputs 
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eSEB 
Allen & Heath Brenell Ltd. 
69 Ship St. 
Brighton, Sussex 
England 

SYSTEM 8 is the sensational new range of 
affordable studio and PA. mixers from 
Allen & Heath. 
In the value- for- money stakes SYSTEM 8 is truly 
unbeatable— packed with more features than any 
other mixer of comparable price! 
Flexibility. A well-designed control layout eliminates 
tiresome re-plugging and lets you exploit the deskS 
maximum potential with minimum hassle. 
Expandibility. With SYSTEM 8. two or more units 
can be linked together quickly and easily — without 
sacrificing a single input or output Need more input 
channels? Just add an E X8 Expander Module. 
Compatibility. SYSTEM 8 gets along famously with 
all recording equipment. User-adjustable controls 
and line-up oscillator enable perfect level-matching 
on main output and tape return paths. 
Use SYSTEM 8 with confidence. Selected high grade 
components and substantial all- steel construction 
make for a mixer that is both a joy to work with and 
rugged and dependable in action. In common with all 
professional-quality mixers, a separate power supply 
ensures low noise and hum- free operation. 
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Orange 
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IAN DOES IT 
5000 TIMES 
A NIGHT. 
IAN has the equipment and the experience 
to perform under pressure — from 5 to 5000 
dupes overnight. Dupes engineered with 
some of the finest electronics in the 
industry. Produced by professional 
musicians. And on the best tapes 
made in premium 5-screw cassettes 
with graphite lubricated shells. 

For more information, contact: 
IAN, Inc., 76 Bellevue Rd., Andover, 
MA 01810, ( 617) 475-4056. 
• 

IAINI Recording and Duplicating Services, Inc.  
76 Bellevue Rd., Andover, MA 01810 ( 617) 475-4056 

We master faster dupes 
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The British Are Coming! 
The British 

are here! 

Coles 4038, the 
ribbon microphone 
par excellence of the 
BBC, is now available 
exclusively through 
Audio Engineering 
Associates. The Coles 
4038 produces that warm 
ribbon sound without sacri-
ficing highs. It features high 
output, low self-noise, excellent 
hum shielding, smooth frequency 
response, and uniform polar patterns. 

Call AEA for details. 

020 Introductory 
ouch° enoneennta 
anoesotei price: $445 
1029 north alien avenue 

pasadena, ca 91104 

(213) 798 - 9127 

User list available upon request 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Check out the Coles 4038 at Booth 120 at 
the N.Y.AES 

Bonzai: Who is the Pablo Picasso of 
humor? 
Bergman: George Carlin - he can 
create more out of nothing. . 
Proctor: He's a great observer. He 
understands the primitive origins of 
everything and that is what makes him 
so brilliantly funny. 
Bergman: And fresh. . . 
Proctor: Very inspirational. 

Bonzai: Who is the Abraham Lincoln? 
Proctor: Bob and Ray, the most 
honest observers of American culture 
to this day. We should also mention 
Ernie Kovaks, since we're talking 
about great comedians. He has had a 
great influence on our work. He had 
a wonderful sense of surrealism. 
Bergman: He's the Bacchus of 
comedy. 

Bonzai: Who is your favorite homo-
sexual? 
Bergman: Well, we have such a wide 
choice now with all these Congress-
men coming out of the closet. . 

Bonzai: What was your first thought 
when you discovered puberty? 
Bergman: I thought / had discovered 
it. I was so surprised when I discov-
ered myself sexually that I thought I 
had actually disrovered something. 
Austin: Well, there wasn't any puber-
ty before you, was there? 
Proctor: I loved it up to the point that 
hair began to grow on the back of my 
shoulders. Then I would have pre-
ferred that it had just gone away. 
Austin: It's been downhill since 
then. . 
Proctor: Yes, it really has. 

Bonzai: Have you seen the smooth 
dangerous fat man lately? 
Austin: You must mean the guy who 
never went through puberty - no hair 
on his back. 
Bergman: And he's dangerous 
because his viewpoint of the world is 
so young and reckless. 
Austin: And he's still looking for 
Bergman. He's going to get the guy 
who discovered puberty. 

Bonzai: Do you guys have groupies? 
Bergman: Oh, yes. Unfortunately, 
they're all in junior high and male. 
And then we have the groupies that 
are just crazy. Our groupies read into 
our material more than any archeolo-
gist has ever picked off the Rosetta 
Stone. They come to us and accuse us 
of the day and the time of the revolu-
tion. They accuse us of everything 
possible. Now that we've gone visual 
we're going to lose all those junior 
high school boys and hopefully get 
some nice secretaries, about 25 years 
old. 
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Bonzai: What causes lesbianism? 
Bergman: Men. 
Austin: Women. 

Bonzai: How will genetic research 
affect our love lives? 
Bergman: It will make people perfect. 
They will begin to lose the joy of dis-
covering imperfections in their lovers 
and having to live with them. That 
mole! That imperfectly shaped toe. . 
how did she ever get toenails like 
that? Nobody has toenails like that . . . 
Austin: What if big toes are ties to 
big brains? 
Bergman: Well, they'll separate the 
genes. What do you want? Big brains, 
small toes? [Gruff voice] I like big 
toes, small brains. . . 
Proctor: We might end up with 
ingrown brains. . . have to trim your 
brain every few weeks. 

Bonzai: Do you have any advice for 
aspiring musicians? 
Bergman: Yeah, get out of the music 
business. 
Proctor: Perspiring musicians? 
Austin: Send us your drugs. 

Bonzai: Any advice for aspiring 
nuclear scientists? 
Bergman, Proctor, Austin: Get into 
the music business. . . 
Austin: And send us your drugs. 

Bergman: For people who are trying 
to get into music, I would recommend 
that they also learn about video. It's 
going to be harder and harder to 
make it purely as a musician. 
Austin: A musician who can handle a 
studio is now probably more impor-
tant than the guy who can just play 
saxophone, and those types of entre-
preneur musicians are going to have 
to learn about video technology, too. 

Bonzai: Do you have any great fears? 
Bergman: I have a fear that I've 
begun to develop, and I think it's very 
real. Sometimes I wake up in the 
morning and I think that I've had 
parts of my body swiped and chang-
ed for other people's body parts, and 
I'm growing them for them. 
Austin: Few women want to sleep 
with Peter because they don't know 
whose body parts they're working 
with. 
Bergman: Yes, I'm very worried 
about that. It's about the only thing 
I'm worried about, apart from how 
this interview is going to look in print. 

Bonzai: What part of the under-
ground culture will next gain promi-
nence? 
Bergman: I think women musicians 
and women video artists are going to 
be the next strong force. Women as 
leaders in the media arts. They let 

women into television about ten years 
ago thinking that it would sidetrack 
them. I think it's going to bring about 
equality in the arts much faster. And 
there is a group I used to call the 
"techno-wimps." With the technology 
becoming so available to people so 
young - it's going to have a big ef-
fect. 

One of the things that is already 
happening in music is synthesized 
sound. More and more people are 
becoming attracted to and adapted to 
the synthesized sound. Less live 
music; a single individual becomes the 
entire orchestra. I think we will come 
to a point where people will live en-
tirely in synthetic sound. Real sounds, 
real saxophones, real sound effects 
will become as archaic as non-electric 
machines. You take a look at machines 
that were top-of-the-line before elec-
tricity: beautifully geared, that worked 
off of pulleys and steam. Overnight 
they became museum pieces. 
Austin: Composing will become more 
important than playing. There will 
always be a place for players, but the 
instrument will change. There is no 
law in life that says playing electronic 
impulses is better or worse than play-
ing vibrating string impulses. What 
suffers is ensemble playing. Young 
musicians are now trying to recreate 
that strong ambient '50s drum sound 
• . . a bass player and a drummer 

playing together. There's more con-
sciousness now, among young musi-
cians, of how good those old Jerry 
Lee Lewis Sun Records tracks are 
than there was 10 or 15 years ago. 
Austin: And actors and writers and 
directors who have grown up watch-
ing television have a much stronger 
feeling for old black and white movies 
than the guys who made them. I have 
high hopes for the present generation 
of people coming up. They have so 
much knowledge at their disposal. 
Proctor: I have the same feeling, and 
I think there is a wave of international-
ism coming, quite unconsciously. 
Bergman: The only thing that keeps 
us from having truly international 
media right now is that there are so 
damn few countries in the world who 
will let you look in on them, or who 
will send you their signals. If most of 
Europe wasn't under political domina-
tion we would be getting all kinds of 
Czech and Polish and Bulgarian pro-
gramming. . . 
Proctor: All you need are subtitles . . . 
Austin: Think what will happen when 
they crack Artificial Intelligence trans-
lation problems. It's probably 10 or 15 
years away, but when it happens . . . 
Proctor: Automatic translation. . . arti-
ficial intelligence. . 
Bergman: It's going to happen. 
Proctor: I think the world would 
become more sensible. 

What do 
Azymuth, Stanley Clarke, 

Tom Coster, Steve Douglas, George Duke, 
Rodney Franklin, Pete Escovedo, Greg Kihn 
Band, Sammy Hagar, Journey, Albert King, 
Huey Lewis & The News, Maze, The Look, 

Sonny Rollins, Shock, Shooting Star, 
Taxxi, Neil Young, and Y & T 

have in common? 

They make great music 
and record at 
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PRODUCERS 

by James Riordan 

Dennis MacKay has produced 
albums for Jack Bruce, John McLaugh-
lin, Billy Cobham, Pat Travers, Stanley 
Clarke, Stomu Yamashta, Steve Win-
wood, Al DiMeola and many others. 
MacKay's story is one of a drummer 
who became fascinated with sound. 
"When I was about fourteen I really got 
into tuning my own drums. I used to 
listen to The Beatles and tune my drums 
to get that "Day in the Life" sound . . . a 
lot of depth. I had a friend who worked 
in a studio in London and he encour-
aged me to apply to some of the stu-
dios. I got an interview at Trident and 
landed the job over about eight other 
guys there interviewing for it. They told 
me that they wanted me mainly to clean 
the toilets and couldn't pay me very 
much at all - for a seven-day work 
week. But I wanted to get involved so 
much I told them I'd do it. Later, when 
they hired me, they said that they didn't 
really want me to clean the toilets. They 
just wanted to find out how bad I want-
ed the job. All the other guys refused 
and that's why I got the job." 

During the next 31/2 years Den-
nis became very friendly with Ken Scott 
and worked on almost all of his pro-
jects, including David Bowie and 
Supertramp. "I think that you advance 
much slower in the English recording 
studios than in America, but you get a 
lot more opportunities to learn before 
having any responsibility. In England 
you might spend three or four years as 
a tape operator, while in America you 
might be engineering within a couple of 
years." 

After three more years of engi-
neering for Trident, MacKay made the 
jump to freelance with his first inde-
pendent project being part of the Tom-
my Bolin album, Teaser. This was 
followed by work with Brand X, John 
McLaughlin, Jeff Beck and Return to 
Forever during the next two years. A 
breakthrough came with another Tom-
my Bolin album, Private Eyes. "When 
the album came out I was offered nine 
new projects in less than ten days. 
There were a lot of unusual sounds on 
Private Eyes, like backwards echo on 
the toms and so on and I wound up get-
ting all this work off of one album." 

Soon MacKay began produc-
ing many of the acts that he had been 
engineering. He acquired a reputation 
for being able to bring the most out of 
the super musician. "At first it was a little 

difficult, because you just don't treat a 
John McLaughlin or an Al DeMeola like 
any other guitar player. I'll usually keep 
any solo they like but ask them to try 
another. They'll ask me what I'm hear-
ing and maybe I'll say that I think there's 
too many fast notes or that they aiready 
have a solo like that on the album or 
something like that." 

Like most producers, however, 
MacKay sees his role as varying sub-
stantially depending on the artist he is 
recording. He places a lot of impor-
tance on good communication. "I think 
about 70% is personality. The best pro-
ducers have the gift inside to know how 
to control the atmosphere in the studio. 
You've got to get rid of any bad vibes 
and try to get those kind of things out in 
the open. A lot of artists have problems 
at home or they may be heavy into 
medicinal substances and the producer 
has to sort out these problems before 
going into the studio. There are a lot of 
mind games that go on in the studio, 
and the producer has to be on top of 
them all." 

MacKay also places a good 

Producer  

of Virtuosity 

deal of importance on the engineer. He 
engineers his own records but feels that 
a lot of great engineers do not get the 
credit they deserve. "There are a lot of 
great engineers out there who never 
get the recognition. The producer 
always gets the credit and often it is the 
engineer who comes up with most of 
the good ideas. Top producers will often 
use the same engineer several times 
because the engineer knows the sound 
the guy wants and because the pro-
ducer likes his suggestions. It's basically 
a co-production, but the engineer rare-
ly gets credit for it on the album." 

MacKay does his own engi-
neering because, like most engineer/ 
producers, he has a definite sense of 
what he wants and how to get it. "When 
I go into pre-production with a band 
and we talk about the kind of sound we 
want for the record, it becomes much 
easier for me to do it myself than to try 
to sit and watch someone else try to get 
it." 

After doing a number of highly 
regarded fusion albums, MacKay inten-
tionally took steps to show that he could 
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Synthesizer technology has come a long way 
since the introduction of voltage control. 

Getting new, musically useful sounds can take 
'nours of costly studio time. 

This is not a new problem. But, we have a new 
solution...a Creative Playgound designed to meet 
the needs of the fast-paced deadline oriented 
commercial music business. 
Producers and creative groups can now realize 

their musical ideas with optimal creativity at 
minimal cost. 

At our creative playground you'll find every im-
portant piece of analog and digital synthesizer 
equipment ever manufactured, including some 
Yery powerful computers to control them. 

You'll also find Shelly Palmer. He designed the 
creative playground to realize his musical ideas. 
He can help you realize yours. 

Music, Lyrics er Creative Sound 
360 East 57th Street 
New York, New York 10022 
212-980-3445 
Contact: Jim Kafadar 
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Chicago's top communicators, musicians, and post production people 
have heard nothing but good things from Streeterville over the past 14 years. 

Over the years, however, production techniques and peoples' faces 
change in our business. So we'd like to reintroduce ourselves and our 
capabilities to all our friends. Old and new. 

Since 1969, Streeterville has been the source of sound in Chicago. The 
state of the art in recording. ( 14 years ago we opened Chicago's ears with the 
first 16 track customized console in the city.) 

Today, our state of the art continues on. With total audio service from 
original music recording and narration (48 track to mono), through 
automated mixing, to 1/2" 4-track for film and 1" type C format for Video. 
Whatever your audio needs, count on us to handle them comfortably, 
creatively, and with maximum efficiency. 

However, the best thing about Streeterville may just be our special 
people- our special sense of team spirit- from our engineers to our support 
staff. We're all on your side, to make your sessions shine with the concern 
that comes with professional caring. 

All of which makes us your resource in Chicago. In case you haven't heard. 

STREETERVILLE. 
THE SOURCE OF SOUND IN CHICAGO. 

Streeterville Recording Studios, 161 E. Grand Ave., Chicago, IL 60611, 312-644-1666 

relate to other types of artists and other 
forms of music by recording Pat 
Travers, ludas Priest, Mick Ronson, and 
the English new wave band Cowboys 
International. With that flexibility now 
established, MacKay makes it clear that 
he still loves the fusion artists and in-
tends to keep working with many of 
them. One of the projects that he is most 
excited about is the new Al DiMeola 
album. 

"We're about half way through 
at this point and I'm really excited about 
the sound. It's so current. We've got Phil 
Collins playing on a track. Bill Bruford, 
Tony Levin, Jan Hammer, and a lot ot 
great people are playing on it. We're us-
ing the Fairlight. We've got the Linn 
machine, the Roland machine, . . . there 
are a lot of electronics, but it's balanced. 
Al's one of the only people that can do 
that. I've done three albums with him, 
and when he turns around and says, 
'This sound here is the ultimate guitar 
sound,' I get very excited. He's such a 
perfectionist, so that means a lot. I'm 
very sure that when the album comes 
out it will be a real biggie." 

MacKay finds a great differ-
ence between group projects and solo 
artist projects. "It's much harder with 
one person, believe it or not. When 
you're working with a band you can 
hear what's going to happen. You can 
write down ideas and talk to the drum-
mer or the keyboard player. The solo 
artist might sit at the piano and play you 
a song and ask what you think he 
should do with it. There is more room 
for the producer to contribute his ideas 
but the weight of responsibility is only 
on you and the artist." 

MacKay's advice to those pur-
suing a career as a producer or enginer 
is very much in tune with today's 
changing music business. "They should 
not get involved with drugs because 
nowadays record companies are very 
picky about that. Also, remember that 
personality is very important. Don't be 
telling everyone how great you are and 
abuse the situation by going out and 
partying all the time, but try to be out-
going and very friendly. That's very 
comforting to any artist. Be very relia-
ble, and always be on time. Try to listen 
to a lot of current music so that you are 
aware of what's going on. Get to know 
people. Go out and meet people and 
talk to bands that you'd like to work 
with. As you begin getting a lot of work 
it's also very important to have someone 
to help you. John, my manager, goes 
out and listens to bands, and gives me 
direction and advice. It's important to 
have someone like that. I also think it's 
very important to have good engineer-
ing training. A producer has to under-
stand what he can get out of a studio. 
When you're mixing you can make or 
break a project, so you've really got to 
prepare yourself and be on the ball." • 
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eo 
Have 
AVC 
lead you 
into the world 
of computer 
aided mixdown: 

Soundcraft's 2400 mixe-features an ex-
cellent autorrati3n system, and lives up 
to all the expectations the name 
Soundcraft demands. Have AVC provide 

your studio with this affordable tape 
based system that locks up 

smoothly with the Otan i MTR 
90- II workhorse 24 

track tape machine. 

AVC Systems Inc. can put together the right automation 
combination to provide total flexibility for Audio-Video, 
Audio-Film, and Multimedia Interface. AVC 
works with studio designers and consultants from 
concept to completion. AVC Systems Inc. of 
Minneapolis and Chicago. 

AVC 
SYSTEMS 

INCORPORATED 

AVC111 Lu  

11111111111111111111111 
1517 E. LAKE ST. MPLS..., MN 55407 • (612) 729-8305 

747 CHURCH RD. SUITE A6, ELMHURST, IL 60126 • (3'2) 279-6580 



Like all of our people, Mike is a self-starter. 
Getting him to stop is another story. 

You may not know us firsthand, but you probably know our reputation. 
Were known for people like Mike, who don't stop until the job is done right. 

And we back up our hardworking people with an unusually wide range of 
products at competitive prices, unprecedented parts support and our unique 
demo facilities. 

Today, Martin is regarded by most professionals as the number one studio 
equipment dealer in the country. And while being the biggest may be great, 
being known as the best is even better. 

Put us to work for you. 

III martin audio 
Martin's comprehensive product range includes: Harrison Systems. Otan MIR Series, Sound Workshop, AD&R/SCAMP, 
AKG. Ampex, Aphex. All. Audioarts, Auratone. Beyer. BGW. BTX. Calrec. Clear-Com. Crown/PZM. CSI. dbx. dbx/digital, 
Deltalab. Denon. DISKMIX. Dolby. Ecoplate. EV. Eventide. Fostex. H/H. HME, Klark Teknik, JBL. Lexicon, LinnDrum, Marshall. 
McIntosh. Micmix/Master Room, MXR. Neumann. Orban. Otan. Ramsa. RIS Sennheiser, Shure, Simon Systems, Sony Pro 
Audio. Sony Video, Studer/Revox. Tannoy. TASCAM, Technics. 360 Systems, UREI. Ursa Major. Valley People, Visonik. White. 
Yamaha, and many more Martin Audio-Video Corp., 423 W 55th Street. New York. NY 10019(212) 541-5900 Telex 971846 
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-\ 7IDEO PRODUCTIO\ 
V SUPPLEMENT  

The recent emphasis of music 
television is welcome news for the recording industry. Not only is 
this trend creating a strong demand for new and innovative pro-
gramming, but it has done more to stimulate record sales than 
anything in the last five years. Those who benefit most from this 
development are the creative entrepreneurs who see this 
medium as a new outlet for their ideas and experimentation. 

Our intent in putting this special supplement together is to 
pass along some of the more progressive steps being taken in 
video production. We focus on the development of the Music 
Video as an artform, on its emerging technology, and on its 
marketing to the consumer. In presenting this special feature, we 
hope many Mix readers will find that there are great opportuni-
ties for their talents in this new medium. 
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by Mia Amato 8t George Petersen 

The Osmond Entertainment 
Center, featured on the cover of this 
video supplement (pg. 147), is now en-
tirely owned by Paul Jensen, who also 
owns Jensen Airlines and Video Luxem-
bourg. Terrel Miller, the general 
manager of the Orem, Utah facility, 
reports the center has been steadily 
booked with a wide assortment of pro-
jects ranging from TV commercials for 
Hasbro toys and Dodge automobiles, to 
variety specials and music video pro-
mos. Producer Simon Fields recently 
completed an MTV clip for Martin 

150 

Briley's "Lay your hands on the TV" at 
the center. 

Owner Paul Jensen cited several 
reasons for the center's success: "There 
are several companies offering similar 
services, but our studio is unique in that 
we offer complete facilities for scenery, 
costume construction, props, sound 
stage, video and film production, post-
production, and audio sweetening, all 
under one roof. Technically we offer 
state of the art facilities in video and 
audio including 1" C format, com-
puterized video tape editing with Grass 
Valley 300 switcher with DVE. In audio 
we have computerized NECAM/Neve 

editing and two Studer 24 track 
machines. 

High tech Memphis facility 
Ardent Teleproductions has some of the 
most sophisticiated video equipment 
you'll ever find at a recording studio: 1" 
video editing, NEC E-Flex video ef-
fects, Chyron, even a Steadicam har-
ness for hand-held shoots. Recently the 
company purchased an Ikegami EC-35 
"electronic cinematography" camera. 

While Ardent's audio record-
ing engineers followed ZZ Top on their 
latest tour, a video clip for the band's 
tune "TV Dinner," was created in their 

A pause in the action during Ardent Teleproduction's "TV Dinner" promo 
for ZZ Top. 

Video control room at Ardent Teleproductions. 
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This is Larry Boden 
PIONEER IN DIGITAL AUDIO 
RECORDING 8( MASTERING 

The most critical application of U-Matic 
Videocassettes today is for digital 
audio recording. The slightest dropout 
or other tape imperfection can cause 
a loss of Thousands of dollars. 

Larry Boden, chief engineer of JVC 
Cutting Center, Hollywood, digitally 
masters exclusively on Agfa 
BROADCAST PLUS U-Matic Cassettes. 
Mr. Boden personally recommends 
Agfa to all owners of JVC digital 
systems. As Larry says, " I've repeatedly 
tested them all. No other video tape 
compares to Agfa's remarkably low 
dropout rate, consistency, reliability 
and superb slitting and winding 
characteristics." 

Agfa Vidéo... 
for your most critical application. 
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Acclaimed as the new industry leader. 
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studio. Stop motion photography was 
used to animate a creature "that lives in 
TV dinners," for the video short, di-
rected by Marius Penczner. 

Video Tracks in New York is 
one of the first studios to install the 
Sony/MCI JH110B recorder-reprodu-
cer for layback of sound to 1" video 
tape. For a six month period, VT's 
Craig Pitcairn put his audio-to-video 
sync gear into a portable package and 
travelled from studio to studio provid-
ing sweetening, syncing, and layback 
services. Now the firm is settled at Park 
South Studios in mid-town and busy 
with commercials, movie trailers, and 
the pre-recorded segments which ap-
pear on "Saturday Night Live." 

The studio also supplied the 
audio mix for a video biography of 
Brian Eno produced by Edin Velez for 
PBS. 

Eureka Teleproduction Center, 
in San Carlos, CA, celebrated its grand 
opening on September 21 and has 
been busy with a variety of projects, 
according to account executive Art 
Bodner. E.T.C. has just completed the 
sound mix and video editing of a one-
hour special of the Stan Getz Quartet, 
shot live at the Robert Mondavi Winery. 
The show, slated for syndication release 
in the U.S. and Europe, was produced 
by Bob Getz (noted television pro-
ducer, and Stan's brother), directed by 
David Sams, with assistance from light-
ing designer Bill Doherty and graphics 
enç-lineer Jeff Van nrinven 

Another interesting project at 
E.T.C. is a complete production for the 
rock band Vision, who recorded their 
24 track album and produced a promo-
tional video piece (directed by Patrick 
J. Kriwanek) at the facility. 

The Crescendo Recorders' 
video facility in Atlanta, GA, is now en-
tirely self-managed, and has been in-
volved with a number of editing and 
sweetening projects including agency 
spots, soundtracks, video albums and 
promo clips. The band Atlanta recently 
completed laybacks for a video pro-

duction (produced by Larry McBride 
and Mylan Bogden) at the facility, 
which features two 24 track automated 
studios in addition to their complement 
of editing and post-production gear. 

According to Lester Claypool, 
the Rocshire Records' 4000 square foot 
soundstage is now available to outside 
clients. The Anaheim, California-based 
label has recently begun a 1500 
special" for local bands, which includes 
a live, one hour, three camera shoot 
with live or lipsync sound on 3/4" video. 
The company has also completed the 
pilot and ten episodes of "America's 

A three camera shoot of Vision, at Eureka Teleproduction's 65'x 75' sound-
stage. The piece was mastered on I" video with a live 32 input audio mix. 
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MUSICIAN AGREEMENT 
ON VIDEO PROMOS 

The American Federation of 
Musicians has ratified a milestone 
agreement with record companies 
which establishes a royalty formula for 
all musicians whose recordings are util-
ized in video promos. Ratification took 
place on July 22nd, with a vote tally 
showing 1,387 ballots cast in favor of 
the agreement and a mere 65 against. 

In announcing the ratification, 
AFM president Victor W. Fuentealba 
called the agreement "an historic one," 
and said recording musicians now will 
receive a share of the revenues earned 
from the use of their work in this newly 
exploited form. He added the contrac-
tual term runs from July 1, 1983 
through November 30, 1985. 

Fuentealba pointed out that 
video promos, originally created for 
use in stores to promote record sales, 
have been produced for over five 
years. However, their expanded use as 

entertainment segments in cable televi-
sion programming, at rock concerts 
and elsewhere, placed them in an en-
tirely different recording category. 
And, although a number of preliminary 
talks had been held both formally and 
informally in recent years, it was not un-
til early in 1983 that serious negotiating 
headway was made. 

Final negotiations with record-
ing company officials involved the 
Negotiating Subcommittee of the AFM's 
International Executive Board, repre-
sentatives of the Recording Musicians 
Association, and representatives from 
AFL locals in New York, Chicago, Los 
Angeles and Nashville. 

The agreement itself is clear-
cut, and provides sideline musicians 
(musicians who appear "on camera") 
with a payment of $ 115 during the first 
contractual year. As of July 1, 1984, the 
payment increases to $ 125. Pension 
and welfare payments as prescribed by 
the Federation's Phonograph Record 
Labor Agreement will also be made. 

An "arbitrary recoupment fig-

ure" of $50,000 for each video promo 
selection will apply during the first year 
and a figure of $60,000 will apply from 
July 1, 1984, after which the recording 
company will pay the Federation 1% of 
all revenues received from sales and 
licensing arrangements. The AFM, in 
turn, will distribute the money to its 
members involved in the original 
recording used for the video promo. 

Most importantly, the agree-
ment contains a special provision pro-
viding for a $500 advance against 
royalties on each video promo offered 
as a consumer product in the form of a 
video cassette, disk, etc., when reve-
nues received by the company reach 
$5,000. This money will also be paid to 
the Federation for distribution to the 
original recording musicians. 

The only exceptions to the new 
agreement will be those musicians who 
have negotiated individual royalty con-
tracts with their respective recording 
companies. 

—Wews," American Federation 
of Musicians 
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It carries the features that 
are a cut above the competition. 

( auld tt,end, 

At Soundcraft, the tradition of 
pudding mixing consoles like no 
one eke can, continues. 
The Series 200 represents a 

complete redefinition of what 
you can expect from a four 
buss mixer. And where you 
can expect to use it. Post pro-
duction editing, video sweet-
ening, club installations or on 
location. So revolutionary that it 
is suited to more applications than any other portable 
system. And perhaps most impressive, it's priced to suit 
the tightest budget. 

Available in an 8 input rack mount or 16 and 24 chan-
nel sizes, it is as versatNe as you are talented. When used 
in 8 track recording, the separate monitor section allows 
you to monitor all 8 returns individually in creating your 
mix. With 4 auxiliary sends (2 pre and 2 post) it has 
twice the capacity of comparable consoles making it 
ideal tor small clubs, PA and broadcast requirements. 

Unlike semi-pro mixers that have a —10dB nominal 
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that's u cut below. 
operating level, the Series 200 at 
+4dB conforms to industry stan-
dards when interfacing with 
VTR's and multi-tracks, for 
post production and a variety 
of other demanding profes-
sional applications. Additional 
sound improvements include 
a 1kH z oscillator for external 
alignments, electronically bal-
anced mic and line inputs and 
long throw faders. 

As with all Sound-craft consoles, the Series 200 is 
distinguished by 4 band EQ's so musical it sets the industry 
on its ear. However, for all the sonic breakthroughs, there is 
one sound you'll be pleased not to hear. Contamination 
caused by distortion and limited headroom. And, an out-
board power supply eliminates any transformer hum. 

Offering features like these that are a cut above other 
mixers, tor a price that's a cut below, might sound amazing 
to our competition. To our customers it sounds 
unmistakably like Soundcraft. 

Soundcraft 
Soundcraft Electronics Canada, Inc. 
1444 Hymus Blvd. 
Dorval, Quebec, H9P 116 
(514) 685-1610 Telex: 05-822582 

Soundcraft Electronics 
151 7 20th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 

(213) 453-4591 Telex 664-923 

Soundcraft Electronics Limited 
5-8 Great Sutton Street, 

London, EC1VOBX, England 
Telephone: 01-251 3631. Telex: 21198 
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Love Affair with Rock," a TV series for 
cable distribution. The half-hour shows, 
which feature unsigned bands, is direct-
ed by Dwight Corme, of Cal Coast 
Video. 

Tom Hilbe has announced the 
formation of Eye to Ear Telecorp, a Chi-
cago-based film and video production 
house. The firm's staff includes writers, 
directors, producers, and video/film 
editors. In addition to their control 
room and production facility on Michi-
gan Avenue, Eye and Ear has also com-
pleted construction of a 22' mobile unit, 
equipped with 1" video for multi-
camera shoots, and 16 track audio. The 

Top: Main audio room at Skaggs 
Teleproduction Service 

Audio control room at S.T.S. 

house has been equipped with Ikegami 
broadcast cameras and a CMX editing 
system. 

The audio facility which went 
on line this year at Skaggs Teleproduc-
tion Service in Salt Lake City has 
worked out extremely well, according 
to STS audio manager Palmer Pattison. 
The 1400 square foot, George Augs-
purger-designed audio studio has an 
excellent live room which is suited for 
everything from rock and roll to a 
31-piece orchestra. While intended for 
television production (with tie lines to 
the 4200 square foot soundstage), dia-
log replacement, sweetening, and pre-
scoring effects, the 24 track studio has 
also been booked with audio-only 
dates, and two albums were in progress 
at press time. Audio goodies include an 
Ampex 124 multi-track, an Audio 
Kinetics Q-Lock (with all available soft-
ware) and a Neve 8108 console with 
Necam II automation. 

In Vancouver, Little Mountain 
Sound has made plans to expand its 
mixing-to-picture capabilities in re-
sponse to a growing demand for sophis-
ticated audio posting spurred by an in-
crease in the production of features, 
telefilms, and pay TV in Canada. Cur-
rently their 3/4" equipment and BTX 
Shadow synchronizer has been used 
for numerous television programs, 

commercials, and video clips for native 
bands like Chilliwack and the Payolas. 
The studio's film scoring room has com-
pleted two features: "Visiting Hours" for 
20th Century Fox, and "Columbia 
Connection." 

"We're attracting a lot of Los 
Angeles clients for scoring," says the 
firm's Roger Monk. "Not only is there a 
lot of talent in Vancouver, but the cur-
rent exchange rate means that costs are 
about 20% less - and when you're talk-
ing about a $70,000 or $80,000 budg-
et, that's a big difference." 

Master Digital, of Venice, CA, 
recently completed a video clip for 

Three Dog Night. The piece features 
Cory Wells, Chuck Negron, and Danny 
Hutton (the original members) playing 
multiple personalities drifting through 
the singles bar scene. The tune off their 
recently released EP "It's a Jungle" was 
shot in 16 mm and was bumped to 1" 
video for post production. Roger Pryor 
and Paul Addis produced the clip, with 
Kit Hudson directing and Ed Barger 
handling the camera work. 

"It's sports season all year long 
when you have a mobile van," claims 
Bill Graham of Carleton Productions in 
Ottowa, Canada. Carleton's eight-cam-
era mobile video studio has been used 

SWAGGART 
REACHES OUT 
The new world headquarters for 

the Jimmy Swaggart Organization in 
Baton Rouge, LA, is a single facility 
housing video and audio studios, 
editing and dubbing suites, and a video 
duplication center. The complex, 
designed by Director of TV Operations 
Dave Cooper and slated to be on-line 
by mid-November, will provide com-
plete support for the organization's syn-
dicated religious programs. 

The 42,000 square foot facility 
features a 60' x 80' video stage equip-
ped with RCA TK-47 and Ikegami HL 
79 cameras, and a Grass Valley 300 
switcher. Two 1" video editing/post-
production rooms, and two translation 
suites (equipped with Otani MTR-90s 
and Audio Kinetics Q Lock syn-
chronizers for dubbing into Spanish, 
Portugese and Italian) were in opera-
tion at press time. 

The audio studios, designed by 
Milam Audio of Pekin, IL, are also corn-

pletely first class, and feature two split 
control rooms with 24/28 track 
capability for the two main recording 
rooms. One room has a Neve 8128 
console with NECAM II, and Studer 
multitracks and mastering decks have 
been installed. Jerry Milam reports the 
design utilizes "extreme" isolation—with 
double 8" sand filled concrete blocks 
for the iso walls between rooms. 

The Swaggart Organization also 
has remote facilities available for pro-
duction anywhere in the world. A re-
cent project involved taping an 
evangelical crusade in Africa, which 
precluded the use of their Peterbuilt 
audio-video semis. For this assignment, 
the crew used modularized control 
rooms, designed into standard "A" con-
tainers for air shipment. Renowned 
engineer Bill Porter (their assistant 
director of operations) supervised the 
location work, which included a six-
camera video shoot with 24 track 
audio, as well as full PA and lighting 
support for the crusade. 

—George Petersen 
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for concert production on and off 
throughout the year, but the majority of 
bookings have been sports coverage 
for ABC and NBC networks. 

"People don't realize how elab-
orate audio for sports has become," 
Graham says. "You may have 30 or 40 
mike inputs for a game: stadium posi-
tions, the different newscasters." 

The Carleton truck has its own 
30-input "mostly Studer" console, and a 
complex system of PL and intercom de-
signed for easier coordination during 
live productions. New is a 12-program 
non-interruptible PL setup for com-
munications between talent and control 
room. Custom made by Ward Beck, it 
allows for as many as five different 
directors to give instructions to crew 
and talent (via earpieces). It was de-
signed especially for multilingual feeds 
of live sports. (Graham reports the 
truck is already booked for the 1984 
Olympics in LA.) 

Le Mobile, the New York-
based 24 track mobile audio facility, has 
been working its way across the conti-
nent supplying location recording for 
The Police, David Bowie, Kansas, 
Supertramp and other major acts, 

winding up in Los Angeles to handle 
the mixing and overdubbing for a part 
of the Rick Springfield movie, "Hard to 
Hold." Guy Charbonneau and Neil 
Geraldo are putting the finishing 
touches on audio for a Pat Benatar con-
cert for Home Box Office. Le Mobile 
recorded the show live in Montreal last 
December. 

CCR Video Corporation of 
New York City recently unveiled their 
newest and largest audio/video mobile 
truck. According to Louis Tyrrell, 
CCR's president, the multi-million dollar 
unit (designed by CCR's engineering 
department) has an extremely large 

3-level production area to meet the in-
creased demand for additional produc-
tion space. It features a Grass Valley 
300 series switcher with Quantel DPE 
5000 digital video effects, 5 RCA 
TK-47 B studio cameras with Fujinon 
lenses, 2 Ikegami HL -79 DAL hand-
held cameras, 4 Sony video tape 
recorders, and the latest-series dual 
channel Chyron IV character genera-
tor. The unit, known as "TV Ten," also 
incorporates a complete 24 track audio 
system with a Harrison 36-input TV-3 
console. 

In Phoenix, Chaton Recording 
opened a new 3/4" video room, and of-

VIDEOFEST: SOMETHING 
FOR EVERYONE 

The Videofest at the Mill Valley 
Film Festival in Marin County, Califor-
nia, was established six years ago and 
has gained a reputation as one of the 
finest events of its kind in the nation. It 
explores the links between film and 
video, presents a showcase for new and 
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innovative works, and offers a forum on 
the latest in video technology. This 
year's Videofest, held during August, 
focussed on "Video: The Future of 
Rock," and dealt with some of the 
problems which face today's music 
video producer/director. 

The music video panel, hosted 
by Scott Ross (from San Francisco's 
One Pass Video) included Emmy 
award-winning director Joe Dea; An-
thony Paine, producer of Michael Jack-
son's "Beat It"; Brian Greenberg, direc-
tor of "Abracadabra" and Prince's "Lit-
tle Red Corvette"; and Bill Dear, direc-
tor of "Elephant Parts." 

One popular question posed 
by attendees was the problem of how to 
break into the music video business. 
Scott Ross emphasized the need for a 
good video demo clip to show potential 
clients, and he stressed the fact that pro-
ducers must utilize every resource and 
connection at their disposal to complete 
that all-important first piece. 

Panelist Paine agreed, but add-
ed the need for resourcefulness should 
not be limited only to newcomers. 
"Pieces of Ice," the new Diana Ross 
video he produced, was completed at a 
budget of $ 130,000, but should have 
cost nearly double that figure. 

Another highlight of Videofest 
was "Electronic Cinematography: The 
Film/Video Interface." This program 
examined the history, current state of 
the art, and the future of film-to-video 
and video- to-film transfers. Richard 
Claghorn of Image Transform 
presented the different methods used in 
the process, and director Bob Nilsson 
recounted his experiences with his re-
cent feature which was shot on 3/4 " tape 
and was released on 35mm film. 

—George Petersen 
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fered local bands a free video demo 
with ten hours of recording time. 
Manager Steve Moore said several 
clips have already been created by in-
house producer Dennis Wilkerson, late-
ly of Aztec Video. Chaton's 3/4" facility 
has Panasonic decks and editing, and a 
Sharp XC700 camera; the U-matics are 
also used for audio sweetening work. 

Chaton's 24 track audio truck 
will also be recording a 20-piece 
orchestra on an Arizona mountaintop 
as part of the soundtrack for an up-
coming feature film. 

Midcom rolled its Arlington, 
Texas-based remote truck out to the 
Word of Faith World Outreach Center 
in Dallas to provide a live stereo mix for 
a performance of Sparrow Records' 
recording artist Silverwind in concert. 
The event was uplinked via Westar to 
more than 600 affiliated churches in 
North and South America. Midcom also 
made a 24 track master recording of 
the performance with SMPTE time 
code, for later mixdown and layback to 
the 1" video recording for Sparrow 
Records, for eventual syndicated 
release. Engineering the event was 
Midcom's Mike Simpson, Mark Allison, 
and David Roberts. 

Independent Film Studios re-
cently opened its doors in New 
Orleans. Operated by Joe Catalamotto, 
the 130'x100' soundstage facility was 
the site of three film clips for Journey 
and both Stray Cats promos for RCA. 
Complete film and video support is 
available, as is 24 track recording on 
site by local producer/engineer Cosmo 
Metassa. Lenny Delbert, who owns Pan 
American, a tape editing house nearby, 
said New Orleans has become a draw 
for independent producers "on a 
budget." Recent clips done at Pan 
American include some posting for Red 
Rocker clips "Good As Gold" and 
"China" and the Charlie Daniels video 
for the "Stoker Ace" theme. 

Postproduction on the first of 
several TV programs shot at the 1983 
US Festival has been completed at Posi-
tive Video (Orinda, CA). "Linking Us 
Together" documents the historic satel-
lite hookup between a Moscow studio 
and the San Bernardino concert site. At 
the festival, the Soviet rock group 
Arsenal was beamed live to large 
screen video projectors over the stage. 
Russian viewers were treated to a set 
featuring Men At Work. A bilateral jam 
session ensued, despite a six-second 
satellite delay. It's the highlight of the 
program, which was produced by 
Peter Grewe for Unuson Corporation. 

At Red Car Editing in Holly-
wood, CA, Larry Bridges and associ-
ates have racked up an impressive 
amount of film and video post-produc-
tion work in just a few short months, 
editing Bob Giraldi's "Beat It," "Hot 
Girls In Love" for Loverboy, and 
"When You Were Mine," directed by 
Julien Temple for Mitch Ryder. Clips for 
Eddy Grant, Tears For Fears and Bryan 
Adams keep Red Car rolling. 

Reeves Teletape (NYC) tech 
people conjured up the slick futuristic 
look on Zebra's "What's Behind the 
Door" clip, which was directed by 

Adam Friedman and produced by Ken 
Walz for Atlantic Records. Film was shot 
at different locations around New York 
City, then brought to Reeves for film-to-
tape transfer. Scene-by-scene color cor-
rection added an eerie sky and surreal 
glow to interiors; video effects and 
editing were accomplished in one late-
night session. David Fried was the col-
orist and Martin Brown edited. 

The "Take Me To Heart" video 
for Quarterflash was shot and edited at 
Mincey Productions (Portland) with 
John Mincey directing and David 
Tower producing for Warner Bros. 
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VUZAK ENTERS 
MARKETPLACE 

Visual music and alternative 
video programming are no longer 
esoteric fields since the development 
of cable and the introduction of net-
work music programming. "A whole 
new industry has developed with 
MTV, the USA Network's 'Night Flight' 
and the proliferation of this type of 
programming," says Brad Alesso, 
Director of Marketing and Sales for 
New York-based Vuzak. "There's a 
new way of looking at television, and 
we're seeking people who want to 
view TV in a new way." 

Vuzak, according to Alesso, is a 
marketing and merchandising com-
pany that obtains advertising revenues 
for merchandising closed-circuit 
systems. The firm also markets specific 
programming to outlets. "We're a 
video coordinating company - we ar-
range situations for people who need 
things. Vuzak acts as a clearinghouse 
for '80s production." 

The firm works with Television 
Music, Inc. (TMI), a Los Angeles com-
pany that obtains rights to use pro-
ramming in various out-of-house, 
losed-circuit situations. Together the 
o firms coordinate programming 
d advertising for the Miller's Out-

post Network, a chain of more than 
200 retail clothing stores across five 
western states. A closed-circuit tele-
vision system consisting of Sony moni-
tors and Beta I VCRs is located in 
each store, and a one-hour tape 
geared toward Miller's demographic 
profile runs continuously during 
business hours. 

"We work in 5 minute seg-
ments," explains TMI's Director of 
Programming Peter Doyle. "When 
someone is walking in a mall or past a 
store, he will stop and watch the 3 

minute piece that is on, watch the 
commercial and wait for the intro of 
the next piece. The new technology is 
an aid to people buying. Commercials 
are the most important in the market-
place. They do not ruin the continuity 
of traditional linear programming for 
the home. This is encouraging a trend 
of improved home entertainment by 
providing an outlet for commercials in 
the proper surroundings—the market-
place—where they are not an intru-
sion." 

Two types of programming are 
used on the network. The first comes 
from a variety of sources such as ar-
tists, small film hou..es, collectors, 
record labels, etc., and or these 
pieces, the owner is paid a usage fee. 

The second category of 
programming is the more familiar pro-
motional type. 

"When tied into a promotion, 
and the owner is not able to accept 
money for contractual arrangements, 
we will run the piece for the supplier 
as a promotional entity," explains 
Alesso, "but we understand the plight 
of the independent producer. We 
know the labels have been producing 
the bulk of the promotional pieces and 
the artists have been receiving 
nothing. We feel that if we're using the 
product in a closed-circuit situation, 
we should pay, but the only way we 
can do that is if the labels have their 
contracts in line. We want to take the 
best product, visually and musically, 
and market it to benefit the producer 
and consumer as well as our com-
panies." — Claudia Becker 

Correction 
August Video News contained 

an erroneous reference to the NY night-
club The Underground as "formerly 
Studio 54." Studio 54 is still operating 
in New York and is in no way connected 
with The Underground. 
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But advanced as its equipment is, this is one 
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with all] our 12 years of production experience. 

Experience facilitating specials like these: 
Night of 100 Stars 
Olivia Newton-John in Cancer& 
Rick Springfield in Concert 
Rod Stewart Live at the LA Foraim 

To find out more 
about CCR's new TV-TEI\ 
and our other on 
location production 
facilities, call Rich 
Kearney at (212) 
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RIMP 

In last month's Mix, we re-
viewed the convergence of music on 
film, the Hollywood musical and the 
first rock and roll movies, with the 
development of television and video 
art, and the evolution of the music 
video as a new art form. We traced 
the major cultural impact of the 
'nessage in the music" of movies like 
"Blackboard Jungle" (1955), "Rock 
Around the Clock" (1955) and 'A 
Hard Day's Night (1964). The Beatles 
and director Richard Lester created a 
climate of aesthetic legitimacy and 
commercial box office success, and 
stimulated a thirst in audiences 
worldwide for more with "Help" 
(1965), 'Magical Mystery Tour" 
(1967) and "Yellow Submarine" 
(1968). We pick up last month's 
retrospective overview in the pivotal 
year of 1970. 

In "Let It Be," we saw the end 
of an era in the demise of The Beatles. 
The film, directed by Michael Lindsay 
Hogg, reveals a tension and pressure in 
contrast to the easy upbeat feel of "A 
Hard Day's Night." "Let It Be" provides 
us with a unique in-session point of view 

11-
"Hard Day's Night" has become a 
classic in the development of rock on 
film. Rarely seen are some of the first 
promotional shorts produced by The 
Beatles of "Strawberry Fields For-
ever," "Penny Line," 'Revolution" 
and "Hey Jude." The Beatles brought 
to moviemaking the same originality 
and good natured iconoclasm they 
infused in their music. 

of The Beatles at work which is unique 
to the group and at the same time 
generic to the recording process. How-
ever, the musical high point was an 
open-air rooftop concert that stopped 
Abbey Road traffic. In many respects, 
"Let It Be" is more a music video/docu-
mentary than a feature film. 

D 

by Lou CasaBianca 

Also in 1970, "Woodstock" 
was released. The film, directed by 
Michael Wadleigh with Martin Scorsese 
as assistant director, captured and cele-
brated the media crush and the almost 
religious quality of this epic cultural 
event. 

O N 

Frank Zappa's "200 Motels" 
(1971) was the first rock concert feature 
shot on videotape and transferred to 
film for distribution. A surrealistic 
reinterpretation of life on the road, the 
film starred Keith Moon, Ringo Starr, 
Zappa and the Mothers of Invention. 
Co-directed by Tony Palmer, the movie 
pioneered special effect wipe and dis-
solve techniques, computer animation 
and graphics. Zappa composed the 
music and conducted the Royal Philhar-
monic Orchestra and Chorus. It would 
probably have received a video music 
Grammy if there had been one in 1971, 
because it surely was the "Elephant 
Parts" of its day. 

The music soundtracks were 
becoming more prominent and in some 
cases even carried the movies for which 
they were created. In 1971 and 1972, 
Isaac Hayes recorded the soundtrack 
for "Shaft," Curtis Mayfield did "Super-
fly," Marvin Gaye did "Trouble Man" 
and Quincy Jones did "Cool Breeze," 
movies remembered more for their 
soundtracks than anything else. Alta-
mont and The Beatles' breakup were 
the rock music counterpoint to the loose 
fluid funk introduced by these pioneer-
ing black artists/composers. 

The essence of the sound was 
dubbed the "Jones" sound in music 
scoring circles because of Quincy's in-
fluence in establishing a new genre in 
the motion picture soundtrack vocabu-
lary. It is interesting to note Quincy's in-
credible success with Michael Jackson 
ten years later. Their mutual preoccupa-
tion with film and music videos is 
reflected in the soundtrack qualities of 
their music which resulted in the hottest 
album in years (Thriller) and two of the 
most talked about videos of the day 
("Billie Jean" and "Beat It"). But more on 
that later. 

Vietnam, Nixon, The Beatles — 
gone. It was no wonder that a big part 
of the rock musical focus flashed back 
to the music of the fifties, commem-
orated by George Lucas in "American 
Graffiti" ( 1973). The movie wove rock 
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The TASCAM 58 puts the 
1" 8-track in its place 

Everyone loves the oldies but goodies. 
Bell's phone ana Granny's victrolla. And of 
course the" 8-track. 

But all things must change. Touch-Tone 
and stereo put the old crank phone and 
Victrolla in their place. And now the new 
TASCAM 58 does the same to the 1" 8-track 

For the first time, 1" high performance 
production capabilities have been squeezeo 
into a compact 1/2" machine. Giving you 
truly professional sound at a fraction of 
the cost. 

Built Smarter. 
The TASCAM 58 assures you of 

outstanding sound through advanced 
electronics technology. You get fully servoed 
microprocessor control of take-up, capstan, 
and reel motors, for longer tape life and 
impeccable performance. No more wasted 
time from runaways, code hunts, or hand 
cueing. 

Built Stronger. 
The 58's ultra-rugged design is built to 

handle rapid high-torque tape shuttling, 
ensuring trouble-free operation even in the 
rigorous world of SMPTE editing. Our Omega 
Drive ensures superb tape path stability while 

TASCAM TASCAM 

providing the ultimate in tape to head 
contact. And the 58 is fully compatible with 
leading controllers and synchronizers. You 
get a high performance 8-track that's both 
+ 4dBm balanced and -10dBV unbalanced, 
with sync response equal to repro response. 
All this and a great deal more puts the 
TASCAM 58 in a unique place in the 
industry. For its price, performance, and 
compact versatility, isn't it time you put our 
8-track in your place? 

To find out more about the machine that, 
untd now, couldn't be built, visit your 
TASCAM dealer. Or contact TASCAM 
Production Products, 7733 Telegraph 
Road, Montebello, CA 90640, (213)726-0303. 
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Queen's "Bohemian Rhapsody" is one 
of the first concept and live concert 
music videos. Directed by Bruce 
Gowers, who in typical record busi-
ness fashion had very short notice, 
the video visualizes the track that 

brought worldwide acclaim to Fred-
dy Mercury and Queen. Here, Gow-
ers uses video feedback, a simple yet 
dramatic effect created by aiming a 
camera at a monitor, similar to audio 
feedback where guitar pickups are 
placed in proximity to an amplifier 

—from page 160, Origins 
music through the unfolding day and 
night of a group of teenagers in a small 

Superb Location Audio 

• 54-input, 30-foot truck 

• MCI 636 transformless automated 
console 

• ( 2) Sony PCM 3324 24-track digital 
recorders 

• Extensive outboard gear 

For more information call: 

8epvices 
2001 Kirby # 1001 Houston, Texas 77019 

(713) 520-0201 

California town, in a way that showed 
the social and ritual importance, as well 
as the force of the music. 

In contrast to "American Graf-
fiti," where the music came spilling out 
of the cars, radios and jukeboxes, 
Nicholas Roeg's "The Man Who Fell to 
Earth" ( 1976), starring David Bowie, 
made the move to drama without 
musical performance. Bowie's music 
has always involved sci-fi imagery and 
Roeg's pre-new wave techno images 
complemented Bowie's enigmatic, an-
drogynous image perfectly. It is ap-
parent that Bowie's experience in this 
and other feature films has served him 
well in the conceptual direction and 
production of his music videos. He is 
very involved with all of the creative 
elements, co-writing and in some cases 
co-directing some of the pieces. In 
"Let's Dance" and "China Girl," two 
current music videos, Bowie's dramatic 
and cinematic sophistication is under-
scored in his performance. In "The Man 
Who Fell to Earth," Bowie, a futurist ar-
tist, was slightly ahead of his time. 

A year later, in 1977, Robert 
Stigwood created the movie of its time, 
"Saturday Night Fever." The movie was 
a box office bonanza, and a 3-record 
LP became the largest selling record of 
all time. Just as "Blackboard Jungle" 
reflected and effected cultural change 
in clothes, hair and demeanor in the 
'50s, "Saturday Night Fever" created a 
new mass acceptance of the underlit, 
post-psychedelic world of disco and 
disco music. Directed by John Badham 
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("War Games" ( 1983) and "Blue Thun-
der" ( 1983) ), the movie was shot scene 
by scene in sequence, helping the 
novice cast gain a better perspective of 
their characters and greatly enhancing 
the realities portrayed in the film. 
Although leading man John Travolta 
delivered a strong performance and a 
following of many loyal TV fans, it was 
the Bee Gees' soundtrack that galva-
nized theater audiences and the music 
was the real star of the picture. 

The success of "Saturday Night 
Fever" spawned a series of mega-
budget rock musicals: "Grease" ( 1978), 
"Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club 
Band" ( 1978), "The Wiz" ( 1978), "Hair" 
(1979) and "The Blues Brothers" 
(1979). "Grease" and "The Blues Broth-
ers" were popular successes, and yet 
not necessarily better films than "Sgt. 
Pepper" and "The Wiz" which were not 
box office winners. Milos Forman's 
"Hair" is by far the best film of the lot 
and contained some of the most compli-
cated music production sequences ever 
filmed. Hardly noticed by moviegoers, 
it was a box office dud. "Hair," "The 
Wiz" and "St. Pepper" are classic ex-
amples of what happens when a movie's 
marketing strategy doesn't click. 

"The Last Waltz" ( 1978), The 
Band's Thanksgiving Day Farewell 
Concert, produced by Robbie Robert-
soh, the group's guitarist, and directed 
by Martin Scorsese, is probably the ulti-
mate rock concert film. Shot with 35 
mm Panavision equipment, "The Last 
Waltz" glistens with an incredible bill of 
musicians. The musicians represented a 
broad spectrum of rock and roll and 
pop music: The Band, Dylan, Van Mor-
rison, Joni Mitchell, Paul Butterfield, 
Muddy. Waters, Emmylou Harris, Neil 
Diamond, The Staple Singers and Neil 
young. 

The concert, at Winterland in 
San Francisco, was staged to be photo-
graphed. Most concert film footage is 
shot 16 mm and blown up to 35 mm; 
the lighting is usually underlit and the 
crew usually has to work around the 
audience. However, for this concert, 
the camera positions, lighting and set 
were designed with feature film produc-
tion value. 

Some segments were shot on a 
sound stage at MGM, and interviews 
with The Band members were also in-
cluded. The movie is a textbook study 
of feature film techniques applied to 
rock concert coverage. Virtually every 
musical sequence in the film was chore-
ographed and storyboarded in ad-
vance. Every shot and camera move 
was related to the music, giving "The 
Last Waltz" a fluid moment to moment 
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sense of reality that is bigger than life. 
Scorsese's film stands as one of the most 
successful applications of film-style pro-
duction standards to concert music. 

Meanwhile, music video was 
alive and well in England. Robert Stig-
wood, in most cases the producer with 
the Midas touch, brought Pete Towns-
hend's rock opera "Tommy" ( 1975) to 
the screen with an all-star cast and Ken 
Russell directing. The artistic and finan-
cial success of "Tommy" opened the 
door for the rock opera on film. Spark-
ed by the success of the stage version of 
the "Rocky Horror Show," record/film 
producer Lou Adler bought the film 
rights and released "The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show" ( 1975). The film's musi-
cal emphasis was drawn from the 
emerging punk rock music scene in 
London. No one could have predicted 
the success of the movie in creating the 
cult following which today still packs 
theaters around the country for week-
end midnight screenings. The reason 
for its success is probably the picture's 
distinction as an act-along or interactive 
audience participation experience. 

Five years later, the punk 
scene was exposed in "The Great Rock 
n Roll Swindle" ( 1980), featuring the 
Sex Pistols, Johnny Rotten and the 
group's manager, Malcolm McClaren, 
who claims the Sex Pistols were a fraud 
from the beginning. 

Claiming he was able to coin 
"Cash from Chaos" by manipulating the 
media's thirst for sensationalism, Mc-
Claren, the group and the film stirred 
something in British and U.S. youth 
which survives today in the form of so-
called new wave music. The film was 
directed by Julian Temple and was a 
combination of kamikaze live perfor-
mance, interview, animated cartoons 
and a spy adventure subplot with Mc-
Claren dominating the action with lec-
ture/demonstrations on "How to Create 
a Rock 'n' Roll Media Event." 

During this period, 1975 to 
1980, the thriving music scene in Lon-
don relied increasingly on music video 
for exposure. The limited radio airplay 
possibilities through BBC radio and the 
extensive costs of touring required that 
an alternative method of promotion and 
exposure be developed to secure audi-
ences. It is virtually this same situation 
in the '80s which has formed the basis 
for the success of MTV in America. In 
fact, most of the footage cablecast by 
MTV originated in England, by English 
directors, to expose British bands in 
Europe and particularly in the U.S. 
Music performance films have long 
been presented in concert and in clubs 
in England as a way of breaking groups 

who otherwise would not receive expo-
sure through traditional radio outlets. 

In fact, television airplay on 
programs such as "Ready Steady Go" 
and "The Old Grey Whistle Test" was, 
and is today, critical to major success in 
the U.K. So, as a matter of necessity as 
much as creative expression, artists and 
record companies in England and 
Europe have used and continue to use 
music video as a forum to showcase 
music in other world markets, particu-
larly in the U.S. 

The reverse was true in Ameri-
ca. If a record looked like it had "legs" 
here, the international division of the 
label would go to its branches or licen-
sees in other countries, generate a 
budget and create a video of the group 
in an attempt to enhance international 
sales. 

In many respects, and with few 
exceptions, artists and labels have 
backed into music video production. If 
you look at the videos created in 
England in the early and mid-seventies, 
you can trace the genesis of what is 
considered the modern music video. 

The fact is, many of today's 
most acclaimed videos were created by 
English directors; Steve Barron 
(Michael Jackson), Bruce Gowers 
(Toto), Simon Temple (Stray Cats), Keith 
MacMillan (Paul McCartney), David 
Mallet (David Bowie), Russell Mulcahy 
(Kim Carnes), and Brian Grant (Olivia 
Newton-John). English musicians like 
Godley and Creme from lOcc (Duran 
Duran), Peter Gabriel "Shock the 
Monkey" and Thomas Dolby "She 
Blinded Me With Science" have taken 
the next evolutionary step in music 
video; that of the artists as director inter-
preting music written to be visualized. 

The body of work created by 
these directors and their production 
companies forms the criteria for today's 
standard of creative imagination and 
quality production values. This is not to 
say that the U.S. does not have its own 
innovators and master music featurette 
producers. Certainly there are Mike 
Nesmith and William Dear (Elephant 
Parts), John Goodhue (Tom Petty) or 
Bob Giraldi (Michael Jackson, "Beat 
It"), among others. And, for that matter, 
English directors are not incapable of 
producing bad music videos. It is clear, 
however, that for reasons of necessity 
(limited radio exposure) and of over-
coming market isolation, the English ar-
tists, directors and record labels (Virgin 
and Island Records, et al) have created, 
and still create, the most interesting 
material being done today. 

Tight economic conditions and 
restricted budgets have been a peren-

-page 192, MVP 
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Sooner or laten most 
video enthusiasts find 
that their ambitions ex-
ceed their equipment. 

INTERFACE That% where guys like 
Gerry Pallor come in: 

Gerry invented, and runs, Locus 
Communications in New York. Locus 
is one of a breed of "public acme" 
non-profit equipment rental houses 
springing up all over the country.. 
"Public access" is a handy generic 
label, since most of the productions 
Gerry works with are destined for a 
cable public access channel. Basically, 
anybody with an idea that requires 
broadcast quality equipment, in New 
York, has two choices rent it for five 
hundred to a thousand dollars a day 
from any of a dozen-odd rental 
houses, or rent for perhaps a hundred 
dollars a day from Locus. 

Locus had been in business for 
almost two years now; "It's the longest 
I've ever held a job," says Pallor. It is 
1/2 supported by foundation grants, 
the rest from the proceeds of its ren-
tals and from Pallor's own video ven-
tures. On the day that we interviewed 
him, Gerry had just finalized a deal 
with the American Friends' Service 
Committee, to make a series of tapes. 
'They're survival tapes for Haitian im-
migrants," he says. "How to shop, 
how to deal with hospitals, all those 
essPntials of American culture. It will 
be a trigger tape concept; that is, a 
short tape will be shown to a group to 
start discussion and questions." 

Pallor says that when he started 
Locus, no video venture of its kind 
existed that he knew of. He was work-
ing at Young Filmmakers, a New York 
cooperative that fills the same role for 
film. (They also rent video equipment 
these days, following Locus's lead.) 

His clients now fall into four 
broad classes, he says: public access 
producers ("they're primarily into talk-
ing heads shot in a studio"), video ar-
tists ("there seem to be less and less 
people interested in experimental 
video these days"), documentarians 

("probably the largest group"), and 
people building up a portfolio of tapes 
in the hopes of making it into the 
industry. 

There are several keys to the 
success of places like Locus. The first 
is surely the sheer volume of people 
who want to express themselves on 
video. "Our rate structure probably 
wouldn't work in any community 
other than New York," says Pallor. 
Because of the demand for video in 
the Big Apple, he is able to keep his 
prices as low as $30 a day for 3/4" 
recorders, the same for broadcast 
quality camers. Another key to suc-
cess, oddly enough, is that the equip-
ment available is just barely broadcast 
quality. 

"We fill a niche," Pallor says. 
"We are dealing with amateurs and 
productions that are not for profit.. . . 
Realistically, a professional with a 
good budget would not want to work 
with our equipment. They could af-
ford to pay Camera Mart's [a NY ren-
tal house] rates." The broadcast tape 
standard these days is, or course, one 
inch; and Locus does not rent any of 
these. Pallor has quite thoughtfully 
kept his equipment away from top-
flight level: "We once had a [WC] 
KY-2700 camera," he says. "For a few 
days. It was stolen. It was too tempt-
ing, and it invited commercial busi-
ness that we don't want. We do have 
the KY- 1900, with which it is very 
possible to get a good, really good, 
broadcastable image. You really have 
to be familiar with the camera to get 
that out of it." 

Locus, like any of the founda-
tion-suppported equipment depots, 
will work only with non-profit produc-
tions. But Pallor's definition of a non-
profit production sweetens the pot a 
little. "What defines a commercial ven-
ture," he says, "is whether it has com-
mercial support; that is, if somebody 
other than the producer is picking up 
the tab. If you come to me with a tape 
about road runners, and tell me Pepsi-
co is picking up the tab and it's going 
on the USA Network, well, you can 

by Neal Weinstock 

afford to go to Camera Mart. But if 
you are doing this tape on road run-
ners which, at some point in the pro-
duction you have reason to believe 
will become attractive to Pepsico 
and/or the USA Network, that's just 
fine.. . . And the professional' rubric is 
not in and of itself a definition. If you 
come in with a project fully funded by 
PBS, go elsewhere." 

Pallor does not mind at all if 
Locus is thought of as a resource 
center for the beginning producer. "A 
lot of people come in here with their 
home equipment, which they mix in 
with ours," he says. "We always ask 
them to bring it in because the inter-
faces change. If people tell me model 
numbers, I'm lost - there's so much out 
there." 

Locus, again like most organiza-
tions of its type, supplies production, 
but no post-production equipment. 
They will recommend cheap places to 
edit, however; that's easy. People who 
have bought their own editing setup 
for 3/4" and are amortizing it by ren-
ting its use out, for in the neighbor-
hood of $25 to $35 an hour, are very 
common in all the major cities. Gerry 
says, "A friend tells me they're open-
ing as fast as quick copy shops in San 
Francisco." He keeps a list of editing 
places available in New York, "and it 
is nowhere near complete because of 
all the new ones." As it is he lists over 
a dozen. 

The average user of 1/2" home 
video can be forgiven for not feeling 
totally confident with more profes-
sional equipment. Locus holds classes 
in video at all levels, and if they don't 
have a class to meet one's schedule, 
they can put the budding producer in 
contact with one of the other access 
centers that will. Needless to say, 
Locus is also a good place to come in-
to contact with people doing inter-
esting things with video, people who 
would be able to crew with you, peo-
ple looking for crew. The atmosphere 
is simultaneously more open and less 
hardcore professional than at a com-
mercial rental house, which may just 
represent an easier way for the would-
be pro to slip into the wonderful 
world of video. 
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Billboard's Fifth International Video Music Conference 
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Thursday, November 17th 

9:00AM — 5:00PM 
2:00PM — 2:30PM 
:2:30PM — 5:30PM 

:5:00PM — 8:00PM 

Friday, November 18th 

7:00AM — 5:00PM 
9:30AM — 10:00AM 
10:00AM — 10:30AM 
10:30AM — 12:00PM 

12:00PM — 1:30PM 

1:30PM — 3:00PM 
3:00PM — 4:30PM 

4:30PM — 6:00PM 

6:00PM — 8:00PM 
8:00PM — 11:00PM 

Saturday, November 

9:00AM — 5:00PM 
9:30AM — 10:00AM 
10:00AM — 11:30AM 

11:30AM — 1:00PM 

1:00PM — 2:30PM 
2:30PM — 4:00PM 

4:00PM — 5:30PM 

5:30PM — 7:30PM 
7:30PM — 8:30PM 
8:30PM — 10:00PM 

Registration 
Welcoming Remarks 
"Let's Get It On: The Hows and Whys of Programming" 
The Conference opens with three hours of presentations of music oriented 
television shows and channels by their programmers, who will discuss their 
philosophies and explain how decisions are made. 
Welcoming Cocktail Reception 

Registration 
Continental Breakfast 
Introduction & Keynote Address 

"Parts Of The Whole: Lighting, Art Direction and Choreography" 
Experts in the field explain how, through their talents, different moods can 
be created and problems solved. Plenty of time for questions arid answers. 
"The Computer Age:Graphics cnd Animation" 
Computer graphics and animation are creating a brave new world of video art to 
accompany music. 
Luncheon 
"Rx It In The Mix: Audio and Video Pre- and Post-Production Techniques" 
What preparations can be mode before shooting takes place, and what miracles can be 
worked in the editing suite. 
"A Unique Vision: Mists and Directors" 
Top names in video music discuss their craft. 
VIDEO EXHIBITS — open to the ndustry 
VIDEO MUSIC SHOWCASES — open to the industry 

19th 

Registration 
Continental Breakfast 
"An Hour or More: The Future For Long-Form Programs" 
Marketing music on videocassette, videodisc, and selling rights to ccble and other outlets. 
"On The Beam: Satellite Delivery" 
Satellites are opening up the entire globe for concerts and other special events. 
Luncheon 

"Selling The Mist: Video As Pronotion" 
Label executives and managers discuss different uses for video to further an artist's career, 
"Making the Scene: Clubs and Campuses" 
How is Nicleo used to keep the party spirit going? Top "VJs" and other programmers 
offer their tips. 
VIDEO EXHIBITS — open to the industry 
VIDEO SHOWCASES — open to the industry 
Billboard's VIDEO MUSIC AWARDS CEREMONY — open to the industry 

For details on showcase submissions and exhibit space contact Laura Foti ( 212) 764-7300, New York • Kris Sofley (213) 273-7040, Los Angeles 
REGISTRATION FORM   

BE PART OF THE MOST 
COMPREHENSIVE VIDEO 

MUSIC CONFERENCE 
— REGISTER NOW! 

Billboard's 
Fifth International 

Video Music Conference 
November 17-19,1983 

Huntington Sheraton Hotel 
Pasadena, California 

REGISTRATION FEES: 
$275 - BEFORE OCTOBER 3, 1983 
S325 - AFTER OCTOBER 3, 1983 
$175 - Student/Military/Panelists 
Registration does not include hotel accommodations cr airfare 

Registrant substitutions may be made Registrations at the door 
will be an additional $50 Absolutely no refunds after Cctober 21. 

1983 Cancellations before October 21, 1983 must be in writing 

and will be subject to a 10% cancellation fee Information on hotel 

accommodations will be mailed to you upon receipt of your 

completed registration form 

LAST NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

o lam enclosing a chuck in tile amount of S _..__ 

I wish to charge my registration to 

American Express o Diners Club 

s. BankAmericard/Visa o MasterCard 

CARD NUMBER 

SIGNATURE 
MAIL COMPLETED FORM TO, 
Billboard's Fifth international Video Music Conference 

9107 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 700, Beverly Hills, California 90210 U.S.A. 

Telephone (2131 273-7040 

EXP DATE 

FIRST NAME 

I 1 
FIRST NAME OR NICKNAME FOR BADGE 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
INITIAL 

STATE ZIP 

1 1 1 

PHONE 

1 I 1 I  Billboard, 
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by David Goggin 

Glen Glenn started his world-
famous sound company shortly after 
arriving in California from Canada in 
1929. The original operation consisted 
of Glen and his mnctifiecl touring car 
with optical sound recorder and the 
batteries to power it. Today, Glen Glenn 
Sound is the oldest and :argest mot-ion 
picture and video sound recording 
facility in the world. The company has 
facilities in Hollywood on the CBS lot, 
on the Paramount lot (a scoring stage 
operated jointly by Chris Stone's Rec-
ord Plant and Glen Glenn), and recent-
ly completed their 40,000 square foot 
Sound Center with three dubbing 
theaters, two ADR (Automatic Dialogue 
Replacement) and Foley stages, and 
two videotape dubbing studios. 

Before his death in 1960, Glen 
Glenn pioneered new recording 
methods for motion pictures and the 
company was in the vanguard of audio 
developments for television as well. In 
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AUDIO 
EDITING 

Up to 12 audio or 
video machines may 

be controlled or 
synchronized. 

Rs many as 999 frame 
accurate, automated 
punch in/punch outs 
may be recorded at a 

time. 

The time code 
locations of your 
sound effects and 
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can be stored in a 

computerized directory 
and easily recalled 
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most widely used 
outboard processors 
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or scene- by- scene 
correction of reverb. 

equalization. etc. 

AVAI. 

Rutnmated 
tunIIti 

Technuluules 

VIDEO 
EDITING 
Two machine record 
capability permits A/B 
roll video editing 
while recording basic 
tracks on a 
synchronized multi-
track audio master. 

Many switcher effects 
and audio sweetening 
decisions can be made 
on the off-line edit 
decision list. 

Elaborate audio and 
video decision lists 
can be separately 
created and combined 
prior to final on-line 
assembly. 

Edit lists may be 
alternately tormated to 
conform to proposed 
SMPTE standards. 

Production switcher 
interlaces available to 
order. 

Edward Joseph 

Together. 
Yesterday's editing systems just can't 

meet today's demand for high quality audio. 
Automated Studio Technologies solves this 
problem by introducing electronic audio 
editing techniques as sophisticated as those 
taken for granted in video production 
Bridging the gap between these two 
industries allows us to provide :he one 
editing system that is truly at home in either 
an audio or video post-production 
environment. 

Audio sweetening has never been easier 
or more accurate. Recording an entire 
sequence of tightly timed sound effects, for 
example, becomes a simple matter of finding 
the cue points. Making changes is no 
problem either. We've even provided a way to 
put your entire music and effects library right 
at your fingertips! Combining this capability 
with frame accurate video editing means just 
three things: saving time, money and your 
nerves. 

Distributed through Harvey Professional Audio/Video, 25 West 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) 398-0995 
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1951, the company used 1/4" magnetic 
tape with a synchronization pulse to 
record film production sound. The 
system was called Rangertone and it 
was a first for the industry. 

Joe Kelly is now the president 
of Glen Glenn and his 40 years in the 
industry have resulted in contributions 
which have put his company in the his-
tory books. Glen Glenn pioneered the 
use of Reversible Update Recording 
which allowed punch-ins and revolu-
tionized the process of re-recording of 
soundtracks. The development of 
reversible VTRs with picture led to the 
first state-of-the-art video sweetening. 
Glen Glenn built the first solid state mix-
ing consoles for the motion picture 
industry and received an Oscar for 
their efforts. The PAP (Post-Audio Pro-
cessing) system of non-sprocketed elec-
tronic editing with SMPTE time code 
and multi-track tape recorders earned 
the company its second Oscar. 

The new Glen Glenn Sound 
Center is a dazzling city of Oz for the 
motion picture and television industries. 
'This is the only facility in the world de-
signed from the ground up solely for 
sound post-production," Joe Kelly 
remarks enthusiastically. "We had the 

One of Glen Glenn's ADR (Auto-
mated Dialogue Replacement)/Foley 
studios being used to Foley footsteps 
on sand 

How long has it been since you had a slap on the 
back from a well-pleased client? A lot of our pro-
ducers, broadcast managers and creative directors 
tell us it still feels pretty good. 
Ardent. In the business of 
making heroes. 

2000 Madison Avenue • Memphis,TN 38104 
901-726-6553 / 725-0855 

best minds in our field contribute to the 
realization of this project and the great-
est care imaginable went into the design 
and construction of this building con-
ceived to house the most sophisticated 
post-production installation ever built." 

Key to the successful concept 
is the solely post-production focus of 
Glen Glenn. Tom Kobayashi, executive 
VP, explains: "We're sound specialists; 
that's all we are. There has been a trend 
in the last few years to make facilities 
that are all things to all people—editing, 
mobile operations, etc.—but we are 
concerned only with the finest post-pro-
duction sound." 

Architects for the project were 
Gensler and Associates, responsible for 
buildings for IBM, NBC, Xerox, and 
Paramount. A building like Sound 
Center had never before been built and 
the Koll Company was chosen as con-
tractor. Construction manager Harry 
Abbot states, "We have used innovative 
building techniques and materials spe-
cially formulated to create an extremely 
soundproof environment." 

The futuristic complex has 
walls almost two feet thick, including a 
6" exterior shell of hard rock concrete. 
The entire inside structure is completely 

Ikegami EC 35 • Ultimatte 4 • Com-
puter Editing • Chyron IV Graphics • NEC E-FLEX 
digital effects • Steadicam • Automated mixing • 24 

track & 46 track studios • Neumann 

Disc Mastering 
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The new 65XI2 Glen Glenn sound/ 
ADM technology stereo mixing con-
sole in Studio 3 of the new sound 
center 

isolated from the outside world, with 
floating floors and ceilings suspended 
by resilient hangers. "You could land a 
helicopter on the roof and we wouldn't 
hear a thing," adds Tom Kobayashi. 

Paul S. Veneklasen and Associ-
ates were the acoustical consultants for 
the new Sound Center. The company, 
engaged in studio design for 25 years, 
was also responsible for the Dorothy 
Chandler Pavilion of the Los Angeles 
Music Center and the Samuel Goldwyn 
Theater of the Academy of Motion Pic-
ture Arts and Sciences. The challenge 
at Sound Center was to create a unified 
facility comprised of 7 different studio 
environments with very different 
acoustic requirements all under one 
roof, yet unattached so as to avoid 
vibration transfer and sound leakage. 

Studio One is a 200-seat, 70 
mm multi-track dubbing theater with a 
45' screen. Clients have the choice of 
Altec monitors with Boston Acoustic 
Surround speakers, or the new Lucas-
film Ltd.-designed THX monitoring sys-
tem identical to the system used to 
monitor the dubbing for "Return of the 
Jecii" in George Lucas' Marin County, 
CA, center. Centerpiece of the theater 
is the ADM/Glen Glenn 3-position 119 
x 18 audio console with automation. It 
features a computer controlled patch 
bay in each section (music, dialogue, 
sound effects) with display on CRT ter-
minals. 

The design of the consoles was 
a collaborative effort between Glen 
Glenn's engineering staff and ADM 
Technology of Troy, Michigan. Proto-
types were developed jointly and 
tested, refined, and installed. "We want-
ed a new generation of audio consoles 
that were entirely conceived for our 
industry and not designed for the music 
recording business and merely adapted 
to serve motion picture and television 
audio mixing requirements," explains 
Joe Kelly. The results were so successful 
that ADM is now offering similar pro-
duction models to the entire motion pic-
ture industry. 

Automation features form a 
powerful extension of the PAP system 
pioneered at Glen Glenn. Through a 
high capacity dual floppy disk memory 
unit, the consoles are able to receive 
commands generated by the PAP sys-
tem, and set up the console control and 
assignments as directed by the floppy 
disk command file. The lead mixer is 
able to preview PAP command files 
and, where necessary, implement addi-

THE INIMITABLE SYNCHRONISER 

Q.LOCK's control of video, audio or film 
machines allows the engineer to concentrate 
on the performance, not on the equipment. 
Easy to operate, with interfaces to virtually 
all tape transports, Q.LOCK can handle all 
the routine tasks of machine control, and 
offer precise synchronisation. 
New Options control software 
permits the operator to 
configure operational routines 
to his own requirements 
through the Q.LOCK 
control keyboard. 

The 
experience 

of hundreds of 
Q.LOCK users 

has led to specialist 
software control packages 

for applications such as Video 
Audio Post Production (VAPP), 

Sound Effects Assembly (SFX) and 
Automatic Dialogue Replacement 

(ADR). Containing its own multistandard 
timecode generator, readers, auto-locator 
functions, automatic record functions, and 

supplied complete with the necessary interfaces, 
interconnecting cables and connectors, Q.LOCK 

is the complete contro: synchronising system. 

We want to discuss your requirements. 
Contact us for further details of how 
Q.LOCK can help you. 

AUDIO KINETICS AUDIO KINETICS 

4721 Laurel Canyon Boulevard, Suite 209, North Hollywood, California 91607, U.S.A. 
Telex 194781, Tel. 213 980 5717, TOLL FREE outside California 890 423 3666. 
  VISIT US AT AES & SMPTE   
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banal editing changes as desired. An 
external SMPTE time code reference is 
continuously scanned by the console 
computers to determine changes re-
quired. In addition to the floppy disk 
unit, the consoles house a master com-
puter with a memory buffer for tempo-
rary storage of PAP commands, as well 
as a separate computer in each console 
section. Each individual mixing strip 
contains an independent microproces-
sor to monitor the mixers inputs and 
regulate the strip functions. These 
microprocessors are in instant commu-
nication with the master unit and 
memory. 

An important factor at the new 
Sound Center is the contribution of the 
Pathelogical Corporation, Glen Glenn's 
advertising, PR and marketing commu-
nications agency. Pathelogical is cur-
rently producing an ambitious 70 mm 
6-track Dolby stereo demonstration film 
for the official opening ceremonies to 
take place late in 1983. 

"We will have a gala opening 
in the old Hollywood fashion," explains 
Mr. Stahl. "Our presentation is unique 
in that it is first of all an audio experi-
ence intended to demonstrate the 
sound capabilities of our mixing theater. 

I DEO 
Full Service Production 

It's probably the most expensive and in-
triguing audio promotion ever made. 
What do you present to a George 
Lucas or a Steven Spielberg that they 
haven't already heard? Glen Glenn has 
authorized us to do whatever it takes." 

The soundtrack for the 70 mm 
presentation will utilize a 100-piece or-
chestra and will be recorded digitally at 
Record Plant Studio M. Consoles at 
Glen Glenn are designed for digital 
interface and digital recording will be 
used in the production process prior to 
the final mixing to 6-track Dolby stereo. 
"The mastering of this technology will 
be as important to the motion pictures 
of tomorrow as Al Jolson's 'Jazz Singer' 
was to the films of the thirties," con-
cludes Mr. Stahl. 

The big problem faced by the 
leaders in audio for motion pictures is 
the fact that many theaters are still 
equipped with rather antiquated repro-
duction systems. Change is slow in the 
industry but sound has recently 
become an increasingly more impor-
tant force. 

'There is a new awareness of 
what sound can do for a motion picture 
- it sells tickets," states Mr. Stahl. "It 
started with films like 'The Exorcist.' 

We See 
the Music 

Take One 
Production Group 
Orlando, Florida 
(305) 869-1119 
Call for Free Brochure 

People went back to 'Star Wars' to hear 
the incredible soundtrack. There is a 
need to provide what cannot be experi-
enced at home. When Dolby first went 
up on the marquees, they figured you 
could sell 50% more tickets. Sound for 
film is no longer just a toy." 

As a company with over 50% 
of its revenues derived from the televi-
sion industry, Glen Glenn is equally 
concerned with improving the quality 
of sound for TV. George Schlatter Pro-
ductions inaugurated the new stereo 
videotape dubbing studios with an epi-
sode of NBC's "Real People." 

'The opening of our video stu-
dios broke new ground for the industry 
as a whole," notes Joe Kelly. "This new, 
2-mixer configuration videotape dub-
bing studio is a major evolutionary 
development from the traditional sweet-
ening room. Aside from containing 
complete Foley sound effects facilities, 
both studios were specifically designed 
for the new generation of film-to-tape 
post-production technology." 

The most visible innovation is 
the architectural and acoustic environ-
ment designed to simulate a TV viewer's 
living room, and the use of a perforated 
cinema screen in conjunction with a 
video projection system. 

"The similarities to a motion 
picture dubbing studio are not coinci-
dental," adds Kelly. "This is part of our 
plan to make all of our studios compati-
ble with both the film and video media. 
The trend of dealing with product shot 
in film and post-produced in video will 
unquestionably call for greater techno-
logical and artistic flexibility." 

Glen Glenn handles sound for 
all of the Steven Carmell TV produc-
tions, which includes "The A-Team." 
They also do sound for all the MTM 
television shows, such as "Hill Street 
Blues," "St. Elsewhere," and "Rem-
ington Steele," and Paramount TV 
("Cheers," "Happy Days," etc.). In the 
film world, they recently finished post-
production sound for "The Ostermann 
Weekend," Sam Pecicinpah's first film in 
four years, starring John Hurt and Burt 
Lancaster. Upcoming projects include 
Blake Edward's "The Man Who Loved 
Women," starring Burt Reynolds, Alan 
Carr's remake of "Where the Boys 
Are," and "Star Trek III." 

A good way to experience the 
importance of sound in today's major 
motion pictures is to sit in Glen Glenn's 
70 mm Studio One with only picture. 
As the mixers bring up their faders and 
the monitors begin to push the air with 
incredible force, the sound effects blast 
out and pan dynamically through the 
theater, a symphony orchestra is repro-
duced at front-row concert levels, and 
the picture comes to life. 
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A magazine to watch... 

Visit with Mix at the home of Les 
Paul, the legendary recording artist 
credited with the invention of the 
electric guitar and multi-track 
recording, as well as this year's 
Grammy winner for his lifetime 
achievement. 

Explore futuristic animation techni-
ques with Computer Image, the 
Denver-based originators of the 
medium of image manipulation by 
computers. 

MIX Video, the hour-long electronic magazine of 
audio, video, and music production takes you 
behind the scenes for the sights and sounds of enter-
tainment technology. 

Volume One, the first in the series, explores yester-
day's developments, today's trends and tomorrow's 
techniques. It's an action reference for the studio, 
classroom, or home, filled with the material you 
want to learn and need to know. 

MIX Video is avai:able in stereo (mono compatible) 
on VHS or Beta cassettes. 
If not absolutely satisfied 
it may be returned with_n 
10 days for a complete re-
fund. Mail the attached 
coupon today. 

Tour the Ampex Museum, the 
elaborate display tracing the 
development of audio and video 
recording technology from the 19th 
century to the present. 

Mix 
L  VIDEO 

plus: 
• Criteria Recording Studios 
• Producer David Rubinson 
• Studio Bassist Carol Kaye 
• Engineer Jim Gaines 
• Convention Updates 

y  Phlease sendl me otdhe Mt IX VID. E0,t VOLUME ONE at 
ory 

(CA residents add $2.60 sales tax) $39.95. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

COMPANY NAME 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Make payable to Illustrated Mix Publications. Mail to: Illustrated Mix Publications, 
2608 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 84710 

Check one: 
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Homer and Associates 
Cooking 
with film 
and vrico 
by Claudia Becker 

A video game comes to life via 
a blend of live action and computerized 
animation techniques in the visual ver-
sion of George Clinton's "Atomic Dog." 
Varnell Johnson, vice president of ArSzR 
for black music, Capitol/EMI, says of 
the piece, 'There's never been anything 
like it before." Not only is the piece a 
visual treat, it was also produced for far 
less money than one might guess. 

"Atomic Dog" was created by 
Peter and Coco Conn, founders of Hol-
lywood-based HOMER and Associates, 
a full-service production and special ef-
fects firm. HOMER differs from other 
firms in that its special effects system 
was developed in-house, and offers a 
futuristic answer to traditionally expen-
sive video effects. HOMER'S effects 
have appeared in everything from fea-
ture films to large-screen music industry 
convention and concert presentations 
to three-screen productions such as 
"Spirit of the Olympics." The company 
is particularly well-known for its promo-
tional music clips, which include Billy 
Squier's "Everybody Wants You," Steve 
Miller's "Abracadabra" and The Jack-
sons' "Blame It on the Boogie." The lat-
ter two took awards at the Houston In-
ternational Film Festival, and Peter 
Conn was nominated as Best Director 
by the American Video Awards for 
"Abracadabra." 

The centerpiece of the HOMER 
(an acronym for "hybrid optical mon-
tage electronically reproduced") system 
is a 24-channel digital visual mixing 
console. "The console features a novel 
approach to image manipulation using 
projector control," explains Peter. 
Other features of the console include 
touch sensitive control pads and a real-
time hydraulic joystick, which allow the 
operator flexible control in either real-

time or frame-by-frame mode. Other 
hardware in the system includes the 
Datatron Vanguard computer running 
Sony 3/4" VTRs, a digitally controlled 
ECHOlab SE/3 switcher, an electronic 
paint system built around a Digital 
Graphics CAT-800 framestore, a 
custom-built motion control optical 
printer with 16/35 Acme printer head 
and a 35 mm pin-registered camera. 

Peter Conn at 
Homer's digital 

paint station 
creating se-
quences for 

Billy Squier's 
"Everybody 
Wants You" 

video. Album 
cover art by 

Warhol & slides 
of the band 

were digitized, 
processed, 

printed back to 
film, & comb-

ined with previ-
ous footage. 

Peter Conn di-
recting dancers 
for Steve 
Miller's 'Abra-
cadabra" video. 
Bryan Green-
berg lensed. 
The 35mm film 
was later roto-
scoped elec-
tronically on 
Homer's digital 
paint system. 
Effects were 
mixed with 
original footage 
using a Grass 
Valley 300 
switcher 

All software for the HOMER 
system is written in FORTH and was 
created completely in-house. HOMER'S 
unique interactive system is totally 
modular and allows output to 16 mm, 
35 mm and slides via a HOMER-built 
RGB device, or to videotape with 
NTSC encoding. 

One major capability of the 
HOMER-developed system is its pre-
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visualization capacity, which allows the 
creator of a piece to see how the images 
might combine in the final edit. 

HOMER's unique process in-
terrelates frame control animation and 
computer graphics. With frame control 
animation, HOMER has access to each 
individual still, slide or frame, and can 
create various stylings in real-time. 
Computer graphics give the system the 
capability to enhance, assist and blend 
live action with animation by altering 
the original structure frame by frame. 
The artists who work with the firm draw 
or paint each frame in tandem with the 
computer-controlled optical printer, 
digitizing each frame of live action into 
the Digital Graphics CAT-800 and out-
puting a processed image or overlay 
back to film or slides. 

For "Atomic Dog," Peter and 
Coco created a video game on their 
paint system, and then brought it to life 
by using live action sequences lensed in 
16 mm at 30 fps. Those sequences were 
then combined with the 35mm anima-
tion and assembled on videotape. 

"Viewers don't want regular 
films for visual music," says Peter. 
'They want something beyond, some-
thing different from anything they've 
seen before, which is why the combin-
ing of various visual effects with live 
action works so well." 

Many clients come not only for 
HOMER% cost-effective, visual pro-
gramming environment, but for the 
Conns' creative input as well. "We work 
with our clients from concept to finished 
product," explains Coco. "Often all we 
have to start with is a piece of music, a 
strip of film or just an idea. When the 
promo department at Capitol decided 
to do a video for Steve Miller's 
'Abracadabra,' Miller was unavailable 
for a shoot. All we had were a few stills. 
Using our computer graphics system, 
we enhanced them in combination with 
original footage and created a com-
plete, new film." 

Peter adds humorously, "Giv-
en the time pressure of many jobs, we 
usually end up doing the storyboard, 
submitting it to ourselves, approving it, 
then going ahead and producing it. We 
must be doing something right. Our 
clients keep coming back!" 

HOMER and Associates has 
worked on two major three-screen pro-
jects for R & R Entertainment. For both 
"The Great Rock 'n' Roll Time Ma-
chine" and "Spirit of the Olympics," the 
firm transferred a large amount of slide 
programming to 16 mm film, created a 
new closing sequence for the former 
piece, and a new opening for the latter. 
"The synchronization of the screens and 
the 35 mm optical work made these 
projects particularly challenging," notes 

WE'RE ALL EARS!! 

We're 
laidback! 
The new MCI JH-
1108-3-1.13 Layback 
system uses audio 
electronicsand heads, 
and a transport opti-
mized for audio per-
formance resulting in 
greatly improved sig-
nal to noi se, dynamic 
range and wow and 
flutter. And it allows 
you to keep expensive one-inch video equipment where it will create 
the highest return on investment—in video production. 

We're 
on the Go.... 
Leo's and MCIare the per-
fect combination to equip 
your mobile facility with 
compact, state of the art 
and cost effective audio 
gear! The JH 600M con-
sole shown here was spe-
cifically designed for your 
location recording needs. 

&We're Everything You Need 
For Stage or Studio! 

AB SYSTEMS • A/DA • AKG • AMPEX RECORDERS • AMPEX MAGNETIC TAPE • ANVIL 
CASES • leHEX • ASS CASES • ATLAS SOUND • AUDIDARTS ENGINEERING • AUDIO 
ENVELOPE SYSTEMS • AUDIO TECHNICA • AUDIO TECHNOLOGY • AUDIOTRACK 
• AURATCNE • BAG END • BEYER • BGW • BIAMP • BOSE • BUD • CALIBRATION 
STANDARD INSTRUMENTS • CERVJIN VEGA • CETEC GAUSS • CETEC VEGA • 
COUNTRYMAN • CROWN • DBX • DELTA LAB RESEARCH • EASTERN ACOUSTIC WORK S • 
EDCOR • I DIT ALL/ X-EDIT • ELECTRO-VOICE • EMILAR • EVENTIDE • EXR • FURMAN 
• GALAXY AUDIO • GOLD LINE • HAFLER • HARBINGER AUDIO • IVIE • JBL • KLARK-
TEKNIK • LEXICON • LINN ELECTRONICS • LOFT • NK:I • MICMIX/ MASTER ROOM • 
MONSTER CABLE • MRL • MXR • NADY SYSTEMS • NEUMANN • OMNI MOUNT • ORBAN 
• PAS • PEAVEY • PENTAGON • PRO CO/LIFELINES • RAMSA • RENKUS HEINZ • 
RUSSOUN3 • SAMSON • SCOTCH 3M • SENNHEISER • SESCOM • SHURE • SONY 
• PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS • SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS • SOUNDCRAFT 
MAGNETIC S • SOUNDOLIER • SOUND TECHNOLOGY • STUDER REVOX • STUDIO 
MASTER • SUNDHOLM ELECTRONICS • SVJITCHCRAFT • SYMETRIX • TAD • TANNOY 
• TASCAM • TASCAM PRODUCTION SERIES • TAPCO I TDK • TECHNICS/PANASONIC 
• ULTIMATE SUPPORT SYSTEMS • UREI • VISONIK • WHITE INSTRUMENTS • YAMAHA 

)1114 wurieleetNIA\I 4t 
5447 TELEGRAPH AVE., OAKLAND, CA 94609 (415) 652-1553 
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AUDIO MASTERS 
FOR VIDEO 

Video Tracks specializes in post- production 
Audio for Video. We are a fully equipped sound 
studio with SMPTE Interlock, Studer tape 
machines, (24-track, 4- track, 2-track), with 
automated mix down, quality signal processing 
equipment, Dolby, and sound effects library. 
We can give you frame accurate sweetening in 
mono or stereo for one low comprehensive rate. 

AUDIO FOR VIDEO 

"NOW AT PARK SOUTH STUDIOS' 

VIDEO TRACKS 
(212) 944- 7(4. , 231 West 58th St NY NY 10019 
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Modular 
Tape 
Synchronizers! 

1111/ 
Buy only what you need! From basic audio-audio/audio-video record and lavback, 
through multi-slave chase operations for mixing, right up to television sound editing, 
SYSTEM 2600 will precisely fill your immediate requirements. 

Add modules as you grow! With SYSTEM 2600, you can expand without ever obsoleting 
equipment you've already purchased. 

And every SYSTEM 2600 synchronizing combination gives you: 1/1M-frame offset 
adjustment • DC and FM capstan control • internal interfacing ( no extra boards or 
hidden costs) • "Smart-Lock" fast re-synchronizing • tach pulse/control track updating 
• automatic drop-frame offset calculation • "Splice-Trap" • NV data retention through 
power-down • LTC, VITC or pilot tone • NTSC, PAL and SECAM. 

Also available: separate, remote-able, Master, Slave, Event/Edit and Data Entry control 
panels for cueing, looping, and trimming • LED and video monitor display • computer 
interfacing. 

Call or write for complete details! Dealer inquiries cordially invited. 

I" ' 

SEE IT AT 

AES 
IN NYC 

ADAMS•SMITH 
34 TOWER STREET, HUDSON, MA 01749 U.S.A. 
TEL: 617-562-3801 TWX: 710-347-0096 
NEW YORK: 516-352-2341 LOS ANGELES: 213-388-8218 

Peter. "In creating the images for 
R& R, we made extensive use of 
HOMER's capabilities: we previewed 
the existing material on our preview 
consoles and experimented with vari-
ous techniques that would combine live 
action and still photography." Both 
pieces are shown throughout the coun-
try at Six Flags Theme Parks. 

HOMER's slide transfer divi-
sion offers a proprietary process which 
utilizes a computerized optical printer, 
Nikon printing lenses and durable inter-
negative stock. This precision process 
has a wide range of acceptability, and 
results include high resolution, low con-
trast and zero error registration. 

HOMER's largest design and 
production job to date is a 7,000 slide 
compilation for EMI Music Video. Body 
Music is a 30-minute video album con-
sisting of six songs backing visual im-
ages of six British models. The slides are 
being recopied into sequences and ani-
mated using an array of 16 slide projec-
tors and two film projectors for previsu-
alization. When finished, the images of 
the models will be printed onto 35 mm 
film negative and then transferred to 
videotape. EMI plans to license Body 
Music to cable television and enter the 
home market with it, as well. A "video 
single" of two songs will also be releas-
ed in the Beta HiFi and VHS formats. 

"Visual music albums are the 
entertainment of the future," says Peter. 
"The music industry executives are 
looking for visual styles to create long-
form video. Within the next few years, 
we are going to start seeing more and 
more video albums for cable, home and 
clubs." 

HOMER's hybrid technology 
and innovative applications have made 
a name for the firm in the corporate and 
commercial worlds as well as within the 
music industry. Peter sees the direction 
of production continuing to be a blend 
of film and video techniques. "We will 
be interfacing film and video more and 
more," he predicts. "Although video is 
the wave of the future, the film tools are 
sometimes easier and less expensive. 
The capital outlay is different. Also, cer-
tain effects require multiple passes of 
the negative, and this is not always 
possible in video, where multiple passes 
mean a loss of generation." 

"We're excited about the way 
we're using our graphics system and 
the tools we've built," enthuses Coco. 
"We find different applications for every 
shoot, and our approach has been com-
pletely different on our last several pro-
jects. We're not locked into conven-
tional video switching effects. Artists 
and producers who come to us want a 
totally new look, which our system can 
give them." • 
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budding a 
tecordIng studio 
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PRACTICAL GUIDE 
FOR CONCERT 
SOUND 
Bob Heil 

Excellent coverage of 
fundamentals of sound 
reinforcement, begin-
ning and intermediate 
information for all 
sound technicians (4) 
$10.00 

THE Pl.fint.t.p-iteimeow 

THE PLATINUM 
RAINBOW 
Bob Monaco, James 
Riordan 
How to approach the 
music business ration-
ally. It covers almost 
every angle of the in-
dustry, creative and 
business. The best of 
its kind. (2) $9.95 

SOUND SYSTEM 
ENGINEERING 
Don & Carolyn Davis 
The best book on 
electronic sound 
reinforcement systems. 
Integrates all available, 
useful information in a 
concise, logical form. 

(3) $21.95 

BUILDING A 
RECORDING 
STUDIO 
Jeff Cooper 
M.Arch., S.M., S.B., 
B.S.A.D. 

A sep by step guide to 
studio construction for 
small or large budgets. 
Detailed and fully il-
lustrated. ( 1) $30.00 

PRACTICAL 
TECHNIQUES for the 
Recording Engineer 
Sherman Keene 
The most comprehen-
sive treatise on the 
"real world" of record-
ing. Thorough, in-
depth, understandable. 

(5) 29.75 

THE 
MUSICIAN'S 
GUIDE TO 

INDEPENDENT 
RECORD 

PRODUCTION 
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MUSICIAN'S GUIDE 
TO INDEPENDENT 
RECORD 
PRODUCTION 
Will Connelly 
Straightforward advice 
on the entire process 
of record-making for 
the aspiring producer. 
Hardcover 

(6) $12.95 

CRITICAL LISTENING 
An 4,,•• I r•rm• rA•se 

BA IC DISC MAS 

BASIC DISK 
MASTERING 
Larry Boden 
A primary reference 
source for engineers 
and producers. The 
only book to deal com-
prehensively with disk 
mastering. 

(7) $ 10.95 

CRITICAL 
LISTENING 
An audio training 
course, 10 self .study 
lessons, text, and 5 
pre-recorded cassettes. 
Fine tune your hearing 
to recognize audio sub-
tleties. ( 10)$129.95 

VIDEO PRODUC-
TION GUIDE 
Lon McQuillin 
Lively, comprehensive 
coverage of both 
studio and location 
production from the 
viewpoint of the pro-
ducer and director. 

(11) $28.95 

Sound 
Recordin 
Practice 

SOUND 
RECORDING 
PRACTICE edited by 
John Borwick 
Updated handbook 
compiled by the Asso-
ciation of Professional 
Recording Studios, 
designed for the user 

(8) $55.00 

DIGITAL AUDIO 
TECHNOLOGY 
H. Nakajima, T Doi, 
J. Fukuda, A. ¡go, of 
Sony Corp. 
Authoritative handbook 
covering fundamentals 
of digital PCM record-
ing, audio and video 
disk systems. Hard-
cover (9) $18.95 

Best On Dur Bookshelf 
Please indicate how many copies of each title 

  1   6   11 
  2   7   12 
  3   8   13 
  4   9   14 
 5   10   15 

Name 

PRICE 

Include $2.00 postage St handling per title 

($3.00 outside U.S.) 

Subtotal   

California residents add 6.5% sales tax   

Enclosed check or money order for total (U.S. funds) $  

Address 

• 

Please write for our complete catalog 
of audio, video and music books. 

City State Zip 

Mail to: MIX BOOKSHELF, 2608 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 94710 
Please allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery. OCTE33 



"The marriage 
between visuals 
and music is a 
natural pro-
gression that's 
developing eve 
day . . ." 

A&M sets 
record 
straight 
on video 

by lain Blair 

Currently riding high in the 
charts with hit albums by the likes of 
The Police, Bryan Adams, The Human 
League, Jeffrey Osborne and Sergio 
Mendes, A&M Records has long been 
considered one of the most innovative 
artist-oriented labels. The company is 
also responsible for some of the most 
compelling videos currently on screen. 
Since it completely revamped the 
famous Chaplin Soundstage a couple of 
years back, the site has been host to 
such classic A&M shoots as Kim Carnes' 
"Betty Davis Eyes," Billy Joel's "Allen-
town" and "Every Breath You Take," the 
current worldwide number one by The 
Police. 

The video operation is run by 
Martin Kirkup, an affable Englishman 
who first joined A&M in 1975, and who 
is now vice president of Artist Devel-
opment with responsibilities for all 
video production as well as touring, 
personal appearances and marketing 
concepts. "For the last three years I've 
been involved in distribution and pro-
duction of live concert specials, " he ex-
plains. "I executive-produced The 
Squeeze special shot live at The Coun-
try Club in L.A. for MTV, as well as The 
Split Enz special shot in Toronto last 
year. Now, since taking over the whole 
department in May, I also coordinate 
and act as a liaison between the artist 
and manager and the video production 
team. This entails helping select the 
right director, working on the initial 
concept—and nearly all videos are con-
ceptual now—and establishing a realis-

tic budget. It's also very important to 
maintain deadlines." 

Kirkup aims at keeping a bud-
get somewhere between 120,000 and 
$40,000. I'm really into fresh talent: 
creative people who can keep the 
budget down and make $25,000 look 
like $50,000 - and it can be done, 
believe me! For instance, I recently 
hired two ex-USO film graduates, 
whose company is called High Five 
Productions, after seeing some of their 
work. They'd had a $15,000 budget 
and made it look like $75,000. I was so 
impressed with their style, etc., that I 
took them to meet Jeffrey Osborne. 
They hit it off; we worked on the con-
cept, came up with an agreed idea and 
budget, and then shot it in downtown 
L.A. to get an 'urban' look. It should be 
out on MTV in late August. 

"We also just finished shooting 
a new video of Oingo Boingo's latest 
single called "Nothing Bad Ever Hap-
pens To Me." Because of the song's sub-
ject matter, it demanded a fairly humor-
ous treatment, along with an unsettling 
feeling as well, so it needed the right 
sort of director to capture all that. I 
think the pairing of video director and 
artist is an extremely important part of 
the overall process." In the end, Kirkup 
and the bend chose Frank Delia, the 
director responsible for the highly ac-
claimed videos of "Mexican Radio" by 
Wall of Voodoo and "Psychotherapy" 
by The Ramones. 

According to Kirkup, A&M is 
also gearing up to shoot their first heavy 
metal video for Y&T. "We start shooting 
some time around the end of August, 
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and the clip will be directed by Michael 
Miner," he adds. "I saw the work he'd 
done with Nightranger, another heavy 
metal outfit, and I really like his ap-
proach and style. In fact, shooting 
heavy metal acts is difficult because it's 
fairly limiting and you usually need a lot 
of special effects. I particularly liked 
Miner's combination of live perfor-
mance shots and special effects, so we 
had several storyboard meetings, ham-
mered out the ideas, and came up with 
a concept everyone liked. Other up-
coming projects include a video with 
The Payolas to be shot by FE Produc-
tions, and a shoot with D-Day which is 
about to be confirmed." 

Kirkup stresses there's no such 
thing as a "typical budget" on any of 
these projects. "It all depends on the 
artist and the requirements. Obviously, 
shooting The Police is a slightly different 
deal from shooting a brand new act." 
On a budget of around $35,000, Kirk-
up broke down a recent project as 
follows: $2,000 for production staff, in-
cludi,ng director, producers, writer, 
cinematographer and production de-
signer; $2,500 for operating staff, in-
cluding production manager, produc-
tion coordinator, gaffer, key grip, elec-
trician, sound man and special effects if 
necessary; $2,000 for talent such as ex-
tras and dancers; $4,000 for sets and 
costumes; $5,000 for equipment; 
$5,000 for location and rentals; $5,000 
for stock and lab costs; $7,000 for post 
production and editing; $ 1,000 for 
insurance and transportation. 

At A&M, all the video budgets 
come out of a special video allocation 
which is administered by the Artist 
Development department. "We then 
decide what projects we will shoot, and 
how much to spend on each one," ex-
plains Kirkup. "For instance, we just 
released eight records at the beginning 
of August, and every one of them has a 
video to go with it. But only three have 
tours, whereas in the past there were far 
more tours and a fewer number of 
videos. This change of emphasis in the 
tools an artist uses to gain exposure is 
also reflected increasingly in contracts 
today, so that many now specify an 
allotment for a video project to accom-
pany a record rather than tour 
support." 

Kirkup goes on to stress, "Not 
every artist gets a video, though. Some 
of the major considerations in making 
that decision are: what sort of video can 
we make? Is there a real need for it? 
Will it be strong enough? We also look 
at the overall use for the video, in-
cluding the international market as well 
as the domestic market, because /VIM 
is an international label [distributed by 
CBS abroad and by RCA in the U.S.]. 

So, not every artist automatically gets a 
video just because there's a new record 
out." 

"Obviously, shooting 

The Police is a slightly 

different deal from 

shooting a brand new 

act." 

A&M's Chaplin Soundstage is 
run separately as a very successful busi-
ness and is the premier state-of-the-art 
facility in Hollywood. "I use it whenever 
I can," says Kirkup, "but it's so popular 
that we often find it hard to even get 
time for our own acts there! 

"This year alone, acts like The 
Tubes, Barry Manilow, The Police, Ed-
dy Jobson, Kansas and Joni Mitchell 
have used it, because they love the 
stage," agrees Wayne Isham, stage 
manager. "And there are projects they 
can do here that just can't be done any-

where else. For instance, we have a 
direct patch to Studio D, one of our four 
main 48 track studios here on the lot. It 
has a 48 track customized Trident board 
with computer assist, so artists can shoot 
their video and record live simultane-
ously. Joni Mitchell recorded her live 
video of "Chinese Cafe" and three 
other tracks here using that setup, and 
we also did the Spirit reunion album, 
recording it live digitally and shooting 
the video." Amongst many other pro-
jects, the Soundstage has also been 
responsible for two live broadcasts to 
Japan featuring The Brothers Johnson 
and Ray Parker, and a marathon live 
recording and taping session of 56 
bands over a six day period for a show 
called "Rocky Road." 

Kirkup says that the future is 
"obviously extremely exciting for 
video, if somewhat unclear. The mar-
riage between visuals and music is a 
natural progression that's developing 
every day, and the video clip is most 
definitely here to stay, although it's 
something of a hybrid art form right 
now. I think that MTV and all the new 
music programming is the most inter-
esting and exciting outlet the music 
business has had in five years, and the 
potential is enormous." • 
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Video Film Productions 
950 Battery Street 
San Francisco CA 94111 
415 397-0490 

Dear Producer: 
Post-production of music projects is our specialty, and 
we want you to benefit from our expertise and 
extremely reasonable rates. That's why we'll fly you to 
California to work with us — see your project through 

to your complete satisfaction — then fly you back 
home again. 

Our recent T.V. credits include: Sammy Hagar, Judas 

Priest, Pat Simmons, Translator, The Who... 

Sound like an offer worth checking out? 

Call Nigel Paul for further details/bookings. 
Alcon, 950 Battery St., San Francisco, CA 94111 

A • • 
(415) 397-0490. 
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The Magical Ingredient of 

GRAEME 
WHIFLER 
"It's more like 
painting, with 
more color 
control." 

by Steve Seid 

Smoke billows out of a ram-
shackle hut as Graeme Whifler tells 
the choking actors, members of the 
contemporary rock band Translator, to 
try it again. Timing is crucial: he 
wants a huge burst of black smoke to 
envelop the actors as they flee the 
mock mine disaster. A veteran direc-
tor of quirkish rock videos, Whifler's 
sense of timing is well-known. So is his 
wry imagistic sensibility. 

Back in 1978, 31 year old 
Whifler found himself resident filrn-
maker for The Residents, a rather 
cryptic rock group based in Berkeley, 
CA. There was no simple precedent 
for this sort of experimental collabo-
ration between visuals and music: 
MTV's glittery birth was three years 
from delivery. Whifler thought of his 
bizarre concoctions as "silent movies." 
With a predetermined sound track, his 
responsibility was strictly visual. So he 
created demented scenarios that drew 
from tacky adventure films and Hindu 
musicals and collided them with the 
sonorous artifacts suplied by such 
groups as The Residents, Tuxedo-
moon, Snakefinger and Renaldo and 
the Loaf. 

Initially, Whifler steered clear of 
electronic imagemaking. "Some video 
people think film is the work of the 
devil," Whifler said with droll content-
ment. "They say it's old fashioned and 
outmoded, but personally, I like the 
19th century mechanical world better 

Graeme Whifler directing a video shoot for the band Translator 

than the high-tech world of tomorrow. 
Every time I get around electronic 
equipment, it breaks down." 

However, Whitler found him-
self mired in micro-circuitry. A recent 
video for Sparks' "Cool Places" made 
elaborate use of the Ultimatte, an elec-
tronic matting device. Though the 
"video" was shot on 16 mm film, the 
finished project wasn't viewable until 
its A/B transfer to videotape. The 
Sparks video represented a perfect 
merge of media: film and video. The 
flexibility of video enhanced the crisp, 
precious face of film. 

When it comes to surface beau-
ty, Graeme is a " 19th century" die-
hard. "All of my videos have been 
shot on film, because it's a better pic-
torial story-telling medium than 
video," he insists. "It's more like paint-
ing, with more color control. If you're 
talking about 35 mm film, it's got hun-
dreds of times more information and 
picture resolution than 1" video." 

The newest mini-movie Whifler 
has spun out of his quixotic imagina-
tion concerns the song "Un-alone" by 
Translator. The scenario involves the 
demure Steve Barton, Translator's lead 
singer, searching for his elusive girl-
friend. The entire band appears 
throughout the tape, surfacing in 
various disguises - grease-monkeys at 
a gas station, smudgy coal miners in 
overalls, pudgy choir boys by a stee-
ple. Graeme is well aware that bands 
usually find themselves strangers in a 
strange medium. "For musicians, it's 
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hard to do rock video, because 
they're not actors," he explains. 
"They're a weird, mole-type group, 
who use the side of the brain opposite 
from the logical part necesary for film-
making." When pressed, Graeme will 
bluntly state, "If they were actors, you 
wouldn't want to hear what they 
played on their instruments. Would 
you?" Still, Whifler transformed 
Translator into an acting ensemble, air-
brushing the rough edges with gro-
tesque framing and sight gags. 

Polishing off the Translator 
video, Whitler was up to his neck in 
technology, going so far as to perform 
all post-production on videotape. After 
the film transfer, a 3/4 " rough-cut and 
edit list preceded the on-line work. It 
was a swift process; Graeme doesn't 
use special effects. His filmmaking 
relies on visceral rhythms, composi-
tion and, of course, sardonic narra-
tives. 

Regardless of his deep interest 
in the moving image, Whitler is well 
aware that all the pyrotechnics of the 
medium rest on the mystical tune 
rendered visual. "It takes a magical 
ingredient to make a song popular. If 
it doesn't have that, then you could 
get Federico Fellini to direct a rock 
video and I don't think it would sell," 
he says with a characteristic chuckle. 
But then again, people have been 
known to enjoy Whifler's videos even 
with the sound off. • 
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—from page 158, Video News 

Joe Dea shot the debut video 
for Shooting Star, taping the dance se-
quences at Centron in Kansas City and 
posting in Philadelphia at E.J. Stewart. 
That facility also hosted Richard 
Carey's RCA Records filmshoot for 
singer Robert Hazard. Background for 
the clip and the 150 "extras" is Philadel-
phia's South Street neighborhood. Paul 
Flattery produced the debut clip for 
The Difference and their four-song EP 
King Sunny Ad é and his 18-piece 
band, The African Beats, appear in a 
video of "Penkele." This live perfor-
mance was taped during their U.S. tour 
by Ramen Rao for client Island Rec-
ords. Videowest is supplying interviews 
with rock and pop celebrities for what is 
billed as an interactive rock quiz show. 
"Video Rockage" is a project of Warner 
Amex and its QUBE cable TV service. 

One Pass Video directors Scott 
Ross and Joe Murray shot clips for 
Mary Buffet ("My Boyfriend's Back") 
and Ronnie Jaye ("Berlin"). Ross and a 
One Pass mobile crew taped a two-hour 
video project for Joni Mitchell, who 
directed herself in concert. Record 
Plant in Los Angeles captured the 24 

track audio for the program, which in-
cludes conceptual and performance 
segments. 

An alumnus of Rockamerica 
and the NY Ritz nightclub, Ilene Staple 
has opened her own distribution com-
pany servicing clubs with video cas-
sette product. Zoom Video is acquiring 
not only clips but video art, cartoons 
and newsreel footage for club screen-
ings. The New York firm also designs 
and installs video display systems. 

The Complex Soundstage in 
West Los Angeles was the shooting site 

for the visual version of "Planet Earth 
Rock and Roll Orchestra," a song from 
Paul Kantner's upcoming solo album. 
Featuring Grace Slick, the conceptual 
clip was lensed on film and directed by 
Arthur Ellis, of Limelight. 

Vern Gillum & Friends, a com-
mercial house, also utilized The Com-
plex Soundstage, and executed a high 
speed, slo-mo cereal commercial where 
raisins and cereal falling into bowls 
were lensed at 2,000 frames per sec-
ond. In addition, Schulman Video com-
pleted taping "People News," a new 
entertainment variety pilot at The Com-
plex. • 

ADVANCED TELEVISION SYSTEMS 
COMMITTEE FORMS 

Member organizations of the 
Joint Committee on Inter-Society Coor-
dination, JCIC, (comprised of the Elec-
tronics Industries Association, the Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronic Engi-
neers, the National Association of 
Broadcasters, the National Cable Tele-
vision Association and the Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engi-
neers), have formed ATSC, the United 

Howard Schwartz 
offers his clients 

Bagels & 
Video Sweetening and Mixing 

8 Trk. 16 Trk. 24 Trk. 48 Trk. Mixing to I" & ' 4' Video Formats 
Electronic Post Sync/Dialogue Replacement 

All Formats of Sync and SMFTE Time Code Conversions 
30 Fr. 24 Fr. 25 Fr. 

59.94 Hz. 60 Hz. 50 Hz. 
Vertical Interval 
JAM Sync. 

Stereo Mixing to All Video Formats 
Audio Relays From All Formats to 1" VTR 

Video Dailys Conformed to Edit Decision List 
35 mm 4 Trk Full Coat. 3 Trk Full Coat. Stripe. 16 mm Mags. 

Mono. Stereo. 4 Trk. 8. 16. 24. 48 Track Music & Voice Recording 
High Speed Reel to Reel and Audio Cassette Duplication 

Trafficking & Shipping 
Sound Effects 

Pinball 

Perhaps that's why the three major networks 
mix their sound at Howard Schwartz. 

Sc I-1-WART 

420 LEXINGTON AVE SURE 1934 NYC 
212-6874180 

Circle #223 on Reader Service Card 

States Advanced Television Systems 
Committee, for the purpose of coordi-
nating the development of, and setting 
standards for advanced television 
systems. 

The committee has defined ad-
vanced television to include "systems 
for the generation, distribution and 
reception of improved NTSC, en-
hanced 525-line, and high definition 
television." Improved NTSC refers to 
evolutionary and on-going changes 
which retain the present radiated signal 
standards, such as improvements in 
home receivers, studio cameras and 
television plant distribution/processing. 
Enhanced 525-line involves changing 
the transmitted signal format while re-
taining the present 525 scanning and 
4:3 ( 1.33 to 1) aspect ratio. Examples 
of this would include the use of wider 
bandwidths for chrominance and lumi-
nance signals, as well as the separate 
transmission of these signals. High 
definition television (HDTV) is char-
acterized via an improvement of both 
horizontal and vertical resolution by at 
least two to one, a wider aspect ratio (at 
least 1.66:1) and stereophonic sound. 
The committee has deemed stereo 
audio essential to HDTV due to its wide 
screen format. 

ATSC intends to encourage 
governmental participation in commit-
tee activities, and plans to submit its 
findings to the American National Stan-
dards Institute (ANSI) for the adoption 
of national standards, and to the FCC 
for regulatory consideration. 

ATSC membership is open to 
companies and organizations having a 
direct interest in the development of ad-
vanced television systems. For more in-
formation, contact the United States 
Advanced Television Systems Commit-
tee, 1771 N Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20036. 
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THE ENTIRE AUDIO INDUSTRY IS MOVING 
RAPIDLY INTO THE AGE OF DIGITAL RECORDING 
AND SIGNAL TRANSMISSION. THAT'S WHY 
SIGNAL PROCESSORS PURCHASED TODAY MUST 
HAVE WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE, FREEDOM FROM 
DISTORTION, ANC THE EXTENDED BANDWIDTH 
NECESSARY TO PERFORM IN BOTH THE ANALOG 
AND DIGITAL DOMAINS. 

AUDIO & DESIGN IS THE INDUSTRY LEADER 
IN AUDIO PROCESSING TECHNIQUES AND 
TECHNOLOGY. YOU'LL FINDOUR EQUIPMENT IN 
SUCH DIVERSE APPLICATIONS AS BROADCAST. 
SATELLITE UPLINKS, RECORDING, FILM. VIDEO 
AND EVEN SOUND REINFORCEMENT. AFTER ALL 
AUDIO & DESIGN OFFERS THE BEST AND MOST 
COMPLETE LINE OF PROCESSIN;G GEAR IN 
THE WORLD WITH PRODUCT RELIABILITY AND 
CUSTOMER SUPPORT SECOND TO NONE. 

BE READY FOR TOMORROW'S CHALLENGES 
BY MAKING -HE RIGHT EQUIPMENT DECISIONS 
TODAY. CONTACT AUDIO & DESIGN FOR ALL 
THE DETAILS. 

AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING, INC. 
P.O. Box 786 Bremerton, WA 98310 Phone 206-275-5009, 206-275-5010 Telex 15-2426 

AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING, LTD. 
Unit 3 Horseshoe Park Pangbourne, Reading RG8 7TH Berkshire, England 

Phone (0734) 53411 UK Telex 848722 

Audie+Design 
THE HIT SOUND iN AUDIO SCIENCE. 

Manufacturer of: Compee and Vocal Stresser" compressor-limiters/SCAMP" modular products/Transdynamic• :ri-band processor/PROPAK" EIAJ 
interface/Expanders/Gates/AGCamps/EQ and Filters/De-Essers/Preamps/D.A.'s/SMPTE & EBU time code products/Effects units and other accessories. 

A 
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C 1983 by Audio & De..;Ign Recording, Inc. 



Convrs eith 
i Merrll Aldighieri 

and Joe Trivician, 
by Mia Amato 

Rock videographers Merrill 
Aldighieri and Joe Tripician have 
teamed up with Sony Corporation to 
see if videocassettes of lesser-known 
bands can attract the home video 
crowd. 

Just released as Sony "Vicieo 
45," their tape "Danspak" has dance-
able tunes by five unsigned New York 
acts, as well as the pair's innovative 
hybrid film/tape special effects. It's sell-
ing for $ 15.95 in stereo Beta, $ 19.95 
in VHS. 

Aldighieri and Tripician gave us 
the lowdown on how two indepen-
dents managed to cut a deal with a 
video industry giant. 

Mix: Tell us what the "Danspak" pro-
gram is like. 
Merrill: We produced the program 
over a period of two years. There are 
five different pieces by four different 
New York bands. The music is elec-
tronic. It's obviously dance music; one 
is a ballad. The bands are Man Par-
rish - the piece has been pretty 

popular in the disco charts—"Hip Hop 
Be Bop"— 
Joe: Manny has had a lot of success 
with "Hip Hop Be Bop"— 
Merrill: The second piece is from 
Shox Lumania. . . 
Joe: The third piece is by Richard 
Bone, "Alien Girl." The fourth piece is 
by a group called Living and the 
song is "Boat Talk." The last piece is 
another by Shox Lumanis, "Pointy 
Headgear." Some of these songs are 
only available as a video. Some are 
on record; Bone has an album out 
from Survival Records in London. It's 
available here only as an import. 
Shox Lumania has records out. None 
of them are signed to a major record 
company, and this is one way for 
them to get exposure. 

Mix: What was your arrrangement 
with Sony? Did you have to put up 
much front money? 
Merrill: In a way, yes. We had to get 
everything ready for duplication and 
we were in charge of designing the 
cassette package. We wanted to have 
control over that. George Sanchez, a 
friend of Shox Lumania, did the art-
work. 
Joe: The project was like a big family. 

We'd met the bands through our work 
at Hurrah as Vis. We were at Hurrah 
from 1980 until it closed. 

Mix: Weren't you also involved with 
the video lounge at Danceteria? 
Merrill: I helped open up the new 
Danceteria with John Sanborn and Kit 
Fitzgerald. I was in charge of the 
video lounge when it opened, for 
about two months. 

Mix: Do you still do VI work now? 
Merrill: Not exactly. We've been put-
ting together and curating video 
shows. We did one at a sushi bar in 
San Diego. We did the video for the 
Klaus Nomi benefit at Danceteria. We 
do special shows. 

Mix: How did your front line expo-
sure to video club audiences affect the 
way you produce your videos? 
Merrill: It's radically changed my 
concepts of videos. As a VI, I was 
looking at videos for at least eight 
hours a day. I learned what would 
bore me, and what combinations of 
sound and visuals could keep my 
interest up after multiple plays. We 
don't put things in our clips we know 
we might get tired of, even if it 
pleases us at the moment. For me, I 
get tired of stories in videos. With 
"Danspak," all the pieces are abstract 
and deal with a pure visual interpre-
tation of the music. Any narrative in 
the song is on another level, but it's 
not right out front. 

Mix: How were the videos mastered 
for the Sony release? 
Joe: Everything was on one inch. 
Some had been shown on HBO and 
other cable services. We had to obtain 
all the audio masters to lay on the one 
inch; the audio has to be up to the 
specs of the Beta hi-fi. 
Merrill: We combine 16 mm film with 
video. We do a lot of special effects 
mixing the two formats during the 
film-to-tape transfer process. 
Joe: The effects we discovered acci-
dentally. In an effort to economize, 
because transfer time is so expensive, 
we decided to keep the tape running; 
tape is less expensive than studio time. 
So while the technicians were setting 
up the film to be transferred we dis-
covered a lot of things we would later 
go back and utilize. 

Mix: Do you mean like adjustments to 
color correction? 
Joe: Posterization can be done with it. 
You can move the film around in the 
gate, and so move the film image 
around in the frame. We could do 
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Joe Tripician and Merrill Aldighieri, producers and directors of "Danspak," a new Sony video 45 by Co-Directions, Inc. 



San Francisco's Best 
Post Production 
Facility 
isn't in San Francisco. 

It's in Orinda. 

• CMX 340X ONLINE EDITING 

• AMPEX ADO 

• GVG MARK II DIGITAL EFFECTS 

• QUANTEL "PAINT BOX" COMPUTER GRAPHICS e 
• ANIMATICS/PHOTOMATICS 

• DUPLICATION/TRAFFICKING 

• AUDIO SWEETENING 

• FULL TIME, EXPERIENCED STAFF 

FITIUE UIDED 

15 Altarinda Road 
Associate Orinda, CA 94563 
Member (415) 254-3902 
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20% 
BETTER 

CANADIAN DOLLAR  >>:{•i #1 Lei  RATE 

Two Hours North of L.A. Direct Flight 

• STUDIO A-60 FT. x 32 FT. x 21 FT. HIGH 

• EXCELLENT VARIETY OUTBOARDS 

• RUPERT NEVE CONSOLES 

• STUDER TAPE MACHINES 

• SMPTE INTERLOCK 

• MAJOR MOTION PICTURE CREDITS 

Major Motion Picture Credits 

With the Internationally acclaimed 

Vancouver Symphony Orchestra, 

an experienced professional staff of 25 

to serve you including composers and arrangers. 
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CALL BOB BROOKS FOR THE FULL 

LITTLE MOUNTAIN 

SOUND/VIDEO STORY! 

201 WEST 7th AVE., VANCOUVER 

BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA 

TELEX LTLMTNSOCO 04-51175 (604) 873-4711 

frame-by-frame animation, freeze 
frames. 

Mix: This is the first time I've ever 
heard of someone using a Rank Cintel 
as a production tool. 
Merrill: You can do a lot with it. 

Mix: How were the audio tracks pre-
pared for "Danspak?" 
Joe: The audio was taken directly off 
two track masters. In all the cases, the 
bands had mastered on two track 1/4" 
tape. In some cases the recording was 
done on a portable studio, not unlike 
the way we work with film cameras 
and portable video. The bands did 
their own engineering. 
Merrill: Actually, in Manny's case he 
has a 24 track audio truck drive up 
by his loft. 
Joe: They ran the cables through the 
window. For Sony we took these 
audio masters and synched them up 
to the video. We then made a four 
track audio master to lay down on the 

The Beta hi-fi ucco four track 
audio, and you get tremendous quali-
ty. The audio on Beta hi-fi could stand 
by itself. 

Mix: Was any additional processing 
required? 
Joe: Not in running from the masters 
to the 4 track. We had Dolby noise 
reduction, though. Sony requested 
Dolby "A." 

Mix: What kind of support and finan-
cial commitment did you get from 
Sony? 
Joe: They are taking care of all 
duplication in VHS and Beta, produc-
ing the packaging, and handling the 
distribution. They are handling publi-
city, too. They did not give us much 
of an advance, but we will get a 
royalty from each tape sold. 
Merrill: We're giving a percentage of 
our gross to the bands, also. After 
we've cleared our expenses, half of 
what we get from Sony will be divid-
ed by the bands on the tape. Had it 
been just one band, it would have 
been an equal 50/50 split. But this is a 
compilation so the bands will split the 
other 50%. 

Mix: Is the program released under a 
Sony label or under your own? 
Merrill: Both names are on the 
package; Sony Video 45s and 
Codirections Incorporated are putting 
it out together. Codirections was form-
ed in 1979, when we put out our first 
program, "Love Among the Mutants," 
which was a science fiction comedy. 
Joe: There will be a commercial on 
MTV in October. Sony is doing that. 
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We have no money left! 
Merrill: I don't think our deal with 
Sony is typical, because one, the 
bands are pretty unknown, and two, 
they knew we were pretty eager to do 
this project. 
Joe: We've been told that since we 
took a smaller advance, more money 
could be spent on promotion, which 
we prefer. 

Mix: Why do you think Sony is taking 
a chance on independents iike your-
selves? 
Merrill: I think because we were able 
to convince John O'Donnell [head of 
Sony Software] that the piece would 
look good. We could show that we 
had cooperation from all the bands 
and had all the rights and legal paper-
work in order. In the beginning he 
said, "I'd like to do something like this 
but I'm too busy getting the big 
record companies and it will be quite 
a while before I can consider inde-
pendents." So I said, "This won't take 
any time because everything is signed 
and we are ready to do it." I assumed 
there were plenty of people out there 
with comparable experience, but I 
guess I was wrong. 

Mix: Has Sony given you any idea of 
how they think this program will sell? 
Merrill: They said they think it's going 
to be a 'sleeper.' They may take Joe 
and I on a tour to promote this, 
perhaps in stores or nightclubs. Or we 
may do demonstrations of our produc-
tion techniques. 
Joe: We created some of the back-
grounds on a video monitor, placing 
mirrors and other objects on the 
monitor. Or we projected film onto 
the screen. 
Merrill: We sort of condense every-
thing to little miniature setups, with 
film projectors, mirrors, little pieces of 
paper. We set it all up, then videotape. 

Mix: Do you have any other projects 
in the works? 
Merrill: We just finished a piece 
called "Electronic Luau," which is a 1/2 
hour video album. Richard Bone did 
the music for that and it was shot in 
the Bahamas. We're working on a sci-
fi piece called "Angel Lust." We also 
did a classical piece by Claude 
Debussy, a version with my father 
playing the piano and Richard on 
synthesizer. 

Mix: Will you still do rock and roll 
promo video? 
Merrill: Oh yes. We're doing some 
storyboards, and have two pieces 
ready for "Danspak II." If any big 
record companies out there want to 
hire us, we're available. 

REEL TAPE TIME 
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• Accurate tape time at any speed, in any direction. 

• Easy field installation with AMPEX 350,440, SCULLY 

280, 280B, REVOX PR99, OTAR1MX5050B and 
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• Displays up to four hours in the positive, and one hour 

in the negative direction. 

• Tachometer and direction outputs for SMPTE controller 

Interface. 

• Return to zero signal 
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Sony Special Effects Generator 
Designed for use with Sony's DXC-M3 3-tube color 

video camera, the SEG-2000A special effects generator in-
terfaces with up to 6 color cameras, playback VTR, camera 
for external keyer and monochrome camera for 
downstream keyer. It includes built-in sync generator, four 
black burst outputs, tally/intercom circuit, and operates on 
either AC or DC power. the SEG-2000A has a suggested 
retail price of $4940. For more information, contact: Sony 
Communications Products Company, Sony Corporation, 
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. 

IVES Editing System 
EECO's IVES system is a complete time code-based 

video tape editing system designed as a self-contained 
package to provide turnkey post-production capabilities at 
an affordable price. The system performs precision single-
source/single-record SMPTE or control track editing and 
provides all the necessary pre- and post-edit functions. 

IVES offers a number of unique standard features, 
including: EECO's VideoMasterTm control which allows the 
performance of seven different motion control and edit 
preview functions from a single control; COPY, a one button 
command that performs a direct copy from the play video 
tape recorder to the record VTR, or vice versa; STRIPE 
TAPE, a one button command that automatically stripes the 
record tape with continuous SMPTE time code, control track 
pulses and video black; and an internal audio mixer and 
monitor. For more information, contact: EECO Incor-
porated, 1601 East Chestnut Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 
92702. 

Music Video Director's Guide 
The Music Video Directors' Guide lists the names, 

addresses and brief histories of those working in the genre. 
The guide, published by Richard Lowenberg and George 
Leonards, also includes scene painters, choreographers, 
hair stylists, lighting personnel and location scouts. For a 
copy of this year's guide, or a listing in next year's, write 
3271/2 English Street, Petaluma, CA 94952. 

#480 is a one inch video tape capable of delivering 
over 1000 edits from the same pre-roll point, with less than 
1.5 dB of signal decay after this treatment. With a maximum 
of ten dropouts per minute, #480 is designed for the 
demands of critical production and post production applica-
tions. For more information, contact: 3M Corporation, 3M 
Center, St. Paul, MN 55144. 

Otan i Universal Resolver 
The Otan i Universal Resolver is a multi-purpose 

speed controller for all audio tape machines in film and 
video interface applications. The price for the UR will be less 
than $2,500. It will also be available as a plug-in accessory 
for OTARI MTR-series Recorders starting at less than 
$1,000 depending upon selected functions. 

The "UR" will 'lock' an audio transport's speed con-
trol track over a ± 30% speed range to an external or inter-
nal crystal reference source for playback speed accuracy of 
better than 0.001%. Internal crystal-controlled references 
are provided, or the unit may be referenced to the AC line, 
composite video, SMPTE/EBU time code or an external 
source. The resolver will operate with any audio recorder 
utilizing a DC servo motor or having a motor drive amplifier 
for its synchronous motor that accepts a 50 or 60 Hz. con-
trolling frequency input. For more information, contact: 
Otari Corporation, 2 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002. 

Pacific Arts Expands Catalog 
Pacific Arts Video Records has added several new 

titles to their burgeoning catalog of video tapes. Additional 
releases include: The Firesign Theatre's "Nick Danger in the 
Case of the Missing Yolk", a 60-minute film directed by 
Richard Dear; and "Mr. Bill Looks Back", Walter William's 
all-new production starring everybody's favorite maligned 
puppet. In November, the company plans to re-issue 
"Elephant Parts" (priced at $39.95, it will also be available in 
Beta Hi Fi) and will release the infamous Beatle parody "The 
Rutles", directed by Gary Weiss and Eric Idle. For more in-
formation, contact: Pacific Arts Video Records, Box 22770, 
Carmel, CA 93922. 

"Component Video" Switcher 
Shintron has announced the availability of the 

Model 390 "Component Video" switcher and editor inter-
face which allows M format and Beta tapes to receive a full 
range of editing, enhancement, special effects and post-
production manipulation. The Model 390 is a triplicated 
production/post switcher with a built-in tandem (2xZ80) 
microprocessor controlled command system that com-
municates with the edit systems and can handle SMPTE and 
in-house time codes. The units standard interface port is an 
RS-422, but a port to communicate with convergence 
editors is provided. For more information, contact: Shintron 
Company, 144 Rogers Street, Cambridge, MA 02142. 
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Chromascope P135 
Hammond Industries calls their new product "the 

ultimate video kaleidoscope." Priced at $ 1890, the 
Chromascope P135 Video Synthesizer selects from up to 
four video inputs and two video outputs. Audio inputs are 
either stereo or mono, line or mike, AGO or manual. What 
the machine does to the video is controlled by the audio; 
patterns bounced out at a rate of two beats per second up to 
two per minute. The pattern generation can be frozen and a 
color field or matte created. The tricks can be manually con-
trolled or allowed to proceed at random. For more informa-
tion, contact: Hammond Industries, Inc., 8000 Madison 
Pike, Madison, Alabama 35758. 

Video Facility Directory 
Leonard Kalikow, publisher of "New on the 

Charts", is creating a directory of studios, editing facilities, 
rental firms and special effects companies. A computerized 
referral service is also planned. For more information, con-
tact: Music Business Reference, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New 
York, NY 10036. 

FUJI Compact Videocassette 
FUJI Corporation is now producing the Super HG 

TC-20 compact videocassette designed for use with the new 
VHS-C recorders. The tapes features Fuji's proprietary 
Super Fine Beridox emulsion and are one quarter the size of 
a standard VHS cassette. An adapter is required to play 
these VHS-C cassettes on an ordinary VHS machine. List 
price is $ 19.95. For more information, contact: Fuji Photo 
Film USA, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10118. 
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From coast to coast and in 43 foreign the last word on the marriage of audio and 
countries, audio, video, and music profession- video, Mix is your best source for the informa-
ais read Mix Magazine! For the latest industry tion you need to help you do your job in these 
news, illuminating articles on hardware and competitive times. 
production techniques, exclusive interviews 
with today's movers and innovators, as well as Don't miss an issue — Subscribe today! 



Rank Cintel Digital Stills Storage System 

Slide File is the name of a por-
table slide storage system from Rank. It 
can accept a wide variety of inputs, in-
cluding electronically generated artwork 
or pictures from a slide scanner. A built-
in synchronizer allows it to take frames 
from studio cameras or VTR, and loads 
them onto cartridges of twenty slides 
each. A total of eighty pictures can be 
stored. An eight inch Winchester disk 
drive allows for one picture change 
every second, with dissolves and cross-
fades. 

Two other features are really 
unique. For one, a polyphoto index 
enables up to thirty frames to be 
displayed at once in split-screen, and 
small numbers in each picture corner 
allow the operator to order and reorder 

rr '111,111111111111111111 them simply. For another, in the 'clean 
up' mode, fuzzy ' shots can be elec-

tronically enhanced by interfield interpolation. This won't help focus problems, but 
will cure fuzziness caused by movement of camera or subject. For more informa-
tion, contact: British Information Services, 845 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022. 

Q Lock Option 64 

Option 64 is a software system designed for use with an Audio Kinetics Q 
Lock 3.10 synchronizer. The option doubles the unit's memory, and "Menu Page" 
program selection allows the tailoring of the unit to suit specific applications. Cur-
rently available programs include ADR (for automatic dialog replacement and 
looping) and SFX (sounci effects assembly). A "Conform" program (which 
matches audio tapes to edited video tapes from an edit list) will be unveiled at the 
AES show. Future software releases include an edit list management program 
(which will require an external computer). The ADR and SFX programs are priced 
at $ 1500 each. For more information, contact: Audio Kinetics, 4721 Laurel Can-
yon Road, North Hollywood, CA 91607. 

America's Music Videocassettes 

Video Gems has entered an 
agreement with Genesis Home Video 
to distribute a series of 22 feature pro-
ductions on the history of "America's 
Music". Available in Beta Hi Fi and 
VHS stereo, the shows combine 
historical footage with live perfor-
mances taped at A&M Records 
studios. The series' initial releases are 
"Blues 1", hosted by Brock Peters, 
which features B.B. King, and Linda 
Hopkins; and "Rhythm dr Blues 1", 
hosted by Billy Eckstine, with Ruth 
Brown, Billy Preston and Gloria Lynn. 
Subsequent programs will focus on 
traditional jazz, soul, gospel, modern 
jazz, country 6'1 western, rock and roll, 
big bands, and regional music styles. 
These one-hour tapes are priced at 
$49.95. For more information, con-
tact: Video Gems, Box 38188, Los 
Angeles, CA 90038. 
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—from page 164, Origins 
nial part of the U.K. production scene. 
Using film was a necessity, not a luxury. 
Super 8 and 16 mm were much less ex-
pensive and more flexible formats than 
video with its extensive technical logis-
tics and expensive post-production 
requirements. 

Limited resources can some-
times play an important role in creative 
or technical innovation. Shooting on 
film and converting negative or positive 

(L. to r.) Eric Stewart, Graham Gould-
man, Loi Creme and Kevin Godley 

lOcc was one of the first bands to use 
concept music video to promote their 
music. In "Good Morning Judge" one 
of the band members is put on trial 
for falling in love with and stealing 
his girlfriend's car. In this shot, multi-
layered keying was used to create 
the jury. Using makeup, wardrobe 
changes and strategically designed 
shot placement, an entire jury was 
created in effect by "overdubbing" 
different takes cf the band members. 
It's interesting to note that while Eric 
Stewart and Graham Gouldman con-
centrated here on the music produc-
tion, Loi Creme and Kevin Godley 
focused on the visuals. This experi-
ence has served them well as they 
are acknowledged to be one of the 
most creative teams involved in 
music video production, with such 
pieces as "Girls on Film," Duran 
Duran, "Every Breath You Take" by 
The Police and "Rock It" by Herbie 
Hancock. 

film to video by computer, i.e., Rank 
Cintel, offers the best of both worlds: 
the texture and resolution of film with 
the flexibility and cost efficiency of 
digital special effects on video. 

In next month's Mix, we'll ex-
amine the production techniques used 
by several of today's most innovative 
music video producers and the trends 
in audio for video music production. • 

Postscript: Many of the movies refer-
enced in this and last month's MVP col-
umn were selected as part of the setup 
for the background and development 
of the origins of music video. Many 
other films were not mentioned for lack 
of space. If you would like to pursue 
some of the sources of this information 
independently, the following bibliogra-
phy is provided for your convenience. 

Rock on Film by David Ehrenstein and Bid Reed, 
published by Delilah Books, distributed by GP 
Putnam's Sons. 

Celluloid Rock by Philip lenkinson and Alan 
Warner, published by Warner Books. 

Art and the Future by Douglas Davis, published 

by Praeger Publishers. 

Video Art compiled and edited by Ira Schneider 
and Beryl Korot, published by Harcourt Brace 

Jovanovich. 

The Rolling Stone Illustrated History of Rock 
'n' Roll published by Straight Arrow Press 
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1 Deadline for entries in U.S. Television Commerical' Festival. 
Information: 841 North Addison Avenue, Elmhurst IL 60126. 
(312) 834-7773 

3-7 VIDCOMIMUID: International conference and exhibition for 
cable, home video and video games. Old Palais and New Palais 
des Festivals, Cannes, France. 

4-6 LPTV (Low Power TV) EAST conference. Sheraton Washington 
Hotel, Washington. 

6-8 Women in Cable national conference. "Cable in Context: The 
Challenge of Change." Colonnade Hotel, Boston. Information: 
Charles Self (202) 296-7245. 

8-12 Audio Engineering Society convention. New York Hilton Hotel. 

11 Technical Seminar sponsored by Bay Area Cable Club and 
Northern California Chapter of Women in Cable. Gallagher's, 
Jack London Square, Oakland, CA. 

12-16 Women in Communications national conference. "Pro/Con '83; 
Framing the Future." Bellevue Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia. 

18-20 Mid-America Cable TV Association annual meeting. Hilton 
Plaza Inn, Kansas City, MO. 

21 New York Women in Communications meeting. "The Video 
Communications Revolution" co-sponsored by New York Univer-
sity. New York University, Washington Square campus, New 
York. 

23-25 Televent U.S.A. second international telecommunications 
conference, sponsored in part by E.F Hutton. Information: 
Marianne Berrigan, Televent Executive Director, Suite 1128, 
1120 Connecticut Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20036. (202) 
857-4612 

25-27 International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition sponsored by 
Electronic Industries Association of Japan, co-sponsored by Na-
tional Association of Commercial Broadcasters in Japan and 
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.) Tokyo Ryutsu Center, Tokyo. 

29- Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers 125th 
10/3 technical conference and equipment exhibit. 1.03 Angeles Convention 

Center. Los Angeles, CA. 

30- National Over-the-Air Pay TV conference and exposition, 
1012 hosted by Subscription Television Association and National Associa-

tion of MDS Service Companies. Century Plaza, Los Angeles, CA. 
31-10/2 NARM One-Stop Conference. LaPosada, Scottsdale, AZ. 

NOVEMBER 1983 
1-3 Atlantic Cable Show, Convention Hall, Atlantic City, NJ. Infor-

mation: Registration Supervisor, Slack Inc. 6900 Grove Road, 
Thorofare, NJ 08086. (609) 848-1000 

1-4 VIDEXPO '83 (third annual) and MUSVID '83 (ninth annual). 
Convention Center, Acapulco, Mexico. 

1-4 VIDEXPO '83 third International Video and Telecommunications 
Market, Condesa Del Mar, Acapulco, Mexico. 

2-4 NARM Rack Jobbers Conference, LaPosada, Scottsdale, AZ. 

7-10 AMIP-TV '83 (American Marketplace for International Programs) 
organized by Perard Associates with MIDEM and National 
Video Clearinghouse. Fountainebleau Hilton, Miami Beach. Infor-
mation: Perard, 100 Lafayette Drive, Syosset, NY 11791. (516) 
364-3686 

9-11 26th annual International Film and TV Festival of New York. 
Honoring "creativity and effective communication in film, TV 
and audiovisual media." Sheraton Center, NY. Information: (212) 
246-5133 

17-20 Billboard Video Music Conference. Huntington Sheraton, 
Pasadena, CA. Contact: Kris Sofley (213) 859-5319. 

DECEMBER 1983 
11-12 National Cable Television Asociation's National Cable Pro-

gramming conference. B:hrn. Fi,):el Los Angeles CA 

13-15 Western Cable Show Anaheim Convention Center Anaheim, CA 

JANUARY 198 4 
14-18 Association of Independent Television Stations (INTV) annual 

FEBRUARY 198 4 
9-14 NATPE International. , ist annual ( ionterence San Franciscc UtOn 

iL Francisco CA 

MARCH 1984 
14-16 International Program Marketplace. New York Hilton NY 

COMPUTER 
IMAGE 
2475 W.2nd Ave. 
Denver CO. 80223 
(303)934-5801 

CBC9,CANADA 

LEAN MACHINE,CHEVRON 

MOLSON BEER,CANADA 
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The 
Softouctim Sgstem 
Designedbg 
Hard-nosed-
Engineers 

SOFTOUCH is the first 
audio editing system to 
offer an intelligent 
building-block ap-
proach to editing for 
video/film and audio 
post-production. 

The SOFTOUCH system allows users to start with as 
little as a two-transport synchronizer based on SMPTE time 
code, yet build to a fully configured 6 or 8 transport system by 
adding modules to meet changing needs and budgets. Any 
combination of multi-track audio, video or sprocketed film 
transports are precisely synchronized and controlled. Sound 
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effects assembly, sweeten-
ing, dialogue replacement, 
Foley, re-recording, over-
dubbing, and telecine appli-
cations are accomplished 
with a single system at a 
cost far less than many 

multi-track audio transports. 
SOFTKEYST" allow frequently-performed, multi-step 

routines to be executed repeatedly at a touch of a single key. 
SOFTOUCH provides a convenient RS-232/422 

computer interface to BTX's CYPHERTM time code system 
and other studio equipment. For a demonstration, contact: 

194 

The BTX Corporation, 75 Wiggins Avenue, Bedford, MA 01730. Tel: (617) 275-1420, Telex: 95-1887 
In California: 2750 West Silverlake Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90039. Tel: (213) 664-5980 
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Figure 1 

build a 
itY1 f% fe( -111) 

by Dennis Cronin 

The plate reverb has long been 
one of the most popular reverb units for 
use in recording studios. The fairly hefty 
price tag, however, has traditionally 
forced smaller studios to settle for less 
expensive spring units. Certainly only 
the largest studios could afford more 
than one plate. 

Now you can build a profes-
sional quality plate reverb for around 
$300. All that is required is a little basic 
electronics background and some gen-
eral "build-it" experience. 

In spite of all the mystique sur-
rounding the plate reverb, it is proba-
bly one of the simplest in principle of 
any of the artificial reverb schemes. Ad-
mittedly there are many refinements 
which go into the manufacture of a true 
world class plate. The basic elements of 
the plate, however, are very simple. 

Combining these elements, even using 
everyday materials and construction 
techniques, yields a very good sound-
ing reverb. 

This plate system is capable of 
out-performing expensive spring units, 
and professional ears have agreed that 
it even outshines the lower priced com-
mercial plates. Its handling of percus-
sive material is particularly outstanding. 
Definitely no mere science fair project. 

With today's engineers de-
manding more and more artificial ambi-
ence devices, even larger studios may 
want to consider this as a cost-effective 
second string" addition to their reverb 

arsenals. 

ABOUT THE DESIGN 
A plate reverb system consists 

of four basic elements: a sheet of steel 
suspended in some sort of frame, a 
driver system for energizing the plate 
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TASCAM 
AFFORDABLE QUALITY 

The Tascam 85-16B 16 Track Recorder 

At Ford Audio-Video, your success and satisfac-
tion are our goals. To support these goals quality 
and reliability are essential. 

The Tascam 85-16B, 16 Track Recorder meets these 
quality and reliability goals. 

• 1 " tape format 
• Servo-controlled 
transport 
• Built in noise 
reduction 
• Compatible with 
most SMPTE 
synchronizer/ 
editors 
• Pre-load sync 
• Rapid spooling 
mode 
• Cue mode 
• Zero search 
• Optional auto 
locator and 
remote units 

All these features at a price you can afford. 

When you invest in Tascam at Ford Audio-Video, 
you are buying years of experience in multitrack. 
You are joining a group of people who deliver the 
quality, reliability and knowledge needed for 
success. 

}ford 
auchoavicJeo 
4800 West 1-40 Oklahoma City, OK 73128 

4715 East 41st Tulsa, OK 74135 
(800) 654-6744 

Figure 2 

with the audio information, a return sys-
tem for picking the sound off the plate, 
and a damping element for controlling 
the decay time of the plate. 

We will use a 4' x 8' sheet of 18 
gauge steel suspended in a simple 2x4" 
frame, with turnbuckles for tensioning. 
This obviously results in a contraption 
of rather large physical dimensions. 
This is a reasonable design compromise 
for several reasons. A large sheet of 
steel need not be under as much tension 
as a smaller sheet, thus allowing us the 
nice cheap wood frame. The large 
sheet of steel also makes the choice of 
drive and pickup elements less critical. 
As you decrease the size of the plate, 
the mass of the transducers becomes a 
major factor. Last but not least, the large 
plate naturally yields longer delays, and 
results in a more "open" stereo sound. 

The drive mechanism I de-
vised is easy to build and works surpris-
ingly well. A small hi-fi speaker is 
mounted several inches from the sur-
face of the plate. A small piece of light-
weight rigid tubing, held in place with 
epoxy, connects the voice coil directly 
to the plate. A high power 51/4 " car 
speaker is an ideal choice. Car speak-
ers are generally quite rugged as they 
are designed to operate under adverse 
conditions. 

The sound is picked up from 
the plate with contact mikes such as are 
used to amplify acoustic guitars. You 
should expect to spend at least $40-$50 
apiece for reasonable quality contact 
mikes.. 

For damping, I used two 16" x 
48" plywood panels covered with 6" 
fiberglass wool insulation. These were 
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hinged at the bottom and tied to the 
frame at the top with lengths of cord. 
Decay time is adjusted by tightening or 
loosening these cords. Obviously, more 
elegant methods could be devised - this 
is just the quick, easy way. 

The electronics end of the sys-
tem is quite straightforward. There are 
two separate units, the control room 
unit, and the remote unit located with 
the plate itself. 

The control room unit has level 
controls for the send and each of the 
returns, plus bass and treble controls 
for the returns. It also contains a circuit 
for trimming the amount of "pre-EQ" 
applied to the send signal. Commercial 
plate manufacturers use carefully tai-
lored pre-EQ curves providing as 
much as 20 dB or more of high end 
boost. This pre-EQ function is very im-
portant in determining the tonal bal-
ance of the plate. In addition, I highly 
recommend hooking a channel of a ten-
band graphic equalizer to the send and 
experimenting with that as well. 

The remote unit contains the 
preamps for the contact mikes plus a 
buffer and level trim for the power amp 
drive. 

I use a channel of a spare con-
sumer hi-fi amp to drive the plate. Any 
amplifier capable of providing about 25 
watts or so should work. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The 4' x 8' sheet of steel should 

run approximately $50. Before framing 
the plate you will want to reinforce the 
corners. I used small angle brackets 
held in place with machine screws. See 
Fig. 1. 

The Furman Sound SG- 10 

See us at A.E.S. booth #407 

LISTEN TO OUR LINE 
REPLACEMENT TAPE HEADS — In stock and ready 
for delivery is a complete line of heads for 
the following recorders: 

MCI 2 Track 1/4" & 1/2" thru 24 Track, JH-100 Series or JH-24 
3M 2 Track thru 24 Track, M-56 or M-79 

AMPEX 2 Track thru 24 Track, MM, ATR, 350 or 440 Series 
Other reel to reel, cart, duplicator and film heads are also available. 

REFURBISHMENT SERVICES — A complete recontouring service 
for reel to reel, audio for video, film, cart or duplicator heads. 
No charge evaluation and standard 24 hour turn-around. 

ALIGNMENT TAPES — Calibration tapes, test and reference cassettes. 

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS — A complete line of audio and video 
tape recorder maintenance and accessory products. 

Stocking Distributors For — NORTRONICS, WOE LKE, 
APPLIED MAGNETICS, TELEX, TASCAM, MMI, 

REVOX, PANASONIC, BASF. 

ESTORATION eu 
retair 

SPRAGUE MAGNETICS, INC. 

15904 Strathern St. / Van Nuys, CA 91406 
(213) 994-6602 / TLX: 66-2922 eee4l 
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When the engineers at FURMAN SOUND 

set out to design a graphic equalizer they 

decided to leave it up to you which frequencies 
need to be boosted or cut. Or whether you need 

10 bands on one channel or two channels with 5 

bands each. More than just another graphic, its like 

10 bands of 2 knob E.Q. with enough extra features to 
handle whatever world your music winds up in. Now you 

decide, could you ever settle for just a graphic? For complete information 
write 

FURMAN SOUND, INC. 
30 Rich Street 
Greenbrae, CA 94904 
(415) 927-1225 
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Referring to Fig. 2, construct a 
frame out of 2x4s, making sure to allow 
proper clearance for the turnbuckles. 
Nothing about the framing is particular-
ly critical, but it should be sturdy 
enough to withstand moderate tension 
without buckling. 

Suspend the plate in the frame 
and begin tightening the turnbuckles. 
Tighten until the plate is held firm and 
taut. Do not overtighten. Too much ten-
sion could result in the frame warping, 
causing alignment problems with the 
drive mechnanism further down the 
line. 

Next construct the drive mech-
anism. Carefully cut the dust cover 
away from the voice coil on the driver 
you have selected. You will need a piece 
of tubing the same diameter as the voice 
coil. Model rocket tubing is a good 
choice, as it is quite light and stiff. Most 
hobby shops carry a variety of sizes. 

The driver will be mounted on 
a cross brace approximately 42" from 
one end, and about 20" from the top or 
bottom. Cut a 11/2" hole in the cross 
brace for the tubing to pass through. 

Measure the distance from the 
voice coil of the speaker to the plate. 
Add another eighth inch or so, and cut 
a piece of tubing this length. Epoxy the 
tubing to the voice coil, being careful 
not to get any epoxy in the gap. Allow 
to set. 

Then mount the driver to the 
cross brace. Fasten the cross brace to 
the plate, shimming with washers, so 
that the other end of the tubing just 
touches the plate. Epoxy that end to the 
plate. Allow to set. 

Construct the damping device. 
As mentioned earlier, this can be as ele-
gant or as simple as you like. You might 
want to use more square feet of damp-
ing material than I did to help get the 
popular highly damped plate sounds. 

Construct the electronics. Use 
good single point grounding practice, 
particularly in the remote unit. You may 
need to mount the power transformer 
away from the mike preamps, as these 
are very high impedance circuits, and 
are therefore quite sensitive to noise 
pickup. 

SETTING IT UP 
After checking the individual 

pieces of electronics to make sure 
things are in order, hook up the system. 
Begin with the power amp level trim all 
the way down. Apply a moderately 
high level program input to the send, 
and open the send level all the way up. 
Slowly turn the power amp level trim 
up until you are driving the plate just to 
thé point of audible distortion. If the 
plate seems to sound raspy even at low 
levels, check the driver for proper 
alignment. 

Place the contact mikes at 

either end of the plate. Begin with the 
mike preamps set for a gain of some-
where around 20 (26 dB). Turn up the 
return levels in the control room and 
verify that you are getting signal back 
from both sides. With the return levels 
wide open, adjust the mike preamp 
gains until you get equal returns from 
both sides. Don't use more gain than 
you need. It is always better to run the 
returns wide open with mike gains 
backed off, than vice versa. 

After the initial setup, you can 
begin tweaking the system for best 
possible performance. Experiment with 
the locations of the contact mikes. In 
particular, experiment with different 
pre-EQ settings, using a graphic equal-

izer if possible. If the plate doesn't 
sound "airy" enough, you need more 
high frequency boost. Boosting the 
highs with pre-EQ will result in much 
lower noise than a similar boost on the 
returns. 

As you begin actually using 
the plate, you may need to go back and 
make slight adjustments in operating 
levels. The plate should be capable of 
providing quite a bit of headroom with 
very quiet returns. Don't be afraid to 
experiment. A little extra time spent 
tweaking the plate can mean the differ-
ence between "passable" and "spec-
tacular" performance. 

Good luck, and many happy 
returns. 

The Ashly FET-200 Amp has rapidly achieved 
a reputation for superb sound and excellent reliability. 

What could we possibly do for an encore? 

Introducing the FET-500. Now when you need power, 
you've got it. 500 watts into 8 ohms and 800 watts into 4. Plus everything 

you expect from an Ashly Amp: MOS-FET's, lowest noise and distortion, 
quiet fan cooling, balanced inputs . . . simply more of a good thing. 

Ashly. It's a natural selection. 

ASHLY I 

`, I /I IIF \ R I, I RI F 

For more information on Ashly Pro Audio Equipment. 
send this coupon or call us toll-free at (800) 828-6308. 
In New York State, call collect (716) 544-5191. 

I'm also interested in: Crossovers Equalizers 
Limiters Prearnps 

Ashly Audio, Inc., 100 Fernwood Avenue 
Rochester, New York 14621. (716) 544-5191 

In Canada: GERRAUDIO. Inc.. 363 Adelaide Street East, 
Toronto. Ontario SISA IS13. M161 361 1667 
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(L. to r) Larry Rosen and Dave Grusin 

IJi ri 
ON THE BANKS OF THE HUDSON 

by Melodie Bryant 

The Review Room is the studio 
built and owned by composer Dave 
Grusin and his partner, engineer/pro-
ducer Larry Rosen. Known best for the 
fusion artists they have produced (Earl 
Klugh, Noel Pointer, Dave Valentin, 
Dave Grusin, Angela Bofill), they have 
designed their studio as a fusion of their 
personal approach to recording. 

The most obvious aspect of the 
Review Room is its size: one room, plus 
a small isolation chamber. Says Rosen, 
"Originally, it was just going to be a 
room to review tapes in and do 2 track 
editing. When we saw all the space, we 
decided to make it 24 track. But when 
we looked at our budget and our 
money, we found that we spent a week 
doing tracks, three weeks overdub-
bing, and maybe a week or two mixing. 
Normally, when you go into a studio, it 

costs between $ 150 and $200 an hour 
and you sit in there with one guy fixing 
a bass or guitar part - and you're not 
even using the studio. So we thought 
we'd build our own studio and use it just 
for that function." 

It all seems so simple in hind-
sight. The fact is, Rosen came danger-
ously close to having the Review Room 
all to himself. Grusin, a classically 
trained musician, came within 2 weeks 
of enrolling in veterinary school, when 
a last minute attack of guilt for all his 
musical training caused him to change 
his mind and enter the University of 
Colorado as a piano major. Rosen, rais-
ed in New York where he took up 
drums at an early age, played in bands 
around the city before meeting up with 
Grusin in the Andy Williams Band. 

Their stint with Williams lasted 
about 5 years, after which both Grusin 
and Rosen took off their thirsty boots 

and returned to opposite coasts. Grusin 
went to Los Angeles to become in-
volved in composing for film and TV. 
("The Graduate" was one of his early 
successes. "Tootsie" is his most recent. 
Credits in between are equally impres-
sive). Rosen headed for New York, 
where he also became involved in film 
from a production standpoint. 

Their first collaboration was 
done on a modest scale. They pro-
duced singer Jon Lucien, for whom 
they ended up recording three albums 
(two on RCA, and one on Columbia). 
More than once, final mixes contained 
whole rhythm tracks recorded at 
Rosen's house on two Crown 800 tape 
recorders. It was an experience which 
Rosen still considers invaluable. 

Their collaboration stood both 
partners in good stead for the challenge 
of their next project: Earl Klugh. 
Although now recognized for his uni-
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Why Beyer microphones give you more extraordinary 
performance for the most ordinary applications. 

Beyer M 201 

Whel you need a rugged and 
versatile microphone, 

co isider the alternatives. 

There are other rnicrophone 
alternatives when high 

sound pressure is a factor. 

11111111ffle 
As Sennheiser claims, the MD 421 

undoubtedly stands up to extremely 
high decibel levels and has other 
features that have contributed to 
its popularity. But if you're already 
using the MD 421 to mike loud 
instruments or voices, we suggest 
that you investigate the Beyer M 88. 
The Beyer Dynamic M 88's 

frequency response (30 to 20,000 Hz) 
enhances your ability to capture the 
true personality(including exaggerated 
transients) of bass drums, amplified 
instruments and self-indulgent lead 
vocalists. 
The Beyer M 88 features a matte 

black, chromium-plated brass 
case for the ultimate in structural 
integrity. Beyer microphones are 
designed for specific recording and 
sound reinforcement applications. 

For over 10 years, engineers have 
used mics like Shtre's SM57 for the 
widest variety of applications in the 
studio. And we feel that one of the 
main reasons more engineers don't 
use the Beyer M 201 in this context 
is simply because they don't know 
about it. Those who have tried 
it in the full gamut of recording 
situations have discovered how it can 
distinguish itself when miking 
anything from vocals to acoustic 
guitar to tom toms. 

The M 201's Hyper-Cadioid 
pattern means that you get focussed, 
accurate reproduction. Its wide 
and smooth frequency response 
(40 to 18,000 Hz) provides excellent 
definition for the greatest number 
of possible recording and sound 
reinforcement situations. 

Each Beyer Dynamic microphone 
has its own custom-designed element 
to optimize the mic's performance for 
its intended use. 

You may not always need a 
condenser microphone for 

"critical" recording applications. 

Some engineers prefer condenser 
microphones like the AKG C 414 
to accurately capture the subtle 
nuances of a violin or acoustic piano. 
But should you have to deal with 
the complexity of a condenser system 
every time this kind of situation 
comes up? 
The Beyer Dynamic M 160 

features a double-ribbon element 
for the unique transparency of 
sound image that ribbon mics are 
known for. While its performance is 
comparable to the finest condenser 
microphones, the M 160's compact 
size and ingenious design offers 
significant practical advantages for 
critical applications. 

Beyer Dynamic microphones offer 
state-of-the-design technology and 
precision German craftsmanship for 
the full spectrum of recording and 
sound reinforcement applications. 

The Dynamic Decision beyerdynamie 

Documentation supporting specific comparative claims available upon request. Beyer Dynamic, Inc. 5-05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, New York 11801 ( 516)935-8000 
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que sound, Klugh was baffling at first to 
produce. "It seems so simple in 
retrospect," says Rosen, "but in the 
opening stages, we tried all kinds of 
ways to find where he fit in from a 
sound standpoint. We even had Earl 
playing electric guitar on a couple of 
things." Ultimately, however, they 
reversed traditional guitar functions, us-
ing electric guitar for rhythm and 
Klugh's acoustic up front. The unique-
ness of the result—and its immediate 
success—were not lost on Grusin and 
Rosen, and they went on to produce a 
variety of artists whose instruments are 
not usually the featured item in popular 
music: violinist Noel Pointer; flautist 
Dave Valentin; trumpeter Tom Browne, 
whose LP, Love Approach, went gold; 

as well as vocalists Patti Austin and 
Angela Bofill. 

Past productions were done 
under an agreement with Arista. GRP 
(Grusin Rosen Productions) is now in-
dependent, but while the artist roster is 
still small (Dave Valentin, and a new duo 
Homi and Jarvis), the Review Room is 
in constant use for soundtrack albums 
of Grusin's work (the "St. Elsewhere" 
soundtrack was the most recent), as well 
as continued work for other artists. In 
addition, GRP has released two digital 
disks, one of the Gerry Mulligan Band, 
and one of the Glenn Miller Band, with 
licensing agreements with NC for 
future release on CD. 

Having logged extensive time 
in the studio over the years, Grusin and 
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Rosen have designed the Review Room 
with some special considerations of 
their own. Second only to the functional 
aspect of space comes light. The Re-
view Room has two double glass doors 
on either side, allowing for a clear view 
of the Hudson River - a reassuring 
touch of reality in a world where the 
calendar is based on deadlines. Ac-
cording to Grusin, the doors check out 
at 110 dB and do not adversely affect 
the sound of the room. 

Another unique aspect of the 
Review Room is its extendability: all 
GRP offices have been rebuilt, parti-
tioned and insulated from the ground 
up, and wired for use as recording 
rooms. It's a setup which worked out 
especially well recently. Working on an 
album for Judy Collins, they put Collins 
in Grusin's office for some vocal tracks. 
"We were the ones who were skeptical," 
says Rosen. "We could only see this as a 
rough vocal. But she said, 'No; I love it.' 
She felt her performance was better. So 
we kept that. Then we went out to an-
other studio in a totally isolated situation 
with the right microphone and every-
thing perfect, and it wasn't as good. We 
ended up going back to the original 
vocal from here." 

Since offices have a full view of 
the highway as well as the Hudson, 
there is a certain amount of unavoid-
able street noise. Admits Rosen, "If you 
listen to the vocals done here, you do 
hear a little bit of the low end kind of 
rumble, most of which we can elimi-
nate. But once you put it together with 
an orchestra or a band, you don't hear 
any of it." 

Basic tracks are usually done 
at MR Studios, with the Review Room 
used mainly for sweetening and over-
dubs. Equipment includes two Ramsa 
16 track consoles wired in tandem, a 
Studer A-80 24 track recorder and, 
retired in dignity, one of the old Crown 
800s. Outboard equipment includes 
dbx 106X limiters, Orban parametrics, 
two Pultec tube equalizers, Lexicon 
PCM 41 DDLs, four Kepex noise gates, 
two NC turntables for comparison of 
reference disks, and a McIntosh MC 
2500 amp with UREI Time Align 813 
studio monitors. There is also a 
widescreen Mitsubishi video projector 
with NC videocassette player for use in 
scoring work (a rented BTX Shadow 
system is used for video to audio 
sync).There are, of course, plans to 
upgrade. These include the addition of 
a computerized board for mixing and a 
NC 2 track digital system for editing. 

"But," says Rosen, "the impor-
tant thing is the performance. Without 
that, you can forget how it was record-
ed. So it's not always how much you 
got." 

Adds Grusin, "It's where the 
magic is." • 
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PROFESSIONAL REVERB SYSTEM, THEN THE NEW ECOPLATE III IS FOR YOU. 
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51 111110 LEADERSHIP  
by Carol Kaye 

Hello again! 
Musicians, engineers, producers 

and other folks in our business often 
ask me what it was like to work for 
Quincy Jones, Hank Mancini, Michel 
LeGrand, Mike Curb, Lester Sill, Phil 
Spector, and the industry "stars" for 
whom we LA sczsion 'regulars' 
recorded the backgrounds. Well, most 
of it was just down-home hard work, 

though being the only female at times 
was a lot of fun. I'd kid the guys, 
they'd kid back. I'd say, "You sure 
play great for a guy," and they'd 
retaliate, sometimes a little raunchily, 
but it was buddy-buddy. We were all 
in the melting pot together - usually 
trying to come up with licks to help 
make a raw tune come together as a 
"hit record." 

I considered the guys in the 
studio as my brothers. Like a big fami-
ly, we had our occasional spats, but 
regardless of all the fatigue, dumb 
music, personal problems or just plain 
frustration, we would put our feelings 
aside once the arranger counted 1-2-, 
1-2-3- All of a sudden our whole 
life was to play music together, no 
matter what. I think that kind of disci-
pline is very good for a musician - 
learning to put all those real sensitive 
feelings into the music, rather than 
pick at each other. Music is a healer 
and when you play from the heart, 
whether you're up, down, angry, hap-
py, tired, mischievous - whatever the 
mood, it's like a breath of fresh air. 

Also, I'd never think, "I am playing a 
D 7th chord;" rather, I had more the 
feeling of joining with everyone else 
to create a 'story.' 

Good songs to me are precious 
ways to express emotion and creative-
ness and each of my favorite sessions, 
like "Feelin' Alright" (Joe Cocker), 
"Wichita Lineman" (Glen Campbell), 
"Love Child" (Supremes), "Berna-
dette" (4 Tops), "Good Vibrations" 
(Beach Boys) and "You've Lost That 
Lovin' Feeling" (Righteous Bros.), has 
a special studio story behind it. 

Last time I promised a look into 
a typical recording date with Mike 
Curb. When we recorded The Hon-
dells (just the tracks), Mike just sort of 
sat there and let the date happen. 
Jerry Steiner and another writer had 
written chord charts and would ex-
plain the feel, which was similar to the 
Jan 1Sz Dean things we recorded. The 
engineers would finish setting up the 
date with mikes and baffling and 
check out their board and gear as 
we'd run the music down for any writ-
ten errors. Jerry, or someone, would 
sing the lead parts to check the music 
with the vocal live in the room and 
we'd sometimes get ideas from some 
impromptu vocal lick. The engineer 
would run down the drums first, bass 
drum (usually blanketed heavily), 
snare (heavily padded for that tight 
sound). Sometimes a drum seat or 
bass drum pedal would squeak and 
they'd have to eliminate that. Then it 
would be the bass, then acoustic and 
electric guitars, and piano. 

Mike Curb was a different kind 
of producer - very quiet and polite. 
He knew what he wanted to hear 
without much fuss and would let the 
delegated people do their thing - the 
engineer giving him the right basic 
sounds and the writer/leader conduc-
ting the musicians until we got just the 
right feel, hooks, and groove. The rest 
was running the music a few times un-
til we relaxed with it and then finally 
grooved on in for a near-perfect hit. 
I say near-perfect as they are usually 
a few errors on every hit. Yours truly 
has played a mistake or two, but the 
groove and emotional feeling put on 
the record was usually more impor-
tant. 

The Hondells required even 
time consistency. Sometimes we'd get 
a little bored and Larry Knechtel 
would suddenly change the mood 
with a quick jam on a gospel lick on 
the piano. Like little kids, ol' papa in 
the booth would have to put us back 
to the original groove. But it sure 
would help to let the musicians jam a 
little to wake up the blood after a 
"draggy" session. 

I worked with Quincy Jones 
mostly in movie studios, but I remem-
ber one special record date with Bill 
Cosby. We re-recorded the original 
Bill Cosby TV show theme, which we 
recorded for Warner Bros., at the little 
MCA studio. The theme was renamed 
"Hikky Burr" and had Paul Humphrey 
on drums, Milt Jackson - vibes, Milt 
Holland - percussion, Arthur Adams - 
guitar, Joe Sample - piano, saxes, etc. 
Cosby stoked us up by ad libbing and 
jamming on various percussion instru-
ments all the way. We all liked each 
other and it was sure fun and easy to 
play well together - no picky or snide 
remarks there - just easy soul-type 
music with freedom all the way. With 
Bill live in his separate booth putting 
in his ad libs, the groove just rolled 
right out, even though it was the first 
tune of an early morning call. 

Producers were usually hip 
enough not to call a slow groove as 
the first one in the morning. Even 
though we'd be alert from our first 
coffee, more fun would show through 
if an upbeat tune was done first. 

Quincy was somewhat like Mike 
Curb (or vice versa) in his sense of 
humor and would lovingly banter 
back and forth with the "boys in the 
band," being a fine musician himself. 
The man who discovered me playing 
in a jazz nightclub, Robert (Bumps) 
Blackwell, taught Quincy to play 
trumpet in his band many years ago, 
so Quincy came up through the ropes 
and always had a healthy respect for 
the sidemen. He'd let mistakes go by, 
but if they repeated, he'd check it out 
with the musician. He took care of 
business. 

In the early sixties, we 
recorded Dick Dale and many other 
rock dates with another very nice, 
talented producer - Lester Sill (now 
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IMPOSSIBLE! 
They said it couldn't be done Create a "closed-ear" 

headphone that compares with our legendary 
Open-Aire ° models for clarity, definition, 
wide- range response and dynamic range 

And they were right, until now 
Now , there's the HD 222 Its novel 
8 8-oz design gives you maxi- - 
mum performance and 
privacy with minimum 
weight Plus the kind of 
forget-you're-wearing-it 
comfort that's uniquely 
Sennheiser. 

For professional 
monitoring— or to-al 
involvement— audition t 
our HD 222 And hear ? 
the impossible for 400 
)/ourself. 

Visit us at AES booth #419 —fflgieme 

SIENINHEIZER 
ELECTRONIC CORPORielON 

10 West 37th Street, New York 10018 (212) 239-0190 
Manufacturing Plant- Bissendorf /Hannover West Germany 

0 1981 Senn'leiser Electronic Corp. 
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DEPEND ON IT! 
Magnefax works... 
98% of all of our tape 
duplicating systems pro-
duced since 1959 are 
still in operation. 

Crystal sharp copy after 
copy, up to 2400 per 
shift, reliable and easy 
to use. 

Best of all.. . affordable. 
Bin Loop systems start 
at under $20,000. 

Bin Loop 
System 
available in 
Monaural or 
Stereo 

Professional Y4 " and cas-
sette tape duplication 
systems. Unique, com-
pact Bin Loop model 
shown. Available in most 
track configurations. 

mognefox_ 
International, Inc. 

Route 1, Rogers, AR 72756 
15011 925-1818 
TLX 53-6433 A1DC IRK 

head of Screen Gems). He also had a 
good sense of humor and a relaxed 
manner that simply coordinated 
everyone into doing his/her own 
thing. He used Hal Blaine - drums, 
Steve Douglas - sax, Don Randi - 
piano, and other Hollywood regulars 
like Howard Roberts and Barney Kes-
sell for those dates. 

Like Quincy and Mike Curb, 
Lester took his time in getting isolated 
sound balances of the rhythm section 
and the other instruments. We'd then 
run the chart down a few times for 
mistakes, changes, and the final 
homestretch groove. For Lester, play-
ing an even time groove with even 
dynamics was most important. 

For the limited equipment we 
had in the sixties, it might seem sur-
prising that so many of the records 
came out with such good sound, as 
well as feel, in the music and vocal 
performances. It was a high degree of 
natural energy and leadership that 
allowed us to strike a groove together. 
The common thread in these three ex-
amples is that the producer had the 
courage to "let things happen" rather 
than try to direct the date anxiously. If 
we had an anxious producer, we'd try 
to ignore his insecurities and "put it 
together" anyway. Sometimes a pro-
ducer who was trying to please the 
money man in the booth (or to im-
press us) would ask one of us to add 
more highs to his amp. Having al-
ready heard the booth playback, we'd 
know that that would be disastrous to 
the sound he had and, rather than 
argue over this, we'd reach back and 
pretend to turn an amplifier knob and 
play with a questioning look on our 
faces ("Is it okay now, boss?"). We'd 
chuckle to ourselves while the rookie 
producer would nod his head and say, 
"Yes, that's the right sound now." 

We were always on the lookout 
for inexperienced "professionals" in 
the control booth. Sometimes the 
band would get zapped with horrible 
feedback in the earphones if the booth 
left a pot open on the talk-back. I 
remember on Lincoln Mayorga's first 
conducting date, he was a little ner-
vous. And he nearly lost it when he 
looked down from the podium before 
conducting the downbeat to find Den-
nis Budimer (a fine guitarist) smiling 
up at him, waiting to play, with big 
wads of cotton in his ears, just in case. 
He looked like he was at the firing 
range! In some ways, maybe be was. 

Those years were very special 
to me and I'm looking forward to 
sharing more of my favorite stories 
with you. But let me hear from you! 
Send in your questions and we'll get 
in the thick of it. So onward and up-
ward, and remember, the bass player 
needs a good conga player, too. al 
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RANNER'S Call Toll Free 
800-558-0880 

PROAUDIO,INC. 23230 Bluemound Road 
Waukesha, Wisconsin 53186 

Serving The Recording 8( Broadcast Industries (414) 785-9166 (Outside WI, call) 800-558-0880 

NEOTEK 
SERIES II CONSOLES 

The all new Series II is an in- line 
monitoring console for multitrack 
recording. It combines the renowned 
sonic excellence of NEOTEK design 
with uncompromised professional 
functions. The quality of the NEOTEK 
Series II console ensures that its price 

Standard NEOTEK 
SERIES Il Consoles 
Are Available In: 

20 x 16 
28 x 24 

36 x 24 

The choice of master recording console is one of the most impor-
tant that a studio owner must make. The console is the electronic 
heart of the studio and is the one piece of equipment that most 
critically affects the basic technical quality of the final product. 

will become insignificant when com-
pared to its value. 

While we at Flanner's Pro Audio 
believe there are many good reasons 
for choosing NEOTEK consoles, one 
fact above all has been conclusively 
established: when It comes to sound, 

nothing compares to the quality of a 
NEOTEK. 

Let Flanner's Pro Audio give you the 
information you need on the NEOTEK 
console that will best satisfy YOUR 
recording studio's requirements! 

Get Started On Your 
Studio's Future By 
Calling 
Flanner's 
Pro Audio 
Today! 

NEOTEK CONSOLES START AS LOW AS $6,250.00 

Analog and Digital Here's the Best 
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In conventional analog recording 
systems, the quality of sound 
reproduction depends upon the proper-
ties of magnetic tape and heads, so 
that it is virtually impossible to bypass 
the inherent limitations of conven-
tional analog recording, including its 
limited dynamic range and frequency 
response, and its associated distor-
tion. 
The Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) 

system points the way to a new era in 
sound reproduction. It can offer perfor-
mance and fidelity far superior to any 
analog system. 
In the PCM system, sound levels are 
converted to a series of binary codes. 
This information is recorded as digital 
pulses of equal amplitude. In playback, 
all that has to be done is to 
discriminate between the presence 
and absence of a pulse. The quality of 

PERFORMANCE 
GUARANTEED 
BY NAKAMICHI 

NOW 
IN 

STOCK 

recording and playback is thus not 
dependent on the characteristics of 
tape and heads. 
With the DMP-100, hi-fi sound 
reproduction with wide dynamic range, 
minimal distortion, low wow and flutter 
(lower than the measurable limit), and 
flat frequency response is achieved. 
Listening to the reproduction of your 
DMP-100 is just like being in the con-
cert hall. 
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Alit I 11 IF 

by David Goggin 
ohn Elafante, of the group Kansas, 

and his brother Dino have been 
planning their new studio for four-
teen years. The actual construction 
took only a month and a half. Paka-
derm, as they call their operation, 
is the culmination of years spent in 
top studios, the experience of 
operating an 8 track studio at home, 
and an attention to economy on all 
levels. John admits that it isn't a Rec 

ord Plant, but for a total expenditure of 
$170,000 they have created a remark-
ably versatile and attractive facility. 

The spacious control room was 
inspired by the design of Lyon Record-
ing in Newport Beach. John and Dino 
refer to the completion of the project as 
a collaborative effort involving friends 
and healthy support from Pasadena's 
Audio Engineering Associates. 

All of the woodwork at Paka-
derm is unfinished pine. "It's less expen-
sive than hardwoods," explains Dino, 
"but we actually chose it because it's 
less reflective and it looks great." Green 
felt covering 703 fiberglass insulation 
provides the absorbent wall areas. The 
floor is isolated from the foundation of 
the industrial complex warehouse. 

"We wrestled with the idea of 
building the studio in a home," Dino 
continues, "but chose this location for 
various reasons; it's quiet—there are no 
machine shops, only offices—and there 
are no neighbors to bother." 

The studio has a large main 
room and isolated area with a very live 
environment accentuated by the oak 
parquet floor. All walls have a minimum 
3° deviation from parallels and none of 
the ceilings or floors are parallel. The 
inner shell built within the concrete 
warehouse is another example of econ-
omy. "Basically, we have hotel walls," 
explains Dino. "It's a cheap way of get-
ting around building twin walls. We 
have 2x6 studs, we used a 6" plate, and 
we staggered the studs instead of hav-
ing them line up. There is a minimum of 
12" of air space between the outer walls 
and the inner shell." 

Isolation from the Los Alamitos 
industrial complex has evidently been 
effective; there have been no com-
plaints from the neighbors. In the first 
month, the studio's inner chambers 

THE 
ELAFANTE'S 

achieved success on a Chi Coltrane 
project engineered by Larry Brown. 
The studio is already block-booked for 
a project with Sweet Comfort, a top-
selling gospel group who were at-
tracted by John's work with Kansas. 

"They were after that 'secular' 
sound," comments Dino, who will be 
producing the project. Both brothers 
engineer and work as a composing/ 
playing team. "Sweet Comfort has a 
good sized album budget and will book 
the studio on a 24 hours a day, monthly 
basis, which includes technical and 
musical assistance. If you run a business 
professionally it shouldn't take long to 
recoup the investment." 

The studio is first and foremost 
meant to be an artist's tool, but while 
John is on the road they plan on keep-
ing the machines rolling on other pro-
jects. 

The console is a Soundcraft 
3-B, the last one off the line before the 
company moved to their new 2400 
series. "They had the mainframe and 
just enough modules to make one 
more," explains Dino. "We wanted a 
console with at least 32 inputs and 24 

The Elafantes in action at the board 
during a recent session 

outputs. We also wanted the ability to 
buss and monitor separate from the in-
puts, like a Trident." The separate 24 
channel sections have pan, cue, and 
echo send. "It's the most board we 
could possibly have found for the 
money." 

The big tape recorder is a 24 
track Ampex MM1200. "We had it 
modified by Peter Butt," says Dino. "He 
reduced the crosstalk, did some work 
on the solenoids and it handles tape real 

nice. He also eliminated a lot of the 
transient noise and the low end 
response is a lot better now." The 
machine was virtually new, having only 
ten hours clocked by the previous 
owners. 

The stereo mastering recorder 
is an Ampex ATR -100 with 1/2" head 
stack. For slap echo and tape copies 
they have a Technics RS-1500. A TEAC 
3340 is on hand for 1/4" copies and ad-
ditional slap echo capability. 

Monitors are the latest from 
JBL, the 4435s. "We love JBLs," says 
John. "We can monitor louder than any-
thing else and we love that. They're flat 
and we just like the sound of them. We 
listened to them at a friend's studio and 
said, 'Hey, those are our monitors.' " 

Power amps are BGW-750s 
and QSC 3500s, plus BGW-100s for 
headphones. "We also have two White 
1/2 octave equalizers for outside pro-
ducers who might come in and want to 
voice the room in their own way," adds 
John. 

The outboard racks at Pakaderm 
are lined with further examples of ver-
satility and economy. For echo there is 
a Lexicon 224-X digital reverb and the 
MICMIX Super C Master Room spring 
cylinder reverb. There is Dolby for 
stereo mastering and playback, if need-
ed. The Roland Dimension D SD-320 
provides chorus and flanging effects 
and "pans at the same time," comm-
ments Dino. "It's a $400 device that 
everyone wants to get his hands on. 
John trses it for vocals and I think you'll 
find it used in some way on every tune 
on the new Kansas album." 

The rack continues: Eventide 
Harmonizer, EXR Exciter, and Technics 
SG-9010 stereo universal frequency 
equalizer. "It has sweepable graphic 
with parametric," explains Dino. "It's a 
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hi-fi device and we are going to buy 
something else, but we tried it out and it 
sounded great." 

The Allison rack has four 
Kepexes and two Gain Brains. "We also 
have a Symetrics SG-200 dual signal 
gate," adds John. "If you really want to 
get the room mike ambient sound to 
shut off, they close pretty nicely." 

There are also four clbx 161 
compressor/limiters, two UREI LN-1176 
peak limiters, and a DeltaLab 1024 Ef-
fectron. 

John, who plays keyboards 
and sings with Kansas, has a Yamaha 
GS-1, an Oberheim OB-XA, Fender 
Rhodes, Emulator, PPG Wave 2.2 digi-
tal synthesizer, and a Yamaha 6'4" 
grand piano. When asked about the ef-
fect on his creative work brought about 
by having his own studio, he respond-
ed: "It will have an infinite effect. We 
don't have to worry about time, and if 
we're over budget on an album we 
won't have to go back to the record 
company. We can go to the limit. It's all 
a matter of musical discretion. If we lay 
something down and it isn't right, we 
take it off tape. We have learned how to 
budget our time, and we know when 
we're beating a dead horse." 

The studio will be mainly used 
for in-house projects but, Dino adds, "if 
we ever got to a place where personal 
income shut down, then we would find 
ourselves in the studio marketplace. 
We're right between Orange Country 
and Long Beach and there is a lot of 
good music and lots of business in this 
area. This studib is easily capable of 
getting $75 an hour." 

There is one idiosyncratic rule 
at Pakaderm, which was agreed upon 
by John and Dino. Every three hours, 
regardless of the project, there is a man-
datory Three Stooges break. In the 
lounge is a videocassette player with a 
library of Stooges tapes to entertain and 
divert. "If we don't do this, we find that 
we start getting Shemp and Curly with-
drawals," admits Dino. 

"I'd just like to add that we 
couldn't have done any of this without 
the support of our parents, although we 
raised most of the money ourselves," 
says John. "This is a family-oriented 
scene and we're proud to admit it. It's 
an artist's studio - a tool. If we had 
wanted to go into serious business we 
would have put up Elafante's Pizza 
Shop. We could have made a lot of 
money shoving pizzas through a win-
dow. My dad makes the greatest meat-
balls in the world." • 

Follow the Music Video Explosion in Mix. 
Soc our special Video Production Supple-
ment beginning on page 147 and follow the 
progress each month in our regular col-
umns:   

• Video News 
• Video Interface 
• Music Video Production 

Studio Ready... 

a*: 

HILLTOP ESTATE ON 32 ACRES 
with spectacular views of Northern California 
wine country 

• 5300 sq. ft. home — 5 bedrooms, 
3 baths, 3 fireplaces, pool and spa — 
plus 3 car garage 
• Master suite w/sitting area, sunken 
tub, fireplace, 2 redwood decks 
• Large game room with bar 
• Excellent home for entertaining 
• Tax advantaged acreage conducive to 
wine grapes 
• Private road, additional building site 
near creek 

Offered at $745,000 
Respond to: 

Nancy Pinette and Ted Horsman, agents 
PO. Box 6395, Albany, CA 94706 
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STILL BUILDING ON A 
STRONG FOUNDATION 

by Josef Woodard 

In a town where friendships 
and alliances are always teetering on 
the precipice, in an industry which 
tends to eat its young and promises roll-
er-coaster careers at best, the Cru-
saders, with 30 years under the belt, 
have established themselves as a virtual 
Rock of Gibraltar. Pioneers of what was 
to become the clean, taut "L.A. Fusion" 
sound—an accessible brew of jazz 
savvy, funk and Latin pulses and pop 
chewability—the Crusaders have hit a 
musical stride that shows no sign of 
fatigue. Although the Crusaders entity 

"I saw how they got the 
same feeling at exactly 
the same time. I found 
out how to put together 
all these various parts." 

has been pared down to just keyboard-
ist Joe Sample and saxist/bassist Wilton 
Felder with the recent departure of 
long-standing drummer Nesbert "Stix" 
Hooper, their signature sound is as solid 
as ever. With a pair of solo records 
released this year and their umpteenth 
group album on the way, the venerable 
band is still standing tall. 

Through extensive studio work 
over the past 20-odd years and the in-
fluence of their own work—most nota-
bly the stretch of mid '70s albums 
beginning with Southern Comfort ('74) 
—the Sample/Felder touch has nudged 
the force of L.A.'s (and therefore the na-
tion's) inusic. The contributions haven't 
come entirely from their own hands. 
Aspiring "honorary" Crusaders have 
gone on to individuai rewards: guitarist 
Larry Carlton cut his teeth in the band 
(in the last cemented Crusaders lineup, 
with Robert "Pops" Popwell on bass); 
Randy Crawford lent her lustrous voice 
to the title cut of 1979's Street Life-
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PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO MIXER 

MPA 801 
=  

Power audio products represent the joint efforts of European craftsmanship 
and American design talents. 

MPA 801 answers problems created by competitive music mixers! 

3 phono inputs each with dual RCA jacks 
These inputs can convert to microphone via front panel switches 
Separate mono 1/4" phone jacks provided for microphone mode. 

2 auxiliary controls 
each auxiliary control selectable to 2 stereo inputs 
full mixing of any 2 of 4 stereo line level sources. 

FULL 3 BAND EQUALIZATION OF PHONO / MIC AND AUXILIARY INPUTS 
MONO/STEREO OPERATION FRONT PANEL SELECTABLE 

STEREO LEVEL DISPLAY MONITORS MIX BUSS. 

2 microphone mixing controls 
talk over provisions from both 
2 band microphone equalization 

record out excludes microphone mix. 

FULL POWER BANDWIDTH AT RATED OUTPUT 
SIGNAL PROCESSING LOOP STANDARD. 

POWER MPA 801 in any MUSIC MIXING system provides the features most requested by 
demanding D.J.'s. Attention to signal path electroni-s results in music reproduction which is 
best described as "transparent". To those who understand, the MPA 801 will reproduce à 20 
KHZ sine wave at + 20 dbmwith no stewing or TIM distortion. 

o USA 141 FIFTH AVENUE 10010 - Phone 212 473 0515 
ALAGATRONICS INC NYC NEW-YORK CITY 
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At LD Systems, We Don't Just Sell Sound Equipment, 
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1 D SYSTEMS, INC. 
467 W. 38TH HOUSTON, TEXAS 77018 (713) 695-9400 

attempted to mix in, having been dissat-
isfied the first time around). Contrary to 
the emotional impressions of their solo 
works, Felder seemed no-nonsense and 
business-minded in his discussion of the 
state of the music, while Sample was 
softer-edged, at the ready with humor-
ous analogies - the Costello to Felder's 
Abbott. The two spoke in no uncertain 
terms about the difficulties of finding 
sensitive, well-versed players, about the 
pitfalls of the studio musician system 
and, cryptically, about the new Cru-
saders disk with guest artist Larry 
Graham. If their past 46 albums are any 
indication, the new Crusaders record 
will be another strong link in the chain 
reaction that has earned the group the 
title of Groovers Elite. 

• • • 

Mix: Your vast experience as studio 
musicians must have pushed the direc-
tion of the Crusaders. 
Joe Sample: In those days [the '60s], 
there really wasn't a lot of overdub-
bing. All of those early records were 
done live, at least the rhythm sections. 
Today's music, you put down the 
drums first, then bass, guitar. . we 
had live bands. I saw how they got 
the same feeling at exactly the same 
time. I found out how to put together 
all these various parts. I know Wilton 
learned about this kind of thing play-
ing with Barry White - five guitars; 
they were the best in the city. And 
those five sounded like one big fat 
guitar. They were so tight, and played 
with so much rhythm and fire, and 
they did it in such an easy way. They 
never had that battle of the tempos 
rushing, the tempos falling, 'we're go-
ing to the bridge now.' Their idea was, 
'Let's see if we can find catchy little 
musical hooks.' 

"I'm going to be there 
100%, caring about every 
note I play and how I play 
it." 

They never had those basic 
hassles that drive Wilton and me nuts. 
We've been in that situation where 
you had a totally professional band, 
where you didn't have to concentrate 
on the bare essentials. That's what gets 
to us. You have enough problems try-
ing to think of the note; all that pri-
mary stuff has to be in the mood. 
Otherwise you can't even get to 
what's happening. It's like a guy who 
can't build a house straight. 'Oh, this 
is lopsided.' He tears it down, he 
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builds it back up again - this goes on 
for years. He can't even get the walls 
up straight because the foundation is 
lopsided. The meter is fluctuating. 
Those are the things that get us totally 
nuts. 

"You have to have 
the basic, essential 
three - piano, bass 
and drums." 

Mix: Wouldn't the problems of ad-
justing to different players be allevi-
ated if you assembled another tight 
core unit? 
Wilton Felder: I started playing bass 
on the records in order to get the 
basic feeling of the song out. But if we 
could find that full, complete rhythm 
section—piano, bass, drums and gui-
tar—that understands all the feelings 
that we play and are compatible with 
one another, then I perceive no prob-
lem in getting the music played. But 
until then, there will be a problem. 
You have to have the basic, essential 
three - piano, bass and drums. In the 
early days, there were certain trios 
who were so tight, you just couldn't 
shake them loose - the Ramsey Lewis 
Trio, Oscar Peterson Trio. These peo-
ple played together as a unit. They 
knew one another so well and they 
knew exactly what to do at the right 
time. That's what you need in order to 
have a band. Yet these same individ-
uals have to have their musical ability 
and creativity good enough that you 
can keep advancing and progressing, 
going from here to there to the other. 
That's what we're really looking for. 

Mix: Considering the studio musician 
again, he's usually a composite. He 
has to be somewhat schizophrenic: go 
to do a movie score here, a commer-
cial there. Does that wear away at you 
after a while? 
Felder: Well, you can do it all if you 
have the proper attitude and evalua-
tion of what you're doing. See, selfish 
studio musicians come in with the atti-
tude of just making money on a 
record date; they come in and play 
lick number one, you know, "I know 
100 licks - which one do I want to 
play now?" Well, that type of musician 
won't make it. He'll make money, he'll 
be playing sufficiently to a certain 
point, but the true thing of expressing 
yourself in playing becomes different. 

For me, I can't play without being in-
volved in it. I don't care what it is, if I 
accept a date, I'm going to be there 
100%, caring about every note I play 
and how I play it. Otherwise I don't 
accept a record date, because I'm 
supposed to be becoming one mind 
or person with whoever the artist is. 
It's not my ego that's come to bear; 
I'm a sideman working for a particular 
person. And it's supposed to be that if 
this person respects my playing 
enough to want to ask me to play. I'm 
supposed to help them make the best 
record they can make. If I do that, 
then the feeling is going to be right. 

You have a lot of musicians that 
come in the studio, and they couldn't 
care less about what is being played. 
They don't even listen to the melody. I 
mean, they want to play lick # 1 and 
they're grooving on what they're do-
ing. And we're supposed to be play-
ing this song. 

Mix: How do you overcome that? 
Obviously you both are at a point 
where you don't have to accept dates 
you don't want to. Studio musicians 
are often forced to take jobs that they 
may not feel musically attuned to. 
Felder: Even if you take a job that 
you feel you're not musically attuned 
to, it has nothing to do with your atti-
tude toward it. If you accept a job, I 
just believe that whatever you give 
your word to do, you do it 100%, 
because you expect to get paid for it. 
Sample: Those sessions, you know 
. . . Certain people would call me and 
I would refuse the date because I 
knew I would not like the music. 
Other dates I would accept and I 
would go in and say, "Oh boy, I hate 
this song. This song is dead." So, I 
mean, you can't tell a guy, "You're 
song is dead. This band you got in 
there ain't happening." You put up 
with it. 

But basically most of the calls 
were ones where I would look for-
ward to going in and seeing what this 
writer had come up with, and I would 
look at it as a learning experience. 
Like on these movie calls. I had never 
actually had any university training in 
philharmonics or whatever. But just by 
going out and doing some sound-
tracks where I'm hearing 60 musicians 
around me and saying, "Oh, that's 
piccolo . . . oh, wow, check that out, 
that's cello." And when you're in those 
situations and you hear it live as a 
part of it, you actually learn some-
thing. That meant a lot more than me 
sitting up in a class for three years, 
bored every day. It's like I would learn 
how to fight well if I would go into the 
ring every week with some champion 
fighter and he just bounced me all 
around - I would have to learn 
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something after he beat me up for a 
whole year. At least I'd learn how to 
run or do something. But those situa-
tions were like learning situations. I 
started getting bored, though, when I 
kept finding out that there wasn't 
anything new to learn; in a sense, that 
happened when all the fun went out 
of it. And that only happened after 8 
or 10 years, I'd say. 

play. I know a lot of musicians who let 
the instrument do the work instead of 
playing it. The thing is, if you sit down 
at an acoustic piano, in order to make 
that acoustic piano sound, you got to 
play it. There's no amplification; if you 
want it to get louder, you gotta play it 
louder. If you take a Countryman 
[piano pickup], you just put it on there 
and turn up the volume. Then again, 

"Sometimes perfectly right 
is not good. And other 
times perfectly right is good." 

Mix: Joe, you were talking about 
computer boards earlier. How do you 
feel about the way technology is rear-
ranging the face of music? 
Felder: It has its advantages and 
disadvantages. One advantage is that 
it sparks creativity. There are many 
more things that you can do. One dis-
advantage is that it has become so 
simple that some persons abuse it. It 
can come out to be so mechanical 
that people get lazy and don't want to 

the Countryman has its advantage if 
you want that particular sound. It's all 
in how you use it and what you do 
with it. It's been abused, and then 
there have also been times when some 
beautiful things have been done with 
it. I think it's just up fo the future 
generations to make the best use out 
of it. It's a valid instrument, it's a valid 
thing. 
Sample: That's very true. When I 
listen to my radio now, I'm hearing all 
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kinds of different sounds, this kind of 
echo and delay and all of these things 
that are happening. And that is 
advantageous also. The sound of 
everything is getting better. Talking 
about the computer board, I think we, 
at this particular point, are at a 50/50 
state. I really haven't seen any situa-
tion that is going to aid me, just 
because it takes so long to set it up 
that I am bored with the song by 
then. 

I see it as a cost factor. In other 
words, a computer, I would think, 
would be something that could help 
expedite things. It's almost like, "Okay 
man, now we have an airplane - now 
it doesn't take a week to drive from 
here to Boston. We can be there now 
in 5 hours." I was hoping that a com-
puter would do that, but it seems like 
the mixing takes 8 times longer, 'cause 
I'm playing around with this computer. 

I get bored sitting around the 
studio playing with all these toys. I 
want to get the mixing over with. And 
I have not seen it work in any faster 
manner yet. Maybe it will one day. 
But so far it's just been a big pain in 
the you-know-what to me. 
Felder: It gets to the point where by 
the time you get the computer pro-
grammed you could have done it by 
hand. The only advantage is that 
when you have so many tracks, and 
you have so many mutes that you 
don't have enough hands to do it, it 
saves you. But all that time you have 
to put in - if it worked immediately, 
without all these malfunctions . . . that's 
the disadvantage of it. 

Plus, there is a difference between 
something that's mechanical and some-
thing that's human, and when you 
start looking at things in terms of 
perfection, you start asking, "Well, 
what is perfection?" A lot of times, 
even musically, someone could play 
something that's right - for example, 
Joe might be playing something on 
the piano and it has a flaw in it, and 
he'll say, "Okay, let me do it again on 
another track," and he plays it perfect-
ly right. That flaw had something 
about it, an emotion about it. And you 
choose that one, you know, if you go 
by what it feels like and what was 
there as opposed to, "Okay, now this 
was perfectly right." Sometimes 
perfectly right is not good. And other 
times perfectly right is good. 
Sample: I think we're gonna go down 
here and perfectly right check out this 
computer we got going now. 

[They leave, laughing, for another bout 
of niixdown.] 
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PLIMSOLLS 
PLAY THE BREAKS 

by David Gans 

It was George Burns, I think, 
who pointed out that the key to success 
in show business is sincerity. "If you can 
fake sincerity you've got it made," was 
the punch line. 

With so much fake passion 
(heavy metal) and fake passionlessness 
(synthe-wave) clogging the emotional 
arteries (not to mention the airwaves) 
these days, the once-pervasive notion 
that music can—and ought to—salve 
one's soul has taken an awful beating. 
It's just not fashionable to care too deep-
ly about anything in pop, it seems; to 
deal with any but the shallowest rela-
tionships in any but the most glib of 
terms is tantamount to commercial 
suicide. 

The synth boys and girls trade on 
their detachment and sing about 
hypothetical passions to trivial tunes 

and one-size-fits-all rhythm patterns 
purchased at Riffs R Us; hyperthyroid 
metallosaurs turn every flirtation into a 
roaring dance of death, exaggerating 
everything and believing in virtually 
nothing. Everywhere we find fun for 
fun's sake, grim for grim's sake. Only 
here and there—Joe Jackson, The 
Police, and the spacy and insufferably 
introspective Stevie Nicks, to name a 
few—do we find a performer who pro-
jects some real personal involvement 
and behaves as though something in 
their world and work really matters. 

So when I happened upon an 
unusually powerful expression of rock 
and roll commitment—The Plimsouls' 
Geffen Records debut, Everywhere At 
Once—I was gratified and excited. The 
real thing! Honest guitars! The Plim-
souls put across the attitude that they 
live—and live for—their music. Peter 
Case writes and sings as though he'll ex-

plode if he doesn't, and his bandmates 
(bassist "David-O" Pahoa, drummer 
Lou Ramirez and lead guitarist Eddie 
Munoz) understand exactly what he 
means. "The band began to play/so we 
started running," Case sings in the title 
track of Everywhere At Once. "From 
across the way/you could hear the 
drumming/Thunder struck a chord up 
in the sky. . ." The Plimsouls' world can 
be reduced to (borrowing the title of a 
song by their contemporary, Gary 
Myrick) these four elements: guitars, 
talk, love and drums. 

Guitars and drums are what The 
Plimsouls' sound is all about. No ar-
tificial sounds—no computerized 
rhythms, no electronic drums or syn-
thetic God-voices—just hot, sweaty 
music like the stuff these guys heard in 
the mid-'60s when they were teenagers 
and music rang loud bells in the 
psyches of young America. If you're 
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going to pillage the past you'd better 
choose a rich lode to mine, and that's 
what The Plimsouls have done. The two 
cover tunes on Everywhere At Once 
blend seamlessly with the originals (all 
authored or co-authored by Case); they 
weren't chosen for their proven chart 
potency, says Case, but because "it's 
the kind of stuff they don't write any 
more. 

"'Lie, Beg, Borrow and Steal' 
is Sixties-ish, but to me the song is so 
heavy it's almost Shakespearean." 
Originally recorded by Mouse and the 
Traps ("One of those '60s bands like the 
13th Floor Elevators and the Moving 
Sidewalks," Case explains cryptically), 
the song popped up on a car radio 
while the band was touring behind their 
1980 debut album, The Plimsouls (on 

Planet Records). "We leaped into a void 
out there in America" Case recalls. "We 
were getting good airplay in some ma-
jor markets. Texas was one of them, 
along with San Francisco, New York, 
and a couple of others. It was just five 
guys in a station wagon, striking while 
the iron was hot. The tour was like a 
baseball game, only the baselines were 
a thousand miles long. We'd be in 
Gainesville, and we'd get a call—'Go to 
Houston!' 

"Anyway, there was a part of that 
tour we called 'The Texas 800.' For 
some reason we were booked into 
Texas for weeks on end, just sort of 
circling endlessly. We were going 
through Tyler one night and heard this 
guy—'I'm Bugs Henderson, and I used 
to play with Mouse and the Traps...' 

Then they played 'Lie, Beg, Borrow 
and Steal.' Everybody else was asleep, 
but Eddie put a cassette into the 
machine and recorded it. It's a good 
thing, too, because we can't find the 
record anywhere." 

It's just the kind of tune The Plim-
souls can sink their teeth into. "When 
we find something like that, we like to 
work it into the set right away—just go 
for it," says Case. "It's the same with 
'My Life Ain't Easy'. Eddy Grant [who is 
now topping the charts in his solo incar-
nation with "Electric Avenue] wrote it 
about 1968 and recorded it with his 
band, The Equals—they had a big hit 
with 'Baby Come Back,' remember? 
We dug 'My Life Ain't Easy' because it 
has such a powerized riff, and the lyrics 
just floored us. 

"Those two songs fit right in with 
the rest of the stuff we wrote for the 
album." The originals were written dur-
ing a period when The Plimsouls were, 
in Case's ironic parlance, "nouveau 
washed up." They've had a lot of good 
and bad fortune since they banded 
together in 1978, and their ability to (as 
their song says) "play the breaks" with 
the best of them—and their insistence 
on leaning into the music when all 
around is shaky city—is what's kept 
them cruising. 

Lou Ramirez was cursing his 
overheated ice cream truck one hot LA 
rush-hour afternoon when Peter Case 
pulled up, attracted by the loud sounds 
of James Brown emanating from the 
fridgemobile. The ensuing conversation 
led to Ramirez inviting Case back to 
jam with him and his partner, bassist 
Pahoa—and thus, in a storybook-LA 
sort of happenstance, were The Plim-
souls united. 

Or three-fourths of them, 
anyway. Gigging was the thing to do, 
and they did it well all over southern 
California, eventually building a follow-
ing impressive enough to attract some 
backing. While Danny Holloway was 
steering them through sessions for an 
EP to be released on the Beat label (titl-
ed Zero Hour, it included "How Long 
Will It Take?", which they rerecorded 
on the new album, plus a version of 
Otis' "I Can't Turn You Loose" with 
vocal horn lines because they couldn't 
afford real ones), Eddie Munoz blew in 
from Austin, plugged in his guitar and 
completed the lineup. 

By the time the Great Knack 
Hype was in place Los Angeles was the 
latest and greatest (not to mention the 
most conveniently located) Node of 
Creativity in the country, and the big 
labels were snapping up club kingpins 
with a vengeance. Richard Perry sign-
ed The Plimsouls for his Planet label, 
and the band's eponymous debut (pro-
duced by Holloway) hit the streets with 
resoundingly unsatisfactory results. The 
aforementioned assault-by-station-
wagon failed to nail the group to the 
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charts, and so, "by mutual agreement," 
The Plimsouls' two-record deal with 
Planet was voided in mid-span. 

"It was good for us that we didn't 
just take off," says Case without false 
bravado. "Our first album was like a lot 
of people's first albums: the influences 
were coming through in lumps. We 
hadn't really worked out our sound; 
parts of it were real Stonesy, we were 
into 1'181B—that's probably why we call-
ed the band The Plimsouls, right?—and 
we were doing things like 'Lost Time,' 
which moves from an R&B part into a 
Who-type thing. 

"Failure was the best thing that 
happened to us, because we pulled our 
whole sound together. We've combin-
ed our Byrds, soul, rock, and all these 
influences and turned them into 
something of our own," Case asserts. 

During the period following their 
separation from Planet the Plimsouls 
went back to what they do best: playing 
music. "We moved into a rehearsal 
space behind a strip joint called the 
Gold Diggers Club," Case recalls. "It 
was a really sleazy place, with guys liv-
ing in boxes out front. It was the winter 
after our,album came out, and we were 
without a record deal. We spent about 
five days a week in there, just playing 
all day. Every weekend we'd go out 
and play some strange place, and that's 
what we lived on." 

And they worked on their music. 
" 'Shaky City,' Magic Touch,' Oldest 
Story in the World'—maybe half the 
album was written then. We were flip-
pin' out, because in terms of getting 
anybody to listen to us we couldn't get 
arrested—but we were really making 
good music." 

When David-0 was sidelined 
with a broken hand, friend and fan Jeff 
Eyrich filled in on bass; when Pahoa 
returned to the lineup, Eyrich stayed on 
as producer. "We didn't have any 
money to pay for the studio, so we 
recorded 'A Million Miles Away' in a 
succession of nights from about 2:00 in 
the morning—or whenever the last pay-
ing session let out—until the time the 
janitor showed up, around 6:30 or 
7:00. 

"That was a sort of rallying point 
for the band, because it was the first 
time we'd gotten anything on tape that 
sounded like what we wanted. It was 
exciting for us, even though nobody 
else [in the industry] cared." Greg 
Shaw of Bomp Records was sufficiently 
interested in "Million Miles" to form 
Shaky City Records in association with 
the Plimsouls, and Case says the 12" 
disc "sold more copies than any of our 
stuff on Planet did. 

"As soon as it got on the radio we 
got that sort of immediate response you 
get from things when they're happen. 
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ing." Within a month, Case smiles, "we 
had all these labels—the same people 
who wouldn't answer our calls 
before—talking to us." When Geffen 
Records' offer proved irresistible, Plim-
souls and company gave up their idea 
of keeping Shaky City afloat, "left 
behind our executive roles and got 
back into the music." Eyrich was retain-
ed to produce Everywhere At Once 
(which contains "A Million Miles Away" 
as well as its flip side, "I'll Get Lucky"), 
and the band was off and running 
again. 

The Plimsouls are back in their 
station wagon—well, actually a van this 
time—keeping the operation as small as 
they can so they can move fast when 
they have to and last as long as they 
can. It's still not easy to break an album, 
the vaunted revitalization of the record 
business notwithstanding, and The 
Plimsouls know how rare it is to get a se-
cond chance even in the best of times. 

"As long as you're happy 
musically, you can keep going," Case 
observes. "You have to turn yourself on 
with it—which is basically what kept us 
going through the point there we might 
have broken up. We never even 
thought about breaking up through that 
whole period, because that's when the 
music was at its high point."• 
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—from page 42, Putnam 
set (along with its 4 employees). Larry 
Kessler, who also came with me from 
Chicago, was engineering in the studios 
and running Universal Audio as well. 
At this time, we were building the Uni-
versal Audio 100D Preamp, 101A Line 
Amp and the 50BA Equalizer as well as 
designing and constructing custom 
consoles. 

Teletronix contributed substantially to 
the overall growth of UREI. 

"At one time we successfully 
manufactured and marketed a hazar-
dous fume detector for power boats 
known as Gasgard. In 1963 we ac-
quired Waveforms, Inc., a New York 
based manufacturer of audio instru-
mentation products. After several years 
of various attempts to modernize and 

Some of the first UREI product line: 60 watt stereo monitor amp, 175 limiter, 
550 Equalizer, 610 Microphone input module, 508A Equalizer, 1008 
Cascade tube preamp, console power supply. 

"Meanwhile, Universal Audio 
had acquired all the assets of a com-
pany called Studio Electronics Corp., 
and we moved this manufacturing 
operation to the Western building at 
6000 Sunset. Later we moved it to a 
small factory building on Valerio Street 
in North Hollywood. We then pur-
chased the broadcast division of Bab-
cock Electronics. Through this pur-
chase we acquired the [Jim Lawrence] 
patent rights to the popular LA-2A 
Leveling Amplifier (limiter), which 
evolved into the LA-3A, then the LA-4. 

"We changed the manufactur-
ing company's name to UREI, and D.F. 
'Bud' Morris did double duty as cor-
porate, executive vice president and 
manager of UREI until URC's sale this 
year. We embarked on the develop-
ment of additional products and ex-
panded our marketing worldwide. War-
ren Gilman, Bob Bushnell and Deane 
Jensen were designing new products in 
addition to custom consoles. In the late 
'60s Brad Plunkett joined us, with not 
only many innovative ideas, but above 
all a fresh and forward-looking ap-
proach to product design and develop-
ment. 

"UREI always strove for prod-
uct diversity and innovation. In 1974 
UREI acquired the assets of National 
Intertel Corp. through a bulk sale pur-
chase. This became the Teletronix divi-
sion of UREI. The marketing of Teletron-
ics products is now handled exclusively 
by the Tel-Med multiple-line telephone 
information system hardware. This is 
the only area of manufacturing at UREI 
which is separate from the audio field. 

expand the product line, we expunged 
it, and Waveforms is no more. 

"UREI accrued a large inter-
company debt to United during its early 
growth stage, but we kept the faith and 
this turned out to be a well-founded 
decision. The expansion and healthy 
growth of UREI allowed me the contin-
uing opportunity to develop new prod-
ucts when time permitted. The satisfac-
tion of this activity has been one of the 
most rewarding parts of my life. I used 
to refer to this as my spare time activity, 
but it was really given a higher priority 
than I realized. From this came the 
1176 FET Limiter; 1108 FET Preamp 
and Remote Feedback Equalizer; the 
first Microfoam Module; the Cooper 
Time Cube in conjunction with Duane 
Cooper; the 813 family of speakers in 
conjunction with Ed Long; and, oh yes, 
one I would like to forget about, the 
Electrostatic Reverberator. Other inno-
vations which were the result of this 
facet of my personal activity were the 
early control room design specifically 
for stereophonic recording, first pub-
lished in the AES Journal in 1960; the 
introduction of the ' 120 Mastering Pro-
cess' and most recently, the Horn 
Coupled Control Room, published in 
the AES Journal in 1983. 

"Bud Morris, Ray Combs and 
Dick Siminsky, together with Brad Plun-
kett's great creativity and engineering 
talent, led UREI from a tiny, struggling 
infant to a major force in the profes-
sional audio industry. The innovations 
which germinated and blossomed from 
this combination of companies and peo-
ple later became URC [United Record-
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mg Corporation] companies. The result 
was a one-of-a-kind amalgamation of 
small companies in the recording studio 
business, combined with a growing 
electronics manufacturing company. 
From the studios came new product 
ideas which were born out of a need or 
desire to find better ways of doing 
things. The collection of talent offered 
by this combination resulted in a very 
meaningful, synergistic effect. 

"I am frequently asked to com-
ment on how I see the future of the in-
dustry. The coming direction and form 
of the recording studio business will be 
dictated by how fast the Compact Disc 
captures a substantial share of the 
market. The Compact Disc is an impor-
tant and vital development that can 
revive the industry as stereo did in the 
late '50s. It means that the hardware 
market for professional studio gear will 
be revitalized. Existing analog studio 
equipment will not be acceptable and 
its life expectancy therefore has been 
reduced dramatically. Just imagine, for 
the first time we have a siltation where 
the potential quality of reproduction, at 
the terminal point of the end user, ex-
ceeds the capability of the average pro-
fessional recording studio in its present 
technical state. 

•'ve been very fortunate to be 
involved in many areas of activity that 
have brought me a great amount of en-
joyment. I enjoyed the challenge of run-
ning a business, but above all I enjoyed 
the association with my colleagues. I 
also appreciate the opportunity to tell 
the story of Universal, United and the 
URC Companies. I would be less than 
honest if I did not explain that intrinsic 
to this story is a deep sadness, from the 
loss this last year of my wife Miriam Put-
nam. 'Tookie,' as she was known by her 
friends, grew up in the record business 
under the tutelage of a very famous 
man in our industry, the late Dave 
Kapp, who was president of Kapp Rec-
ords. She later went to work for Frank 
Sinatra in Hollywood when he started 
Reprise Records, and it was through 
Frank that we met and were married 
over twenty years ago. It was my ex-
ceptional good fortune to have the 
closeness of our relationship, as well as 
a wife who knew the business. She 
understood what it was all about, and 
what I was all about. This kept her so 
enthusiastically helpful, supportive, and 
very much involved in everything I did 
over the years. Most important of all 
she gave me two great children, Bill 
and Jim. I wish this could have been 
written with her help, and it is to her that 
I dedicate this story, with all my unenn 
ing love and devotion." 
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by DagId Gans rnensely from previous album, June pin' Jive—wilich in turn represented a 

he pop world is desperately major she in musical focus from Beat 

elk
si-lott of lasting talents these days; «Vs Crazy, and so on. Night and Day hard to imagine "'Tainted Loyd or reflected a sensibility which refuses to 
"Back on the Chain Gang" carrying the exclude any ro.isical influences for 
same historical weight as songs by The reasons of coneercial stylishness, at 
Be,atles, Randy Newman, Paul Simon it paid oft. with the hits "Steppin 
and 'The Reel Stones. One prerequi "Breaking Xis in Two," and "Real tqlen 
site tor lasting artistic impact would in other countries as well as in An-terica 

of music krom then to now and bey ond. Iackson just completed ne,arly seem to be awareness ot the corenuurn and his native England. 

Ihe vicissitudes of. commercial success a solid year on the road, performing 
have little to do with art. in most cases, across North America, Europe, Iapari, 
and i you concentrate on one pursuit Austraba and. New Zealand. I--Ie manag-
yei re likely to kind yourself short- ed to steal a day here and there to work 
changing the other. on the soundtrack tor Mike's Murder, a 

Ioe Iackson is one of the see Iitn Bridges ÇIJrban Cowboy, The 

D\,it., one hopes, growing) nueer of China Syndrome) tie vibiob stars 
recording artists who has tour-eh:wee. Debra Niinger. Iackson wrote and pro-
on the charts while having tollowed his duced the album himself, played sax-
own self-deterrnined artistic path. Night ophone and all the keyboard. parts, and 
and Day, rel. ed in 1982, diftered im- sang all the leaa vocals., eel' musicians 

on the soundtrack. are bassist Graham 
Ivlaby, drumnier Larrl 'Toltec and per-
cussionist Slie I--Iadjopoulos, all ot 
whom played on Night and Day and 
in his touring band. --Page  228 
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—from page 226, Joe Jackson 
The following interview was 

conducted during the Night and Day 
tour, before the completion of the 
Mike's Murder project. "It's not too 
soon to know, but it's too soon to tell," 
was Jackson's comment on his future; 
what we talked about had more to do 
with his attitudes toward his art in gen 
eral than with the specifics of the work 
in progress. 

Mix: Let's talk about recording. There's 
a very rich feeling to the piano sounds 
on Night and Day; Joy [Askew, one of 
two keyboardists in the touring band] 
said you doubled some of the acoustic 
piano parts with a [Yamaha] CP-70. 
Jackson: We did that sometimes, and 
sometimes it was an acoustic piano 
double-tracked - and a lot of the time 
it's just a plain old acoustic piano. The 
engineer's good and he knows his 
studio [Michael Ewasko at Blue Rock 
Studio, in New York's SoHo district]. 

Mix: And you play all the keyboards 
on the album? 
Jackson: Yeah, because it's so much 
quicker. We started with banging down 
a basic track with Larry, Graham and 
Sue, and me playing the piano. Then I 
just overdubbed all the keyboards. 

Mix: It is very impressive how well it 
translated to the live situation. 
Jackson: Everything I do is geared to 
live performance rather than recording. 
I write for that. It seems we're at a point 
where most people regard recording as 
the important thing—and the thing they 
want to do most—and touring as the 
necessary evil. I'm really more the 
other way around: I see the contact 
with the audience as the most important 
thing and recording as the necessary 
evil. You have to try to get the same 
feeling in a room with just five of you 
staring at the walls with no audience. I 
find that very uninspiring. 

The way to do it [record] is to have 
everything rehearsed, bang it down as 
quickly as possible and get out. That's 
the way I record. 

We didn't get a chance to do gigs 
before we recorded Night and Day, 
but that's the best way. We did that with 
I'm the Man and Beat Crazy; those 
two are very much band albums, much 
more so than Look Sharp. If we could 
have been on the road for a year before 
we recorded Look Sharp it would have 
been an immensely better album. 

We rehearsed Night and Day and 
learned it pretty quickly, then we went 
in and did it. I never had any doubt that 
it would translate to live performance; I 
was sure we could do everything we 
did on the album using two keyboard 
players. If anything were going to be 
left out, it wouldn't be anything vitally 
important. 
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Mix: I felt Night and Day used elec-
tranics very subtly and appropriately, 
not just for its own sake. It wasn't a high-
tech situaban, but also not low-tech. 
Jackson: It's just using the right tools to 
do -he job. I didn't want to make a syn-
thesizer album. I saw the Human 
League and Depeche Mode in the same 
evening once, and by the end of the 
night I was so sick of rhythm boxes and 
synthesizers that I went home and lis-
tened to Duke Ellington albums to cheer 
myself up. It wasn't that I disliked either 
ot those bands—I think they're good at 
what they do—but I think synthesizers 
and rhythm boxes have become as 
clichk as guitar, bass and drums, and 
even more quickly. 

I'm just going to use a bit of syn-
thesizer here or there if I think it sounds 
riaht. don't want that all-electronic, 
rather sterile sound—I want it to sound 
a bit more real and gutsy than that. 
That's why there's more piano and per-
cussion up front. The vocal is the most 
important thing, really—the melody. I 
have nothing against drum machines or 
synthesizer bands, but I want the music 
tz, sound human. 

Yes, melody. I've noticed that you 
use fairly long melodic phrases a lot. 
You'll often have a phrase in the vocal 
line that runs one and a half melodic 
phrases, or that'll go the whole length of 
a tcur-bar musical phrase and then spill 
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over into the next change. Is this some-
thing you're conscious of? 
Jackson: Now that you mention it, yes. 
There are a lot of things I do, and that 
would be just one. 

Mix: That may owe itself somewhat to 
the influence of earlier music. 
Jackson: I think that's something we've 
lost: the melodic and harmonic richness 
of the standard songs—Gershwin, Cole 
Porter and so on. A lot of people these 
days only care about a hook. They'll 
have verse, chorus, verse, chorus, 
guitar solo, chorus; the verse is about 
three notes [ sings] for about eight bars - 
melodically very boring. The standards 
have melodies that soar! 

Mix: Melody does seem to be missing 
in action lately. A lot of rock and roll is 
harmonically pretty unambitious. 
Jackson: Don't different kinds of music 
do different things? I personally 
thought The Clash were fucking great 
when they started, and that wasn't 
something where you were even sup-
posed to listen for harmonic interest. 

I guess what I like most in music is a 
rhythm you can dance to and a melody 
that resounds in your head - a real 
melody, not just three notes. 

Mix: Your concert set is a pretty seam-
PHOTO RICHARD McCAFFRF:Y 
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less blend of a number of styles - even 
more so than Night and Day, which 
covers a lot of ground all by itself. 
Jackson: Well, it's all part of the same 
thing, you know? I keep my eyes and 
ears open all the time. That's the kind of 
person I am. 

Mix: Your recording career has made a 
couple of gigantic zig-zags— 
Jackson: So they tell me. 

Mix: I'm not complaining! You're keep-
ing yourself challenged, and in the pro-
cess you're keeping your audience and 
the critics challenged, too. 
Jackson: I can't understand why peo-
ple get so amazed just because you try 
to incorporate different influences. 

Mix: Do you ever think about long-
range career plans? For example, do-
ing an album of '40s music [Jumpin' 
Jive] might have been commercial sui-
cide. 
Jackson: I knew that, but I think that if 
you don't take risks you really get bor-
ing. 

The only long-range plan I have is 
to be fairly loose, because to a certain 
extent you have to take opportunities as 
they come. You have to leave yourself 
open to some extent. I do have some 
long-range plans, but I also give myself 
enough room to maneuver if circum-
stances change. 

Mix: Were you intimidated by the 
presumption that Jumpin' Jive repre-
sented? 
Jackson: You mean, "How dare I do 
this?" [Los Angeles Times critic] 
Leonard Feather said, "It's ironic that 
Joe Jackson could fill a hall doing this 
stuff when Louis Jordan played to about 
twenty people on his last gig." Like it 
was my fault! But it wasn't my fault - no 
one could be more sad about that than I 
am, because I think Louis Jordan was 
fucking great. 

I think that Jumpin' Jive did a 
greater service to jazz than [the critics] 
with their snobby reviews. A lot of jazz 
critics have a chip-on-the-shoulder atti-
tude that says, "I play jazz and you're 
too stupid to understand it, so just go 
away." And people do think they're too 
stupid. That's really sad. 

Mix: People who say they're exploring 
style and technique often indulge in a 
lot of phony experimentalism. Didn't 
that concern you? 
Jackson: It annoys me. Jumpin' Jive, 
that sort of thing, is meant to be fun, and 
to show that music 40 years old can still 
be fun. It doesn't deserve to be heavily 
criticized or agonized over - it's just a 
fun album. You can pull Night and 
Day apart and criticize it, but with Jam-
pin' Jive, why bother? 

When I heard reviews that said, 
"Joe Jackson did a pretty good job here, 

but he doesn't sing these Louis Jordan 
songs as well as Louis Jordan did" . . . 
Of course I didn't sing them as well - I 
didn't even try to. That's such a dumb 
criticism. 

Mix: You seem to have been misunder-
stood by the press quite a bit. 
Jackson: It would be rather precious to 
say I've been misunderstood by the 
press. I've been misunderstood here 
and there—everyone gets misunder-
stood—but I don't think I'd say [in an 
interview], "The press has misunder-
stood me." 

A lot of people who write about 
music don't particularly care much 
about music, and don't know very 
much about it - both of which seem to 

me to be prerequisites for being a music 
writer. That's particularly true of the 
British press - I don't know as much 
about the American press. All I know is 
the reviews I read; sometimes they're 
pretty fair, sometimes they're very silly, 
and sometimes they're very unfair. 
Sometimes they're favorable but still 
misinformed. 

Everybody runs around trying to 
work their own angle on the music— 
"What's this? How do we fit this in? How 
do we describe it?"—and they usually 
fall back on very simple, boring things, 
like, "He's the guy who got compared 
to Elvis Costello. Okay, let's compare 
this with Elvis' new album." 

Is it really worth talking at length 

—page 232 
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about the press? Who cares, really? 
Every now and then I read a review 
that hurts me or upsets me, but not 
often. I try not to lose sleep over it, be-
cause the fact is that people are buying 
the records and coming to the shows 
and enjoying them. 

I'm just concerned with writing the 
best possible songs I can write and mak-
ing the best possible records I can 
make, and keeping it interesting. Right 
about the time we were doing Beat 
Crazy [released in 1980] I was kind of 
confused about where I was going styl-
istically and who my audience was and 
what I should and shouldn't be doing. 
Then having done the album and got-
ten it off my chest—and having then 
done Jumpin' Jive—I realized it's not 
really worth worrying about all those 
things, and that if I worry about them 
they're only going to hold me back. 

Mix: If you start reacting to what you 
think the audience expects from you 
next— 
Jackson: You're trapped. You're 
trapped. 

I've never believed in the attitude 
of "give the people what they want," 
because people don't really know what 
they want. 

Mix: It also eliminates the possibility of 
doing anything new. 
Jackson: Yeah. If I made an album I 
really didn't want to make and it bomb-
ed, all I'd be left with would be a shitty 
album that I'd be ashamed of for the 
rest of my life. You've got to satisfy 
yourself first, because you can't be sure 
of anybody else. 

Mix: It must be gratifying, then, that 
Night and Day has done so well. 
Jackson: Are you kidding? It's scary, 
almost. I just didn't expect it. I thought, 
and hoped, that we had a shot at a 
single or two, because I felt the songs 
were accessible enough. But then 
again, so many radio stations are just 
playing heavy rock, and we definitely 
don't fit into that. So I really didn't know 
how it was going to do. 

Mix: You could probably go berserk 
trying to figure out how the music in-
dustry thinks . . . so you do what makes 
sense to you and hope it finds an audi-
ence so you can afford to do it again. 
Jackson: Exactly, yeah. But I also be-
lieve in working very hard to get it 
across to an audience. I don't see my-
self as the kind of artist who creates in 
the attic and expects the world to beat a 
path to my door. I don't compromise 
artistically, but I'm prepared to work 
very hard to get across. A four-month 
American tour is fucking hard work, let 
me tell you. But that's all right, because 
that's my job. I can't expect everyone to 
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VIOLINIST WITH 
AVISION 
by Linda R. Reitman 

john virtuoso Dr. L. Subramaniam, writes critic Lee 
Ihderwood, "stands at the forefront of the continuing evolu-
tion of improvisational music in the West." At the same time, 
he is universally acknowledged as one of India's finest 
chssical violinists. 

Dr. Subramaniam is named after Shiva, the son of God 
in Indian mythology, but the "Dr." is medical rather than 
philosophical. Born in Madras, India's fourth largest city, 
Iviani (as he is called by his friends) studied to be a physi 
clan—but by the time he finished his studies his musical career 
was well established. 

The 36-year-old violinist's many and varied ac 
complishments have resulted in much praise and little free 
ti-ne. Although his ten-month touring schedule finds him in 
Indian classical format 80-90% of the time, more and more ft.-
sion settings are filtering in. Speaking in a deeply resonant 
Dice modulated by a delightful south Indian accent, Mani 

nDtes that "I'm still doing the same number of classical perfor-
mances, but I've increased my performances of fusion. Bet-
ween producing albums—both Indian Classical and Western 
Classical—and my composing for different projects, my com-
missioned projects, touring for my Indian Classical and duet 
projects and doing my fusion concerts, it's like driving me 
crazy!" When Mani says he'd rather "play violin all day than 
seep," one suspects he probably does work more than he 
sleeps. It's obviously a labor of love for him. 

When he was two years old, he had already fallen 
t nder the sway of music. His father would hum a melody, and 
young Mani would sing exactly the same notes. Mani was five 
when the family moved to Ceylon, where his father became a 
professor of music. He was already considered a child pro-
digy at the age of eight when he performed at Ceylon's major 
music event, The Subramaniam Temple Festival. After his per-
formance, one of the organizers commented: "I::'s 
unbelieveable—it's as though God himself came and played 
through this small child." 

After a serious outbreak of riots in Ceylon, the family 
returned to India. Subramaniam was eleven years old in 1958 
when he and his two brothers—L. Vaidyanathan and L. Shan-
liar—formed The Violin Tho. The trio recorded two albums on 
EMI (India) and are still performing together. Every January 
1st over the past several years, The Violin Tho has performed 
at the Parthesarathy Sabha, a large temple in India. 
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—from page 233 
Subramaniam's greatest 

musical inspiration came from his fami-
ly."Everything I have done has been in-
spired by my parents, especially my 
father, who taught me violin. I'm very 
fortunate, because my family back-
ground was a very positive thing for 
me. That is what made me very strong, 
striving to be better," he emphasizes. 
"From the time I got up in the morning 
until I went to sleep, I was all the time 
listening to music - listening to 
somebody practicing or practicing my-
self. 

"My father was a master violinist 
and a renowned professor at the Jaftna 
College of Music in Ceylon. He also 
taught me vocals, harmonium—which 
is a keyboard instrument—and Indian 
drum. He taught me various theories to 
increase my knowledge, and gave me 
serious instruction on the violin. My 
mother used to be a vocalist. She's a 
fantastic singer, and she plays veena, 
the oldest Indian instrument. My older 
brother, L. Vaidyanathan, played violin 
before me. He now writes film scores in 
Madras. Of course, my brother, L. 
Shankar, also plays violin, and was a 
member of John McLaughlin's group, 
Shakti." Subramaniam plans a family 
collaboration, perhaps a tour or record, 
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but said it won't come until he's finished 
some of his various projects. 

His recordings of Indian classical 
and "neo-fusion" music presently 
number over 35. Between his current 
projects—which include several classi-
cal and neo-fusion albums and tours 
—it's a wonder Subramaniam knows 
whether he's coming or going. 

What exactly is this "neo-
fusion" Subramaniam has coined? He 
describes it as "a new kind of fusion 
music which incorporates Indian 
classical elements—the modal and 
microtonal aspects—takes folk and 
Third World music elements, and also 
uses Western classical and jazz 
elements." It is a venture which he in-
sists he's doing for sheer enjoyment 
rather than material motivation. Subra-
maniam feels no conflict in performing 
it with passion equal to his Indian 
classical music. 

"I'm trying to create music that 
will be long-lasting, and yet at the same 
time will sell well. "But that's not my 
basic goal - to make an album that sells. 
If I were only interested in money," he 
emphasizes, "I would just be practicing 
medicine, writing movie scores, or do-
ing rock albums. I don't do anything 
that I don't want to do. Indian classical 
music is one of my main loves. I've cre-
ated many things and expanded the 
technique. I'm considered a pioneer in 
that field. I feel that Neo-Fusion will 
prove to be a very powerful musical 
idiom over a period of time, and I can 
express myself as a composer in Neo-
Fusion, which I cannot do in the 
classical area. I'm trying to create my 
own musical expression. Although In-
dian classical and fusion music are 
almost like two different languages—I 
don't play Indian classical like I play fu-
sion, or vice-versa—the inner spirit is 
the same." 

Spanish Wave, Subramani-
am's current neo-fusion release, is en-
joying both healthy sales and critical 
praise. Guest artists featured on the LP 
include Stanley Clarke, Tom Scott, 
George Duke, Emil Richards, Larry 
Coryell, and Alla Rakha. A new 
Milestone album, tentatively titled In-
dian Express and slated for release in 
early '84, will include Clarke and 
Richards, plus Hubert Laws and Stix 
Hooper. The upcoming LP is cause for 
much excitement, as it includes some 
complex rhythm patterns, with many 
polyrhythms. "There will be a lot of har-
monic changes which we'll be soloing 
over," Mani reveals. "It will be very 
challenging." 

Subramaniam has been ac-
corded several honors, including the 
President of India award and the title 
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tour with Ravi Shankar and George 
Harrison. Harrison was the main attrac-
tion, with Subramaniam as the featured 
soloist in Europe and Shankar in the 
U.S. Two tours and two records follow-
ed. Subramaniam's solo career took off 
later when he returned to Europe to 
play solo concerts. 

Mars's love affair with fusion 
came about as a result of demands from 
his musician friends. "They had heard 
me in a strictly Indian classical setup, so 
they approached me and asked to 
study with me. They also wanted me to 
perform with them and compose some 
music for them. That's how the album 
for Stu Goldberg [Solos, Duos, Trios, 
with Subramaniam, Goldberg, and 
Larry Coryell] came about. Later, Larry 
Coryell 'approached me to do an album 
with him. After that, I recorded the 
Garland album in Copenhagen with 
Svend Asmussen. We both played 
acoustic and electric violins; it was later 
released in America on Storyville Rec-
ords. My first American fusion album, 
Fantasy without Limits [Trend Rec-
ords], followed it." Leonard Feather, 
who gave the album five stars, cited 
Subramaniam's "brilliant, tensely ex-
citing performance." Mani can also be 
heard flexing his fusion muscles on 
Crusader Joe Sample's Voices in the 

Rain as well as his own Blossom 
(Crusader Records). 

There have been discussions of 
a possible collaboration with Stephane 
Grapelli, which would put Mani in a 
more straight-ahead jazz format. This 
would be a welcome addition to the In-
dian classical and Neo-Fusion settings 
with which he is more often associated. 
Of course, finding time for such a col-
laboration is another thing. On the 
average, he's involved with 5 to 6 
albums a year, most of which he pro-
duces as well. 

What follows is just a handful of 
the various projects Subramaniam is 
presently working on. He is compiling a 
four-album anthology of Indian music. 
He has recorded an album with noted 
south Indian flute player T.R. Mahal-
ingam which is scheduled for release in 
October, after which the two will also 
perform duets together. Subramaniam 
has produced several Ali Akbar Khan 
albums which are due for release short-
ly. He will participate in a tribute to 
Martin Luther King next January at 
L.A.'s Music Center. Mani has also 
been commissioned to write the scores 
for two documentaries, and there are 
possibilities of a play and a major 
feature film. Additionally, he is already 
preparing a major piece, incorporating 

Third-World musical elements, for 
presentation during the Olympic 
season. 

Just where does Subramaniam 
get the energy to take on project after 
project? "Practicing music is my medi-
tation," he responds. "That's my spir-
itual practice. Occasionally I visit some 
temples, but I don't go regularly 
because I don't have time. Whenever I 
play my music—classical music—that in 
itself is like a prayer, because beyond a 
certain point in my playing I forget 
myself and meditate through my play-
ing. I get to a deeper level. When I real-
ly start playing and get into it, I totally 
forget myself and end up playing a long 
concert. Afterward, I get this tremen-
dous amount of energy; my thoughts 
are overflowing and my mind is so 
bright, it's as if I had slept for days." 

Does Subramaniam view his 
musical career as Karmic destiny? "Yes, 
I feel like that," he confirms. "In fact, a 
very famous Indian singer, whom I used 
to perform with a lot, would tell me that 
I was destined to play music. He sug-
gested that I needn't take my final 
medical exam, because I wasn't going 
to continue as a doctor. He was a very 
powerful spiritual man, and he kept tell-
ing me I was meant to play the violin. I 
was born for that." • 
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—from page 81, Digital Discussions 
are turning their attention from elec-
tronics to photronics, in which light is 
the information carrier instead of elec-
trons. Fiber optics has shown itself to be 
one of the first products of this new sci-
ence and has already revolutionized the 
communications industry. Similarly, 
laser technology is advancing rapidly. 
Applications to the audio industry will 
soon be forthcoming; everything from 
fiber optic microphones and guitar 
pickups to laser speakers will introduce 
yet another technology into audio evo-
lution. Who can say? At some future 
time we could record and store audio 
signals in terms of yet-to-be discovered 
photronics principles. 

At the far end of the spectrum 
is the stuff that science fiction is made 
of. Computers are achieving meaning-
ful artificial intelligence in which the 
nature of problem solving evolves from 
computation to reasoning. It is not 
unlikely to expect a symbiotic relation-
ship between computers and brains. 
And the perception and enjoyment of 
music occurs in the brain - could this 
be directly accessed through a proper-
ly interfaced digital music/thinking 
device? 

As for now, we are just enter-
ing a new era in audio. I think the op-
portunity for the development of digital 
audio technology is as exciting as it 
must have been in the very first days of 
analog audio, which saw the fast and 
furious appearance of startling inven-
tions. Surely the microprocessor cir-
cuits which we have examined in these 
discussions will eventually appear as 
antediluvian as the hand crank on the 
first phonograph. It will happen much 
sooner than we might expect because 
of the accelerating nature of technol-
ogy. A simple time line through which 
we can trace the development of tech-
nology over the centuries is no longer 
applicable. The multiplicity of inven-
tions and their interactions almost pre-
cludes the possibility of an algorithm to 
follow their developments. The time it 
takes to complete any project is under-
mined by technology's advance. 

Enrico Caruso completed his 
great recordings over a half century 
ago, and now we use deconvolution 
techniques to remove the unwanted his-
torical artifacts and thus uncover the 
sound of his voice. With the issuing of 
these recordings we manufacture his-
tory totally out of the context of time, 
with recordings that never before ex-
isted as they do now. Even as we pro-
cess Caruso's recorded repertoire, the 
technology gets better, and by the time 
we're finished, we have to start all over 
again because the early new releases of 
the dead artist aren't as good as his later 
new releases. Technology yields that 
kind of frightening opportunity; with 
technology, the recursions are endless. 

Everything that technology affects has 
to be reevaluated as quickly as technol-
ogy changes our perception of it. 

When Edison first publicly 
demonstrated his new phonograph one 
morning in 1877 in his lab in Menlo 
Park, reciting "Mary Had a Little 
Lamb," witnesses were amazed to hear 
Edison's high pitched voice "almost per-
fectly reproduced." Recently, in a 
review of the Compact Disc, the author 
exclaimed the music was "almost per-
fectly reproduced." And a hundred 
years from now, someone else will listen 
to a new audio invention and say music 
is "almost perfectly reproduced." That's 
the problem with being mortal - we 
lose all sense of perspective. Perhaps 
that's why we are compelled to record 
music, to overcome that limitation. 

With the distinctly un-binary 
number of thirteen, we come to the end 
of my contribution to these Digital Dis-
cussions. Now I would like to turn these 
pages over to my colleagues, so that we 
can share in their views and insights, 
which may be far more worthy than my 
own. I hope that this series of articles 
has fulfilled its intended purpose, which 
has been to introduce readers to the 
philosophy and technology of digital 
audio recording, and to illuminate some 
of the great potential of this young 
science. 
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Translator: 
No Macho 
Posturing 

People talk about the war be-
tween the sexes, and nowhere have the 
battle lines been more clearly drawn 
than in rock and roll. We have gotten a 
clear, albeit one-sided, picture of the 
difference between men and women 
from almost 30 years of predominantly 
male rockers. According to the lyrics in 
most rock and pop songs, the Polaroid 
looks like this: the man is strong, single-
minded, knows what he wants ("my 
baby") and when he wants it ("when I 
want it") because, quite simply, "I'm a 
man, I spell M-A-N, man." If the object 
of male affection does not respond to 
our hero, there's something wrong with 
her—she's a tease, or a bitch, or a "Run-
around Sue" headed for the "cheatin' 
side of town." Rock and roll, being a 
powerful, aggressive musical genre, 

has been a perfect medium for expres-
sing the intense anxiety humans experi-
ence in their struggles with the opposite 
sex. Unfortunately, however, it often 
becomes an expression of hostlity 

Bob Marley 
In Context 
CATCH A FIRE: THE LIFE OF 
BOB MARLEY 

Holt, Rinehar and Winston, 
380 pp., $16. 95 

When Bob Marley died of can-
cer in May, 1981, it wasn't just the world 
of reggae music that felt his loss. Marley 
was arguably the single most important 
musician the Third World has ever pro-
duced, his albums selling over 20 mil-
lion copies worldwide and his image 
and influence apparent from Zimbabwe 
to Rio de Janeiro to London to San 
Francisco. No one could be expected 
to fill the gaping void he left as reggae's, 
Jamaica's, the Third World's standard-
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More CD Commentary 

Interviewed recently on the 
subject of his new solo album, Planet 
Earth Rock and Roll Orchestra, Paul 
Kantner commented, "I'm never happy 
with anything I record. It's always a 
struggle to overcome technological 
restrictions. 

"You can only get 20 minutes 
on one side of an LP, for example. 

There are other formats than 20-minute 
sides, just as there are formats for songs 
other than 3-minute singles. On the new 
digital discs, you can get an hour on 
one side." 

That would make for a very 
long format, wouldn't it? "Well, it didn't 
bother Dostoevski." 

—D. G. 

toward women and self-righteousness 
on the part of men. 

Enter Translator, an altogether 
different type of rock band. Formed in 
L.A. four years ago and now based in 
San Francisco along with their label, 
415 Records, this foursome is the an-
tithesis of everything described above. 
There is no macho posturing and, most 
interestingly, their lyrics are character-
ized by a rare element in rook music: 
male vulnerability. Sure they sing about 
relationships, but the man isn't always 
on top (no innuendo intended). On 
their catchy 1982 underground hit, 
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 

"What? . . . Another request for ' Old McDon-
ald'? 
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Rick McMillen, sound engineer for Jeff Lorbers 
Fusion 

Acccrding to Rick, "The Hi-Energy System 
provides me with the best drum sound that I have 
ever encountered. Even with blaring monitors and 
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"The usual popular drum mics no longer satisfy 
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durability of the Hi-Energy Miking System has 
spoiled me. Thanks Aquarian!" 
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Here we have the oh-so-appropriately yclept Juergen Blank (far left), Vice 
President of BASF Systems Corporation Audio/Video Division, and Richard C. 
Howland (far right), BASF's PR Manager, presenting racing jackets and a 
plaque to The Police in celebration of the millionth copy of their Synchonicity 
cassette. It says here that nearly half the nearly triple-platinum sales of the 
album have been in the form of BASF Pro II Pure Chrome audio tape. Read 
about drummer Stewart Copeland's adventures in film scoring—on Francis 
Coppola's Rumble Fish—below. 

COPELAND 
AND MUSYNC 
Score Rumble 
Fish 

The soundtrack for Francis 
Coppola's new film, Rumble Fish, is the 
first film score project for Police drum-
mer Stewart Copeland. "But I'll be doing 
a lot more of it," he says. 

Copeland's dabblings in film 
before Rumble Fish include directing"a 
few homegrown Super-8 films just to 
bore the neighbors," he jokes. "But on a 
more serious level, I directed a 
16-millimeter film about the decay of 
English society, with punks as the 
paradigms." So when the call came from 
Coppola—"just the way everyone 
dreams of it, I suppose"—Copeland hop-
ped on a plane and joined the produc-
tion company in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

Rumble Fish, based on the 
novel by S.E. Hinton (whose The Out-
siders Coppola directed before starting 
this project) stars Matt Dillon, Mickey 
Rourke, Vincent Spano, Diane Lane, 
Diana Scarwid, Nicolas Gage and Den-
nis Hopper. "During the year that it took 
to shoot the picture, Francis and I talked 
a lot and developed our concepts," says 

Copeland. "By the time we went into the 
studio [Tres Virgos Studio in San Rafael, 
CAI to record the music we were fairly 
well attuned. 

"One of the first things Francis 
and I discussed was how to use music, 
photography and dramatic action to 
capture the idea of time passing and run-
ning out. I suppose the reason he called 
me was that I'm a rhythm expert—a 
'rhythrnatist.' But it developed from here, 
and I actually ended up writing the en-
tire score and not just the rhythms." 

Copeland pauses for a mo-
ment, cogitating. "Rhythmatist—I like 
that title. It makes me sound like a mad 
scientist or something." 

Copeland used a lot of mechan-
cial sounds in his score. "They are so 
much a part of these modern 
times—there's a lot of rhythm coming 
from different places—broken air condi-
tioning systems, faulty machinery, and 
so on. You can click off the mo-
ments with the sound of a refriger-
ator. All these different rhythms help to 
convey the passing of time." 

Copeland was aided in his task 
by a new tool called the Musync. "It's a 
computer that maps out the film for you 
so you can write the music accord-
ingly," he says. 

Robert Randles, who created 
the Musync, has used some of its com-
ponents in the making of trailers and 
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teasers for E. T., Outland, and Blade 
Runner, as well as parts of Conan the 
Barbarian and for a Universal Pictures 
logo. But Rumble Fish is the first score 
to utili7e the entire Musync in its most ad-
vanced state of development. 

"The composer is interested in 
where the beats occur in relation to the 
picture," Randles explains. 'The Musync 
is a way of putting the beats where he 
wants them." Visual cues, displayed on a 
video screen, allow the composer to an-
ticipate beats, a feature which comes in 
especially handy when the tempo is 
changing. (The Musync can read from 
1/40 to 40 times the sync speed, and 
works with either film or video; tempo 
changes can be programmed anywhere 
in that generous range. Watch for more 
on this interesting new device in a future 

—page 250 

MILES 
DAVIS/The Gil 
Evans Orchestra 
Hollywood Bowl 
July 20, 1983 

Miles Davis is one of jazz's al-
mighty polarizers, creating lovers and 
foes but leaving few listeners indifferent. 
That's how he stays on the right track. 
Jazz purists came to the Hollywood 
Bowl this balmy summer's eve hoping 
to witness a nostalgic reunion—Miles 
and Gil Evans on the same marquee— 
but instead they heard the two prodi-
gals in distinctly separate contexts. 
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Introducing the Fostex B-16. The first 
commercially available 16-track recorder/ 
reproducer using 1/2" tape. The Machine is 
designed to revolutionize both audio and 

video recording practices. 
If you've been en budgeting for 8-traCk, 

sweet sixteen 
now you can . 

NEW MIX T-SHIRTS 

èièbc 

Bob Weir, guitarist with the Grateful Dead and Bobby and 
the Mdnites, with recording engineer Stan Cotey, dressing 
for success in Mixwear 

ing the Fostex X-15. The cassette 
Introduc  players. It puts multa n get 

ck 

recording at your fingertips, so you ca 
recorder for 

your ideas on tape anytime, anywhere. X-15 

At work or play, for fun or profit, the  

just about does it all. 

1 (800) 854-2005. 

TOPS 
T BUSTY  i-SS 

NOW AVAILABLE: 

II LACOSTE-STYLE KNIT (w/fashion collar) white, navy, $22.50 ea. 
• FRENCH CUT (women's sizes) navy, black, $8.00 ea. 
• CREW NECK (men's sizes) navy, black, $8.00 ea. 
• CAPS (adjustable) navy, red, $5.00 ea. 

II All shirts available in S, M, L, XL. 10% off on orders of 5 or more shirts. 
Order now for your staff and customers. 

Mail to: Mix T- Shirts, P.O. Box 6395, Albany, CA 94706. Enclose check or money 
order payable to Mix Magazine 

ITEM NO COLOR SIZE PRICE 

Add $1 50 for postage and handling per item  

CA residents add 6.5% sales tax to T- Shirt total 

TOTAL  

Name   

Address   

City  Sta,   Zip   



It's a Tug of War 

The battle over home taping 
lurches on. Apparently unable to arrive 
at a satisfactory compromise, the vari-
ous factions—record labels on one side, 
tape and hardware manufacturers on 
the other (and the hapless consumer in 
the middle)—are seeking remedies 
which could have drastic repercus-
sions. 

The somewhat hysterically-
named Coalition to Save America's 
Music! has been monitoring the pro-
gress of the "Betamax Case," which pit-
ted video cassette recorder makers 
against film studios over the legality of-
taping copyrighted material off the air 
without compensating the copyright 
owner. The outcome of the case, which 
is bouncing up the judicial ladder, could 
set some important precedents for the 
recording and computer software in-
dustries. The RIAA (Recording In-
dustry Association of America), tired of 
waiting for a definitive decision in the 
video case, recently called for an im-

-252 

CAN YOU SAY, "PUBLICITY STUNT"? Huey Lewis (left) and Plant Studios' 
General Manager, Paid Brcucek, are here seen modeling the latest in in-joke 
fashions. 

—from page 247, Miles Davis 
The lion's share of the crowd 

was there to witness the latest ravings 
from the sire of jazz-rock fusion, but 
what they got was Miles reclaiming the 

holy ground of his musical ancestry: the 
blues. He turned in a shining set, giving 
his horn the rude, stately workout his 
legend is built on, and he flaunted what 

—page 256 

The Force Behind 
The "New Wave" of Sound 

DIGITAL u PROGRAMMABLE um EXPANDABLE u UNIQUE 

Coming This Fall: 
• Programmable 8 Voice Expander Unit 
• Programmable Velocity Sensitive, 
6 Octave Keyboard 

For Information, Sales, 
and Dealer Inquiries: 
In U.S.A.: PPGIU.S.A. 
9542 Pollack Drive 
Huntington Beach, CA 92646 
(714) 964-5044 

In Canada: Direct Synthesis 
53 De'bun Drive 
Agincourt, Ontario M1V1A8 
(416) 298-2989 

PPG-German Synthesizers 

S
N
Y
'
D
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1 
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RECORDS 

We press 
7"and 12" records. 

White, blue, and black 
12" jackets always in stock 

CASSETTES 

High speed duplication 
saves you money. 

Custom loaded blanks. 

Apex label printing directly on cassette. 

' SEND FOR OUR FREE PRICE LIST 

Philadelphia Plant 

925 North 3rd Street. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19123 

(215) MA-7-2277/(212) 966-3185 
Washington. DC area ( 301) 340-6280 
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The 
only sales 

and service 
group you'll ever 
need for all your 
recording, sound 
reinforcement, 
and — of course — 
broadcast needs: 

ENTERTAINMENT 

SCIENCES 

Get your best 
price.. . then call 

for ours! 

Toll Free 
1-800-321-0221 

In Florida Call Collect 
1-305-564-4422 

1229 N.E. 37th Street 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334 

Gene "Daddy G" Barge (right) and 

Daddy G: Still 
Producing After 
All These Years 

Situation Wanted: Renaissance Man. 

Gene Barge hasn't had to re-
sort to the classifieds. But he has, in his 
time, been called overqualified. Thirty-
three years' experience as a rock and 
blues saxophonist, producer, arranger, 
session man, jingle writer and even 
movie/TV actor, and suddenly he's a 
folk hero. But that and $2.95, it some-
times seems, will buy him a copy of Bill-
board. 

"The record industry has been 
left in the hands of accountants and 
lawyers instead of craftsmen," says 
Barge, stressing his membership in the 
latter group. "What's the use of having 
promotion men all over the streets and 

his latest client, Big Twist. 

secretaries typing if you don't have 
nothin' to put on the shelf?" 

The reasoning isn't exactly 
computer-age. Then again, Barge still 
feels the best way to make a record is 
from the ground up. It's only after strin-
gent rehearsals and meticulous ar-
rangement of horns, rhythm and vocals 
that Barge went into the studio with his 
latest project, the first Alligator LP by 
Big Twist & the Mellow Fellows. 

By the time he came to Chess 
Records as a session producer in 1964, 
Barge had accrued enough recording 
experience to last a lifetime. He had 
graduated from West Virginia State 
College and served a hitch in the U.S. 
Air Force by 1952, when he returned 
to his native Norfolk, Virginia. In the 
course of gigging locally, he happened 
to meet touring bluesman Chuck Willis. 
They became fast friends, and the 
singer invited him to come up to New 
York to do some recording; Chuck was 

—page 254 

—from page 247, Rumble Fish 
issue of Mix). "It's a means of making 
film scoring less technical and more in-
tuitive and creative," says Randles. 

"As a player in a band I've 
always thought in terms of songs, where 
you have a lyric and a hook and 
everything blazing away for three 
minutes," Copeland notes. "In a film, 
there's no song. The main focal points 
are the action and the dialogue. The pic-
ture is the top line, and music has a very 
different role. It points out the emotional 
content of the scene-- whether you re 
supposed to be laughing or feeling 
serious. 

"You can achieve great 
dramatic effect with just a few little 
elements, because the picture does a lot 
of the work," Copeland observes. "I real-
ly enjoyed working on the film, and I'm 
going to do more soundtrack work." He 
says he hopes to write, direct and score 
a musical—and he hasn't ruled out the 
possibility of getting in front of the 
camera someday. "Maybe I'll do a 
screen test and see if I'm any good. I 
would suspect not, though, because I'm 
a very self-conscious kind of person. I'm 
okay when I'm sitting behind a drum set 
or in a studio, but in front of a 
camera—that's not my art form." • 
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Garfield Electronics 

DSX 
Prophet 10 
Polysequencer 
Pro One 
Model 800 
Microcomposer MC4 
Chroma 

1 CTIF 
The Doctor Click Rhythm Controller makes it possible for the first time to synchronize the world of 
sequencer, drum machine, synthesizer composition with any one of the systems on the market or com-
binations of the systems on the market. Furthermore, the Doctor Click will cause sequencers, drum 
machines and synthesizers to play in time with a human drummer. It will also read click tracks and sync 
codes. The internal metronome provides both beats per minute and frames per beat calibrations. 

THE DOCTOR CLICK RHYTHM CONTROLLER BREAKS THE BRAND BARRIER 
SEQUENCERS 

Bass Line TB303 
CSQ600 
SH101 
Emulator 
Fairlight 
Synclavier 

DRUM MACHINES 
Linn LM- 1 CR5000 
LinnDrum CR8000 
DMX CR68 
Drum ulator CR78 
TR808 KPR-77 
Drumatics TR606 

SYNTHESIZERS • 
Prophet 5 Modular Moog Juno 6 
Prophet 10 OBX Juno 60 

Polysix 
Poly 61 
Voyetra-8 

Prophet 600 OBXa 
Prophet T8 OB8 
Minimoog JP4 
Memorymoog JP8 

•(VCA, VCF, VCO. Gate, Trigger or Arpeggiator as provided on each unit.) 

Measures 
171/2 " x 11" x 41/2 " x 21/2 ". 
Weight is 8 pounds. 

Warranty is one year. 

Call or write for location 
of your nearest dealer 

ONE DOCTOR CLICK CONTAINS ALL OF THESE PROBLEM SOLVING DEVICES 

4 Fixed Clock Outputs 

2 Variable Clock Outputs 

2 Metronomes 

2 FSK Sync Code Decoders 

(Covers Linn. Oberheim. Roland) 

The brand to brand problems of timebase, voltage level and polarity 

are solved by the Doctor Click's diverse output capability. 

The ability of the Doctor Click to connect to many units at once 

coupled with its footswitch control capability makes it ideal for multi-

ple sequencer. drum machine, synthesizer live applications. 

Since the Doctor Click metronome produces beats per minute and 

frames per beat calibrations it is always convenient to get just the tem-

po you need. It is even possible to get fractional tempos such as 118 1/2  

beats per minute. 

The Doctor Click's two independent rhythm actuated envelopes allow 

VCF. VCA and VCO parameters of synthesizers to be modulated in 32 

rhythm values ranging from four measure cycle to 64th note triplet with 

variable attack, decay, sustain and amount. This eliminates the prob-

lem of rhythmic drift when using a conventional LFO. 

The ability of the Doctor Click to transform metronome click tracks 

into timebase clocks allows frames per beat music film work to be 

2 Rhythm Envelopes 

Pulse Counter 

Pulse Shaper 

Gate Output 

Headphone/Speaker Output 

Roland 5 Pin DIN Sync Output 

External Clock Input 

Footswitch Controls 

done with virtually any sequencer, drum machine or synthesizer. 

The ability of the Doctor Click to read live tracks allows sequencers. 

drum machines and synthesizers to play in sync with the varying tem-

pos of a human drummer or a built click track. 

The ability of the Doctor Click to accept external clocking or either of 

the types of FSK sync to tape codes allows sequencers. drum 

machines and synthesizers to be synced to any existing track. 

The pulse shaper circuit turns a pulse from an instrument into a trig-

ger waveform allowing synthesizers to sync to a drum fill. 

The headphone output allows click tracks in multiples of the tempo to 

be generated and is capable of driving a speaker. 

The pulse counter can be used to program sequencers in higher 

timebases. quickly combining greater rhythmic resolution with step 

programming accuracy. 

The step programming switch can be used to step program se-

quencers that normally do not have this capability. 

Used on tracks by Brian Banks, Tony Basil, John Berkman, Michael Boddicker, Kim Carnes, Suzanne Ciani, Joe Conlan, 
Chris Cross, Bill Cuomo, Jim Cypherd, Paul Delph, Barry DeVorzon, Don Felder, Paul Fox, Dominic Frontier, Terry Fryer, 
Albhy Galuten, Lou Garisto, Herbie Hancock, Johnny Harris, Hawk, James Homer, Thelma Houston, Michael Jackson, 
Quincy Jones, Jeffrey Kawalek, Gordon Lightfoot, Jerry Liliedahl, Johnny Mandel, Manhattan Transfer, Paul Marcus, 
Jason Miles, NBC Movie of the Week, Randy Newman, Keith Olsen, Paramount, Joel Peskin, Oscar Peterson, Greg 
Phillingaines, Jean-Luc Ponte, Steve Porcaro, Phil Ramone, Lee Ritenour, Steve Schaeffer, Mike Sembello, Mark Shifman, 
John Steinhoff, Sound Arts, Ian Underwood, Universal, Donna Washington, Stevie Winwood, Na Zadora. 

* * II 

e • 01* • 
41, • * do 

CCCTOP WI> t 1 
GARFIELD ELECTRONICS P.O.B. 1941, BURBANK, CA 91507 ( 213) 840-8939 

0 GARFIELD ELECTRONICS PATENT PENDING 
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  Pro audio is 
not meas-

ured in 
dBm, track 
widths or 

dollars, but dependability, 
accountability, and 

above all, 
performance. 

See how RELIABLE 
and TASCAM can 

help improve your 
sound and your 

bottom line. 

RECORDING STUDIO, BROADCAST AUDIO & 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT EQUIPMENT. 

704/375-8662 e 

Reliable Music 
PRO AUDIO DIVISION 1001 S. INDEPENDENCE BLVD. CHARLOTTE, NC 28202 

Circle fr 173 on Reader Service Card 

AVID STUDIOS, INC. 
wishes to announce 

the union of 

Audio & Video 
when: 1984 
where: Redwood City, CA. 

AVID 

Avid is a fully integrated 
24 track recording studio/video 

post-pmducth m complex. 

(415)593-3919 

Circle # 174 on Reader Service Card 

Dear Puzzlers, 
0 O P S—Apologies to any of you who 
lost sleep, hair or sanity on last month's 
puzzle. We accidentally printed the 
wrong grid. This is what it should have 
been: 

—from page 249, Tug of War 
mediate "congressional solution" to the 
problem of home taping of music, 
claiming it costs RIAA members a bil-
lion dollars a year. 

Stanley Gortikov, president of 
the RIAA and a co-founder of the Coali-
tion to Save America's Music!, is press-
ing Congress for enactment of "The 
Home Recording Act of 1983," calling 
it "a fair compromise of the interests at 
issue . . " The Act would levy a royalty 
on blank audio tape—the exact amount 
to be "established by voluntary negotia-
tion among all the parties," according 
to a release from the RIAA, with bin-
ding arbitration the court of last resort. 
The consumer electronics and blank-
tape industries are, not surprisingly, op-
posed to such a levy. 

In his newsletter Rock & Roll 
Confidential, Dave Marsh takes the 
record business to task for failing to pro-
mote cassPtte sales adequately. Marsh 
cites "the commitment on the part of the 
largest corporations. . . to outmoded 
technology (the disk) when a new form 
(cassette) was in greater demand, the 
direct result of the huge corporate in-
vestment in LP pressing plants." That's 
food for thought, but what about the 
staggering startup costs involved in 
digital Compact Discs? And what about 
the cassette's rising share of the market, 
as evidenced by Synchronicity's near-
ly 50/50 split between disk and chrome 
tape? 

Meanwhile, there's a Record 
Rental Bill progressing through Con-
gress. At the end of June the Senate 
unanimously approved S.32, which in-
sures that the owners of copyright in 
both the sound recording and the 
underlying musical works have the 
right to authorize commercial rental of 
their creative works. Roughly trans-
lated, this means the labels and artists 
get a piece of the record-rental action. 

Does anybody really want 
Uncle Sam taking responsibility for re-
distributing the money? The only thing 
we're likely to see in that case is an in-
crease in the price of tapes and records 
- plus more squabbling, and more 
money wasted that would be better 
spent elsewhere. 

The most interesting comment 
I've seen on the subject lately was print-
ed on a t-shirt, of all places. Terry Del-

-page 254 
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MIX NOIES 

ACROSS  

1. Certain synthesizers 
5. Kitchen todo 
9. Describing carbine caliber 

14 Legend 
15. Catamount 
16. Eggy 
17. To be found in future studios 
19. the tape (Took a listen) 

20. College figures 
21. Least like Getty 
23. Racetrack denizens 
25. Establish 
26. Prefix meaning bow-shaped 
27. Angle 
29. Desire 
33. Place to make connections 

35. Beside 
36. Pre-compressed input 
37. Scull 
38. Common biped hominid 

40. River duck (Var.) 
41. Run off 
43. Something to clean your wire? 
45. Sand hill 
46. "_ _ at the office." 
48.   d'oeurve 
49. Turn of the 
51. Clean 
52. Color again 
55 Liverpool hoosegows 
57. Organic compounds 
58. The act of reproducing or exhibiting 

artistically 

62. Surprise 
63. Archaic oath 

64. Not alop 
65. Past or future 
66. Drunkards 
67. Name in St. Lo 

j WN 

5 6 7 8 9 

16 

19 

21 22 

21 

26 
• 

• 29 30 31 32 

35 

40 

e 

60 

1. See 50 down 
2. Arabian avian of lore 
3. Blanket term for studio activity 

4. Language group 
5. Made thread 
6. Stock terms 
7. Jacques' anima 
8. Game fish 
9. Inert gas 

10. Layer 
11. Not well, for sure 
12. Greek letters 
13. Bucky 
18. Dance step 

22. Gone 
23. Did a maple-sugaring job 

24. I-Ching, e.g. 

25. Elf 
27. Federal loan grp. 

28. Household god 

30. Able to react 
31. Chess men 
32. Become uneclipsed 
34. Garden implement 
35. Black bird 

38. Contemporary music marketing vehicle 
39. 100 sq. meters 
43. Adage 
44. Love potion for signal sweetening? 
46. Prefix meaning colorful 

47. Categories 
50. With 1 Down, menu phrase 

51. Louis XIV, e.g. 

52. Musical space 
53. Italian family of note 

54. MT. Getz 
55. Midge 

56. New stations giving airplay 
59. This is no problem in recording sessions 
60. Unclose, to Dickenson 
61. Direction 

1983 Armand E. St. Martin (Solution next month) 

Featuring Meyer Sound 
Labs Loudspeaker Systems 

Rentals • Sales 

We fly 
in the air, 
anywhere! 
with Meyers 
... and we truck it, too! 

Stage Sound, Inc. 
4708 E. Van Buren 
Phoenix, AZ 85008 

(602) 275-6060 

7285 S. Revere Parkway 
Suite 704 
Englewood, CO 80112 

(303) 790-1295 
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SHHH. A Breakthrough 
To 

—Hear and Feel the Difference 100% Makes— 
At last, a connecting cable with 100% shielding against 

RF interference. Against electromagnetic noise. Against 
buzzes, blips, hums, and handling noise. 
At last, a connecting cable that's flexible under any 

work conditions. Hold it in your hands. You know 
immediately it's a wonder. 

It's the new, unique Shielded Flex Cable (SFC-007) 
from " Direct Connection." a division of Auburn Sound 
Corporation. It frees your creativity. Eliminates your 
doubts. Ensures optimum audio performance. 

Direct Order • Immediate Shipment • 20 feet to 1.000 feet. 

CALL 800-638-8027 Day or Night 
ORDER NOW: THE BEST THERE IS 

Visa or MasterCard Accepted 

Auburn Sound Corporation. Lanham. MD. 
where Research and Development 
make Silence Reliable. 

*Tech Specs provided by telephone. 
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MODULAR 
THE ONLY THING THAT 
DOESN'T CHANGE IS 

THE COLOR 

INTRODUCING 
THE NEW MODULAR SYSTEM FROM 

SHOWCO 
Expandable, affordable, portable - 2-way, 3-way, 4-way - the 
compact P.A. System that changes as your needs dictate. 
Designed and built with the technology and quality that only 
twelve years of road experience can provide. Available with or 
without components. Call or write today for complete detailed 
information. Sold and serviced by 

SOUND PRODUCTIONS 
2711 ELECTRONIC LANE 

DALLAS, TX. 75220 214/351-5373 

—from page 252, Tug of War 
sing, former General Manager of The 
Plant Studios in Sausalito, California, 
created an excellent device to promote 
The Plant's recent separation from The 
Record Plant. Above the studio's name, 
address and phone number is this sim-
ple phrase: "Tape a record, go to 
prison!" 

—D. G. 

—from page 250, Daddy G. 
set to cut "C.C. Rider." The producers 
were Ahmet Ertegun and Jerry Wexler; 
second engineer, Tom Dowd; guitarist, 
Kenny Burrell. Though reluctant to take 
a seeming greenhorn into a big-time 
studio, Wexler and Ertegun agreed to 
give him a shot. Barge's sax style, which 
he describes as having been like that of 
luminary-to-be King Curtis, "sort of set 
a precedent for that style of horn work 
on record." 

After the Willis sessions Barge 
returned to his old neighborhood in 
Norfolk. His home was just down the 
line from a roughneck black commer-
cial artery called Church Street, where 
Barge found a small store called 
Frankie's Birdland Records. A conver-
sation with the owner revealed that a 
neighbor kid—Gary "U.S." Bonds— 
had made a record for the shop's 
Legrand label. The song was called 
"New Orleans," and it was breaking na-
tionally. 

As their dialogue advanced, 
Legrand owner Frank Guida offered 
Barge a recording pact of his own. The 
initial result was an instrumental called 
"A Night with Daddy G." The disk didn't 
explode, but did have two positive up-
shots. For one, Barge acquired a more 
buoyant show-biz name ("Daddy G"). 
And Bonds called him from the road - 
something about some lyrics Barge had 
written for the instrumental. The song 
was re-recorded on 2 track as "A 
Quarter to Three," Bonds cut his vocals 
in the studio's bathroom. It became a 
smash along the eastern seaboard 
beach towns Barge and Bonds had 
worked (and listening to it in Asbury 
Park, NJ, was a pre-teen named Bruce 
Springsteen, who would later have a 
tremendous impact on Barge's quarter-
ly BMI statements). 

The Church Street terrors cut 
five more singles for Legrand, but 
nothing caught fire like the first. By '64, 
Barge had discovered that Virginia, be-
ing a half-dry state, might not be the 
best place for a musician to make his liv-
ing. "I think they believe the things they 
read about themselves in the history 
books," he says. So he picked up the 
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PICK US UM phone and dialed Chicago, specifically 
Phil Chess of Chess Records, for whom 
"Gene Barge cSt His Orchestra" had cut 
a 78 in 1955. Phil hadn't forgotten. 

The called was placed on a Fri-
day afternoon. On Monday morning, 
Daddy G was present for work, sax in 
hand, for a Fontella Bass session - the 
one that would yield the hit, "Rescue 
Me." The Chess "A-Team" was checking 
this easterner out, and he checked them 
out too - players like Maurice White 
(now the leader of Earth, Wind & Fire), 
Leonard Caston (who later produced 
for Motown), Louis Satterfield ("proba-
bly tied with James Jamerson of 
Motown as the premiere bassist in 
America," says Barge) and Gerald Sims 
(who has since bought and renovated 
the old Chess studio). 

To augment his livelihood, 
Daddy G blew sax in the live outfits of 
Bobby King and Buddy Guy. "I was 
ostracized by them to some extent," he 
says of his early dealings with Chicago 
bluesmen. "I played funky, and they 
were more into classic blues styles. 
None of them were conservatory-
trained musicians. But I always seemed 
to learn something from those guys." 

By the top of the '70s, Chess 
was facing some tough times. Leonard 
Chess, the president, had died; his VP 
brother Phil, who'd hired Barge, had 
retired; and offspring Marshall Chess, 
disgruntled with the label's degenera-
tion, had split to head up the fledgling 
Rolling Stones Records. Chess was sold 
to the GRT Corp., of Sunnyvale, CA, 
whose management, Barge recalls, 
"were very insensitive to those who had 
made the label what it was." Only a 
handful of artists remained on board, 
but Barge stuck around to watch GRT 
"dismantle Chess piece by piece. 

"I even put in a bid for the 
position of President," Barge recollects. 
"The Chairman of the Board politely 
turned me down." Len Levy was given 
the job instead - and, according to 
Barge, "finished it off." 

Black giant Stax/Volt eventual-
ly recruited two ex-Chessmen - Little 
Milton as an artist, and Daddy G as 
MR Director for Custom Labels. Ironi-
cally, the producer never did get to 
work with Milton at the new shop, but 
he did sign Richard Pryor, whose one 
Stax LP sold 800,000 units. 

When Stax went the way of 
Chess some years later, Barge updated 
his resume and got back in the job 
market. He instantly put his finger on 
one source of the real money in Chi-
cago music: jingles. But, as he'd anti-
cipated, he found that "the ad agencies 
are more interested in that little old lady 
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We've got some issues 
you won't want to miss 
NOVEMBER - North Central Recording 
• Studio Listings for the North Central U.S. 
• Special Report: Compressor-Limiters 

DECEMBER - Tape-to-Disk Special 
• Listings of Mastering, Pressing and Tape Duplication facilities 
• Special Report: Studio Mastering Recorders 

JANUARY - Northwest Recording 
• Studio Listings for Northern California/Northwestern U.S. 
• New columns and special features. 

M bee 

THE ECORDING INDUSTRY MAGAZINE 

For information on listing and display advertising 

deadlines, call (415) 843-7901. 

TIMES ONE 

Doesn't 
Lose the 
Music 

One, not so obvious, 
reason you hear distor-
tion from even the fin-
est amplifier is a fact 
we discovered, that the 
problem is greater 
audibility of phase shift 
rather than amplitude response distortion. 
TIMES ONE uses video amplifier technology 
to deliver super-fast, super-accurate, super-
reliable high power audio amplifiers which 
will produce from 50 to 700 watts at 2 to 4 

ohms with a slew rate 
of 130\., micro-sec. 

Field tested, spe-
cially ruggedized 
and balanced for 

safe and easy port-
able use, its speaker 

protection electronics have a 5 millisecond 
envelope response. Call 1-800-428-4022 for 
further information and dealer names or 
write Design Workshop, 305 East 46th St., 
New York City, N.Y. 10017. 
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****************** 

* Guitar Showcase 

* PROFESSIONAL * 
SOUND») ) ) ) )* 
Division 

We specialize in the 
sales and service of 
Professional Sound 
and Recording 
equipment. 

Servicing 
Corporations, 
Churches and 

Institutional accounts 

Professional 
Recording 
Equipment 

AKG • Ampex • Audiex 

• DBX • JBL • Master 

Room • Onkyo • 

Tascam • Teac 

Sound 
Reinforcement 

Atlas 
Audio Technica 
RiAmp 
Bose 
Delta Lab 
Electro Voice 
(loldline 
Harbinger 
I I ill Audio 
Ramsa 
Sennheiser 
Sescom 
Sony 

S),..metrix 
Tapco 
TOA 

Yamaha 
Peavey 
Fender 
EX R 

Mike Mix 
MXR 

Furman 
New Mark 

Shure 
Sundholm 

San Jose, CA 
3'77-6864 

Open Mon-Thurs 11-9 
Fri 11-8. Sat 10-5 

Closed Sun 

Financing Available 
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—from page 255, Daddy G. 
in Iowa than the gut urban community." 
He has, however, landed an occasional 
jingle assignment for Burrell, the city's 
largest black agency, and produced a 
spot for Hamm's that featured Chess' 
king bee, Muddy Waters. 

It was through the Hamms gig 
that Daddy G stumbled upon the pro-
ducers of the film Stony Island. 
Though he hadn't acted since a couple 
of operettas in high school, he managed 
to clear the auditions and land the part 
of a benevolent funeral parlor owner 
who provided rehearsal space to a 
young R&B band. 

Later, he was tapped to play a 
street musician busking outside the Chi-
cago stockyards for Killing Floor, a 
PBS special that depicted the forced 
integration of the Meat Cutters' Union 
in the '20s. Unfortunately, the project 
fell prey to budget cuts; Barge's part 
will be reduced to five seconds, "and 
even that could be edited out. 

"It's very hard to sit in Chicago 
and get a part in a movie," he laments. 
"Even actors who are recognized are 
having a tough time finding scripts. 
And if you think that's bad, try being a 
black actor. 

"Everyone fantasizes about 
acting," he adds philosophically, "but 
personally I'd prefer to be a very busy 
producer." So he hit the pavement in 

search of more production work. In-
stead, he landed a gig that nearly 
everyone in the music business dreams 
of: touring with The Rolling Stones. 
Five years ago, Ahmet Ertegun had 
come to Chicago with Mick Jagger in 
tow, searching for some young blues 
talent. Daddy G took them around, and 
when the Stones played Chicago late in 
1981 they left a backstage pass in the 
name of Gene Barge. 

"I told them half seriously that 
if Ernie Watts couldn't make the Euro-
pean dates, I was available," he recalls. 
Watts couldn't, the Stones called, and 
Daddy G packed his sax for Holland, 
Germany, France, Italy, Ireland and 
Scotland. "I managed to get on well 
with the Stones," says the surprisingly 
energetic 57-year-old. "In fact, they 
were concerned about their ages, won-
dering whether 40-year-old men could 
still play rock and roll. I think they were 
pleasantly surprised to find the kids 
didn't care." Even if the critics did. 

Gene Barge never expected 
that his sax work—still very similar to 
what he developed in his Norfolk days 
—would be viable before an audience 
of rabid kids in 1981. After all, it had 
been three generations since the beach 
dates with Gary U.S. Bonds. But, as the 
song says, it's all in "A Night with Daddy 
G." 

—Cary Baker 

—from page 249, Miles Davis 
looks to be the fleetest and most unified 
band he's had in years. 

I couldn't get over the change 
in his extramusical stage habits, though. 
Once a militant non-entertainer who 
virtually disregarded his audience and 
played hour-long shows without pause, 
tonight he started at 8:00 on the nose 
(surprisingly, he opened the show - a 
bow of reverence to Gil Evans, even 
though the latter hasn't anywhere near 
Miles' commercial clout?) played tunes 
with tops and bottoms, and sent chipper 
waves of his hand to the smitten throng. 

Is this a new Miles, a mellowed 
animal? Not if you judge by his recent 
LP, Star People, from which most of the 
concert's material was drawn. He's still 
steeped in engimatic melodies and his 
patented rhythmic deluge, but the blues 
is the foundation of the new record. The 
influx of tradition and sedition makes 
Star People soar above the two other 
LPs released since he ended his five-
year hiatus. 

In concert, too, this heavy-
weight brings his fury to bear anew. 
The show opened with a blistering funk 
vamp, then suddenly segued via dron-

ing piano chords into a slow, grinding 
blues. Miles sauntered to the front of the 
stage and shared some pithy lines, imp-
ish and cool to a fault, muttering and 
then bending over to pick up some high 
notes that flaked around the edges. 
Miles was undoubtedly in control this 
night, verifying the oft-heard wisdom 
that even his modern electric bands 
stem from the '50s Miles brew, a sort of 
hazy and fluid style that's more palpable 
in feeling than actual musical density. 
He plunked sinister chords on the 
Oberheim OBX he's recently begun to 
champion - e.g. an unrelated triad that 
added angularity when held over blues 
changes. 

The band, though it tagged 
along a bit tentatively at times, was in 
fine shape for the outing. Drummer Al 
Foster, percussionist Mino Cinelu and 
bassist Daryl Jones held fast to Miles' 
rhythmic directives—stop-time orders 
and high signs—while soloing duties 
were wrestled deftly by sax player Bill 
Evans, a proponent of hard bop and 
Wayne Shorterisms, and guitarist John 
Scofield. The latter, who shared guitar 
spots on the new album with the heavy-
handed Mike Stern, was allowed to fly. 
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solo in concert and proved an inspira-
tion to Miles. Combining the flames of 
urban blues, oblique phrasing and Jim 
Hall octave warmth, Scofield's solos ex-
hibited great tensile strength. Leaning 
back on the beat, he tends to coax the 
strings instead of brutalizing them the 
way most of Miles' guitar players have 
done. He's on the crest of what's meaty 
in modern jazz guitar. 

Scofield and Evans closed the 
show with a serpentine melody while 
Miles led the rhythm section in and out 
of focus on this unfamiliar tune. It was 
an evolving and intricate blues melody, 
hard to put a finger on, but the sensu-
ous texture of the tune stuck with me for 
weeks after the concert. Maybe that 
reflects on the mythological return of 
Miles, whose best moments—now, for 
instance—are timeless and without ex-
planation. 

Gil Evans' set, on the contrary, 
seemed to lack the cohesion and adven-
ture that Miles' swam in. Despite some 
fine big-band arrangements of Jimi 
Hendrix tunes (featuring the orderly 
Hiram Bullock on guitar) and Mingus' 
"Orange Was the Color of Her Dress," 
the net effect was stylistically unbal-
anced, with players of vastly varying 
capabilities and hipness seemingly can-
celing each other out. I was left with the 
sad impression that Gil's coups are 
mostly in the past tense. 

—Josef Woodard 

PRODUCT 
NEWS 

Two-Way Sound 
Reinforcement 
from E-V 

The FR15-2 is a two-way 
speaker system with wide, controlled 
coverage and high efficiency, recom-
mended for small auditoriums, chur-
ches, etc. Citing the relatively high cost 
of individual components yielding 
similar results, Electro-Voice's 
spokesman notes that the FR15-2 is a 
more esthetically pleasing, not to men-
tion more economical, alternative to a 
separate horn and woofer system. The 
speaker is housed in an oak-grain vinyl 
enclosure with a detachable beige grille 
cloth; t-nuts are embedded in the 
cabinet to facilitate suspension. 

Low frequencies are handled 
by an EVM-15L Series II woofer in an 

optimally vented 4.3 cubic foot 
enclosure. Sounds above 1500 Hz are 
handled by a compression driver on a 
90-by-40-degree constant-directivity 
horn. The frequency response of the 
FR15-2 is essentially flat from 50 to 
15,000 Hz, with long-term power-
handling capacity of 200 watts 
(measured using shaped pink noise with 
a 6 dB crest factor). The unit weighs 94 
pounds and measures 28 3/8" x 31 1/2" 
x 16 5/8". 
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MORE FOR LESS 
The RCF N-480 High Technology Compression Driver gives 
you more power handling, more extended response, less 

distortion, and it will cost you at least 50% less than 
any comparable driver on the market today. 

More Power Handling for 50% 
less .... 150 watts continuous 
program, 75w rms long term sine 
wave @ 1,200 Hz and up, 100w 
program and 50w rms long term 
@ 800 Hz and up. 

More Extended Response for 50% 
less .... equal to the finest alumi-
num and titanium compression 
drivers in high frequency response. 

More Fidelity for 50% less.... 
with low inherent distortion thanks 
to a high dampening composite 
material diaphragm. 

For more information, contact us today. 

EASTERN 
ACOUSTIC 
WORKS 

PO. Box 111 
Framingham. Mass. 01701 
1617) 620-1478 

More Quality for 50% less.... 
the RCF N-480 High Technology 
Compression Driver features a high 
flux (19,000 Gauss) ferrite magnetic 
structure, composite type 44 mm 
diaphragm and self canceling 
surround. The bottom line is 
high power, low distortion and 
extended frequency response 
capabilities. And you're paying 
about 50% less. 
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The Book 
That Has It 

MUSIC DIRECTORY 
CANADA 83 is a 
new comprehensive 
guide book con-
taining invaluable 
information essen-
tial for anyone in-
volved in music in 
Canada. Includes: 
Acoustic Consult-
ants, Artwork & 
Graphics, Associa-
tions, Audio/Video 
Suppliers, Awards, 
Booking Agencies, 
Competitions, Con-
cert Promoters, Con-
sumer and Trade 
Shows, Custom Duplicators, 
Entertainment Lawyers, Financial Aid. Insurance Com-
panies, Lighting & Special Effects, Management Com-
panies, Music Education, Music Festivals. Musical In-
struments, Music Libraries, Music Publications, Music 
Publishers, Musical Instrument & Sound Equipment 

Suppliers, Opera 
Companies, Packag-

ing & Labelling 
Companies, 

Performing and 
Mechanical Rights 

Societies, Promotion 
& Publicity, Rack-

jobbers, Radio Sta-
tions, Record Com-

panies, Record 
Distributors, Record 

Manufacturers, 
Record Producers, 
Recording Studios, 
Rehearsal Studios, 
Sound & Lighting, 

Symphony Orchestras, 
Touring Organizations, 

Video Production Houses. 
Each Source lists the contact, address, phone 

number, and all information relative to the function of 
the individual or company. 
MUSIC DIRECTORY CANADA 83 single copy price 

is $ 19.95 plus $ 1.00 for postage and handling. 

ORDER YOUR OWN MUSIC DIRECTORY CANADA '83 TODAY! 

Dealer enquiries invitec. 

PLEASE SEND ME COPIFS OF MUSIC DIRECTORY CANADA '83. 

Name  

AT S   /ea. 

SUBTOTAL 

POSTAGE & 
HANDLING 

Address  TOTAL  

Enclosed is my cheque for   

City  Charge to my MasterCard D 
or Visa O 

Prov./State   Code   (please check one) 

Complete and mail to: 

NORRIS PUBLICATIONS 
832 Mount Pleasant Rd., Toronto, Ontario M4P 2L3 

VISA 
Card No.   

Expiry Date 

Signature   
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Enhanced Effectron 
Line from DeltaLab 

Three new DDLs comprise 
DeltaLab's new Effectron II series. The 
ADM-64 offers an 8:1 (three octave) 
flange ratio, an internal envelope 
follower, and doubling/short echoes 
with delay times from 16 to 64 
milliseconds. The ADM-256 and 
ADM- 1024 feature delay times from 
0.25 ms to (respectively) 256 and 1024 
ms. Both the ADM-256 and ADM- 1024 
have infinite repeat circuitry which 
allows you to load music into memory 
and then add to it by means of feedback 
loop. Digital technology yields band-
width of 16 kHz and dynamic range of 
(typically) 90 dB at all settings. 

Circle # 186 on Reader Service Card 

Kawai's Poly 

The SX-210 is a programma-
ble polyphonic synthesizer with a 61-
note keyboard and four banks of eight 
presets. A voice identification feature 
allows the user to name his presets, with 
the keyboard itself serving as the data-
entry medium (51 alphanumeric char-
acters) and a 6-character, 10-segment 
LED display. Programming is by means 
of a 99-step increment control, with 
parameters displayed in a 2-digit, 
7-segment LED readout. The SX-210 
operates in 8-note polyphonic, 4-note 
polyphonic or mono modes. Other fea-
tures include chord memory and a tape 
interface. 
Circle # 187 on Reader Service Card 

—from page 245, Marley 
know Marley on Jamaican terms - as 
defined by the religion and culture of 
Jamaican society. 

"Bob Marley came from some-
where," White told me during a recent 
interview. "Everybody seems to miss 
that. I was always amazed how nobody 
ever wrote about the patois or the folk 
maxims - the real richness in his 
music." 

To get to the heart of Marley 
and his music, White devotes nearly the 
first half of his book to a history of 
Rastafarianism, the life story of Haile 
Serassie, the most complete accounting 
in print of the inner workings of the 
Jamaican music industry, and Marley's 
childhood years in the village of Nine 
Miles in the rural parish of St. Ann. In-
deed, in Catch a Fire Marley doesn't 
even enter a recording studio (in 1962) 
until page 142. 

White's approach will no doubt 

lose some casual readers. Others will 
have problems with a book that essen-
tially accepts the controversial—to non-
Jamaicans, anyway—belief systems of 
Marley and his milieu. In our interview, 
White offered a strong defense of his 
method: "I felt you can't research a 
belief or refute faith. If people in rural 
Jamaica believe in duppies [spirits of the 
dead], you're not going to say that dup-
pies don't exist. If Bob Marley's mother 
and wife tell me he had Selassie's ring, 
and that sometimes it used to burn his 
hand like fire, or if Bob tells me he has 
prophetic dreams, it's not for me to say 
that he doesn't have them. If duppies 
exist, if Selassie were God, what would 
that be like? So I just sort of encourage 
people to cross that threshold for a 
minute." 

By crossing that threshold, fans 
of Marley and of reggae in general will 
gain much additional insight about his 
music and lyrics. Marley's songs were 
filled with local expressions and folk 
idioms, many of them dating back to 
Africa and the early days of slavery and 
colonial domination. 

For example, White analyzes 
one of Marley's most memorable songs, 
"Small Axe," and shows that in addition 
to its allegorical warning that the Third 
World will one day cut its oppressors 
down to size, the song also refers to the 
Jamaican recording industry (the "Big 
T'ree" recording studios: Dynamic, 
Federal and Studio One) and carries 
images resembling slave tales about 
toppling sacred silk-cotton trees. 

Marley's ability to speak clev-
erly and eloquently in the language of 
his people led many Jamaicans to re-
gard him as having mystical powers. In 
White's words, Marley was regarded as 
"a shaman, a duly appointed apostle of 
Jah, scolding the sinful, threatening the 
pernicious and reaching out to the 
righteous with arcane language the un-
trained ear could not completely 
decipher." 

Catch a Fire is, of course, 
much more than a foreigner's roadmap 
to the culture of Jamaica. It includes 
detailed commentary by Marley and 
many of the people close to him about 
his life and career. Its tracing of the 
growth of the Jamaican recording indus-
try—shedding light on many unher-
alded pioneers—is unsurpassed. And it 
includes a massive, pathbreaking disc-
ography of Marley's abundant record-
ed works. 

Other books, such as Stephen 
Davis' forthcoming Bob Marley: The 
Biography, will surely fill out the gaps 
in Catch a Fire. But it's hard to imagine 
another book that could go as deeply 
into the roots of roots music. 

—Bruce Dancis 
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Studio Quality Audio Switcher 
Sums and Routes Signals 

Manual Keyboard or 
Apple II/IBM PC Control 

32 x 32 Matrix in 6 Rack Units 
..SMART SUVITCHER 

Thru October! 

SPECIAL ON 
CONSTRUCTION 

SFX 

The Process, one of the Southeast's 
most creative and quality-conscious 
recording studios, is moving. Across 
town, actually, to a new, custom 
designed 5000 sq. ft. facility. When 
completed, it'll offer a much larger, 
more comfortable production en-
vironment for albums, film sound, 
jingles and duplication. And you'll 
still get the same professional at-
titude and enthusiasm we've 
become famous for. We invite you to 
drop by and visit our new studios. 
But if you come before Nov. 1st, 
bring a hammer! 

The Process Recording Studios, Inc. 
3404-E West Wendover Avenue 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27407 
(919) 855-1941 
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 PLAYBACK 

I 
CORNELIUS BUMPUS QUARTET 
Beacon 
Broadbeach 5 
Produced by The Cornelius Bumpus Quartet. 
Recorded and mixed at: Mobius Music Record-
ing, San Francisco - engineer: Oliver DiCicco; 

and Different Fur, San Francisco - chief engi-
neer: Stacy Baird. Second engineers: Howard 
Johnston, Dale Everingham. Mastered af Fan-
tasy Studios, Berkeley, CA, by George Horn. 

Trying to make something new and fresh 
out of "jazz fusion" might seem as hopeless as try-
ing to wish the New York Mets back into the 
World Series. On his second sob LP, Cornelius 
Bumpus strives less for musical innovation than 
for a olear personal and quartet stamp of identity 
in a music where identity is all too often lost in the 
commercial shuffle. The results are an always 
pleasant and frequently invigorating album which 
proves that players who care can fill a generally 
empty genre with music that matters. 

Even before the breakup of the Doobie 
Brothers, who had brought the multi-talented 
Bumpus into their fold in 1980, Cornelius had 
been extending his reach with the first record 
under his own name — A Clear View Now the 
37-year old saxophonist/flautiesinger can throw 
himself even more devotedly into his own con-
cepts. On Beacon, he comes up with an eclectic 
pop-jazz not far removed from the mainstream fu-

sion of Grover Washington or Weather Report 
but dipping down into rootsier forms as well. 

Half of the album's six tunes fall within 
the rather unremarkable boundaries of the instru-
mental pop music which dominates TV themes 
and the least progressive jazz radio stations. But 
the stylish yet unaffected treatment which the 
quartet—including Paul Nagel, keyboards, Marc 
van Wageningen, bass, Bobby Rosenstein, drums 
—gives "I KnOw What I Mean," "Inside You" and 
"Maybe Later" carries the routine material. 

The remaining tunes illustrate the com-
mand and versatility of the current band, with 
Paul van Wageningen replacing the late Rosen-
stein on drums. "Eye to Eye" wafts a rolling tropi-
cal mood upon Marc's singing bass lines and 
Nagel's spare Prophet-5 textures. Burnous states 
his tenor sax lines in a melodic, straightforward 

fashion, allowing the simple beauty of the song to 
speak for itself. On "Waltz for Little Buddy," 
Bumpus' feathery flute and Nagel's lyrical acous-
tic piano swirl and dance through the delectable 
tension generated by the van Wageningens. 
Paul's drums skitter crisply against the elastic 
notes from Marc's bass. 

The nine-minute closer, "Who's On First," 
begins with a lightly funky theme which opens up 
into a freer dialogue between all the players. 
Bumpus digs with a tight Texas vibrato into his 
post-hard bop tenor influences and proves that he 
and the quartet could appeal to fans of Wayne 
Shorter and Jaco Pastorius as well as those of John 
Klemmer. Although he rarely ventures far afield 
in his solos, leaving unmet the wish that he would 
take a few chances and improvise with more risk, 
he makes his points with a refreshing economy 
and lack of bluster. 

The band produced the record itself 
cleanly and spaciously, retaining both warmth 
and intimacy. Many tenor saxophonists who are 
20 years Bumpus' senior have had to content 
themselves playing in organ combos on the chit-
lin' circuit, working standards in a relatively 
straight-ahead manner night after night. Many of 
Bumpus' peers bid for bigger markets with by-
the-numbers elevator fuzak. But Bumpus is still 
exploring and growing, balancing an emotional 
directness with a smooth pop appeal, never really 
cutting loose but allowing the light of Beacon to 
shine on a very promising jazz quartet. 

—Derk Richardson 

GRAHAM PARKER 
The Real Macaw 
Arista AL8-8023 
Produced by David Kershenbaum; engineered 
by Philip Thornalley, assisted by Butch Yates, 
Anjali Dutt, and Chris Ludwinski; recorded at 
Rampart Studios, London; mixed at Eel Pie 
Studios, London 

In the pre-punk doldrums of the mid-
'70s, Graham Parker's voice rose in articulate 
protest with a biting edge that raked ears with 
deftly controlled acidity and consciences with 
cutting exposés of human nature. His eloquently-

bared dissatisfaction made us uncomfortable. 

The Real Macaw, Parker's eighth 
album, finds Parker working with Rumour guitar-
ist Brinsley Schwarz and textural keyboardist 
George Small to produce his most refined, ele-
mental sound to date; the lyrics shine clearly in 
the mix, as they deserve to. Although less urgent 
in tone, the shifted attention is nonetheless inci-
sive, with edges that are now more like cut crystal 
than broken glass. 

There's still plenty for Parker to aim his 
subcutaneous laser at, like the dehumanization 
encouraged by super-technology covered by 
"Beyond a Joke" and the frailty that bonds even 
the most macho molecules in "Just Like a Man." 

The chilling funk of "(Too Late) The Smart Bomb" 
subtly points to the results of the scientific irre-
sponsibililty that creeps up faster than we can 
register to vote. 

One of Parker's personal scourges, the 
lack of radio airplay, is nestled in a bed of ba-
roque guitar M "Passive Resistance," which 
details the process that determines the narrow list 
of songs that reach the public through the air-
waves. "If it's not for them, then it's not for you," 
cries Parker amidst images of armchairs in pad-
ded cells, demographics and stacks of unaired 
records that "hired ears" take home to their kids. 

On "Sounds Like Chains" Parker proves 
that, despite the sort of mellowing which colors 
his delivery and the musical arangements on The 
Real Macaw, he is still no pushver. The tension 
is held up by a brash ska backdrop against which 
Parker barks about oppression; he's ready to bite 
off the hand that fed it to him. 

The man who sang about searching for 
an idealized lover on Heat Treatment's "Fools 
Gold" seems to have ended his quest. The love 
songs that make up the bulk of The Real Macaw 
show that the man who could verbally twist the 
knife in all the unfaithful lovers of his past shows 
us he can dish out praise with equal finesse. 

Unlike artists for whom discomfort is a 
staple motivation, Parker wears his success at 
love well. Optimism pervades this side of Parker; 
from the bouncy pop of "Life Gets Better," where 
the myths of aging are dismissed by a squeeze of 
his lover's hand, to the powers of trust romanti-
cized in "Last Couple on the Dance Floor," Parker 
is not so much disarmed in his battle with life as 
strengthened by an emotional peace treaty. He 
lowers his defenses and recognizes that vulnera-
bility can be an asset on "Glass Jaw," but he also 
sees it as a two way street as he admits a bit of 
insensitivity on "You Can't Take Love For 
Granted," a mild salsa accentuated by eerie key-
boards. On "Anniversary," Parker's musical gift to 
his wife after one year of marriage, the sentiments 
are so explicit that sensitive listeners may feel like 
they're eavesdropping. 

If Graham Parker seems unusually senti-
mental here, consider the possibility that after 
being tossed on love's horns for so long, the man 
might deserve a bit of room to be saccharine. 

—Susan Borey 
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LESTER BOWIE 
All the Magic 
ECM 23789 
Produced by Manfred Eicher; digital record-
ings June 1982, Tonstudio Bauer, Ludwigsburg; 
engineered by Martin Wieland 

As with jazz trumpet ecclesiast Lester 
Bowie's last album, The Great Pretender, and his 
work with the infinitely rewarding Art Ensemble 
of Chicago. All the Magic shoots musical tenta-
cles into the past, present and future and winds 
up an adventure in emotive sound. True to the 
family archive photos on the cover—the Bartons-
ville Cornet Band (circa 1911-1915), with Bowie's 
uncles, the high school band directed by Bowie's 
father ( 19.i-39)—Lester's latest double album 
makes the history of black American music its 
marrow and modern sensibilities its muscle. 

Record one features the semi-gospel/out 
band we saw at last fall's Kool Jazz Festival in Los 
Angeles, a sort of extended musical family affair, 
juggling passages of furtive free playing (roots in 
the subconscious) with moving gospel numbers 
(roots in the soul). So, "For Louis," a Louis Arm-
strong ode, is played and sung by Fontella Bass 
and David Peaston with surging feeling only to be 
turned asunder with the haunted "Spacehead," 
like a romp through some allegorical swamp. This 
harmonic mire then eases into the grinworthy 
melody of Albert Ayler's "Ghosts." Bowie has 
always been as eclectic as all get-out; he is adept 
at creating dramatic tension through galling musi-
cal contrasts. His magic reaches flashpoint by 
combining equal parts emotional heat, artful 
formlessness and a sense of whimsy, like a sub-
sonic chuckling beneath it all. But the chemistry 
falters in Bowie's sandwiching of a cloying version 
of "Everything Must Change" between free out-
ings; this pop sentiment and tonal catharsis make 
odd bedfellows. 

Of course, Bowie mates unlikely ele-
ments with the hope of depicting the nonpartisan 
compatibility of music in its myriad forms. These 
ecumenical inklings, though, seem almost ele-
mentary once tLi man gets down and plays, 
which he does brilliantly on the second record 
(subtitled The One and Only). Solo trumpet has 
rarely sounded so seductive as here, where 

Bowie plays in open sweeping statements into a 
piano and gets responding overtones, then pulls 
comic grunts and snorts on "Miles Davis Meets 
Donald Duck." The completely individual Bowie 
approaches the trumpet the same way he does 
music in general: eloquently and wackily - a 
learned, white-smocked, giddy musicologist. 

—Josef Woodard 

LONNIE BROOKS 
Hot Shot 
Alligator AL 4731 
Produced by Lonnie Brooks and Bruce Iglauer; 
engineered by Fred Breitberg at Red Label 
Studios, Winnetka, Illinois 

One new development that's helped 
make blues exciting again is its rediscovery by a 
black audience via black radio. It started up 
again at a few tiny AMs in Louisiana a few years 
ago, backtracked its way up the Mississippi to 
WXOL -AM, Chicago, 'and now beams to 38 
states and 12 foreign nations from clear-channel 
ICAAY-AM, Little Rock. This Renaissance has re-
instilled a sense of purpose in bluesmaking. 

Spearheading the black blues revival 
are a few familiar names—B.B. King, Bobby 
"Blue" Bland, Little Milton and Z.Z. Hill—as well 
as the cream of the Windy City taverns. On the 
latter frontline, guitarist/singer Lonnie Brooks is 
the man of the moment. And evidenced by Hot 
Shot, his third Alligator LP, he hasn't had to com-
promise in order to win back the South. 

Brooks has been on the Chicago blues 
circuit only since the late '70s (though his rendi-
tion of "Sweet Home Chicago," his concert 
rouser, is heard above all others nowadays). 
Before that, under the nom du disque of Guitar 
Junior, he combed Texas and the Bayous, playing 
country and Zydeco as well as straight blues. 
Brooks' guitar playing, to this day, possesses 
definite Lone Star characteristics - his style is as 
indebted to the swingtime seamlessness of Lowell 
Fulson or Gatemouth Brown as to its raunchier 
Chicago counterpart (Buddy Guy, Son Seals). 

Hot Shot at once distills and rarefies 
Brooks' early influences. His approach remains 
pure - rough 'n' tumble taproom blues dominate, 

and Brooks excels on J.B. Lenoir's"One More 
Shot" and his own "Messed Up Again." "Don't 
Take Advantage of Me" is the album's lone bas-
tion of Hi Records rhythm (the sound made im-
mortal by Al Green and Ann Peebles), which, 
now that the legendary soul label has been 
defunct for 10 years, appears to be the newest 
trend in Chicago blues (refer to other recent Alli 
gator LPs for evidence). And for those who real-
ly want to turn back the hands of time, Brooks 
revives "Family Rules," his 1957 regional hit. The 
New Orleans/Houston hotline rings with 
remarkable clarity here; distinct echoes of Guitar 
Slim, Fats Domino and even Freddie Fender are 
heard well over the limitations of Brooks' sadly 
lackluster quintet. Only the tenor sax of Abb 
Locke, a Chicago club fixture in his own right, 
adds any pepper. 

If any criticism of his own performance 
comes to mind, it's the realization that Brooks 
sticks to rather safe musical terrain. He shies from 
bringing blues to its ultimate permissible refine-
ment level yet serves it up in a far more poised, 
premeditated fashion than the comparably 
roughhewn Magic Slim. 

Within Chicago blues' "middle of the 
road," nobody does it better, or with a greater 
scope of time and geography. There are more 
stylistic references on Hot Shot than fuel stops on 
a propeller air taxi between Peoria and Shreve 
port. And happily, Lonnie Brooks is back on the 
air in all his hometowns - for the first time, in 
many cases, since a younger Louisianian first cut 
"Family Rules." 

—Cary Baker 

New and Noteworthy 

Phil Rosenthal, A Matter of Time 
(Sierra) — What are we going to listen to when 
there's no juice for our drum machines and Pro-
phets? If we lived down the road from Rosenthal 
there'd be nothing to worry about. I started to 
write, 'They don't write 'em like this any more," 
but that's not it—they just don't press 'em like this 
any more. This music is sweet, sentimental, 
and—strike three!—unamplified. The instrumen-
tals have warmth to match that of Rosenthal's 
vocals, and his songs—especially the opener, 
"Our New England Home"—have a resonant 
rural charm that's all-American and unforget-
table. Available for $6.50 postpaid from Sierra 
Records, P.O. Box 5853, Pasadena CA 
91107-0853. 

Was (Not Was), Born to Laugh at Tor-
nadoes (Geffen)—Another heapin' helpin' of hot 
hilarity from the talented team assembled by the 
brothers (not brothers) Was. The ten tracks 
herein are as stylistically varied as the guest list 
would indicate—featured are Doug Fieger, Mitch 
Ryder, Ozzy Osbourne (no kidding) and Mel 

Torme (still no kidding)—and that's just the 
visiting singers. Funky, funny, danceable, 
listenable, ambitious, outrageously good. 

—David Gans 
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Equipment 
For Sale 
USED RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
Bought Er Sold. We have Neumann 
Er AKG tube mics of all kinds. API 
550's Et other misc. outboard 
equipment. 

(415) 441-8934 or 527-6167 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

Shop for pro audio from N s p.1 1,., 
,rre,, r0. h.ie Use" e Maf Pm 

HOI tree , 8001 223 2642 N 

Ak & H, r E spell advice ' 1"Oth Pints 
dept'. Sy Stem s l., it e 

13,0adesl sisection such as Da' 
Ampe, Tascafl and more W, rie ,,,, 
for pro por Product rrru 
Harvey Professional Products M Y'S.," 

25 w aStn Street 
New York NY 10036 

12 ,21 921-0920 

WE HAVE THEM BOTH 
Buyers 8. Sellers for new Er used 
Professional Audio Equipment. 

Call today for our new list. 
Contact B.A.E., Inc. 

(formerly Blevins Audio) 
(615) 361-0470 

NEOTEK WEST Sales Er Serv-
ice of New Er Used Neotek audio 
consoles. Demo sale on Fostex 
monitors, amps; mics, Er head-
phones. Neotek West 

4007 W. 6th St. 
L.A., CA 90020 
1213) 387-7999 

Call for a hands-on demonstration. 

AUDIOHOUSE SELLS Valley Peo-
ple, MICMIX, Echoplate, Symetrix 
and EXR Exciter at the best prices. 

(303) 751-2268. 

HI-TECH GEAR 
LINNDRUM. 360 DIGITAL KEYBOARD PROPHET 5 
600 PRO 1. MOOG ROLAND YAMAHA KORG 
SIMMONS DRUM MODULES CHROMA SYNERGY 
DR CLICK EMULATOR DRUMULATOR CASIO 
SALES CONSULTATION COMPUTER INTERFACE 

GAND MUSIC (312) 446-4263 
780 FRONTAGE ROAD. NORTHFIELD, IL 

BUILD YOUR OWN STEREO 
PLATE REVERB SYSTEM For less 
than $350. No Exotic Parts, Mini-
mum of Mech. Ability. COMPLETE 
DETAILED PLANS  $41.00 

$43.46 in TN 
HOW-TO ENTERPRISES 
RT. 2, BOX 96 
GALLATIN, TN 37066 

Prophet 10 w/flight case Er 
updated Polysequencer 

$5,500 
1 PSA-2 Crown Power Amplifier 

$1200 
Tascam 80-8 and 40-4 board 

Et parametric EQ 
Asking $6500 

Offers? 
1212) 242-2100 

Looking for Eventide SP2016 or 
H949? Space Station, Banner, ATA, 
ADR, Scamp? Need AKG, BGW, 
dbx, E/V, Neumann, Orban, Senn-
heiser, Shure, Technics, UREI or 
White products? Best price Er serv-
ice. Contact John: 

UAR 1512) 690-8888 
8535 Fairhaven 

San Antonio, TX 78229 

THE X3500 PLATE REVERB. 
ONLY $ 1,395? Just send for our 
free demo tape and literature 
and see why we say, " HEAR-
ING IS BELIEVING." 
Cornerstone Systems 

703 So. Second Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53204 

1414) 643-0879 

NEUMANN MASTERING SYSTEM 
Including tape machine, SX68 
head, VG66 Amplifier Rack, level 
sets, HF limiters, Elliptical Equalizer 
and variable pitch and depth. 
$38,500. Dolby M16 16 track noise 
reduction. $8,500. Call Jim at 

1513) 681-8402. 

LOW OVERHEAD MEANS 
LOWEST PRICES. We carry 
most major lines of pro audio Er 
recording equipment. Get 
your best price, then call 
me. 3M Tape and accessories 
at factory prices. 

S.C.M.S. 
East U.S. Toll free: 
(800) 438-6040 

West Et N.C.: 1704) 889-4509 

BLANK AUDIO AND 
VIDEO CASSETTES 

direct from manufacturer below 
wholesale. Any length cas-
settes. 4 different qualities to 
choose from. Ampex Et 
AGFA MASTER TAPE 
from 1/2  " to 2". Cassette dupli-
cation also available. VHS 
T-120's. $11.25. Brochure. 
ANDOL AUDIO PRODUCTS, 
INC., 4212 14th Ave., Dept. 
MX, Brooklyn, NY 11219 
TOLL FREE: 1-1800) 

221-6578 ext. 4 or NY RES. 
(212) 435-7322 ext. 4 

OTARI 1010 HIGH SPEED DUPLI-
CATING SYSTEM - current model 
- MINT condition. Contact Stewart 
at 1213) 466-6141 

TAPCO Et TASCAM BOARD OWN-
ERS: Get depth Et clarity like one 
costing thousands more. Change 
your slow 4558 ICs (1V/MS) to our 
fast (13V/MS) pin-for- pin, unity 
gain stable ICs, without oscilla-
tion. No more EQ hiss, or one-di-
mensional sound. Coming soon - 
an IC replacement for 4136s. Call 
for details. Blackwood Electronics. 

1206) 546-1316. 

FOR SALE: 
dbx 216 16-channel noise reduction 
unit, Quantum QM12A. 12 channel 
mixer, Eventide H910 Harmonizer 
w/keyboard and various outboard 
gear. 1314) 445-5728 

24 CH. dbx 208 PROF. NOISE RED. 
+4 dBm, balanced, modular, w/ 
spare cards and gold plated har-
ness, over 1 year left on warranty. 
$8,000 firm. 
PAIR ALTEC 9844A MONITORS in 
good cond. $700 pair. 

1212) 840-1350 

USED STUDIO EQUIPMENT 
MCI J H-10 16 track w/Autoloca-
tor Er 8 track heads; Otan i 5050 
2 track machine; Otan i 5050BF 
full track machine; Neotek 
Series I 20x8 console; 2 White 
4001 EQ; Eventide 949 Harmo-
nizer; AKG, Shure, EV, Beyer, 
Sennheiser mics; 4 Switchcraft 
Patch Bays w/25 patch cords; 2 
JBL 4313 Studio Monitors; Kim-
ball 6'8" grand piano. For more 
info call John: (317) 846-6147 or 
1317) 291-7186. 

Trident TSM recording console, 40 
input, 24 buss, 32 monitor, 4 years 
old, no modifications. Fact sheet 
and photos available. $68,000. 
1914) 725-3519 

AMPEX RECORDERS: ATR800, 
ATR100, MM1200 Demonstrators. 
AG440, 350, and 351 trade-ins off-
ered at prices to sell today. We are 
an AMPEX dealer. WE WANT RCA 
44BX Et NEUMANN U47 MICS in 
trade. NORTHWESTERN, INC. 

1-800-547-2252 

TRIDENT "B" CONSOLE 
32 x 16, plus 16 monitor section, 
7 years old, excellent condition 
$19,500. O.B.O. 213-666-3003 

TANGENT 3216 24 x 16 x 24 con-
sole. 28 Orbichron simultaneous 
PPM/VU, 40 seg bargraph display/ 
patchbay, solid ash pedestal/pro-
duce desk, excell. condition EAR 
PRO AUDIO $ 10,000. 

602-968-8675 

NEUMANN U47, SM-2 stereo Er 
AKG C-12 for sale. I'm interested in 
buying used mics. Leave message 
on my machine (312) 751-1216 

MCI JH16 RECORDER - 
Excellent shape 12K 

Eventide Harmonizer 910 650.00 
Fostex 2 track recorder 750.00 
Tangent 3216 console 11K 
LANE MUSIC CENTER 

(8121 886-4266 

AUDITRONICS MODEL 501 
26/16/24 Has additional cue mix 
panel and producer's desk. $ 15,000 
Merle Baker at Crystal Clear Sound 

(214) 630-2957 Dallas, TX 

FOR SALE 
Used Sony PCM 100 Digital Audio 
Processor. Excellent condition, 
$4,000. Also have new PCM F-1, 
PCM 701, and CDP 101, Contact 

Audio Services Corp. 
1213) 980-9891 
Ask for Greg. 

AUTOMATION BLOW-OUT 
for any system 8-48 trks. + 4 or 
- 10 systems. Gives you 15 extra 
hands with perfect memory. 
Stackable! Roland studio, compu-
editors, dropped from $8,500 to 
$6,000 - blowing out at under 
$2,500!!! 24 hr. interface. Com-
plete package includes computer/ 
mixer w/SMPTE Et remote VCA 
pack. Only a few left. Call for litera-
ture. Also specials on amps, poly-
synths, cases, digital delays, Er digi-
tal drums! Skeptical? Call us! 

Scott, Tom, Roger or Larry 
(800) 354-7252 

OTARI MIR-10/2 11/2 yrs. old 
$4,500. EMT 240 tube stereo - per-
fect condx w/manual - best offer. 
Sony C-55 AC mic - new w/acc. 
$500. Perfect LA-2A limiter $695. 
Other equip. also avail. 
Tom Sharpies (415) 441-8934 

Tascam 85-16 w/Autolocator - Low 
hours Er extra cards. Scully 280 4 
track, good condition. Also Valley 
People Sleepy Hollow interface + 4 
to - 10 etc. Priced right. 

904/434-0052 

TOOGOOD full-track high speed 
duplicator. 6 slave, tube electron-
ics, excellent condition - $800. 
Telex A/V cassettes: Audio Vue w/ 
slide sync - $325. Audio Compara-
tor - $ 180. Sony TC650, Pioneer 
RT1011L 1/2  -trk decks - both low 

hrs - $250 ea. (312) 584-5463 

SOUTHWEST 
PRO AUDIO INC. 
Sales and Service 

MCI, Soundcraft, Tascam, 
Trident, and over 60 other 

lines. 
Call Toll free 
1800) 531-5113 

in Texas (8001 252-7014 
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Ampex MM1100 24-trk recorder 
inc. autolocate Et remote, plus 
16-trk Et 8-trk heads. Spare new 
torque motor. Many extras - $16K. 
Custom MCI console 20 in, 16 out, 
24-trk capable - $6.5K. Scully lathe 
Westrex 3C stereo disk cutting sys-
tem. Complete - $5K. RCA 44, 77, 
Skunk mics. Heathkit test equip. 

Call Herb (212) 877-7565 

Power Amp sale - used Crown 
DC300A, new Yamaha 2201, new 
BGW 600. Great savings. For more 
information contact Randy: 

(800) 654-6744 

MCI JH24/24 Tape Machine w/ 
Autolocator III. Less than 3 yrs. old. 
Mint condition - immaculately 
maintained. (317) 724-7721 (John' 
Steve/Randy) 

REELS Et BOXES: 5", 7", large Et 
small hub cassettes, Ampex tape Et 
other recording supplies. 

W-M Sales Co. 
1118 Dula Circle 

Duncanville, TX 75116 
(214) 296-2773 

INVENTORY REDUCTION 
SALE 

All new equip. - not demo. Crown, 
DC300A-2 $804. Shure SM58-CN 
$121. EV Force 15" spkrs $94. JBL 
2441 $399. Telex wireless mic sys-
tems $895. Thompson Electronics 
Co., 3522 W. Harmon Hwy., Peoria, 
IL 61604. Shipping extra. 

(309) 637-2277 

The Mik Klip 
REtR AUDIO PRODUCTS DIV. 

The last microphone clip 
you'll ever need to buy. 

All aluminum - 
polyurethane-coated. 
Nearly indestructible. 

A model to accommodate 
every microphone made. 
To order, write or call: 

REtR AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1045 E. Shary Ct. 

Concord, CA 94518 
(415) 676-0827 

15 day money back guarantee 

Equipment 
Wanted 
Wanted: Studio equipment - work-
ing or not. Have cash! Phone any 
time. Ask for Don: (213) 439-3187 

Studios For 
Sale 
Excellent opportunity in Dallas. 
MCI 16-trk w/Autolocator plus 8-trk 
heads, 16-channel Speck console 
w/parametric, dbx, digital delay, 
plate reverb, good mics - 3 Neu-
manns, grand piano, Rhodes, Fend-
er bass, 2 booths, headphones, etc. 
Completely wired Et running - 
excellent sound - low rent - FOR 

DETAILS - (214) 239-8128 

King Realty, Inc. presents for sale 
Devonshire Sound Studios, an in-
ternationally recognized state-of-

the-art, four studio, sound record-
ing complex with video capability. 
For information and detailed bro-
chure contact Kathy Small or Dave 
Cowdrey, 13369 Ventura Blvd., 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

(213) 788-7900 

Recording studio w/24-track Et full 
video capabilities accompany this 
3-bedroom 3-acre property. Denver 
is only 40 min. from this private 
retreat w/decks Et sunshine - 
$175,000. For information on this or 
other mountain property contact: 
Horn Real Estate Co., Box 732, 
Evergreen, CO 80439 

(303) 674-5136 

Record Er Tape 
Services Et 
Supplies 
WHO TALKS ABOUT SOUND? 

Nobody but A + R, because WE 
MAKE THE BEST SOUNDING 
CUSTOM RECORDS. Hear for 
yourself; call for free sample. 

(214) 741-2027 
A + R Records Et Tapes 
902 N. Industrial Blvd. 

Dallas, TX 
WHEN QUALITY MATTERS 

RECORDS PRESSED 
JACKETS PRINTED 
Our stock or your custom. 
No minimum quantity. 

AMA, 8305 Christensen Rd., 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001, 

307-638-8733. 

DISC MASTERING - Cut 
from your tapes at low cost - 
Plating, Pressing, Labels Et 
Jackets - LPs, EPs Et 45s. Write 
for free information: 
THE CUTTING EDGE, Box 217, 
Ferndale, NY 12734, 
(914) 292-5965. 

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING 
SUPPLIES 

We are a major distributor of 
Ampex, Agfa Et 3M bulk Et reel 
master tape from 3/4 " to 2". We 
also stock empty reels, boxes, 
video cassettes, Norelco boxes Et 
other recording supplies. We man-
ufacture custom length bulk 
cassettes using top quality tapes. 
Cassette duplication service avail-
able. Please call or write for our 
FREE catalog. 

Advance Recording 
Products 

7190 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., 
San Diego, CA 92111 

In Calif.: (800) 858-1061 
CA Phone No: (619) 277-2540 
Outside Calif.: (800) 854-1061 

AGFA MASTERTAPE Et CASSET-
TES. Super prices. Example: 54 " x 
2400' bulk = $10.53 and C-60 for 
86a (case quantities). Send for 
wholesale price list. WORLD 
CLASS TAPE, Box 7611 Ann Arbor, 
MI. 48105 (313) 662-0667 

ARCAL 

CUSTOM LENGTH CHROME 
CASSETTES 

Rolls Royce of Custom 
Cassette 

BASF Chrome tape only 
UNITED TAPE COMPANY 

10746 Magnolia 
N. Hollywood, CA 

(2131 980-6700. Ask for Steve 

FACTORY DIRECT 
PRICES ON 31VI TAPE. 
We can save you 

money. 
We ship from stock. 

Small quantity orders O.K. 
STUDIOWORKS 

(8001 438-5921 

RECORD PRESSING 
Top-quality LP packages at 
super low prices. Album design 
available. Check us first! 

H.R. Productions 
(415) 930-7573 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION in Rea 
Time using Nakamichi cassette 
decks for impressive quality. Fast 
turn-around. Best rates. Labels, in-
serts Et shrink wrap available, from 
10 to 10,000. AUDIOHOUSE (303) 
751-2268 

AGFA CHROME Et normal bias 
BLANK CASSETTES. CUSTOM 
LOADING to the length you need. 
Your music deserves the best - 
your budget deserves a bargain. 

GAD 
P.O. Box 13054 

Phoenix, AZ 85002 
(602) 252-0077 

REAL-TIME 
Cassette Duplication C45 as low as 
98:. 4-color printing, foil labels, 
shrink wrap. Send for complete 
price list Et services inc. bulk price 
on AGFA Et chrome tape. CAT, 
4013 N. Black Canyon Hwy, Phx, 
AZ 8501 5 (602) 234-3468 

REAL-TIME 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
FREE PRINTED LABELS 

C-30 as low as 99 g 
Premium Ampex or Agfa tape. 

Send for price list and 
sample labels. 

ARCM PRODUCTIONS Ph.(415) 369-7348 

2732 Bay Road. Redwood City. CA 94063 

Lowest cost on real-time cassette 
copies. Fast turn-around PCM F1 
VHS or MCI 2-trk. 30 ips master. 

Audio Village (812) 332-7475 
P.O. Box 291 

Bloomington, IN 47402 

Real Time Cassette 
Duplication 

Normal / chrome from digital or 
analogue masters. Custom loaded 
lengths. Printing, packaging, ship-
ping. RESOLUTION, INC. 

299 College Street 
Burlington, VT 05401 

(802) 862-8881 

Maintenance 
Services Et 
Repair  

SPEAKER RECONING: 48-hour 
turnaround on most speakers. 
Gauss, JBL, Altec, Renkus-
Heinz, Emilar warranty station. 
Call or write for info: 

ALL STAR SOUND 
(805) 653-6661 

1070 E. Front #1, 
Ventura, CA 93001 

SPEAKER REPAIRS 
Factory authorized service center 
Altec • EV • Gauss • JBL • UREI 
Replacement diaphragm assem-
blies in stock. 
AST Sound, 250 W. Broadway, 
NY, NY 10013; (212) 226-7785 

SPEAKER REPAIR OF CALIFORNIA 
4334 Sunset Blvd. #2, L.A., CA 
90029. Experts since 1939 - speak-
er rebuilding, tailoring, $3.50 - $9 
per cone-inch. Microphone repair. 
Freight free return after 3-day 
cleaning, glueing, centering Et 
fatiguing; as for Rod Stewart, Zap-
pa, Who, Heider, Glen-Glenn. 

(213) 666-4161 

API CONSOLE SERVICE 
Wolff Associates will refurbish, 
repair, update or modify your API 
consoles. Factory experience, refer-
ences available. Factory replace-
ment parts. Grounding, hum Et 
noise elimination. Will travel any-
where. Call Paul (703) 241-2880 

Recording 
Services 

MOBILE RECORDING 
featuring 
JVC 

DIGITAL 
(3051 446-2477 

award-winning videoman Et 
author of Mix's Video Interface 

WEINSTOCK 
SCRIPTS! 

430 West 119 St., 
NYC/212-666-7484 

he'll show you his reel, as the 
saying goes... 

Custom audio facilities. Designed 
for your specific needs. For more 
information call or write 
Bob Raymond, Mix Minus Audio, 
116 Nassau St., Suite 1212, NY, NY 
10038. 
(212) 639-5142; Telex: 226000 
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16-trk remotes. MCI, Allen Er Heath 
28 x 24, tube mics, PCM F1 color 
video link. $750 per day & 50e per 
mile plus tape, complete. 
Audio Village (812) 332-7475 
P.O. Box 291 
Bloomington, IN 47402 

Instruments 
For Sale 

Alvarez 12-string guitar w/case. 
Excellent condition. Estimated 
value - $250. Must sacrifice at 
$180. Call Kathy 1415) 843-7901 
(days), 14151 924-5543 (eve.) 

Employment 
Offered 
RECORDING STUDIO EQUIP-

MENT/SALES 
You have experience with major 
recording studio equipment sales 
and engineering. You want to join 
an organization that has both the 
professional audio/video product 
mix and service departments to 
back up your sales efforts. You're a 
self-starter who can work as part of 
a professional team. 

Call Howard Mullinack 
Lake Systems Corp. 

55 Chapel St. 
Newton, MA 02160 

617/244-6881 

SALES REPRESENTATIVE NEED-
ED - JAMM Distributing is seeking 
a pro audio sales representative for 
Ohio. We offer an excellent com-
mission schedule in addition to a 
generous gas allowance. JAMM 
Distributing represents QSC, MIC-
MIX, EchoPlate, Symetrix, Loft, 
EAW, Minicom, and Allen Et Heath. 
Interested parties should contact 
John Amstadter at 1312) 747-6363. 
Resumes may be mailed to: JAMM 

Distributing 
21470 Main St., Ste 106 

Matteson, IL 60443 

Audio/Video 
Freelance Writer Needed 

Do you have a basic working 
knowledge of audio and video 
recording systems? Can you write a 
competent paragraph? Would you 
like to escape the hassles of New 
York or L.A. for a more laid-back 
lifestyle? Nashville needs you! I've 
got more work than I can handle, 
both editorial and advertising. 

Call Sam Borgerson at 
(615) 254-5651 or (615) 269-0542. 

Instruction 

BE A RECORDING ENGINEER! 
New classes quarterly. 

INSTITUTE OF AUDIO/VIDEO 
ENGINEERING. 

1213) 666-3003, 1831 Hyperion, 
Dept. E, HOLLYWOOD, CA 90027 

"PRACTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR 
THE RECORDING ENGINEER" 
Not a conventional recording book. 
See "The Best on Our Bookshelf" 
section in this magazine. 
THE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE: Private 
instruction in recording theory from 
a world-class author/lecturer. Cer-
tificate course. Two textbooks, 
homework, final exams, unlimited 
dialog with the author via cassette. 
Installment plan. 
FOR SCHOOLS - complete course 
materials. Teacher's Manual (lesson 
plans for two textbooks, reading, 
homework, suggested session con-
tent), Student's Workbook, Final 
Exams. 
FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER contact: 

S.K.P. 
1626 N. Wilcox No. B-677 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

Order by phone using Visa or Mas-
tercharge by calling (2131708-2933. 

LEARN FROM THE 
PROFESSIONALS 

ELECTRIC BASS 

By Carol Kaye: 
How to Play the Elec. 
Bass   $4.95 
Elec. Bass Lines #1   3.95 
Elec. Bass Lines #2   3.95 
Personally Yours   4.95 
C. Kaye Elec. Bass Cassette 
Course   35.00 
Elec. Bass Lines #3   3.95 
Elec. Bass Lines #4   4.95 
Elec. Bass Lines #5   3.95 
Elec. Bass Lines #6   3.95 
How to Play Elec. Bass 
Chords   4.95 

and: 
Easy Elec. Bass ( Carroll/ 
Kaye(  4.95 
Jazz Improvisation - Bass Clef 
(Most)   5.95 

GUITAR 

Joe Pass Guitar Style 6.95 
J. Pass Guitar Style 
Cassette   9.00 
Jazz Guitar Solos 
(Pass)   4.95 
J. Pass Guitar Chords   3.95 
J. Pass Chord Solos   4.95 
Jazz Duets ( Pass/Ellis)   5.50 
Jazz Duets Cassette   7.95 
Laurindo Almeida 
Guitar   6.00 
Foreign postage: $2.00 1st book, $ 1.00 ea. 

additional. $t 50 for cassette. $8.50 C.K. 
Bass Cassette Course • $13.50 to Australia. 
N.Z. Ft Asia. 

Sorry, no CODs. Calif. add 6% tax. 
Good store discounts. 

GWYN PUBLISHING CO. 
177 Webster St., Suite 272, 

Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 478-3510 - (408) 462-3834 

GOOD MUSIC MAKES 
A HAPPY WORLD 

Free Catalog 

"AUDIO MEASUREMENTS, 
THEIR IMPORTANCE AND HOW 

TO MAKE THEM" 
by Larry Blakely and John Roberts 
An easy to understand and detailed 
book will inform the reader how to 

make calibrations, alignments and 
test procedures on audio and music 
electronics equipment. This book is 
a must for any user of professional 
recording or sound reinforcement 
equipment. To order, send a check 
or money order for $3.00 (includes 
shipping) to Phoenix Audio Labora-
tory, 91 Elm Street, Manchester, 
CT 06040 

Miscellaneous 
FREE COMPUTER MUSIC 

CATALOG 
Introduction to principles of com-
puter music and digital audio. Com-
plete guide to DMS' products. 
Write Digital Music Systems, PO 
Box 1632, Boston, MA 02105 
(6171 542-3042 

Songwriters Resources and Serv-
ices is a non-profit organization 
dedicated to the education and pro-
tection of songwriters. Write or call 
for free information. SRS, 6772 
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, CA 
90028 (2131 463-7178. 

USERS GROUPS NOW 
FORMING for Midi Chroma and 
Prophet V. Services include: Com-
puter interface information, soft-
ware Er data exchange, Et group 
newsletter. For more information 

Contact the R, Network 
(2131 768-7448 

Are you a recording artist or pro-
ducer interested in obtaining Na-
tional and/or Regional airplay? If so, 
contact Professional Advertising 
Consultants, 11325 Pegasus, Ste. 
W-249, Dallas, TX 75238 or phone 
Bill Reardon at (214) 349-9415. We 
are an advertising agency with a 
totally unique approach to record 
promotion. 

50,000 records for sale 
in every monthly issue of 

GOLDMINE, 
the world's largest record-collect-
ing magazine. All types of music, all 
eras. Plus, articles on recording 
stars, past Et present, record Et 
music book reviews. Samples 
$2.50. 1 year: $ 20. 

GOLDMINE 
Dept, ACO, 700 E. State St., 

Iola, WI 54990 

THE SONG BROKERS 
Personalized song-matching for 
artists and producers: All Styles! 
JENPET Music International, 

3262 Central 
Alameda, CA 94501 

(4151 523-9876. 

Changing 
Your 
Address? 

Planning on moving? Please let us 
know six to eight weeks in advance 
so you don't miss a single issue of 
the MIX. Attach your old address 
label to this coupon and print in your 
new address below. 

(Please print your new address here) 

Name   

Company   

Address   

City State/Zip 

Mail to: 
MIX Publications, 2608 9th Street, 

Berkeley, CA 94710 

Mix Magazine's Catalogue of the latest and the 
best books on audio, video and music production. 
Contains over 60 titles by top professionals and 
educators. Free to Mix readers. Send SASE to: 

Mix Bookshelf, 2608 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 
94710 
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blependent Entincers & Prod « 

Your listings are coming to Mix 
Magazine in February, 1984. 
Don't miss this once-a-year op-
portunity to reach the thousands 
of potential clients who read Mix 
each month. To get listed, just fill 
out the coupon below and mail 
with your check for $25.00 to: 

Mix Magazine 
2608 Ninth Street 
Berkeley, CA 94710 

Display Advertising: 
Call Kathy Arnold at 
(415) 843-7901. 

The Deadline for Your Listing: November 1st 

Name  

Business Name  

Check category: Engineer 

Address 

City 

Telephone  ( 

Credits (max. 50 

  Producer   

  State  Zip  

words)   

Services offered (Max 100 words)  

I enclose $25.00 D Check El VISA D Mastercard Card #  

Exp. date  Signature   

PULSAR LABS, INC. 
Matrix Mixing Consoles 
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FREE RTA 150 
REAL TIME ANALYZER 

WITH CONSOLES PURCHASED 
BY OCT. 15, 1983 
A $ 1200 VALUE 

INPUT 
Active balanced line in (XLR) 

Stereo balanced line in 

Line mic switch 

Phase reverse switch 

High pass filter 

EC1 in/out switch 

Mute switch 

Variable gain (45 dB) 

Two monitor sends 

Two effects sends 

Direct out (' À") 

80 SERIES SPECIFICATIONS 8( FEATURES 
Access in & out 

3 level 3 LED 

Cue send 

100 mm fader 

EFFECTS 
Two individual effects 
modules 

5 band EC) dual peak 

reading meters ( effects & 
monitors) 

Access in/out on effects & 
monitors 

Cue send 

100 mm fader 

Effects may be switched into 
the matrix 

LED metering on effects & 
monitors 

TALKBACK 
Priority interrupt cue system 

48 volt phantom power 

Dual stereo headphone lacks 

LED dual peak reading meter 
on cue 

Extensive headphone 
monitoring 

FEATURES 
Totally modular - no point 
to point wiring 

Active gain stages for low 
noise and extended dynamic 
range 

5 band graphic or 
parametric ECt 

Total patching through access 
in out on all modules 
Solid oak frame steel sub- frame 

Optional on board signal 
processing, such as 
comp- limiters, etc 

Frequency response 20 - 
20 KHZ . or -. 5dB 

EIN 20 - 20 KHZ - 129 dBV 

Distortion - less than 02% 

Crosstalk - 74 dB ( odd pairs) 

Max mic gain - 105 dB 

Max line gain - 74 dB 

Max output . 26 dBV balanced 

Max output . 18 dBV unbalanced 

PULSAR LABORATORIES, INC. 3200 GILCHRIST RD. MOGADORE, OHIO 44260 216/784-8022 

Circle # 183 on Reader Service Card 
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INTRODUING LOW COST, FULL BANDWIDTH, 
HIGH PERFORMANCE, 

EFFECTRON fl DIGITAL DELAY. The EFFECTRON— Ills an enhanced 
EFFECTRON. We have added many features 

FROM fea-

tures depend on Model and include Increased per our customers suggestions. These flanging range, external Infinite repeat, 

increased Input range, stereo output and even 
lower puces! DELTALAB cost, full bandwidth ( 16KHZ), high perform-ance line of digital delay processors. Visit your 
local dealer and check It out !!! 
Listen and Compare .... 

The EFFECTRON 11 series Is still the only low 

ADM-1024 
Full 

Second Delay 

$5994 

ADM-64 
longer/Doubler 

S299* 

ADM-256 
4 Second Delay 

$449. 

Deltatab 

Deltalab 

INPUT 

LIMIT 

%-w 

ACTIVE LEya FEEDela 

'Manufacturers Suggested Retail Music & Electronics ... Naturally! 

e DeltaLab 



"You would choose a Soundcraft, too". That's what 
producer/songwriter Pete Bellotte told us. 
And he certainly is used to the best. While he was 

co-writing and producing most of Donna Summer's hits he 
chose Soundcraft for his own studio. 

"When we were recording Donna's 'Macarthur Park' 
and 'Bad Girls' we were amazed at the flexibility of the 
Soundcraft and in particular, the EQ. You get all the control 
you need out of a Soundcraft EQ without any harshness or 
distortion. The choice was simple. 

"My major guidelines in selecting the equipment were 
space and quality. The Soundcraft 2400 and SCM tape 
machine met those criteria. With the split configuration of 
the 2400, it performs like a much bigger console. When I 
mix down I can use the monitor section of the console to 
return more tracks. I've got the capability of mixing down 

up to 52 tracks simultaneously and I don't have to stand up 
to get to the controls — they're all within easy reach. 

"Once you're used to the best there is, you'll never want 
to compromise. And that's why I chose Soundcraft". 

Soundcraft 
The Producer's choice 

Soundcraft Electronics Limited, 5-8 Great Sutton Street, 
London, EC1V OBX, England. Tel: 01-251 3631. Telex: 21198. 

Soundcraft Electronics USA, 1517 20th. Street, 
Santa Monica, California 90404. Tel: (213) 453 4591. Telex: 664923. 

Soundcraft Canada Inc. 1444 Hymus Blvd. Dorval, 
Quebec Canada H9P 1J6. Tel: (514) 685 1610 Telex: 05 822582. 


